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Abstract

This thesis focuses on one of the key phases of massive star formation – ultracompact H

II

regions. It is now possible to build up on the existing census

of these sources by exploring the dense photo-ionised gas in unprecedented
resolution and at higher frequency than previously available. Such data are
delivered by the CORNISH survey. A catalogue of 239 ultra-compact H II regions
(UCHIIs) found in the CORNISH survey at 5 GHz and 1.5′′ resolution in the
region 10° < l < 65°, |b| < 1° is presented. This is the largest complete
and well-selected sample of UCHIIs to date and provides the opportunity
to explore the global and individual properties of this key state in massive
star formation at multiple wavelengths. The nature of the candidates was
validated, based on observational properties and calculated spectral indices,
and the analysis is presented in this work. The physical sizes, luminosities,
and other physical properties were computed by utilising literature distances
or calculating the distances whenever a value was not available. The near- and
mid-infrared extended source fluxes were measured and the extinctions towards
the UCHIIs were computed. The new results were combined with available
data at longer wavelengths and the spectral energy distributions (SEDs) were
reconstructed for 177 UCHIIs. The bolometric luminosities obtained from
SED fitting are presented. By comparing the radio flux densities to previous
observational epochs, it was found that about 5% of the sources appear to be
time variable. Follow-up higher-resolution observations of unresolved CORNISH

x
sources increased the number of UCHIIs with morphological information in
the sample to 213. The UCHII region morphologies were classified with a new,
multi-wavelength morphological classification scheme. Cometary UCHIIs make
up 71% of the sample. This fraction is significantly higher than those found
in previous, radio-based classifications. As many as 10-15% of the CORNISH
UCHII regions have point-like or extended hard X-ray emission counterparts.
This first high-resolution area survey of the Galactic plane shows that the total
number of UCHIIs in the Galaxy is ∼ 750 – a factor of 3-4 fewer than found
in previous large area radio surveys. It will form the basis for future tests of
models of massive star formation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Massive star formation

The puzzle of the birth and early life of stars exceeding 8 M⊙ is not yet fully
assembled. Some of the obstacles towards building a complete evolutionary
sequence for massive stars include their rarity due to their brief lifetime and
the rapid evolution of each observable stage. The main sequence is reached
while the young star is still embedded within a dense core and as a result the
early phases of its development are hidden behind a heavy veil of dust. A
well-founded distinction between global and individual properties of sources in
each evolutionary stage is hampered by the strong influence of other objects
within the multiple systems where massive stars typically form.
It is a vital task for modern astronomy to overcome these challenges. Massive
stars affect not only their immediate surroundings, but also shape their parent
galaxy. Their formation controls phase changes in the interstellar medium
(ISM) via the profuse emission of ionising UV photons [Molinari et al., 2014].
Processes associated with their evolution, such as winds, outflows, expanding
H

II

regions and supernovae, stir the ISM and enrich it with heavy elements

[Zinnecker and Yorke, 2007]. This makes their understanding a stepping stone
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Fig. 1.1 The famous H II region M16, re-imaged recently by the Hubble Space
Telescope. Left: optical image of dense gas not yet dissipated by UV emission.
The ionisation fronts are glowing. Right: IR image of the same region2 .
towards a more detailed picture of the Milky Way, as well as the extent to which
galaxy formation and evolution in general is driven by stellar populations.
This introduction briefly summarises the observed sites, evolutionary stages,
and current competing theoretical models of massive star formation (MSF).
It focuses on ultra-compact H

II

(UCHII) regions as an important part of the

evolutionary sequence and the surveys which are key to studying these objects,
with focus on the CORNISH survey1 . The survey provides a representative
and unbiased sample, conveniently available across other wavelengths within
related surveys, to study the properties of this deeply embedded phase.

1.1.1

The cradles of stars

In the past several decades, dense molecular clouds in the ISM have been
identified as the birthplaces of stars [Shu et al., 1987]. They are known as giant
molecular clouds (GMCs) and trace the spiral arms of the Milky Way (and
of spiral galaxies in general). They are among the largest and most massive
1
2

http://cornish.leeds.ac.uk/public/index.php
From http://hubblesite.org/newscenter/archive/releases/2015/01/image/c/.
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Fig. 1.2 Schematic of the hierarchical structures inside a molecular cloud forming
low-mass stars (Fig. 1 from Pokhrel et al. 2018) – the cloud, clumps, filaments,
cores, envelopes, and protostellar systems are shown.
objects in the Galaxy (M ∼ 104 − 106 M⊙ ), reaching hundreds of parsecs in size
[Lada and Shu, 1990] and holding over 80% of the molecular hydrogen (with
column densities NH = 1023 − 1024 cm−2 and temperatures T = 10 − 15 K
[Larson, 1985].
Molecular clouds are hierarchically structured, as illustrated in Figure 1.2.
A hierarchy of nested ‘fragments’, ranging from larger filaments and clumps
to dense cores and disks, is seen in observational and theoretical studies of
∼ 10 pc clouds, produced through sequential fragmentation (see e.g. Dobbs
et al. 2014, Pokhrel et al. 2018).
The formation mechanism from a dense core to a low-mass star is understood
through the classical theory by Larson [1969] and Shu et al. [1987]. Compressive
turbulent motions in the ISM trigger the formation of rotating, bounded dense
cores in a molecular cloud. Young stellar objects (YSOs) form from the
gravitational collapse of such a dense core, after it has lost its thermal and
magnetic support. Material is channelled onto the YSO through an accretion
disk formed as a consequence of the rotation of the collapsing cloud fragment.
The excess angular momentum is transferred away via the accretion disk, as
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well as bipolar outflows and high-velocity jets which clear openings in the
rotating envelope. This allows accumulation of material onto the YSO.
Initially, stars are hidden in an embedded state within their parent dense
molecular core. The high column densities of gas and dust in molecular clouds
absorb the optical and UV emission of these young stars, turning the clouds
opaque to optical and shorter wavelengths. Figure 1.1 shows how imaging at
longer wavelengths unveils the sites of newborn stars, otherwise hidden from
view in optical emission.

1.1.2

Sites of massive star formation

There is no observationally established analogue to the evolutionary sequence
of low-mass stars in the case of massive star formation, due to the obstacles
described in §1.1. One of the main differences to low-mass stars is the substantial
quantity of ionising radiation emitted by massive stars. It plays an important
role during their lives and as early as their formation phase. The strong radiation
field is capable of dissipating their accretion disc and protostellar envelope,
thus limiting further accretion and the final mass they reach [Zinnecker, 2004].
Recent theoretical and observational efforts have shown that jets and outflows
from the massive young stellar object (MYSO) could provide a getaway for the
radiation by carving cavities into the surrounding material, and MSF could
thus proceed similarly to the low-mass case (see e.g. Banerjee and Pudritz
2007; Manoj et al. 2016; Purser et al. 2016).
The embedded phase likely comprises several groups of objects, as indicated
by mid-IR to radio observations [Menten et al., 2005]. A theoretical nomenclature exists to categorise the likely massive star precursors, borrowing from
the low-mass star-formation sequence, as illustrated in Figure 1.3. Infrared
dark clouds (IRDCs, first identified by Perault et al. 1996), are thought to
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Fig. 1.3 Proposed evolutionary diagram for the formation of massive stars –
Figure 8 from the recent review by Motte et al. [2017]. (1) Massive stars form in
molecular dense cores hosted by massive filaments and spherical clumps, called
here ridges and hubs. (2) and (3): In this scenario, low-mass prestellar cores
become protostars with growing mass, rather than high-mass prestellar cores
[Tigé et al., 2017]. (4), (5), and (6): Protostellar envelopes gather matter from
gravitationally-driven inflows, leading to the formation of a massive protostar,
which stays IR-quiet if/until it reaches 8 M⊙ . The main accretion phase ends
when the UV field from the star ionises the protostellar envelope to produce
an H II region.
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Fig. 1.4 The radio spectrum of an idealised H II region is a black body at low
frequencies ν. The slope equals 2 in the case of a uniform cylinder (optically
thick case) and is less than 2 otherwise (≈ −0.1 for the optically thin case )
[Stahler and Palla, 2008].
provide the initial conditions for massive star formation and to contain dozens
of massive starless clumps [Williams et al., 2000]. The earliest phase of massive star formation has also been called high-mass prestellar cores or massive
cold molecular cores (see the recent review by Motte et al. 2017). From such
gravitationally bound cores, individual massive stars or massive binaries would
eventually form. The nature of, and relationship to, surrounding larger-scale
cloud structures is uncertain.
The next phase is that of collapsing cloud fragments, which are named
high-mass protostellar objects, massive protostars, protostellar massive dense
cores, or hot molecular cores, provided they have the capacity to form a massive
binary (but not a cluster) [Beuther et al., 2002]. Such hot molecular cores
contain large amounts of warm, dense gas, heated by the loss of potential energy
from the formation of protostars. The gas is mixed with dust and complex
organic molecules. Hot cores are also associated with methanol maser emission
[Kurtz et al., 2000].
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Massive young stellar objects are late hot cores, when the ionising radiation
of the star has not yet started to dissipate its surroundings. MYSOs are
radio-quiet and unresolved in the mid-IR at 1′′ resolution [Mottram et al.,
2011]. These sources have lower effective temperatures than their zero age main
sequence (ZAMS) counterparts, which is the likely cause for the lack of ionising
radiation considering their luminosity [Hoare et al., 2007].
After a massive star has formed, it ionises a pocket of hydrogen gas which
remains confined in its vicinity while expanding – thus forming an H
H

II

II

region.

regions are highly convenient tracers of massive star formation, as they are

clearly visible across the Galactic plane in the cm-regime [Anderson and Bania,
2008]. Since only the most massive stars are capable of emitting considerable
amounts of radiation exceeding the Lyman limit, the radio continuum free-free
emission of the H II region around the star provides one of the earliest observable
clues to understanding massive star formation [Hoare et al., 2007]. The free-free
emission arises from the ionised gas from the freed electrons being decelerated
when deflected by ions, the excess energy being carried away by photons with
a typical spectrum as shown in Figure 1.4. The dense heated dust within
the ionised gas reprocesses the UV radiation into submillimetre and infrared
wavelengths.
Churchwell [2002] proposed an empirical evolutionary sequence of H II regions,
based on ionization expansion – from ultra-compact to compact H II regions, followed by classical/evolved H

II

regions. An even earlier phase was subsequently

added to this scenario – hyper-compact H

II

regions (HCHIIs) [Kurtz et al.,

2000]. HCHII and UCHII regions are associated with the youngest massive
stars and reveal the most information about massive star formation. HCHII
regions are likely to still be accreting [Keto, 2007]. They are thought to be
distinct from UCHII regions primarily because they have extremely broad radio
recombination line profiles (∆v ∼ 40 – 50 km s−1 and sometimes exceeding
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Object
M ( M⊙ )
L (pc)
T (K) ntot ( cm−3 )
GMC
104 − 106
∼ 50
10 − 15
∼ 102
Clump
102 − 104 0.5 − 20 10 − 25
∼ 103
3
4
Cold Core
10 − 10
< 0.5
10 − 50
∼ 104
Hot Core
102 − 103
∼ 0.1
≳ 102
105 − 107
HCHII region
< 0.05
> 104
> 106
4
UCHII region
< 0.1
∼ 10
> 104
Table 1.1 Observed types of star-forming objects and some of their properties
[Charbonnel et al., 2011; Churchwell, 2002; Hoare et al., 2007; Zinnecker and
Yorke, 2007].

100 km s−1 , whereas for UCHII this value is ∼ 30 – 40 km s−1 ) [Afflerbach
et al., 1996; Keto et al., 1995]. These stages are followed by the compact and
classical region phase, where the gas is ionised globally, expands and disrupts
its cloud, thus enabling observations in the visible and near-IR wavelengths
[Churchwell, 2002; Zinnecker and Yorke, 2007]. Details about each observed
stage are included in Table 1.1.

1.1.3

Theoretical models

The exact manner in which a protostar is born from the dense molecular
material is an outstanding question in massive star formation. The observable
stages listed above physically overlap and the transition between them is not
understood in detail. The evolutionary phases are not found in isolation,
complicating the task of the observer given the limited angular resolution and
vast distances to massive star formation sites. Three primary models are still
competing to explain massive star formation. Each of these models requires
different initial and environmental conditions. The controversy arises from
inconclusive, so far, observational data [Stahler and Palla, 2008; Zinnecker and
Yorke, 2007]. The scenarios are, respectively:
• Monolithic collapse (also known as turbulent core model) [McKee and
Tan, 2002], where large-scale turbulence in the parent GMC driven by
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supernovae aids the formation of prestellar cores which are static and
isolated on the verge of their collapse. This model is, in its essence,
scaled-up low-mass star formation. Once the supplementary turbulent
and magnetic support of a massive prestellar cores is lost, core collapse
leads to the formation of a protostellar core, which accretes through a disk,
at a rate set by the ambient gas pressure. Early in the accretion stage, a
massive outflow emerges. Most of the high-energy radiation pours out via
the so-formed cavity of optically thin material, thus relieving the radiation
pressure. Simulations which include feedback and magnetic fields expect
formation of isolated massive stars that can reach M ≲ 140 M⊙ [Kuiper
et al., 2010]. The monolithic collapse model suffers from problems such as
the inability to explain fragmentation into small stars and the statistics
of observed protostellar accretion disks [Tan et al., 2014]. The process
that leads from runaway global collapse to a quasi-static configuration at
the prestellar core scale is unknown [Motte et al., 2017].
• Competitive accretion and runaway growth [Bonnell et al., 2001; Murray
and Chang, 2012] – in this model, massive prestellar cores do not exist
as small (∼ 0.02 pc) condensations isolated from their environment.
The high-mass equivalent of prestellar cores could be low-mass cores
within massive infalling clumps [Tigé et al., 2017]. The location and
environment of a protostar determines the final stellar mass. Thus,
competitive accretion differs from the low-mass star formation model,
without the two falling into contradiction – low-mass stars can form,
following the classical scheme, in the less dense cloud regions. The most
massive stars form in the centres of clumps, where the large gravitational
potential allows the protostar to keep accreting increasingly more material
from neighbouring regions of the clump. The high accretion rates and disk
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accretion solve both the radiation problem and the timescale problem.
Filaments in the clumps could aid the transfer of gas from outer to
inner regions of the clump (e.g. Smith et al. 2014). The competitive
accretion model does not seem to work in a medium with high turbulence
[Krumholz and McKee, 2005].
• Protostar collisions and coalescence (e.g. Bonnell and Bate 2005; Bonnell
et al. 1998) – the model is based on stellar collisions and mergers which
result in the formation of the most massive stars residing in very dense
systems. This could be relevant in the rare case of close stellar encounters,
or for rapidly-rotating massive stars – the progenitors of long-duration
γ-ray bursts [Fryer and Heger, 2005; Zinnecker, 2006]. Computational
simulations do not reproduce the stellar densities required for stellar
mergers to be frequent, hence coalescence is unlikely to be a prevalent
MSF mechanism (e.g. Bontemps et al. 2010).

1.2
1.2.1

UCHII regions
Surveying the birthplaces of massive stars

A family of Galactic plane surveys
The bounds of current understanding of massive star formation are widened
by the modern family of Galactic plane surveys, covering the dust (from hot
to cold), the molecular, the atomic, and the ionised gas. These include the
GLIMPSE programme [Benjamin et al., 2003; Churchwell et al., 2009] and its
companion MIPSGAL survey (mid-IR) [Carey et al., 2009], the UKIDSS GPS
survey (near-IR) [Lucas et al., 2008], the BU-FCRAO Galactic Ring Survey
(CO) [Jackson et al., 2005], the ATLASGAL survey (sub-mm) [Schuller et al.,
2009], the VGPS survey (H I ) [Stil et al., 2006], the CORNISH survey (radio)
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θ
Coverage
VLA-config.
′′
( )
MAGPIS 6 cm
4×9 −10◦ ≤ l ≤ 42◦
C
|b| < 0.4◦
MAGPIS 20 cm
1.4
5
5◦ ≤ l ≤ 48.5◦
B,C,D
◦
|b| < 0.8
CORNISH
5
1.5
10◦ ≤ l ≤ 65◦
B/BnA
◦
|b| < 1
Table 1.2 Details for the MAGPIS and CORNISH surveys.
ν
(GHz)
5

[Hoare et al., 2012; Purcell et al., 2013]. These legacy surveys provide resolution
and sensitivity apposite to the detection and discerning of sources occupying
angular scales down to ∼ 1′′ . At the same time, they cover wide areas on the sky
and overcome the high extinction of the plane. In this way, a multi-wavelength
treasure trove of unbiased, high-resolution and statistically representative data
are available to aid the studies of the earliest phases of massive star formation.

The CORNISH survey and its context
The CORNISH survey, the first Galactic plane survey that is comparable in
resolution and coverage with the GLIMPSE data, maps the compact ionised gas
within the ISM. At present, the CORNISH catalogue of the northern Galactic
plane, imaged with the VLA, is the most uniformly sensitive, homogeneous
and complete list of northern compact radio sources at 5 GHz.
Among the key scientific goals of the CORNISH survey is massive star
formation. In particular, it aims to fully characterize the population of the
most compact H

II

regions. Distinguished as a separate observational class by

Wood and Churchwell [1989b], ultra-compact H

II

(UCHII) regions link the

accretion phase when a massive protostar is formed, and the development of
a more diffuse and less obscured H

II

region. UCHII regions are defined as

embedded photoionised regions ≲ 0.1 pc in diameter, with emission measures
≳ 107 pc cm−6 and electron densities ne ≳ 104 cm−3 [Wood and Churchwell,
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1989b]. They are the most luminous objects in the Milky Way in the far-IR,
and are observable in the radio part of the spectrum if their luminosities are
equivalent or higher than a B3 main-sequence star with Lbol ∼ 103 L⊙ (BohmVitense 1981, Meynet and Maeder 2003). The Lyman continuum ionising flux
corresponding to zero-age main-sequence stars with spectral class from B2 to
O5 is in the range 1044 – 1049 photons s−1 . Estimating the distances to UCHII
regions, together with their density distributions, luminosities, morphologies,
kinematics and relationship to the parent molecular clouds is essential. These
properties can be used to help understand not only the effect of UCHII regions
on their environment, but also test the existing evolutionary models of massive
star formation and the structure of the Milky Way [Hoare et al., 2007].
The CORNISH team identified 240 ultra-compact H

II

region candidates.

The sample provides the largest unbiased and uniform collection of these objects
to date and can be used to help answer questions such as the feedback process
in high mass star formation regions and the Milky Way structure traced by
them, the evolution of H

II

regions and their effect on their environment, the

star formation efficiency in the Galaxy, the upper Initial Mass Function (IMF)
for different environments, among many others. Another important aspect to
be explored is the morphology of UCHII regions.
The lifetime of the UCHII phase can be estimated from comparing the
numbers of field OB stars in the Milky Way from the latest IR surveys to the
relative numbers of UCHII regions [Mottram et al., 2011; Wood and Churchwell,
1989a,b]. Such an estimate, together with knowledge of the stellar content
of representative UCHII samples and with current theoretical models, can be
used to address the ‘lifetime problem’ of UCHII regions [Wood and Churchwell,
1989b]. It arose because simple H

II

region models (i.e. monotonic, pressure-

driven expansion) suggest a brief dynamical lifetime of the UCHII phase,
which would result in low UCHII numbers. At a typical expansion speed of
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∼ 10 km s−1 , an H

13
II

region would exceed a size of 0.1 pc in about 104 years –

just one percent of the lifetime of its ionising star (see e.g. Kahn et al. 1954,
Roth et al. 2013). Observed UCHII numbers did not seem to match these
estimates, as around 10% of O stars are associated with UCHII regions. This
indicated a confining mechanism at work, prolonging the UCHII lifetime by a
factor of ten or more (see e.g. Dyson et al. 1995; Hollenbach et al. 1994; Roth
et al. 2013; Van Buren et al. 1990).
Previous radio UCHII samples comprise predominantly IR-targeted surveys
based on IRAS point sources with far-IR colours similar to well-known UCHIIs.
Wood and Churchwell [1989a,b] selected a sample of 75 UCHIIs (out of ∼ 1600
candidates in the Galaxy) to observe at 6 cm and 2 cm with the VLA using this
method and classified them morphologically. Similarly, Miralles et al. [1994]
selected and observed 12 sources at 6 and 2 cm with the VLA. Garay et al. [1993]
also based their selection on strong IRAS point sources associated with compact
H II regions and produced multi-frequency observations with the VLA (resolved
and morphologically classified). Kurtz et al. [1994] performed radio-continuum
observations on 59 UCHIIs, again IRAS-selected. De Pree et al. [2005] located
and resolved a hundred objects within the massive star forming regions W49A
and Sgr B2 from VLA radio continuum and radio recombination line emission
observations (and revisited the Wood and Churchwell 1989b morphological
classification).
The RMS survey [Lumsden et al., 2013; Urquhart et al., 2009, 2007] marked
a new era of massive star formation studies. Colour-selected sources from MSX
[Price et al., 2001] and 2MASS [Skrutskie et al., 2006] were followed up by
arcsecond-resolution IR, as well as mm and radio observations. These, together
with archival data, were used to identify for the first time a Galaxy-wide
sample of ∼ 900 candidate massive young stellar objects (MYSOs) and as
many H

II

regions [Lumsden et al., 2013]. Mottram et al. [2011] used the RMS
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survey to determine a lifetime of 300 kyr for the compact H

II

region phase

(about 3-10% of the MS lifetime). Davies et al. [2011] simulated the RMS
survey for different accretion models and compared the model results to the
observed luminosity distribution. H

II

regions were assumed to be forming

through simple Strömgren expansion (a uniform density medium and no stellar
wind).
The biggest disadvantage of IR-selection in UCHII studies is the discrimination against the most deeply-embedded sources. The issue is resolved by
unbiased radio surveys. The first larger-scale unbiased survey at 1.4 GHz (inner
Galaxy, VLA B and A/B configuration) was conducted by Zoonematkermani
et al. [1990] and was followed by (VLA C configuration) 5 GHz observations
[Becker et al., 1994] covering about a fourth of the GLIMPSE region. The
survey (now contained within a larger collection of re-reduced archival radio
data known as MAGPIS, see Helfand et al. 2006) is useful for the study of
extended thermal sources such as evolved H

II

regions, bubbles, etc. However,

UCHII regions are unresolved or marginally resolved, and even in some instances missed altogether due to insufficient sensitivity. The CORNISH survey
covers the entire GLIMPSE region and its noise level of 0.4 mJy ensures the
detection of virtually all UCHIIs within the covered area. More details are
included in Table 1.2.

1.2.2

Morphological studies

Strömgren [1939] derived that an H

II

region embedded in a uniform medium

of neutral hydrogen has a size equal to its Strömgren radius RS . This is the
radius at which the recombination rate density (αn2 ) and the total rate of
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ionizing photons N ∗ are in balance within the volume of the sphere:
3N ∗
RS =
4παn2


 31

(1.1)

.

For typical values, 100 pc > RS > 10 pc.
Observed UCHII region morphologies
Evidence for departures from spherical morphology of the compact H
components located within extended H

II

II

region

regions was reported shortly after

the advent of aperture synthesis radio observations. An early such example
are the observations of bright ‘compact’ and ‘sub-compact’ H

II

regions carried

out by Israel [1977]; Israel et al. [1973] at 21 cm (24.6′′ synthesized beam)
and at 6 cm (7.2′′ synthesized beam)3 . Benson and Johnston [1984] observed
compact H

II

regions at arcsecond resolution in Sgr B2 and G34.3+0.2 with

clearly distinguishable cometary morphologies. Wood and Churchwell [1989b]
were the first to define five morphological classes of UCHII regions, using VLA
radio continuum snapshots and recombination line data with 0.4′′ resolution
at 2 and 6 cm. They observed 75 UCHIIs, out of which ∼ 43% were classified
as spherical or unresolved, ∼ 20% – cometary, ∼ 17% – irregular or multiply
peaked, ∼ 16% – core-halo, and ∼ 4% – shell. In a follow-up study, Kurtz
et al. [1994] used similar techniques to identify and classify 59 UCHII regions.
They found a similar distribution of morphological classes. Walsh et al. [1998]
reported that the resolved UCHIIs (at arcsecond resolution) in their southern
UCHII sample4 were either cometary (43%) or irregular (40%). The observed
recurring morphology of UCHII regions is evidence for ordered underlying
physical processes. Studying these morphologies provides information about
The observations were carried out with the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope
(WSRT)
4
Observed with the Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA).
3
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the state of the surrounding medium soon after the formation of massive stars
[Hoare et al., 2007].
De Pree et al. [2005] revised the Wood and Churchwell [1989b] classification
scheme through the addition of a bipolar class (UCHIIs elongated along one axis,
with broad radio recombination lines) and the removal of the core-halo class.
The latter was deemed obsolete, as through the use of multi-configuration
imaging (which provides more spatial dynamic range) it was revealed that
UCHII regions cannot be treated as isolated entities – virtually all are associated
with large-scale diffuse emission that is distinguishable from the compact core.
In their VLA-D-configuration radio-continuum survey, Kurtz et al. [1999] found
12 UCHIIs associated with extended emission out of 15 observed fields. The
authors concluded that for about half of these sources, the ultra-compact and
extended (typically 1′ in diameter) emission are likely directly connected, and
highlighted the need for models where this interconnectedness is addressed. In
the multi-configuration 21 cm radio continuum survey and follow-up molecular
line observations of 16 UCHIIs by Kim and Koo [2001, 2003], the authors found
that in 15 cases, the compact and extended components were likely ionised by
the same source, as their molecular line velocities were the same. Ellingsen et al.
[2005] observed eight southern UCHIIs, selected through their association with
class II methanol masers, and also concluded that the extended and compact
radio continuum emission coexists within H
H

II

II

regions for a long time, and that

regions evolve within hierarchically structured molecular clouds. The main

difference between the results by De Pree et al. [2005] and previous classification
statistics is that 28% of the sources were classified as shell-like. As discussed
in the review of existing morphological surveys by Hoare et al. [2007], almost
half of the shell-like sources classified by De Pree et al. [2005] could also be
classified as cometary, as they are highly asymmetric.
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Higher-sensitivity observations of cometary UCHII regions can reveal cavities
evacuated by the wind from the ionising star, which are not seen in less sensitive
observations, and cause them to appear more shell-like/limb-brightened. Other
classifications can also change, depending on the resolution, type, and sensitivity
of the radio observations used. At higher resolution, spherical regions typically
reveal further structure (see e.g. the discussions by Hoare et al. 2007; Wood
and Churchwell 1989b).
The original morphological classification by Wood and Churchwell [1989b]
and the updated classification by De Pree et al. [2005] are presented in Fig. 1.7.
These classifications rely only on radio maps – the sources were selected using
the IRAS catalogue, but at poorer than arcmin resolution5 , it contained no
morphological information for UCHIIs. Using radio data alone to explore their
spatial structure clearly comes with dynamic range limitations due to the nature
of high-resolution radio interferometric observations, as discussed by De Pree
et al. [2005]; Hoare et al. [2007]; Wood and Churchwell [1989b]. Addressing these
limitations through the use of deep, multi-configuration observations is, with
current up and running radio-interferometric arrays, time-consuming and thus
an impractical approach for conducting large surveys. The next generation of
instruments, notably the Square Kilometre Array (SKA), will alleviate this issue
[Manoj et al., 2016]. At present, existing classification schemes can be updated
by expanding them into more complete, multi-wavelength classifications.

Theoretical models of UCHIIs
Various physical mechanisms have been proposed to explain the origin of the
observed morphological types, but linking the observational results with models
is made difficult by the fact that all morphological classifications are limited by
the resolution, sensitivity, and dynamic range of the observations. Other pitfalls
5

https://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/IRASdocs/exp.sup/ch7/J.html#2
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are due to the subjective nature of visual classifications, and the complexity of
processes shaping young H

II

regions.

The cometary class, with its highly regular structure and its ubiquity, has
been used to test past theoretical models. Notably, those are the champagne
flow/blister model [Israel, 1978; Tenorio-Tagle, 1979], the bow shock model
[Reid and Ho, 1985; Van Buren et al., 1990], the mass-loading/clumpy models
[Dyson et al., 1995]. The work by Lumsden and Hoare [1996] highlighted
where the first two models fell short, through observing IR lines to analytically
model the density and velocity structure of the well-studied cometary UCHII
G29.96−0.02. The bow shock model fails to explain the large velocity gradient
across the tail of the UCHII, which can be explained by the champagne model
predictions. The authors noted that the effects of stellar winds should be
included in the champagne model to match more features of the observational
data.
This was supported also by more recent observational findings, in particular the kinematic study by Cyganowski et al. [2003], (and the follow-up by
Immer et al. 2014), of the DR 21 massive star-forming region containing two
cometary H

II

regions, aligned nearly perpendicular to each other. Based on

the observed gas velocities, which could not be explained by champagne flow
or bow shock alone, Cyganowski et al. [2003] proposed a hybrid model. Figure
1.5 (corresponding to Fig. 4 in Cyganowski et al. 2003) illustrates the velocity
field vectors for each main category of theoretical models.
In recent theoretical efforts, the mixed scenario has been put forward to
help investigate the main physical processes shaping UCHII regions. Key in
coming closer to agreement with observations was the addition of stellar winds,
to reproduce swept-up ionised shells. A cohort of hybrid hydrodynamical
models were investigated by Arthur and Hoare [2006], such as champagne
flow plus stellar wind models, and combined bow shock and champagne flow
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models with varied density gradients, stellar wind strengths, and stellar motion.
Arthur and Hoare [2006] combined observational and computational efforts and
demonstrated that the commonly observed limb-brightened morphologies can
be explained with the inclusion of stellar winds in the champagne flow model.
Steggles et al. [2017] took this a step further to simulate cometary H

II

regions

with strong stellar winds and ionising stars born off-centre from power-law
density gas clouds for a wide range of densities and stellar masses. Observed
features such as cavities and limb-brightening were successfully reproduced.
With these models, the observed spherical and shell morphological classes
can be explained to arise due to different viewing angles, luminosities, and
distances of the cometary H

II

region (see Fig. 1.6). For example, morphologies

are more shell-like at smaller angles between the viewing direction and the axis
of symmetry of the UCHII, as well as when the source is better resolved – in
particular, for nearby, lower-luminosity UCHIIs. More spherical morphologies
would arise for higher-luminosity, more distant UCHIIs, and/or for UCHIIs
whose expansion is limited by a denser immediate environment.
A number of theoretical works predict time-variable radio flux densities
(Franco-Hernández and Rodríguez 2004, Rodríguez et al. 2007, Gómez et al.
2008, Galván-Madrid et al. 2008, Peters et al. 2010a,b,c, Galván-Madrid et al.
2011, Klassen et al. 2012a). Such models predict e.g. optically thick clumps
in the stellar wind blocking the radiation [Galván-Madrid et al., 2008; Peters
et al., 2010a], or surface temperature fluctuations of the forming star [FrancoHernández and Rodríguez, 2004]. The flux changes could be associated with
morphological changes across observational epochs. In the Keto [2007], Peters
et al. [2010a], and Galván-Madrid et al. [2011] models, accretion has not ceased
during the early H II region phases and can lead to their gravitational ‘trapping’
within the accretion flow. A bipolar morphology of the H
in the case of an ionised accretion flow (e.g. Keto 2007).

II

region is expected
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Fig. 1.5 This is Figure 4 in Cyganowski et al. 2003, presenting the velocity
fields in cometary H II regions for three models. From left to right, these are
the bow shock model, the champagne flow model, a hybrid model. The ambient
molecular gas surrounding the regions serves as the velocity reference for all
these models.

Fig. 1.6 This is Figure 7 in Steggles et al. 2017, presenting emission measure
maps of a simulated cometary UCHII region viewed at different projection
angles.
Molecular masers
Masers indicate the presence of warm (IR pumped) as well as shocked (collisionally pumped) gas. The 6.7 GHz transition of methanol produces the
brightest, most widespread masers. Such masers are expected to be associated with the hot molecular core phase, as well as with younger H

II

regions

(HCHIIs), and their presence in the vicinity of UCHIIs is thus possible evidence
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(a) Original classification

(b) Modified classification

Fig. 1.7 Panel a: The five original morphological classes of UCHII regions,
with their respective definitions, as they appear in the review by Churchwell
1990. The 75 UCHIIs were observed at 2 cm and 6 cm with the VLA, at
0.4′′ resolution. Panel b: Revised morphologies from De Pree et al. [2005]: (a)
Shell-like source, W49A/D (7 mm; De Pree et al. 2004); (b) bipolar source,
W49A/A (3.6 cm; De Pree et al. 1997a); (c) cometary source, Sgr B2 Main/I
(1.3 cm; Gaume et al. 1995); (d) spherical source, W49A/R (3.6 cm; De Pree
et al. 1997a); (e) irregular source, Sgr B2 Main/F2 (7 mm; De Pree et al. 1998);
and (f) unresolved source, W49A/A2 (7 mm; De Pree et al. 2004.
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for sequential/triggered massive star formation (e.g. Hu et al. 2016). Walsh
et al. [1998] found a significant difference between the general proximity of
methanol and water masers to their cometary and irregular UCHIIs, which
is indicative of different environments stimulating the masing. The Arecibo
Galactic plane methanol maser survey uniformly sampled 18.2 square degrees in
the region 32.5° < l < 53.7°, |b| < 0.41° [Pandian et al., 2007]6 . Other notable
maser surveys are the HOPS survey [Walsh et al., 2011], which supplies a
catalogue of water masers in the Southern plane, and the Methanol Multibeam
(MMB) survey, covering over 60% of the Galactic plane between |b| < 0.41°
[Green et al., 2008]. These provide an opportunity to look for maser associations of UCHIIs and thus compare the immediate environments of different
morphological classes.

1.2.3

Distances to Galactic UCHIIs

A crucial step towards characterising UCHII regions is to determine the distance
to these sources. One can then convert measured parameters (e.g. fluxes and
angular sizes) into physical quantities (e.g. luminosities and physical sizes).
Accurately derived distances to UCHII regions are used to test the current
models of the face-on Galactic structure [see e.g. Urquhart et al., 2013]. As
the heavy obscuration hinders the use of any optical distance determination
techniques, the distances to most UCHII regions are kinematically derived.
The kinematic distance is found by fitting the radial velocity of the source to a
Galactic rotation curve (e.g. Brand and Blitz 1993; Reid et al. 2009), using
radio or mm spectral line data. Errors in the calculated distance arise when the
source radial velocity differs from the one assumed by the model (e.g. velocity
For reference, CORNISH covers 10° < l < 65°, |b| < 1°, and the scale height of UCHIIs
is |b| < 0.6°.
6
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Fig. 1.8 Image illustrating the origin of the kinematic distance ambiguity (from
Kolpak et al. [2003]). The view is from the north Galactic pole, i.e. the rotation
is clockwise. The solid straight line traces the line of sight to the H II region
through cold and clumpy H I . The radial velocity is the same at the near (a)
and far (c) distance of the source’s orbit. The tangent point (3) is a velocity
maximum, and there is no kinematic distance ambiguity at the tangent velocity.
Absorption spectra (line-to-continuum intensity ratio vs. H I radial velocity)
are included for each case – near (b) and far (d), with the source recombination
line velocity and the tangent point velocity marked on top of the absorption.
errors of about 10 km s−1 due to the velocities departing from circular rotation
as a result of streaming motions) [Anderson and Bania, 2008].
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Distance estimates for the outer Galaxy are relatively straightforward.
However, a major obstacle arises when one seeks the kinematic distance for
objects within the Solar circle. At Galactic radii smaller than that of the Sun,
two possible distances exist for each radial velocity. These distances, known as
near and far, are situated at equal intervals from the tangent point distance.
The kinematic distance ambiguity (KDA) is not present only for the tangent
point velocity, which is the maximum radial velocity. This is illustrated in
Figure 1.8. Different methods exist to assign the correct kinematic distance
to the sources of interest – for example, H I Emission/Absorption (H I E/A),
H I Self-Absorption (H I SA), or using absorption lines from other molecules,
for example formaldehyde (H2 CO) (as discussed by Anderson and Bania 2008).
This is made possible by the fact that H

II

regions are associated with strong

radio continuum emission and that interstellar lines or H I absorb the continuum
free-free emission. This is particularly true for deeply embedded sources such
as UCHII regions, where the free-free radio continuum emission dominates the
Galactic background emission at 21 cm. More significantly, UCHII regions are
exclusive to massive stars, which are the only ones that produce significant
radiation exceeding the Lyman limit [Hoare et al., 2007]. As the maximum
radial velocity along the line of sight is always the tangent velocity, lack of
absorption between the source and tangent velocity reveals that the source
is located at the near distance. Otherwise, the far distance is assigned (or
the tangent distance, in the cases when the source velocity equals the tangent
velocity).
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Infrared signatures

The mid-infrared
As discussed by Watson et al. [2008], the emission detected in the vicinity
of hot stars is dominated by a different emission process in each of the four
mid-IR GLIMPSE-IRAC bands. This emission is excited by the far-UV stellar
flux and is therefore particularly bright in H

II

regions and reflection nebulae

illuminated by massive stars (e.g. Draine and Li 2007; Peeters et al. 2004).
The mid-IR images of UCHII regions have a structure similar to larger IR
bubbles. The hot dust component within the ionised region is seen in 24 µm
thermal continuum emission. The surrounding photo-dissociation region (PDR)
contains large polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) molecules, dust, and
swept-up interstellar gas.
The presence of PAH emission is based on observing mid-IR shells around
the H

II

region. These shells are dominated by strong PAH features in the

IRAC bands at 3.6, 5.8, and 8 µm, and are not seen at 4.5 µm. The inner
surface of each shell is located at a distance from the ionising star that is
equal to the PAH destruction radius. The 3.6 µm band is dominated by stars,
with contributions from the diffuse PAH feature at 3.3 µm and perhaps from
scattered starlight. The 4.5 µm band exhibits no PAH features; the brightest
contributors are stars and the diffuse emission is due to the shared contribution
of lines from H

II

regions (Brα and Pfβ) and from shocked molecular gas (from

H2 and CO). CO gas shocked by protostellar outflows is observed at 4.5 µm
in the form of extended green objects (EGOs) in the colour Spitzer images
[Cyganowski et al., 2011, 2008] and thus serves as a signpost of early star
formation stages. The diffuse emission in the 5.8 µm band is dominated by
the 6.2 µm PAH feature, apart from the immediate vicinity of O stars, where
PAHs are destroyed and the contribution is from thermally emitting dust and
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stochastically heated small grains [Watson et al., 2008]. The innermost shell
is seen at 8 µm. The diffuse emission in the 8 µm band is dominated by the
strong 7.7 and 8.6 µm PAH features, or by thermal emission of dust heated by
the hot stars and Lyman-α photons [Hoare et al., 1991; Roelfsema et al., 1996;
Watson et al., 2008].

The near-infrared
At near-IR wavelengths, the continuum emission from UCHII regions is mainly
from bound-free and free-free emission from the nebular gas. Emission from
hot grains, non-thermal equilibrium emission from small grains, and scattered
light also contribute. The visual extinction in the line of sight to UCHIIs can
be estimated from their J, H and K fluxes, assuming the diffuse emission is due
to purely nebular gas emission. Several methods can be utilised to achieve this,
such as the use of near-IR colours, or ratios of the near-IR flux to the radio flux
[Willner et al., 1972]. When using the colour-dependent methods, provided
sufficiently reliable magnitude measurements of the embedded sources, one’s
choice comes down to a compromise between scattering effects and infrared
excess. Dust excess (typically pronounced in the K-band) causes the H − K
colours to appear redder, and scattered light (due to dust grains) at shorter
wavelengths results in bluer J − H colours [Porter et al., 1998]. It is useful
to compare the results from the different methods and in this way weigh the
severity of systematic issues while providing an extinction range for the studied
sources.

1.2.5

Use of X-ray data in UCHII studies

Knowledge of the multi-wavelength properties of massive stars is key to the
better understanding of the H

II

regions they ionise. Extinction associated
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Fig. 1.9 Image of the central region (field of view 5.5 square arcmin) of the
Orion Nebula Cluster: left panel – IR image (ESO Very Large Telescope,
McCaughrean et al. 2002); right: comparison with Chandra data for the same
field of view (FOV) [Getman et al., 2005]. All five Trapezium cluster stars
(seen in the centre) are bright in X-rays.
with massive star forming regions (MSFRs) is an obstacle that optical and
UV spectroscopy cannot overcome. Near-IR spectroscopic studies are likely to
detect the strong nebular continuum emission as it dominates over the emission
from the central sources [Hoare et al., 2007]. X-rays can overcome the cocoon
of gas and dust around these sources, and there is very little source confusion
and contamination by unrelated sources [Anderson et al., 2011; Feigelson et al.,
2007]. The low source confusion is particularly valuable for uncovering the
young stellar populations in massive star forming regions. A side-by-side
comparison of IR [McCaughrean et al., 2002] and X-ray [Getman et al., 2005]
images of the Trapezium cluster in the Orion Nebula is shown in Figure 1.9,
with the Trapezium cluster stars dominating the field centre (see e.g. Schulz
et al. 2001, Flaccomio et al. 2003, Feigelson et al. 2003, Stelzer et al. 2005, for
X-ray studies of the region).
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Thermal X-ray emission arises from optically thin plasma (T > 106 − 107 K)
in the form of bremsstrahlung or line emission7 . Until relatively recently, X-rays
have been rarely detected from MSFRs. This has been due to technological
limitations and observational problems such as the high visual extinction within
MSFRs, which absorbs the line-of-sight soft X-ray emission. As well as this,
observations have mostly been of evolved massive star formation sites and
not the youngest embedded stages. Modern X-ray satellite observatories are
capable of detecting sources obscured by AV ≈ 10 – 100 mag, and sometimes
up to 1000 mag, allowing the rapid growth of this niche field [Feigelson et al.,
2007]. X-ray counterparts to near-IR sources in SFRs provide two independent
methods of measuring the extinction to the region (e.g. Grosso et al. 2000,
Law and Yusef-Zadeh 2004, Stelzer et al. 2005). In particular, the absorption
column density at ∼3 keV derived from spectral fitting provides a valuable
comparison to the near-IR/optical extinction [Law and Yusef-Zadeh, 2004].
There are some notable differences between the X-ray imprint of low and
high mass star forming regions, which can provide vital observational clues
about the underlying physical mechanism in each case. For instance, diffuse
X-ray emission is observed in high-mass regions. Diffuse X-ray emission in the
soft band has been detected in some young massive clusters and the nebulae
around Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars. The emission is consistent with a region of a
size about 5 – 10 pc with thermal plasma of T ∼ 106 K and Ltot ≈ 1033 − 1034
erg s−1 [Tsujimoto et al., 2006]. Both types of objects are believed to be too
young to host SN remnants, and the predictions of the wind-blown bubble
model (see e.g. Castor et al. 1975, Weaver et al. 1977) matches the observed
emission well. In this model, mass lost via stellar winds and eruptions interacts
X-ray point sources that require non-thermal models are not discussed here as they are
typically associated with X-ray binaries, where the X-ray emission is synchrotron radiation
or inverse Compton scattering from the accretion disc around a compact degenerate object
such as a white dwarf, neutron star or black hole.
7
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with the surrounding material and forms cavities surrounded by a dense shell,
thus creating a wind-blown bubble.
The origin of hard (kB T > 2 keV) extended emission is not well-understood.
It is typically associated with smaller regions (0.1 – 1 pc) and plasma temperatures exceeding 107 K. The spectra can be non-thermal and can exhibit
fluorescent Fe lines (6.4 keV), which are evidence for the presence of cold
matter [Tsujimoto et al., 2006]. Suggested explanations include unresolved
point sources (low-mass and high-mass) [Takagi et al., 2002], colliding winds
(rather than a wind colliding with cold matter at rest) [Cantó et al., 2000],
magnetic activity of young O stars [Stelzer et al., 2005], magnetic flares from
(low-mass) YSOs [Feigelson and Montmerle, 1999], or even a special case of
wind-blown bubble. Spectral modelling of available X-ray data can uncover
the mechanism of X-ray production coincident with H

1.3

II

regions.

Radio interferometry – brief overview

Radio interferometry provides the high resolution needed for the study of massive star-forming regions through combining signals from a radio telescope array
and producing high quality synthesis images. The independent measurements
from the radio antennas are combined into an image of resolution θ according
to
θ∼

λ
,
B

(1.2)

where B (the ‘baseline’) is the maximal spacing between each pair of dishes, and
λ is the observed wavelength. The resolution increases for increasing baseline.
The brightness distribution of the observational target is not directly measured.
Instead, what is mapped is a quantity known as the ‘complex visibility’ between
antennas, Vν (u, v), which is a unique function of the source brightness. An
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Fig. 1.10 Visibility (u, v) coverage of a source from one day of observations
(example ATCA data from the CORNISH-South survey). The concentric curves
represent different sampled regions of (u, v) space.
interferometer makes one measure of the visibility at a time, at a baseline
coordinate (u, v) [Wilson et al., 2009]. The definition for the visibility function
(in 2D) is:
Vν (u, v) =

Z Z

Iν (l, m) e−2πi(ul+vm) dldm ,

(1.3)

where (l, m) are the sky coordinates (the direction cosines of a point on the
source) and (u, v) are the baseline coordinates. The latter define the u − v
plane – the Fourier-transform plane of the angular distribution of the target
on the sky. This can (roughly) be compared to the plane of the surface of a
single equivalent dish. Via the methods of aperture synthesis, the intensity
distribution Iν is derived from the measured visibility function for a part of the
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sky. Inverting the integral through a Fourier transform gives the real intensity

Iν (l, m) =

Z Z

Vν (u, v) e2πi(ul+vm) dudv

(1.4)

by the Van Cittert-Zernike theorem [Wilson et al., 2009]. This, however,
represents an ideal case, in which the interferometer and Earth’s rotation are
employed to obtain the source visibilities very densely over the u − v plane. A
Fourier transform of such a densely sampled Vν would produce an image which
is equivalent to an observation from a single dish of diameter equal to the array
diameter. In practice, radio interferometry observations leave gaps in the u − v
plane coverage. A two-dish interferometer would gather data over two elliptical
arcs in the u − v plane due to the rotation of the Earth. More antennas add
more such arcs, but there would always be missing data due to the unavoidable
spacing between the individual antennas (Fig. 1.10). The missing data cause
side-lobes in the synthesised antenna beam. The result is known as a ‘dirty’
image,
Iν,D =

Z Z

Vν (u, v) S (u, v) e2πi(ul+vm) dudv ,

(1.5)

where S(u, v) is the u−v plane sampling function (S(u, v) = 1 for a measurement
and 0 otherwise). The dirty image is the convolution of the true distribution
and the point spread function (PSF):

Iν,D (l, m) = I (l, m) ∗

Z Z

S (u, v) e2πi(ul+vm) dudv = I (l, m) ∗ B (l, m) . (1.6)

B(l, m) is known as the ‘dirty’ beam and can differ significantly from an
ideal PSF for poor sampling of S(u, v). Even when the field that is being
imaged contains only unresolved sources, the superposition of the dirty beams
associated with each source makes the image hard to interpret. A standard
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approach is to apply a CLEAN algorithm [Högbom, 1974] to reduce the dirty
beam artefacts. This consists of:
• approximating the image as a field of point sources;
• finding the brightest point in the dirty map;
• subtracting the (appropriately scaled) dirty beam from this position;
• storing the location and subtracted intensity (as a ‘clean component’);
• finding the brightest point in the thus modified dirty map;
• repeating the previous three steps until no further subtraction can occur
without creating negative values in the dirty map.
In this process, many parameters can be adjusted to affect the final image,
depending on the specific scientific goal and on the best compromise to obtain
a CLEANed (but not over-CLEANed) image. Other improvements can be
made, for example ‘tapering’, i.e. convolving Vν with a Gaussian to reduce
the terms at the largest baselines. This is analogous to apodization, so the
image artefacts are suppressed but the synthesized beam diameter is increased
[Wilson et al., 2009].
Aperture synthesis is also associated with some reduction problems. For
one, very small baselines are not achievable, which reduces the interferometer
sensitivity dramatically at small spatial frequencies. This leads to lost flux
for extended features of low surface brightness. Another issue is caused by
very strong sources, as they may not appear in the high-quality part of the
map while their dirty artefacts do. In such case, the brightest point of the
dirty map may not be one and the same with the source position and the
CLEAN algorithm will not work. Earth’s atmosphere may cause phase errors.
Turbulence, charged particles in the ionosphere, variations in the refractive
index due to water vapour, all have their negative effect in different radio
frequency ranges. Common methods applied to reduce these effects on the
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phase include gathering data over short time intervals or observing calibrator
sources. Closure phases and amplitude information in the array can be modelled
in order to deduce the structure of the target independent of the phase errors.
Self-calibration can be performed by ensuring that there is a bright point source
within the primary beam that is detected at all baselines.

1.4

Thesis motivation and outline

As highlighted in this introduction, a better understanding of the dominant
processes involved in massive star formation is required. Studying UCHII
regions is, with present observational capabilities, the most reliable way to
obtain the global properties of the sites where newborn Galactic OB stars
form. UCHII regions are readily seen throughout the Galactic disk due to their
brightness in IR and radio emission, resulting in much better number statistics
of confirmed sources in comparison to representatives of earlier MSF phases.
This work explores the sample of ultra-compact H

II

regions from the

CORNISH survey, the majority of which are also conveniently available within
the related surveys, to study the properties of this deeply embedded phase. The
CORNISH survey supplies the largest complete, well-selected, and coordinated
at multiple wavelengths 5 GHz sample of candidate UCHII regions to date.
At the observed frequency and high resolution, the survey was tailored to
detect the optically-thin ionised gas and to reveal the UCHII structure at
high sensitivity. In this work, the nature of 239 CORNISH UCHII regions is
confirmed, with the goal to measure and compute their main observational
and physical properties. Among those properties are the Galactic UCHII
region count, multiplicity, extended IR fluxes, and predominant morphology
and relationship to the immediate surroundings. Patterns characteristic to the
birthplaces of massive stars are identified. Future theoretical models can thus
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be guided to better reflect the global properties of the Galactic population of
young massive stars.
In Chapter 2, the nature of the CORNISH UCHII sample is verified and
the UCHII observational and physical properties are computed and analysed.
In Chapter 3, the processing and analysis of a higher-resolution follow-up to
CORNISH is presented, and the structure of the formerly unresolved UCHIIs
is successfully revealed. In Chapter 4, a new, multi-wavelength morphological classification is proposed and the available high-quality, high-resolution
coordinated and unbiased radio and infrared data are explored through this
new classification. Results from a search for X-ray counterparts to CORNISH
UCHIIs are presented in Chapter 5. This work is summarised in Chapter 6.

Chapter 2
A catalogue of northern UCHII
regions
2.1

Introduction

The CORNISH catalogue provides a complete and unbiased sample of UCHII
regions found in the CORNISH survey at 5 GHz and 1.5′′ resolution in the
region 10° < l < 65°, |b| < 1°, as introduced in §1.2.1. The preliminary work,
such as the CORNISH survey observations and data reduction, as well as the
initial visual classification of 240 candidate UCHII regions, was performed
by the CORNISH team (lead by M. G. Hoare). The observations and data
processing methodology are described in the CORNISH survey papers I [Hoare
et al., 2012] and II [Purcell et al., 2013]1 .
A catalogue of 239 confirmed UCHII regions in the imaged region of the
Galactic plane is presented in this chapter, and the observational and physical
properties of the UCHIIs are explored. All radio, near- and mid-IR photometric
measurements are new, except for those of the original CORNISH 5 GHz data,
See also the survey pages at http://cornish.leeds.ac.uk/public/index.php for a detailed
list of all participants in the CORNISH project.
1
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where the results from papers I and II (included in the CORNISH survey
database2 ) are adopted. The data analysis in this chapter was carried out in
full by the author of this thesis. The work presented here has been the basis of
Kalcheva et al. [2018] (see also the Preface page).
The initial UCHII sample selection procedure (as previously carried out by
the CORNISH team) is presented and discussed in §2.2. The nature of the
identified sources is verified in this work through their observational properties
(§2.3) and spectral indices (§2.3.2). Candidate short-timescale variable sources
are presented in §2.4. The methodology of obtaining the distance information
and the computed distances are presented in §2.5. The derived physical
properties are discussed in §2.6. Results from performing automated polygonbased aperture photometry on UKIDSS and GLIMPSE infrared associations
are discussed in §2.7 and presented in an extended source catalogue table. The
spectral energy distributions of the sample sources from near-IR to sub-mm
wavelengths were explored and utilized via SED fitting to obtain the UCHII
bolometric luminosities (§2.8). In §2.9, different UCHII search methods in
blind surveys are compared. The chapter is summarised in §2.10.

2.2

Identification of the CORNISH UCHII sample

In this section, the methodology previously utilised by the CORNISH team
for the UCHII candidate sample selection is described and discussed. The
CORNISH catalogue comprises 3062 sources above a 7σ detection limit. Above
this limit, less than one spurious source is expected [Purcell et al., 2013].
The 240 UCHII regions were selected from this high-reliability catalogue. All
2

See http://cornish.leeds.ac.uk/public/catalogue.php.
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Fig. 2.1 Images of the cometary UCHII G028.6869+00.1770. Top: CORNISH
6 cm image with overplotted GLIMPSE 8 micron contours, with the corresponding GLIMPSE image shown below, with overplotted radio contours. The
morphology at both wavelengths is in very good agreement, and there is excellent positional coincidence between the two catalogues, allowing reliable
source identification. The BOLOCAM image (bottom panel) shows a bright
unresolved source at 1.1 mm coincident with G028.6869+00.1770 (the source
coordinates are marked by a white cross).
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UCHIIs were visually identified, following criteria similar to the RMS survey,
where millimetre, infrared and radio data were used for source classification
[see Lumsden et al., 2013]. It should be noted that the CORNISH team also
identified 48 diffuse H

II

regions (as judged by comparison to the MAGPIS

and GLIMPSE surveys), which are a part of the larger sample of CORNISH
H

II

regions.

The full UCHII radio sample has counterparts in GLIMPSE, in all four
bands (namely, IRAC 3.6, 4.5, 5.8, and 8.0 µm), with excellent positional
accuracy in both surveys. This was utilised for the source identification. In the
case of UCHIIs, there is overall a good agreement between the mid-IR and the
5 GHz source morphology, which ensures that the same source was captured
by both surveys. A particularly good check for this are the 8 µm images. They
show the morphology produced by a combination of warm Lyman-α heated
dust inside the ionised zone [Hoare et al., 1991] and PAH emission from just
outside the ionisation front [Watson et al., 2008] (see also §1.2.4). This can be
seen in Fig. 2.1. Comparison between both wavelengths was therefore used for
the distinction of adjacent unrelated sources and over-resolved emission [see
Purcell et al., 2013]. An inspection of the radio and 8 µm images can also reveal
the most heavily obscured objects (those deeply embedded in infrared-dark
clouds or hidden behind dust lanes), as shown in Fig. 2.2.
MYSOs, unlike UCHIIs, do not have strong 8.0 µm PAH emission, which is
consistent with the lack of a strong UV continuum [e.g. Gibb et al., 2004]. They
are also generally undetected at 5 GHz, even though there are a few known
MYSOs observed at radio wavelengths, with radio luminosities (Sν D2 ) always
below ∼ 30 mJy kpc2 (discussed in Hoare et al. 2007, Lumsden et al. 2013, and
seen from the recent sample by Purser et al. 2016). Sources above this limit
are thus H

II

regions or planetary nebulae (PNe). Intermediate- and low-mass

protostars in massive star-forming regions have even lower radio luminosities.
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Fig. 2.2 CORNISH (top panel) and GLIMPSE (bottom panel) images of
G010.6223−00.3788, presented as in Fig. 2.1, with overplotted 8 micron and 6
cm contours, respectively. A dust lane is hiding the UCHII in the 8 micron
image.
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For 10 L⊙ < Lbol < 102 L⊙ , their luminosity is Sν D2 ∼ 0.03-0.13 mJy kpc2 at
5-14 GHz (e.g. Osorio et al. 2015). Detection requires a sensitivity of ∼0.5 µJy,
much lower than the CORNISH sensitivity limit (5σ flux sensitivity of 2 mJy,
see Hoare et al. 2012).
This leaves PNe as possible contaminants of the selected sample. Unlike
PNe, UCHIIs are found within molecular clouds, often in close proximity to
IR clusters and dust lanes, which aids the visual classification. A lower but
significant fraction of sources are found near other radio sources. About 33%
of the CORNISH UCHIIs are situated in a radio cluster (within 12′′ of another
source), with 30% in a sky region containing more than seven detections of 7σ
sources. The outlines of 24% of the UCHIIs overlap one or more 7σ sources
(see §2.3). H

II

regions are expected to be strong sources in 1 mm continuum

(which maps the cool dust), whereas planetary nebulae are not. BOLOCAM 1.1
mm images [see Rosolowsky et al., 2010] centred at the radio source position
were visually inspected in conjunction with the IR images to verify that the
UCHII sample is not contaminated by PNe.
It is easier to sift out other classes of sources such as radio stars and radio
galaxies. Radio stars can be distinguished by their lack of mid- and far-IR
emission, whereas radio galaxies have no infrared counterparts.

2.3

Radio properties of the CORNISH UCHIIs

The distribution of the Galactic latitudes, angular sizes, and integrated fluxes
of the sample of candidate UCHIIs are shown in Fig. 2.3. The sources are
closely confined to the Galactic plane, as expected for very young massive
star forming regions. Using the CORNISH survey, Urquhart et al. [2013] fit a
scale-height of 20.7 ± 1.7 pc for compact and ultra-compact H

II

regions.
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Fig. 2.3 Observational properties of the candidate sample – the confinement to
the Galactic plane (top panel), small angular sizes (middle panel), and total
radio fluxes (bottom panel) are consistent with UCHII regions. The dot-dashed
line in the bottom panel marks the 7σ (2.8 mJy) sensitivity limit of CORNISH.
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As discussed by Purcell et al. [2013], the 90% completeness limit is 3.9 mJy
for unresolved sources, and at the VLA configuration used for CORNISH,
sources begin to suffer from significant over-resolution above angular sizes of
14′′ (in which case the completeness limit significantly decreases). The majority
of the ultra-compact H II regions have angular sizes below 5′′ , with the histogram
peaking towards unresolved sources. Most CORNISH UCHIIs have integrated
fluxes above 10 mJy, and the brightest one has a flux density of 12.6 Jy. Purcell
et al. [2013] identified over-resolved radio emission broken up by the source
finder by visually inspecting the 8 µm GLIMPSE images and re-integrated it
by utilising hand-drawn polygons for the CORNISH survey photometry. Cases
where a dust lane is obscuring the UCHII in the mid-IR pose a limitation to
this method of identification of over-resolved radio flux (Fig. 2.2), but only
∼7% of mid-IR UCHII counterparts are affected (see Chapter 4).
Taking the above into account, the clear downturn towards the lowest values
in the integrated flux histogram indicates that the UCHII sample is close to
complete. The CORNISH survey is not complete towards more diffuse/evolved
H II region phases (comprising the separate, diffuse H II region sample, see §2.2),
for which over-resolution effects become severe. CORNISH is also incomplete
towards HCHIIs, due to the inherent bias of 5 GHz observations towards the
discovery of sources with flat or falling spectral indices – HCHIIs have rising
radio spectra and typical α ∼ 1 (see e.g. the discussion by Yang et al. 2018
and §2.6).
The CORNISH beam size is 1.5′′ and all sources with θ < 1.8′′ are marked
as unresolved in the catalogue table (detailed checks for the entire CORNISH
catalogue are discussed in Purcell et al. 2013). Within the CORNISH UCHII
candidate sample, the flux was measured by fitting a Gaussian in 90 out of the
239 cases (angular size range 1.5′′ to 6.2′′ ), and for the remaining 149 sources,
a hand-drawn polygon was used instead (angular size range from 1.8′′ to 23.4′′ ).
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Fig. 2.4 Ratio of integrated to peak flux vs. angular size of the 239 CORNISH
UCHIIs. Fluxes estimated from Gaussian fits and from polygon apertures are
shown as black circles and grey diamonds, respectively.
The integrated and peak fluxes were compared as a function of angular size
of each source, as shown in Fig. 2.4. Naturally, those sources whose fluxes
were measured from a Gaussian fit show a clear trend of the flux ratio with
increasing angular size, whereas the remaining sources with manually drawn
contours show more variation.

2.3.1

Lower-resolution radio counterparts

The Multi-Array Galactic Plane Imaging Survey (MAGPIS) [Helfand et al.,
2006] is useful for the study of evolved H II regions and other extended, optically
thin thermal emitters. However, it is not well-suited to explore dense, thermal
sources, as those are unresolved or only marginally resolved. Catalogues at
20 cm (VLA B,C,D configuration) and at 6 cm (VLA C configuration) are
available [White et al., 2005]. The 6 cm catalogue covers ∼ 23% of the northernGLIMPSE region, and at the survey resolution most of the detected CORNISH
counterparts are unresolved, i.e. no morphological information is available.
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Fig. 2.5 Comparison of the MAGPIS 6 cm and CORNISH integrated fluxes
(black circles) with plotted line of equality, plotted against the corresponding
CORNISH angular size.
The benefits of a comparison between CORNISH and MAGPIS are explained
in detail in Purcell et al. [2013] (see Figs. 20, 21). In brief, for extended sources
in the CORNISH sample, the measured flux density could be a lower limit
in cases where some of the extended emission was filtered out due to gaps in
uv coverage, and the measured angular sizes could be underestimated by as
much as 50% for non-Gaussian sources in interferometric measurements [see
e.g. Panagia and Walmsley, 1978]. To test for such instances, a comparison
to the MAGPIS 6 cm data is useful, as the survey configuration allowed the
recovery of more diffuse emission at the cost of lower resolution.
It is important to note that there are instances of repeats in the combined
6cm/20cm MAGPIS catalogue. This is due to the fact that sources matching
more than once are listed multiple times, e.g. a 6 cm source listed with each
20 cm counterpart and vice versa [White et al., 2005]. Since the structure of
the MAGPIS catalogue leads to repeats even within a small cross-matching
radius, to obtain a sufficiently reliable cross-match with the MAGPIS catalogue
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table, the matched sample had to be limited to only 47 associations. Visual
identification of the associations was therefore preferred. The CORNISH team
visually identified 216 20 cm matches (out of which 162 have both a 6 cm and
20 cm MAGPIS detection). These matches were adopted from the CORNISH
database.
In this work, the corresponding MAGPIS images were visually inspected
and aperture photometry of the counterparts to the CORNISH UCHIIs was
performed3 . Thus, the fluxes of the 20 cm and 6 cm MAGPIS UCHII associations were measured independently of the MAGPIS catalogue table values.
Median absolute deviation from the median (MADFM) background estimation
was utilised (for all photometry in this chapter), as it is insensitive to the
presence of outliers and is a reliable estimate of the noise [Purcell et al., 2013].
Using this method, errors are computed following Masci [2009] and include
prior (noise-model) and derived uncertainties.
The radio outlines from the CORNISH database − hand-drawn polygons in
the case of extended radio sources, and Gaussian outlines in the case of compact
radio sources, were utilised (§2.3). In order to use these outlines as apertures
for the lower-resolution MAPGIS data, they were expanded accordingly. The
necessary ‘padding’ value (i.e. the required radial expansion) was determined
after multiple runs with different aperture sizes and visual inspection of the
images with the overplotted apertures. Based on the curve of growth and the
visual inspection, a padding value of 4′′ (i.e. total expansion of 8′′ ) was chosen
for the flux measurement.
Fig. 2.5 shows that the majority of the flux ratio values occupy the range
between ∼ 0.2 and 1.1, which indicates that some flux was not recovered at
the higher resolution (around 65% of the flux was detected for these sources).
The slightly negative slope of the flux ratio is due to worsening over-resolution
3

Automated aperture photometry scripts courtesy of C. Purcell.
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with increasing angular size. Sources overlapping with one or more 5σ or
7σ CORNISH neighbours were excluded, as these sources are unresolved and
merged in the MAGPIS 6 cm images and their flux measurements are unreliable.
The outliers above the equality line, i.e. with CORNISH fluxes significantly
higher than their MAGPIS 6 cm counterpart, are investigated for potential
short-timescale variability in §2.4.
The reliability of the measured 216 20-cm and 162 6-cm flux values was
judged on the basis of their median brightness level of the sky. For all sources
with abnormal (i.e. outside the range of the majority of sources) median level
in the sky-annuli, upper flux limits are included in the presented flux table
(Table A.1 in Appendix A). Sources with consistent sky values that are also not
overlapping with a 5σ or 7σ source are here considered to be the highly-reliable
MAGPIS flux measurement subset. These were used to compute the spectral
indices of the CORNISH UCHIIs – see §2.3.2.
A comparison of some of the MAGPIS flux values in the published catalogue
table with the highly-reliable measured flux values presented in this work is
shown in Table 2.1. These are also compared to flux results obtained with CASA,
by Gaussian fits in unresolved cases or computing the flux for the extended
source region otherwise (the same method was tested on the CORNISH images,
in good agreement with the catalogued values). Clearly, neither the photometry
performed with the automated script or with CASA reproduced the catalogued
6 cm MAGPIS values to a reasonable degree, with a much better agreement
between our two photometric measurements. This also appears to be true for
extended 20 cm sources. This is why the fluxes of all available lower-resolution
counterparts were remeasured in this work. The results obtained for unresolved
20 cm sources appear to be overall in better agreement with the catalogue.

CORNISH name
G011.1104−00.3985
G012.1988−00.0345
G016.3913−00.1383‡
G018.7106+00.0002
G021.8751+00.0075
G037.8731−00.3996

FC
(cat.)
305 ± 29
63 ± 6
124 ± 15
107 ± 11
567 ± 54
2561 ± 234

FM6cm
(ap.)
304 ± 9
103 ± 1
43 ± 4
178 ± 2
1065 ± 9
5189 ± 23

FM6cm FM6cm
(CASA) (cat.)
320
112
110
60
43
20
189
103
1073
264
5219
1518

FM20cm FM20cm FM20cm
(ap.) (CASA)
(cat.)
327 ± 4
371
187
42 ± 1
48
62
57 ± 5
67
58
37 ± 1
42
35
686 ± 8
719
600
1770 ± 7
1800
1279
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Table 2.1 Comparison of a few MAGPIS flux values in the published 6cm-20cm catalogue table (5th and 8th columns) with the
measured flux values presented in this work – as from the automated script (3rd and 6th columns) and individual measurements
with CASA (4th and 6th columns). Only highly-reliable values (based on median sky values and no overlapping sources) are
compared in the table. All values are in mJy. The second column includes the corresponding CORNISH fluxes. The source denoted
by ‡ could be intrinsically variable at 6 cm.
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2.3.2

5GHz–1.4GHz spectral indices

The spectral indices (α) were computed from the relation

α=

ln (S5GHz /S1.4GHz )
,
ln (5/1.4)

(2.1)

where S5GHz and S1.4GHz are the integrated fluxes at 6 cm and 20 cm, respectively.
The uncertainty was found from
q

∆α =

(σ5GHz /S5GHz )2 + (σ1.4GHz /S1.4GHz )2
.
ln (5/1.4)

(2.2)

The indices were calculated for the CORNISH 6 cm flux and using the newly
measured 20 cm fluxes. As discussed in the previous section, for the purpose of
obtaining reliable spectral indices, all overlapping sources were excluded, thus
making it possible to compute 93 spectral indices. This should be sufficiently
representative of the sample as a whole, as the selection is in this way based
on image quality alone.
The brightness temperatures of the sources in the UCHII sample at 6 cm
were also calculated. This was done for all CORNISH UCHII regions (see Fig.
2.9e), using the equation
Tb =

1.36λ2 Sν
,
θ2

(2.3)

where the flux density Sν is in mJy, the brightness temperature Tb is in K,
the wavelength λ is in cm and the HPBW (half-power beam width) θ for a
Gaussian beam is in arcseconds. For all unresolved sources, this provides a
lower limit. Tb serves as a measure of optical thickness – increasing with larger
optical depth and reaching the electron temperature (Te ) of the ionised region
in the optically thick limit [Siódmiak and Tylenda, 2001]. The optical depths
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Fig. 2.6 Spectral indices between 1.4 GHz and 5 GHz against brightness
temperature of the corresponding CORNISH source at 5 GHz. The model
lines signify different Te . All CORNISH sources with an overlapping 5σ or 7σ
source were excluded, as they are not resolved in MAGPIS. UCHIIs resolved in
CORNISH are marked in grey, whereas unresolved sources are in cyan.
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τν at 5 GHz were found from


Tb = Te 1 − e−τν



,

(2.4)

for Te = 104 K (Eqn. 4 in Siódmiak and Tylenda 2001). Note that the optical
depth results (Fig. 2.9f) are lower limits in the case of unresolved sources (due
to the angular size dependence of Tb ), as well as for the most extended sources
(due to the possible underestimation of the 5 GHz flux, see Fig. 2.5).
The spectral index analysis was performed by plotting the UCHII spectral indices (Fig. 2.6) as a function of their corresponding 6 cm brightness
temperatures and comparing the result to the theoretical model developed by
Bojičić et al. [2011] (see Eqn. 6 in their paper), who followed up on the work
by Siódmiak and Tylenda [2001]. The focus of these works were planetary
nebulae, however the model is general and should be applicable to all ionised
nebulae. It assumes a uniform nebula characterized by its electron temperature
and optical thickness at a corresponding reference frequency. The individual
spectral index values (along with the measured fluxes at 6 cm and 20 cm) can
be found in Table A.1.
The majority of UCHII candidates were found to be within the expected
theoretical limits for free-free emission (−0.1 ≲ α ≲ 2) − that is, between
sources with optically thin or optically thick radio continuum emission at both
frequencies. None of the sources have a spectral index above 1.5. However,
∼ 18% of the sources are found below the lower limit (taking errors into
account), which is inconsistent with thermal emission. The reason for the
apparently non-thermal spectral indices is likely to be the difference in the VLA
configuration at 1.4 GHz and 5 GHz (i.e. the uv coverage at higher resolution
resulting in filtering out of some of the flux, as seen in Fig. 2.5). If the 6 cm
fluxes were ∼ 1.6 times higher (as high as the measured 6 cm MAPGIS fluxes,
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Fig. 2.5), all but two sources (G010.6297−00.3380 and G023.8985+00.0647)
would be shifted within the thermal bounds. These negative spectral indices
(α ≲ −0.5) are associated with UCHIIs that are resolved in CORNISH (angular
sizes ∼ 4′′ ), which supports this possibility (Fig. 2.6).
The optimal method to compute the spectral indices would be from UCHIIs
unresolved at both 6 cm and 20 cm, as the flux measured from an unresolved
radio source is closest to its ‘true’ flux (see §1.3). Despite this, the CORNISH
6 cm data was preferred over the MAGPIS 6 cm images, as the latter show
significantly greater image-to-image variations in median sky levels and thus
provide fewer 6 cm frames that are viable for the spectral index calculation
(only 71/162 MAGPIS 6 cm sources when overlapping sources are excluded).
The 20 cm images appear overall of higher quality than the MAGPIS 6 cm data.
Therefore, by utilising the CORNISH 6 cm images and the (reduced sample of
93) MAGPIS 20 cm images, the spectral index analysis was limited to the best
available data. Due to the time difference between the 20 cm observations and
(both sets of) the 6 cm observations, source variability, as discussed in §2.4,
is another possible explanation for some instances of non-thermal (appearing)
UCHIIs. Unfortunately, it is not possible at this time to quantify this effect
without more 20 cm observations.
The location of each UCHII in Fig. 2.6 is determined by both its optical
thickness and its electron temperature. The model lines in the diagram correspond to applying Eqn. 6 of Bojičić et al. [2011] for electron temperatures
Te = 5 × 103 K, Te = 1 × 104 K and Te = 2 × 104 K. For reference, the
mean value for the electron temperature of Galactic H

II

regions has been

estimated to be 8000 K [Quireza et al., 2006]. At lower brightness temperatures,
the UCHIIs scatter around the optically thin limit, where the majority of
the sample is found. The much larger associated uncertainties of the sources
with lower Tb (i.e. of lower opacity at 6 cm) should be noted in this case.
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With increasing Tb , α increases in agreement with the model, corresponding
to 5 × 103 K ≲ Te ≲ 2 × 104 K, revealing sources that appear optically thick.
Lower electron temperatures would be a better fit to the sample if the possible
under-estimation of the 6 cm flux is taken into account.
The presented spectral index results are a validation of the UCHII region
nature of our sample.

2.4

Evidence for short-timescale UCHII variability?

All sources with available MAGPIS and CORNISH 6 cm images were revisited
to look for significant flux changes between the two epochs that cannot be
attributed to image quality or other individual reasons. Such sources could be
variable over short timescales comparable with the difference in time between
the MAGPIS 6 cm survey (obs. 1989–1991) and the CORNISH survey (obs.
2006–2008). The flux ratio lower limits were taken into account to quantify
this. The higher flux at the earlier epoch (due to the detection of more
extended emission) prevents a reliable investigation of instances of intrinsic
flux decrease, particularly for sources larger than 5′′ . A further hindrance is
that any hypothetical UCHIIs that are completely invisible at the later epoch
due to a significant flux decrease over time cannot be reliably differentiated
from more extended H II region phases due to the lower resolution at the earlier
epoch.
Due to these limitations imposed by the different VLA configurations used
at the two epochs, in the context of this work, the term variability is used here
to refer to increase in flux in the ∼ 15 years separating the two surveys. The
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Table 2.2 Ratio of CORNISH to MAGPIS 5 GHz fluxes for candidate variable
UCHII regions (observed 15 years apart). Note that in cases where the source
was not detected at 6 cm in MAGPIS, the upper flux limit was used for the
comparison.
CORNISH name
FC /FM,6cm
G011.0328+00.0274
>2 ± 1
G011.9786−00.0973
>4 ± 2
G014.5988+00.0198
>3 ± 1
G016.3913−00.1383
3±0
G023.4553−00.2010
>17 ± 1
G025.7157+00.0487
>4 ± 1
G030.7579+00.2042
>74 ± 4
G030.7661−00.0348
>7 ± 1
G037.7347−00.1128
>23 ± 1
sources which appear to be intrinsically variable all have a flux increase greater
than ∼ 50% (see §2.3.1 and Fig. 2.5). These are listed in Table 2.2.

G011.0328+00.0274
This is a CORNISH source (FC = 5.69 ± 1.06 mJy) that is not discernible in
the MAGPIS 6 cm image and was not listed as a detection in the MAGPIS 6
and 20 cm catalogues or in the RMS survey. The source is clearly visible in the
mid-IR, far-IR and at 1.1 µm. Weaker nebulae can be seen close by, all on a
filament. The object is just resolved and appears to have cometary morphology.
Its distance is 2.6 kpc [Urquhart et al., 2013] and its physical size is ∼ 0.015 pc.

G011.9786−00.0973
This is a weak, unresolved CORNISH source that is not detected in the MAGPIS
6 and 20 cm catalogue or in the RMS survey. It is visible only in the 20 cm
image, about 4 times above the background. It appears to be a dense knot of a
larger H

II

complex, as seen in GLIMPSE. The source is clearly seen also in

the far-IR, but is dim at 1.1 mm and not listed as a BOLOCAM detection. No
distance is known for this source, hence no size upper limit could be computed.
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G014.5988+00.0198
This source is just resolved in CORNISH and not seen in either MAGPIS image,
but is included in RMS. It was detected by Walsh et al. [1998] at 8.6 GHz
(2.1 mJy). Its distance is 2.8 kpc [Urquhart et al., 2013] (2.7 kpc in RMS) and
its size is ∼ 0.015 pc. Data at 21, 22 and 70 µm are available from the RMS
database. The 70µm/22µm flux ratio is ∼ 15, and the 70µm/21µm flux ratio
is ∼ 30.

G016.3913−00.1383
Counterparts for this extended CORNISH source are found in both MAPGIS
images but not in RMS. The 6 cm source appears to be more extended and
∼ 2.7 times brighter at the later epoch. The corresponding GLIMPSE image
at 8 µm shows a bubble of comparable size and the source is clearly seen in
the far-IR. The BOLOCAM image reveals a weak mm continuum source. The
source far distance – 12.2 kpc – was available from Cesaroni et al. [2015], giving
an upper limit on the physical size of 0.48 pc.

G023.4553−00.2010
This is an unresolved source (< 0.048 pc) with a mid-IR (and far-IR) counterpart,
not in RMS. It is isolated in the CORNISH image and not seen at either
MAGPIS wavelength, but the mid-IR and the lower-resolution radio data reveal
diffuse emission ∼ 1′ away. The 1.1 mm counterpart is very dim and was not
listed as a detection in BOLOCAM. The source is also in Wood and Churchwell
[1989b] and in SCUBA (submm-continuum) [Di Francesco et al., 2008]. It is
5.8 kpc away [Urquhart et al., 2013].
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G025.7157+00.0487
This is a small, just resolved UCHII region, with a diameter of ∼ 0.083 pc.
It is 9.5 - 9.8 kpc away (from Urquhart et al. [2013] and the RMS database,
respectively). The source is seen clearly at 20 cm but is quite dim in the
MAGPIS 6 cm image (∼ 4.3 times weaker than the CORNISH detection,
which is 20.79 mJy). It should be noted that the CORNISH image rms noise
is slightly higher − ∼ 0.4 mJy, compared to ∼ 0.3 mJy in the MAPGIS
image. From the data on the RMS database, the 70µm/22µm flux ratio is
∼ 9, whereas the 70µm/21µm ratio is ∼ 13. Walsh et al. [1998] measured
6.3 mJy at 8.6 GHz. The source was classified as an UCHII by Wood and
Churchwell [1989b] (G25.72+0.05), with a measured flux of 15.8 mJy at 4.8 GHz
(observations were conducted between 1986 and 1988 with the VLA in A and
B configuration). Assuming one ionising star, Wood and Churchwell [1989b]
found the lower limit of the spectral type to be B0 (based on the radio data,
where dust absorption of the UV flux can be significant), and the upper limit
to be O5 (based on IRAS data, where the 2′ beam can include surrounding
sources). The radio recombination line (RRL) velocity is 52 km s−1 [Garay
et al., 1985], which is broader than the typical velocities for UCHII regions of
30-40 km s−1 (Hoare et al. [2007] and references therein). Based on the RRL
velocity, the source is more consistent with a hyper-compact H

II

region.

G030.7579+00.2042
G030.7579+00.2042 appears to be a new detection at 6 cm. No counterpart
is seen in the MAGPIS 6 cm image, but the 20 cm counterpart is as bright
as the CORNISH source. The source is small but resolved, with a distance
of ∼ 7.22 kpc (this work) and a physical size of ∼ 0.14 pc. There are no
other radio sources in the immediate vicinity (within 1′ ), but the GLIMPSE
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images, particularly at 8 µm, reveal about 5 sources of comparable sizes huddled
together within diffuse emission. These are not associated with catalogued
GLIMPSE point sources. At least one of the sources has been identified as a
YSO (G030.7578+0.2049 in Veneziani et al. [2013]).
G030.7661−00.0348
G030.7661−00.0348 has much busier surroundings than the other 6 cm variables.
It is 7.22 kpc away (this work), with a size of 0.1 pc. The source coincides with
the W43 star cluster, with a dark cloud to its west. The carbon-rich binary
Wolf-Rayet star WR 121 [Luque-Escamilla et al., 2011] is 3.23′′ away from the
source position and the supernova remnant (SNR) RRF 207 [Langston et al.,
2000] is 6.03′′ away, among a multitude of other sources. The source is hard to
discern from the background in both MAGPIS images, particularly at 6 cm,
among the abundant diffuse radio emission picked up at the lower resolution. Its
5 GHz emission appears to be ∼ 9 times weaker at the earlier epoch, although
the noisy MAGPIS images lead to the exclusion of the flux measurements at
both 6 and 20 cm from the final radio flux table presented in this work. Using
either combination of 6 cm and 20 cm fluxes (catalogued or measured anew)
for this source results in a negative spectral index with an upper limit of α ≃
−0.55. Luque-Escamilla et al. [2011] found that the extended radio emission of
the W43 central cluster has a negative spectral index and a high brightness
temperature (7.1 × 104 K), based on the pre-existing sets of VLA observations
for this source (Table 2 and the associated references) and on the integrated
radio luminosity from 0.1 to 100 GHz, respectively. They concluded that the
W43 radio emission is likely to be of non-thermal synchrotron nature, the
strength of which suggests that it is driven by the collective effect of the stellar
winds of the WR and O stars in the cluster. Interestingly, Luque-Escamilla
et al. [2011] also found that one of the WR 121 components (W43 1b, the O
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star companion of the WR star) coincides with the Chandra X-ray source CXO
J184736.6−015633 (at the 10.8σ confidence level). The available XMM-Newton
spectrum for the W43 cluster was modelled, which indicated extended hard
thermal X-ray emission (§5.4). This is likely associated with the same WR 121
binary source reported by Luque-Escamilla et al. [2011], as there are no other
nearby X-ray sources in the higher-resolution Chandra image. The cluster is
also associated with γ-ray emission, as reported by Lemoine-Goumard et al.
[2011]. This is clearly an extremely complex environment influencing G030.7661
−00.0348, which could explain the difference in flux between the two epochs.

G037.7347−00.1128
This is an unresolved source in CORNISH (< 0.088 pc), 10.3 kpc away [Urquhart
et al., 2013], which was not detected in the MAGPIS 6 cm image and has no
RMS data, but is clearly seen at 20 cm (and is particularly bright at 1.1 mm).
It is found on the edge of a bubble, which is visible in the lower resolution radio
data and the mid-IR images. There are three more sources beaded around
the edge, all of which are near-IR and radio-dark and outshine the CORNISH
source in the GLIMPSE images.

The 6-cm variables appear to have several properties in common:
1. They exist in relative isolation (no overlapping sources, no other radio
sources within ≳ 1′ , no busy complexes). An exception to this is G030.7661
−00.0348, which is likely experiencing substantially different effects than
the rest in the bustling environment of W43;
2. They are all near-IR dark (apart from G030.7661−00.0348);
3. Most are particularly compact (≲ 0.1 pc), with the exception of G016.3913
−00.1383.
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4. Their 5GHz–1.4GHz spectral indices are not anomalous with respect to
the rest of the sample.
The potentially variable sources comprise ∼ 5% of the CORNISH UCHII
sample. In four cases (G011.9786−00.0973, G014.5988+00.0198, G023.4553
−00.2010, and G030.7661−00.0348), the CORNISH source was not detected
at both 6 and 20 cm at the earlier observational epoch.

Three sources

(G025.7157+00.0487, G030.7579+00.2042, and G037.7347−00.1128) all have
only a 20 cm detection at the earlier epoch (and there is a dim 20 cm counterpart for G011.0328+00.0274). The extended G016.3913−00.1383 has 6 and
20 cm counterparts, but these appear smaller and dimmer at the earlier epoch.
Although there are some suggestive correlations, this group of candidate variable sources is clearly statistically insufficient to establish any common pattern
linking the (presence or lack of) emission at 6 and 20 cm at the same epoch.
Unfortunately, the 6 cm variability cannot be linked in any way to variability
at 20 cm, due to the lack of other available 20 cm data of comparable quality
for the 6-cm variables.
For another portion of the CORNISH UCHII sample, a total of 57 1.5 GHz
counterparts are available from the Garwood et al. [1988] VLA-B continuum
survey of the Galactic plane (4′′ resolution, 0° < l < 90°, with snapshots taken
every 0.5° along b = 0°). There are several sources with flux increase between
the two epochs (observations were conducted in December 1983, whereas the
MAGPIS 1.4 GHz data were collected from 1990). However, any instances
of non-detections would not be in the Garwood et al. [1988] source list and
the catalogue cross-match would miss such variable sources - the images are
needed for inspection. For the available matched sources, the fluxes of ∼ 77%
of the Garwood et al. [1988] sources are lower than their MAGPIS counterparts,
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as would be expected when comparing the B-configuration-only data to the
multi-configuration MAGPIS data.
Therefore, variability could not be reliably addressed in terms of 20 cm
flux decrease. The majority of the remaining sources in common have fluxes
in agreement, with 1.6 ≲ FG /FM,20cm ≲ 3. These are the CORNISH sources
G023.8618−00.1250, G010.9584+00.0221, G020.0809−00.1362, and G043.2371
−00.045.
Time-variable radio flux densities of several ultra-compact and hypercompact (HC) H

II

regions have been reported previously (Acord et al. 1998,

Franco-Hernández and Rodríguez 2004, Rodríguez et al. 2007, Gómez et al.
2008, Galván-Madrid et al. 2008). The flux changes have been associated
with morphological changes across observational epochs, on timescales of a
few years. The UC and HC H

II

regions have been caught expanding [Acord

et al., 1998]. Galván-Madrid et al. [2008] discuss contracting UC and HC
H

II

regions; however their sources are unresolved. Variability over observable

timescales could be caused by factors that are either external or internal to
the forming star. The former could be the result of chaotic motions of the
material surrounding the ionising star. In this scenario, optically thick gas (e.g.
clumps in the stellar wind) would occasionally block the outgoing radiation,
shielding the outer ionised gas layers and thus neutralising them [Peters et al.,
2010a]. In the latter scenario, the forming star itself is undergoing changes
[Franco-Hernández and Rodríguez, 2004] − surface temperature fluctuations
affect the UV flux and thus the H

II

region size.

Theoretical studies have reproduced this behaviour, referred to as flickering.
The three-dimensional collapse simulations of massive star formation of Peters
et al. [2010a,b,c] and Klassen et al. [2012b] include feedback by ionising radiation
and show time variability leading to changes in H

II

region appearance and flux

comparable to observations. The Peters et al. [2010a] model produces flickering
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on scales of ∼ 10 years. In this model, accretion has not ceased prior to the
UCHII stage. The infalling neutral flow becomes ionised when in close proximity
to the star. The H II region is gravitationally trapped early on, which is followed
by a fluctuation between trapped and extended states, and thus changes in flux,
size and morphology are seen over time. Galván-Madrid et al. [2011] performed
statistical analysis of simulated radio-continuum observations separated by 10
year steps, using the Peters et al. [2010a,b,c] models to form H
found that 7% of the simulated HC and UC H

II

II

regions. They

regions have a detectable flux

increase (larger than 10%) and 3% have a detectable flux decrease, but expect
only ∼ 0.3% of their H

II

regions to have a flux increase of over 50%. The

observations discussed in this work show that ∼ 5% of the CORNISH UCHII
regions have become brighter by 50% or more over a comparable time scale (∼
15 years), based on the 6 cm data. In practice, any similar statistic of observed
sources with flux increase ≲ 10% would be unreliable, given the associated
flux uncertainties. In any case, assuming that all of our candidate variable
sources truly undergo intrinsic changes, variable HC and UC H

II

regions could

be significantly more common and their brightness could fluctuate more than
predicted. If this is the case, invoking ongoing accretion cannot account for
the observed dramatic change in flux. The Peters et al. [2010a] model does not
include radiation pressure, magnetic fields, winds and outflows, all of which are
components of the star formation process and might be related to variability.

2.5

Distances

In this work, the H I E/A method was adopted to determine the distance to
each UCHII [see e.g. Urquhart et al., 2012]. This method makes use of CO
emission line data and H I absorption to obtain the near and far kinematic
distances and to attempt to resolve the KDA (see §1.2.3).
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Distances from ATLASGAL and RMS

The work by Urquhart et al. [2013] presents an unbiased and complete sample of 170 molecular clumps with 213 embedded compact and ultra-compact
H

II

regions over the common GLIMPSE, ATLASGAL and CORNISH sur-

vey region. Table 3 from Urquhart et al. [2013] contains distances to all
CHII- and UCHII-hosting clumps and Table 4 contains Lyman continuum
fluxes (FLy ) and source physical sizes. Out of the associated 213 H

II

regions,

203 also belong to the CORNISH UCHII sample (10 were classified as more
extended). Of the remaining 36 UCHII candidates without ATLASGAL distances, 8 were found to have a distance estimate in the Red MSX source
survey (RMS) database4 [Lumsden et al., 2013]. These are the distances
for G010.6297−00.3380, G030.6881−00.0718, G032.0297+00.0491, G035.0524
−00.5177, G038.5493+00.1646, G048.6099+00.0270, G060.8842−00.1286, and
G061.7207+00.8630.

2.5.2

Distance estimates for remaining sources using
CO data

Anderson et al. [2009] describe a large-scale study of the molecular properties
of H II regions of different sizes and morphologies using fully sampled CO maps.
This is the BU-FCRAO Galactic Ring Survey [Jackson et al., 2005], which uses
13

CO J = 1 −→ 0 emission. This has advantages over the commonly used 12 CO

isotopologue, as

13

CO is ∼ 50 times less abundant and thus provides a smaller

optical depth, and consequently smaller line widths and better separation of
velocity components along the line of sight.
4

http://rms.leeds.ac.uk/cgi-bin/public/RMS_DATABASE.cgi
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CO data-cubes from the Galactic Ring Survey5 were used to obtain radial
velocities for the remaining sources without ATLASGAL or RMS distances.
The positional accuracy of the GRS is ∼ 2.3′′ , which is equivalent to 1/10 of the
spacing between grid points on the map. Data cubes for the available sources
were obtained, and the radial velocities were measured for the sources coinciding
with the CORNISH coordinates. The emission line structure of the data is very
complex, often with multiple emission lines. This reflects the complexity of the
(l, b, vLSR ) structure of the molecular gas in the line of sight of the H

II

region.

The sources were located within the 15′ data cubes by going manually through
the cube channels and then mapping the cube once the source was found at or
close to the precise CORNISH coordinates. A source’s velocity was taken to be
equal to the velocity of the most prominent emission line in the map at the
exact source position. The final CO source velocity results were compared to
Table 3 in Anderson et al. [2009] for the sources in common. The code by Reid
et al. [2009] was used to obtain near and far kinematic distances corresponding
to each radial velocity estimate (see §2.5.3).

2.5.3

Resolving the KDA

The H I Emission/Absorption (H I E/A) method was implemented as a standard
way to choose between the calculated near and far distances [see e.g. Anderson
and Bania, 2008; Urquhart et al., 2012]. The method has proven to be very
successful for KDA resolution [Anderson and Bania, 2008].
Out of the 28 CORNISH UCHIIs with missing CO distances, CO and VGPS
H I data were found for 21 (CO data were not available within the range 10◦ ≤
l ≤ 17°). In the VGPS spectra, the H I brightness temperature at the source
location is overall ≲ 100 K, as expected for optically thin H I gas. Therefore,
5

http://www.bu.edu/galacticring/
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Table 2.3 Comparison between velocities (in km s−1 ) measured in this work
and by Anderson et al. [2009], Table 3 for the sources in common. As the peak
channel was used to calculate the velocities, the associated errors are given by
the channel width. This equals 0.21 km s−1 for each BU-FCRAO Galactic Ring
Survey cube. In practice this error is outweighed by the error due to peculiar
motions, which is ∼ 10 km s−1 .
CORNISH
v
G024.4698+00.4954
103
G024.4721+00.4877 102.8
G024.4736+00.4950 102.6
G024.8497+00.0881 109.3
G030.7661−00.0348 96.1
G030.7661−00.0348 96.1
G031.2420−00.1106 21.1
G034.2544+00.1460
57.7
G034.2571+00.1466
57.7
G037.9723−00.0965 54.7
G049.4640−00.3511 59.5
G049.4891−00.3763 60.9
G050.3157+00.6747
26.5

Anderson
C24.47+0.49
C24.47+0.49
C24.47+0.49
C24.81+0.10
C30.78−0.03
U30.84−0.11b
U31.24−0.11a
U34.26+0.15
U34.26+0.15
C38.05−0.04
U49.49−0.37
U49.49−0.37
U50.32+0.68

v
102.67
102.67
102.67
108.31
94.76
96.89
21.07
57.1
57.1
54.1
60.08
60.08
26.31

a background source of higher temperature should be seen in H I absorption.
The presence of a H

II

region would provide a sufficiently strong continuum

to detect a line in absorption. It should be noted, however, that the VGPS
synthesized beam size is ∼ 45′′ (FWHM) at 21 cm (see Stil et al. 2006 for
the VGPS survey paper). The H

II

region may not be detected at all if the

source size is not comparable to the survey beam size [Urquhart et al., 2012].
The extent of the effects of this on our distance estimates are hard to quantify.
Moreover, neighbouring CORNISH UCHIIs found within the beam cannot be
distinguished. This is the case, for instance, for G024.4721+00.4877, G024.4736
+00.4950 and G024.4698+00.4954, whose H I spectra are practically identical.
The latter issue is alleviated by the fact that spatially close UCHIIs are likely
to belong to the same star-forming region, and hence to be situated at the
same distance.
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Table 2.4 KDA-resolved UCHII distances. The distances and errors were derived
with the Reid et al. [2009] code and the H I E/A method was used to resolve
the KDA. The sources that are found at the near, far, and tangent distance, are
labelled with n, f, and t, correspondingly. The third column indicates whether
the H I spectra used for the KDA resolution were of good quality (i.e. mostly
in absorption, marked with ✓) or poor (i.e. mostly in emission, indicated with
✗).
CORNISH name
KDA
G024.4698+00.4954
n
G024.4721+00.4877
n
G024.4736+00.4950
n
G024.8497+00.0881
n
G026.0083+00.1369
f
G026.8304−00.2067
f
G029.7704+00.2189
f
G030.7579+00.2042
t
G030.7661−00.0348
t
G031.2420−00.1106
f
G034.2544+00.1460
n
G034.2571+00.1466
n
G035.4570−00.1791
f
G037.7562+00.5605
f
G037.9723−00.0965
f
G045.5431−00.0073
t
G049.4640−00.3511
t
G049.4891−00.3763
t
G050.3157+00.6747
f
G061.4763+00.0892
t
G061.4770+00.0891
t

Strong H I abs.
d (kpc)
✓
5.5 ± 0.3
✓
5.5 ± 0.3
✓
5.5 ± 0.3
✓
5.8 ± 0.3
✗
13.8 ± 0.5
✗
11.9 ± 0.3
✗
9.8 ± 0.3
✗
7.2 ± 0.6
✓
7.2 ± 0.6
✗
12.7 ± 0.4
✓
3.6 ± 0.4
✓
3.6 ± 0.4
✗
9.7 ± 0.4
✗
12.2 ± 0.5
✗
9.7 ± 0.4
✗
5.9 ± 0.9
✓
5.5 ± 2.2
✓
5.5 ± 2.2
✗
8.6 ± 0.5
✓
4.0 ± 1.5
✓
4.0 ± 1.5
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data were plotted, together

with a line marking the assigned CO radial velocity and its associated error
(± 10 km s−1 due to peculiar motions) and the calculated tangent velocity
was included as well (see Figs. 2.7 and 2.8). All sources with CO velocity
within 10 km s−1 of the tangent point velocity were assigned the tangent
point distance, in order to limit wrong assignments to the near distance (as
suggested by Anderson and Bania 2008). Additional uncertainty arises due
to half of the H I spectra being dominated by emission instead of absorption
at the UCHII source position. The presence or lack of convincingly strong
absorption is indicated in Table 2.4 for each H

II

region. An example of a

reliable H I spectrum is that coinciding with G049.4891−00.3763, as it clearly
shows very strong absorption lines. Emission-dominated spectra appear similar
to the one coincident with G029.7704+00.2189 (Fig. 2.7).
All 21 UCHIIs with available GRS CO and VGPS H I data were assigned a
distance, and 4 more distances were adopted from the paper by Cesaroni et al.
[2015]. These are the distances for G010.3204−00.2328, G011.1712−00.0662,
G014.1741+00.0245, and G016.3913−00.1383. It should be noted that for these
four sources, as for all sources without data to resolve the ambiguity, Cesaroni
et al. [2015] assigned the far distance. Placing sources without a distance
solution at the near distance is preferable (see the discussion by Urquhart
et al. 2012). Only 3 sources (G010.8519−00.4407, G011.9786−00.0973 and
G014.1046+00.0918) with no known distance and no available emission and
absorption data remain in our sample. From the group of 21 UCHIIs, 6 were
assigned the near distance, 8 – the far, and the remaining 7 sources were
assigned the tangent point distance.
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Fig. 2.7 Continuum-subtracted VGPS spectra (black line) towards sources from
the CORNISH UCHII region sample were used to solve their KDA. The red
dashed line indicates the tangent point velocity. The blue spectrum shows the
measured CO spectrum, with its corresponding y-axis also in blue. The green
dot-dashed line represents the CO source velocity, with the region marked in
grey on each side showing the expected uncertainty of ± 10 km s−1 due to
streaming motions. The H I spectrum of G024.4721+00.4877 is practically
identical to G024.4698+00.4954 (top row, left); and therefore was omitted.
Continues on next page.
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Fig. 2.8 Continuum-subtracted VGPS spectra towards sources from the UCHII
region sample, used to solve their KDA (continued).
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2.6

Derived physical properties

A summary of the physical properties of the sample is presented in Fig. 2.9.
The distributions of heliocentric and galactocentric distances, physical sizes,
optical depths, brightness temperatures, Lyman continuum fluxes, emission
measures, and electron densities are shown. The computed values corresponding
to each CORNISH UCHII can be found in Appendix B.
Fig. 2.9a shows the distribution of the UCHII regions with heliocentric
distance. The five peaks are at 2, 4, 11, 13, and 17 kpc. As noted by Urquhart
et al. [2013] (who also find five similarly situated peaks at 2, 5, 10, 12, and
16 kpc), they likely correspond, in turn, to the near side of the Sagittarius arm,
the end of the bar and Scutum-Centaurus arm, the far sides of the Sagittarius
and Perseus arms, and the Norma arm. Urquhart et al. [2013] studied the
associated clumps to the CORNISH compact H

II

regions and found that

the most prominent peak in the heliocentric distance histogram at ∼ 11 kpc
corresponds to the W49A complex (as this peak is not seen for clumps).
The galactocentric distances were also estimated (Fig. 2.9b). The galactocentric distance distribution depends only on the choice of Galactic rotation
curve [Urquhart et al., 2010]. The peaks are located at ∼ 4.5, 6, and 7.5 kpc,
similarly to the findings of Urquhart et al. [2010] (peaks at ∼ 4, 6, and 8 kpc)
for the young massive star sample in the RMS survey. Urquhart et al. [2010]
identify the peak at approximately 4 kpc to be at the intersection of the Long
Bar and the Scutum-Centaurus arm, also coinciding with the W43 complex.
The 6 kpc peak is coincident with the Sagittarius arm, and the 7.5 kpc peak
corresponds to the Perseus arm (the bin is dominated by the W49A complex –
the most active star-forming region in the Galaxy).
The distribution of the physical sizes is shown in Fig. 2.9c. All sources with
available deconvolved angular sizes [see Purcell et al., 2013] are presented in
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Fig. 2.9 Parameter distributions of the CORNISH UCHIIs. The distance
histogram (a) includes values from Urquhart et al. [2012] and Urquhart et al.
[2013], as well as the distances computed in this work. The grey area in panel
(c) shows upper limits for sizes of unresolved sources. The Lyman continuum
flux histogram (d) includes results from Urquhart et al. [2013], as well as results
from this work, with ± 10% associated error. There are ± 30% errors on the
emission measures (g) and ± 20% errors on the electron densities (h).
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the histogram in blue. The physical sizes of 36 UCHIIs could not be obtained
because the corresponding sources were unresolved and hence their true sizes
are unknown (and three more sources do not have a computed distance). Upper
limits on the physical sizes were computed for these unresolved sources with
available distances (grey region in the histogram). Most sources (∼ 66%) are
larger than 0.05 pc and smaller than 0.2 pc in diameter, and the distribution
peaks at 0.1 pc, which is consistent with the typical sizes of UCHII regions.
About 12.5% are with sizes between 0.01 pc and 0.05 pc, and the remaining
∼ 21.5% sources are between 0.2 pc and 0.9 pc. The investigated properties
of these sources are in accord with the rest of the sample and therefore likely
exhibit the natural variation in size one would expect for a continuum of
spectral subtypes and ages, and for different ambient densities.
Lyman continuum fluxes from Urquhart et al. [2013] were available for 203
out of the 239 sources in the CORNISH sample. The Lyman continuum fluxes
Ni for 33 of the remaining sources were computed from
"

#

Ni
= 9 × 1043
photons s−1

"

Sν
mJy

#"

d2
kpc

#"

ν 0.1
5 GHz

#

,

(2.5)

where Sν is the flux at a frequency ν and d is the distance (Eqn. 6 from
Urquhart et al. 2013). The associated error on Ni is 10%, which is dominated
by the distance error. As for the emission measures and electron densities,
a dust-free, optically thin emitter is assumed here. The Lyman continuum
flux distribution (Fig. 2.9d) of the CORNISH UCHII sample peaks between
47.2 < log(N i ) < 48.5 photons s−1 , which is also consistent with the Lyman
continuum ionising flux from zero-age main-sequence stars with spectral class
from B0 to O7. The computed Lyman continuum fluxes should be treated as
lower limits.
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The brightness temperature distribution at 6 cm and the corresponding
optical depth distribution, as calculated in §2.3.2 (Eqns. 2.3 and 2.4), are
shown in Figs. 2.9e and 2.9f, respectively. The optical depth histogram, as well
as Fig. 2.6, confirm that assuming optically thin sources at 5 GHz is justified
for the majority of UCHIIs in our sample.
The emission measures (EM , Fig. 2.9g) and the electron densities (ne , Fig.
2.9h) of the UCHII regions were computed from the equations
"

#

"

EM
Sν
= 1.7 × 107
−6
pc cm
Jy

#

ν
GHz

0.1 

Te
K

0.35 "

θS

#−2

(2.6)

′′

and


"

ne
Sν
= 2.3 × 106
−3
cm
Jy


#0.5 

ν
GHz

0.05 

Te
K

0.175 "

θS

#−1.5

′′

"

d
×
pc

(2.7)

#−0.5

,

where Te = 104 K is the electron temperature and θS is the source angular
size. Both equations were adopted from Sánchez-Monge et al. [2013], who
followed the formalism of Mezger and Henderson [1967] and Rubin [1968]. It is
assumed that the cm continuum flux is emitted from homogeneous optically
thin H

II

regions. As can be seen from the optical depth results shown in Fig.

2.9f, this is a good description for the sample. The typical uncertainties on the
flux density and angular diameter imply an uncertainty on the emission measure
of 30% and uncertainty on the electron density of 20%. Taking the 5σ flux
sensitivity of CORNISH (2 mJy, see Hoare et al. 2012) and the 1.5′′ resolution,
the CORNISH sensitivity to log(EM ) was estimated to be ∼ 5.5 pc cm−6 .
The computed UCHII emission measures and electron densities are generally
consistent with the results by Kurtz et al. [1994]. No sources in the sample
have computed electron densities and emission measures that would exceed
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105 cm−3 and 108 pc cm−6 , respectively, even when taking into account the
associated uncertainties. Hyper-compact regions have electron densities in
excess of 106 cm−3 and emission measures in excess of 1010 pc cm−6 [Hoare
et al., 2007]. Thus, the CORNISH survey has identified only UCHIIs; no
HCHIIs are reported. This is not surprising, because the high density of
HCHIIs implies high turnover frequencies, ∼ 30 GHz. For an optically thick
free-free spectrum with Sν ∝ ν 2 , the flux density at the CORNISH observing
frequency of 5 GHz will be of the order of 40× lower than the flux density near
the turnover frequency.
The computed optical depths at 5 GHz were used to quantify how much
of the 5 GHz flux density would be missed in (the few) potential cases of
optically thick H

II

regions (as well as how much this effect varies from source

to source). In 80% of all the H

II

regions observed at 5 GHz, the difference

between the measured and the theoretical unattenuated flux is below 10%. The
bright UCHII G049.4905−00.3688 has the highest computed difference ( ∼
56.4%). The distribution of the flux difference due to attenuation tapers off
above differences greater than ∼ 20%, indicating that there is most likely no
significant fraction of sources that have been missed altogether. The same should
be true even if the electron temperature varies from region to region (within
the expected physical bounds). It should also be noted that the computed
Lyman continuum flux in this case is not significantly underestimated due to
optically thick free-free emission, but could still be affected by loss of ionising
photons (e.g. via dust absorption), or for radio flux that was not recovered.
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Infrared properties
Associations with mid-infrared data

The CORNISH survey was designed to cover the GLIMPSE region of the Galactic plane [Hoare et al., 2012], ensuring that all sources have mid-infrared counterparts to the radio continuum sources (§1.2.4). Photometry of all GLIMPSE
UCHII sources in the four IRAC bands was performed. Selecting the correct
size of the IR source would not have been straightforward without knowledge of
the position and size of the ultra-compact radio source, as the IR environment
is more complex than in the radio view due to the different contributions
to the emission. It is also difficult to disentangle individual sources in busy
neighbourhoods.
In order to use the hand-drawn polygons (in the case of extended radio
sources), and Gaussian outlines (in the case of compact radio sources) as
apertures for the IR data, they were expanded accordingly. The exact ‘padding’
value necessary for each of the four GLIMPSE bands was chosen after measuring
(for each band) the counts at different aperture sizes and examining where the
curve of growth begins to plateau before starting to increase again with the
inclusion of unrelated sources. This was done for a small sub-sample of sources
with a range of sizes representative of the UCHII sample, in all four bands.
The ‘padding’ radii used for the 3.6, 4.5, 5.8, and 8 µm images were 2′′ , 2.4′′ ,
3.4′′ , and 4.3′′ , respectively. The measured fluxes are included in Table C.1
in Appendix C6 . The background was measured with the MADFM method
described in §2.3.1. After visually inspecting all 956 GLIMPSE images (all four
bands), 36 8.0 µm images were found to be saturated at the source location
after visual inspection, as well as two 5.8 µm images and one 4.5 µm image.
These, together with non-detections, were excluded from the final results. The
6

All sources were detected at at least 9 times the median background value.
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Fig. 2.10 Mid-IR colour-colour diagram of the CORNISH UCHIIs (excluding all
sources with one or more saturated GLIMPSE images or otherwise unreliable
GLIMPSE fluxes). The arrow shows the reddening vector, based on the
extinction law of Indebetouw et al. [2005]. The plot is in the Vega magnitude
system.
photometric results for G031.2801+00.0632 were also excluded, as diagnostic
diagrams showed them to be dominated by a neighbouring YSO (seen in all
GLIMPSE bands) rather than the UCHII region. This left 180 sources with
3.6 µm fluxes, 191 – with 4.5 µm fluxes, 190 – with 5.8 µm fluxes, and 184 –
with 8.0 µm fluxes.
A colour-colour plot is shown in Fig. 2.10. Only sources for which it was
possible to compute both the [3.6]−[4.5] and [5.8]−[8.0] colours were included
(and no upper or lower limits for the remaining sources), to avoid overcrowding
the plot. This was not found to affect the exhibited trends for the mid-IR
colours. From the 174 sources with reliable flux values in all bands, ∼ 85%
occupy the zone 1.5 < [5.8]−[8.0] < 2. The [3.6]−[4.5] colour ranges between
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0.1 and 2.1. This is similar to the results reported by de La Fuente et al. [2009]
for 19 ultra-compact H

II

regions. They find that about 75% of the UCHIIs are

grouped around [5.8]−[8.0] ≃ 1.7 and 0.5 ≲ [3.6]−[4.5] ≲ 2.0.

2.7.2

Associations with near-infrared data and extinctions

The visual extinction in the line of sight to UCHII regions can be estimated
from their near-IR fluxes, as discussed in §1.2.4. The UKIDSS Galactic plane
survey [Lucas et al., 2008] covered the northern and equatorial Galactic plane
at |b| < 5° in the J (1.17−1.33 µm), H (1.49−1.78 µm), K (2.03−2.37 µm)
bands and provides an opportunity to investigate the near-IR properties of
the CORNISH UCHII sample, such as fluxes and detection statistics. Only a
point-source UKIDSS catalogue is available at present. Therefore automated
photometry was performed in the same manner as described in §2.7.1 on all
CORNISH sources with available UKIDSS data. In total, 230 sources had
available UKIDSS images in the J band, 228 – in H, 227 – in K. The visual
inspection revealed that out of all sources, 83 have a visible nebula in K,
out of which 31 also have an H-band nebula. Out of these, 14 nebulae are
visible in J7 . Aperture photometry (with median background subtraction) of all
contaminant bright stars found within the expanded polygon aperture used for
the automated J, H, and K flux measurements was also performed. This was
done for all images with a visible near-IR nebula coinciding with an UCHII.
The measured stellar fluxes were subtracted from the total photometric fluxes
in order to obtain the nebular fluxes. Some of the near-IR UCHII fluxes and
corresponding AB magnitudes are presented in Table C.2 in Appendix C.
G023.9564+00.1493 has a visible nebula in the near-IR, but photometric issues due to
image quality lead to unreliable flux values, and the source is not included in the final results
table.
7
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Fig. 2.11 Near-IR colour-colour diagram of near-IR nebulae associated with
the CORNISH UCHIIs. The stellar contamination has been removed. Lower
limits for sources visible only in H and K are also shown. The arrow shows the
extinction vector, calculated using the extinction law from Stead and Hoare
[2009]. The predicted intrinsic colours of an ionised nebula are shown with a
black triangle. The observed data and the intrinsic colours are shown in the
AB magnitude system.
Figure 2.11 shows a diagram of the J − H against H − K nebular colours.
The mean colour of the nebulae visible in all three bands is 2.1 for J − H, and
1.1 for H − K.
Figure 2.12 presents a comparison between the computed visual extinctions
for the UCHII sample obtained from four methods: FH /F5GHz and FK /F5GHz
(top panel); J − H and H − K (bottom panel). The empirically-derived RV dependent extinction law Aλ /AV from Cardelli et al. [1989] (Eqns. 1-3b) was
used to convert from near-IR to visual extinction. The (standard for the ISM)
optical total-to-selective extinction ratio RV = 3.1 was assumed. This has been
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found to reach values of 5-6 towards dense clouds [e.g. Cardelli et al., 1989]
but using RV = 5 did not affect the results within error.
The near-IR extinction was computed from the difference between the
measured and expected near-IR magnitudes. For the flux-ratio methods, the
expected H- and K-band fluxes were obtained by utilising the intrinsic ratios
between IR and radio flux found by Willner et al. [1972], FH /F5GHz = 0.26
and FK /F5GHz = 0.3. Using the Willner ratios, a value of 0.68 for H − K was
computed in this work. In order to obtain the J − H extinction, FJ /F5GHz =
0.43 was computed, using Equation 1 and Table 2 in Brussaard and Van de
Hulst [1962], taking into account the significant Paschen-β line contribution to
the J band [Hummer and Storey, 1987]. This resulted in a value of −0.1 for
J − H. These predicted intrinsic J − H and H − K colours of ionised nebulae
agree well with those from near-IR photometry of planetary nebulae (with
2MASS data) studied by Larios and Phillips [2005]: H − K = 0.65 and J − H
∼ −0.1. Weidmann et al. [2013] also found comparable values, using PNe in
the VVV survey8 : H − K = 0.62 and J − H = 0.0. This comparison is in the
Vega system, taking into account the 2MASS (Vega system) and UKIDSS (AB
system) magnitude offsets for each band. Our computed intrinsic AB colours,
J − H = −0.54 and H − K = 0.15, were converted to the Vega system using
Table 7 in Hewett et al. [2006]: the AB offsets for the J, H, and K bands are
0.938, 1.379, and 1.9, respectively.
The presented results from the four different extinction methods are consistent with previous estimates of visual extinctions towards UCHIIs, which
are ∼ 0–50 mags [see e.g. Hanson et al., 2002]. Moore et al. [2005] calculated
the extinction for a number of compact and ultra-compact H

II

regions, using

observed hydrogen recombination lines. A comparison between extinction
8

https://vvvsurvey.org/
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Fig. 2.12 Visual extinctions of the UCHIIs, computed from their near-IR fluxes
from four methods – FH /F5GHz , FK /F5GHz , J − H, and H − K. The top panel
compares the H- and K-band derived AV . In the bottom panel, the comparison
is shown for the J − H against the H − K derived AV . Lower limits on the
extinction are shown in the cases where the UCHII is seen only in H and K
(grey arrows). Lines of equality are also plotted.
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results from this work and from literature is presented in Table 2.5, showing
good agreement.
As can be seen in Fig. 2.12, the offsets between the extinctions obtained
from the different methods are clearly systematic. Values derived using the
K band are ∼ 10 magnitudes lower (i.e. brighter) than those using H (and
J). An addition of ∼ 10 magnitudes to the K band would bring the FH /F5GHz
and FK /F5GHz methods to agreement and eliminate most of the unphysical
negative values. Such an addition would mimic eliminating the expected boost
to the K band from the contribution of very hot dust in the vicinity of the
ionising star. However, a ∼ 10-magnitude addition to K in the AV,(J−H) vs.
AV,(H−K) diagram to exclude potential hot dust contribution would actually
result in a ∼ 20-magnitude systematic offset between these two methods. Such
a discrepancy likely stems from the general nature of each pair of utilised
methods and highlights the need for in-depth investigation, preferably on a
case-to-case basis (beyond the scope of this work).
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Table 2.5 Comparison between some extinction values in this work and in the literature, derived from comparison to 6 cm,
Brackett-γ line (‘Brγ’), or multi-configuration radio observations (‘radio’). Our results and the referenced literature values are in
good agreement with extinction-law fits to H II recombination-line data [Moore et al., 2005].
CORNISH name
G029.9559−00.0168

x
Ax (mag)
K/6cm 2.33 ± 0.07

(mag)
Reference
± 0.08
Watson et al.
± 0.25
± 0.07
Moore et al.
± 0.21
Moore et al.
2.5
Feldt et al.
2.6 ± 0.3 Goldader and Wynn-Williams
1.59 ± 0.07
Moore et al.

Ax
2.14
2.20
2.16
3.32

[1997]
[2005]
[2005]
[1998]
[1994]
[2005]
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G043.8894−00.7840 K/6cm 2.83 ± 0.12
G045.4545+00.0591 K/6cm 2.21 ± 0.11
G049.4905−00.3688 K/6cm 2.33 ± 0.07

Literature name
x
G29.96−0.02
K/radio
Brγ
Brγ
G43.89−0.78
Brγ
G45.45+0.06
K/6cm
W51d
K/6cm
Brγ
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Spectral energy distributions and bolometric luminosities

The computed UKIDSS and GLIMPSE fluxes were combined with multiwavelength data from MSX (21 µm), WISE (22 µm), Hi-GAL (70, 160, 250,
350, and 500 µm), and ATLASGAL (870 µm). These data were available
for 177 CORNISH UCHIIs from Table A.1 in Cesaroni et al. [2015], and the
SEDs were reconstructed for these sources. Cesaroni et al. [2015] adopted all
sources classified as candidate ultra-compact and diffuse H

II

regions in the

CORNISH catalogue (see §2.2) exactly as those were initially identified by the
CORNISH team — i.e. an independent search within the entire CORNISH
survey was not conducted. The authors built a summary table of the Hi-GAL
and longer-wavelength counterparts to the CORNISH H

II

region candidates

within the shared 10°–65° Galactic longitude range. Here, the multi-wavelength
data were adopted only for the sub-sample of confirmed in this work CORNISH
UCHIIs. Not all 239 UCHIIs have matches due to the lower angular resolution
of Herschel (≳ 9′′ ) – all unresolved Hi-GAL counterparts to close or overlapping
UCHIIs were excluded by Cesaroni et al. [2015].
The majority of the SEDs have very reasonable shapes and exhibit the same
average shape. There are a few SEDs with irregularities, typically the flux at
350 µm and 22 µm. There are many SEDs (90/177) where the 4.5 µm flux is
low (comparable to the 3.6 µm flux), which is most likely caused by the gap in
PAH emission at this wavelength. The average SED for the sample (when all
sources are placed at the median distance of 9.8 kpc) is presented in Fig. 2.13.
The bolometric luminosities of the CORNISH UCHIIs were calculated from
fitting the SEDs of the sources with available data across multiple wavelengths.
The SED Fitter from Robitaille et al. [2007] was utilised, following the procedure
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Fig. 2.13 Average SED for all UCHIIs with available multi-wavelength data,
normalised to the sample median distance of 9.8 kpc. The plot includes the
J, H, and K UKIDSS fluxes and the 3.6, 4.5, 5.8, and 8.0 µm GLIMPSE
fluxes from this work, together with fluxes from MSX (21 µm), WISE (22 µm),
Hi-GAL (70, 160, 250, 350, and 500 µm), and ATLASGAL (870 µm) (see Table
A.1 in Cesaroni et al. 2015).
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Fig. 2.14 Bolometric luminosity distribution for the UCHIIs with fitted SEDs.
prescribed by Mottram et al. [2011]. The complete sample was split into
subsamples according to their distance (as computed in this work) to limit
the distance range when running the fits. The fitted bolometric luminosities
were then converted to the final bolometric luminosity values by replacing the
automatically fitted distances with the distances presented in this work. The
results are shown in Fig. 2.14. These are in good agreement with Fig. 19 in
Urquhart et al. [2013], which summarises the RMS bolometric luminosities
of 135 associated clumps. Note that the models used in the SED fitting are
tailored to YSOs and do not take into account additional sources of dust heating
in the ionised region, such as Lyman-α [Hoare et al., 1991]. However, the SEDs
of UCHIIs and YSOs are sufficiently similar up to radio wavelengths (which are
not included in the models) and the fits are useful for computing the bolometric
luminosities.
Possible contamination by MYSO jet emission was investigated with a
plot of radio luminosity at 5 GHz against bolometric luminosity of the UCHII
regions and comparing to a sample of confirmed MYSO jets by Purser [2017].
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Fig. 2.15 5 GHz radio luminosity against bolometric luminosity for the UCHIIs
with fitted SEDs, shown with circles. A sample of confirmed ionised MYSO jets
by Purser [2017] is also included (indicated by diamonds). The dash-dotted line
marks the expected radio luminosity from Lyman continuum emission. The
dotted line shows the empirical relation extrapolated for low-mass YSO jets
[Anglada, 1995]. The angular size of all sources is colour-coded and emphasized
through the marker sizes (the jet sample marker sizes are exaggerated, as their
resolution is higher).
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This is presented in Fig. 2.15. The UCHII regions are brighter, as expected,
and the two populations clearly separate. The predicted optically-thin 5 GHz
radio luminosities corresponding to a range of bolometric luminosities, from the
stellar models by Thompson [1984] for Lbol ≤ 103 L⊙ and from the models
summarised in Table 1 of Davies et al. 2011 for Lbol > 103 L⊙ , are shown
with a dash-dotted line in the plot. The radio continuum flux can be inferred
from the Lyman continuum flux, as the latter determines the amount of ionised
material and thus the number of free electrons participating in the thermal
bremsstrahlung process.
The majority of CORNISH UCHIIs have radio luminosity that is between
1% and 100% of the theoretical value at the corresponding H II region bolometric
luminosity (i.e. below the model line). A mixture of UCHII angular sizes are
found at equal fractions of the model luminosity, ruling out angular size as the
culprit behind the large variation in observed luminosity. It is to be expected
that a large portion of UCHIIs would be dimmer than predicted, as the stellar
models do not account for the portion of Lyman continuum flux that is absorbed
by dust.
A significant number of sources (about a third) can be found above the
line, with radio luminosities up to ten times or more than those predicted. The
presence of H II regions in the ‘forbidden’ area above the model line is attributed
to a Lyman excess. There are different explanations for such H

II

regions, as

discussed, for example, by Sánchez-Monge et al. [2013], Cesaroni et al. [2015,
2016], and in the references therein. One explanation is the assumption of
spherical symmetry, whereas in reality Lyman photons could be leaking in
directions tracing lower gas density, which could be away from the line of sight.
It is unlikely for the contribution to be from overlapping 5σ or 7σ UCHIIs, as
no systematic trends were found in their distribution in the plot. Cesaroni
et al. [2016] used molecular tracers to look for outflows and accretion shocks in
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the vicinity of 200 CORNISH H

II

regions, and found no evidence to support

any outflow-related phenomenon. Instead, they found that Lyman-excess
sources are more associated with infall than non-excess sources, and propose
ongoing accretion and accretion shocks as an explanation, but their HCO+
measurements are only sensitive to large-scale infall (≲ 1 pc), which is not
direct evidence of accretion.
Two sources, G065.2462+00.3505 and G011.0328+00.0274, were found to
have computed bolometric luminosities below the lower limit for H

II

region

formation – that is, for a B3 type star with Lbol ∼ 103 L⊙ (Bohm-Vitense 1981,
Meynet and Maeder 2003). In the case of G011.0328+00.0274, this is likely due
to an individual issue with the distance determination or the bolometric flux
determination, as the radio-to-bolometric flux ratio is not extreme. G065.2462
+00.3505, originally in the UCHII catalogue, was reclassified as a radio star.
Although this unresolved radio source is embedded within an IR nebula ∼
50′′ in diameter, there is only a near-IR stellar counterpart but no trace of a
compact counterpart at 8 µm or 70 µm.
It should be noted that 6 sources (G011.9786−00.0973, G014.5988+00.0198,
G018.6654+00.0294, G031.1590+00.0465, G036.4062+00.0221, and G043.7960
−00.1286) could not be shown in the plot. No bolometric luminosity was
computed for them as the available supplementary data was not sufficient to
build a good portion of their SEDs for a fit. Their S5GHz D2 values range from
∼ 34 to ∼ 828 mJy kpc2 , and would thus still separate from the MYSO sample
in the plot.
The CORNISH sample is close to complete for UCHIIs with flat or falling
spectral indices, but incomplete for younger sources with rising spectra, such
as HCHIIs (§2.3). As discussed in §2.6, as well as by Yang et al. [2018], who
searched the CORNISH survey for HCHIIs, none of the CORNISH sources
match the canonical definition of an HCHII region at 5 GHz (as proposed by
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Kurtz et al. 2005). Yang et al. [2018] suggested an adjustment to the definition,
because many of the 16 confirmed in literature HCHIIs have electron densities,
emission measures, and/or physical sizes within the ranges more appropriate to
UCHIIs. The gap seen in Fig. 2.15 could thus be the effect of incompleteness
towards positive spectral index radio sources – HCHIIs could be located in
the region between the MYSO jets and the CORNISH UCHIIs. Future large
unbiased samples of HCHII regions, such as from the MeerGAL survey at
14 GHz [Thompson et al., 2016], which will reveal steep spectrum, optically
thick sources, could be included in the plot to investigate this.

2.9

Comparison of UCHII search methods in
blind surveys

In this work it is argued that high resolution blind radio surveys are the most
reliable way to obtain the UCHII population census of the Milky Way.
To obtain a Galactic census of UCHII regions using the CORNISH sample
of genuine UCHII regions, the CORNISH area needs to be scaled up to the area
of the whole Galaxy. It is not possible to simply use the ratio of the longitude
ranges of the Milky Way and CORNISH to obtain a total estimate, as massive
star formation is more concentrated in the inner Galaxy than the outer Galaxy
(see e.g. Price et al. 2001). The RMS survey encompasses 10° < l < 350° and
|b| < 5° and provides the best current map of the non-uniform distribution of
massive star formation throughout the Galaxy. Colour-selected RMS sources
with detectable radio emission were classified as UCHIIs due to their mid-IR
morphologies. UCHII regions exhibit the same Galactic scale-height, ∼ 0.6°,
in CORNISH and RMS. Lumsden et al. [2013] estimated that the overall
fraction of compact H II regions missing within the RMS survey area due to the
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colour selection constraints is 10% (with around 50% of the largest compact
H

II

regions missing).

Using the RMS survey to scale up the CORNISH UCHII sample, the total
estimate is ∼ 750 UCHIIs in the Galaxy. This was obtained by scaling up the
sample size (239 sources) by a geometric correction factor of ∼ 3.1 – the ratio
between the detected number of RMS UCHII regions in the total RMS and
CORNISH area – 500 and 160, respectively (see Lumsden et al. 2013; Urquhart
et al. 2008). The underlying assumption is that UCHIIs were missed in RMS
in a uniform manner with longitude. An important caveat is that the map of
Galactic massive star formation provided by RMS relies on source selection
from the MSX mid-IR point source catalogue (PSC) [Egan et al., 2003, 1999;
Price et al., 2001]. A limitation to the reliability of the estimated scaling factor
is thus imposed by the varying sensitivity of the MSX PSC towards different
portions of the Galactic plane. The reliability of the source distribution map
is generally better in the outer than inner Galaxy due to the lower source
confusion outside the solar circle, so the detected source distribution in the
inner Galaxy could be a lower limit [Lumsden et al., 2002; Price et al., 2001].
Practically the same scaling factor is obtained when taking the total RMS
sample of 900 H

II

regions and the 297 RMS H

II

regions in the CORNISH

area. Since the RMS UCHII counts in the total and in the CORNISH area
were obtained in the same manner, their ratio should not be greatly affected
by the systematic limitations of the IR-selection. Note that UCHIIs near the
Galactic centre are missed in the total estimate, to avoid assumptions for the
UCHII number density in this region not covered by RMS.
The sections below highlight limitations of the other UCHII search methods
employed in Galactic plane surveys.
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Sub-mm – ATLASGAL

Urquhart et al. [2013] identified a sample of molecular clumps with compact and
ultra-compact H II regions in the region 10° < l < 60° and |b| < 1°. The authors
matched the ATLASGAL sub-mm clumps to the CORNISH catalogue and
recovered the majority of CORNISH H

II

regions. Similarly to the CORNISH

UCHII sample identification (§2.2), Urquhart et al. [2013] utilised available IR
data to aid the classification. They visually inspected GLIMPSE images (using
the 4.5, 5.8, and 8.0 µm IRAC bands) centred on the peak of the sub-mm
emission to separate H II regions from contaminant sources. However, the depth
of ATLASGAL falls short of detecting all UCHII regions within the common
ATLASGAL-CORNISH area – about 30 UCHII regions were missed as a result.
Urquhart et al. [2013] used the ATLASGAL-CORNISH associations to
compute the surface density of UCHII regions as a function of Galactocentric
distance. They estimated that the Galactic UCHII population comprises ∼ 400
sources around B0 and earlier type stars, out of which only ∼ 45 around O6 or
earlier type stars are detectable. The deeper SCUBA-2 survey should provide
a higher detection certainty with the same search method (see e.g. Mackenzie
et al. 2011).

2.9.2

Mid-IR – RMS

The whole CORNISH region is covered in RMS; despite this, about half of the
CORNISH UCHIIs have RMS counterparts. There are ∼ 40 further associations
with the more diffuse CORNISH H

II

sample (48 H

II

regions). Many of the

UCHIIs ‘missing’ from RMS are, in fact, detected within big complexes but
not listed as individual objects. Urquhart et al. [2013] discussed the larger
total number of RMS versus ATLASGAL H

II

regions – the RMS H

II

sample

contains extended regions identified from their mid-IR morphology, with radio
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continuum emission lower than the CORNISH surface brightness sensitivity.
The RMS sample thus includes fewer individually listed UCHII regions, together
with a number of more extended H

2.9.3

II

regions.

Previous radio surveys of the Galactic plane

Giveon et al. [2008] found 494 MSX matches to the White et al. [2005] catalogue
within the area shared with CORNISH (∼ 23%). Giveon et al. [2005] believe
their sample is dominated by UCHII regions. As discussed in §2.3.1, through
visual inspection only 162 CORNISH UCHII regions are found in common
with the lower-resolution 6 cm data. A catalogue table cross-match found even
fewer sources in common – 111, with 20 cross-matches to 37 CORNISH diffuse
H

II

regions within the shared area. This corresponds to a factor of 3-4 fewer

UCHIIs than implied by Giveon et al. [2005, 2008] – the vast majority of their
sample are not genuine ultra-compact H
extended H

2.10

II

II

regions but rather represent more

region phases.

Conclusions

The CORNISH UCHII sample is the largest complete and unbiased highresolution collection of ultra-compact H

II

regions to date. Within the mapped

region (10° < l < 65°, |b| < 1°), 239 UCHIIs have been confirmed from 240
candidates visually identified at 5 GHz radio-continuum emission. In this
chapter, the observational properties, spectral indices, physical characteristics
and spectral energy distributions of this early stage of massive star formation
were explored. In summary:
1. The selection procedure for the CORNISH UCHIIs is robust and the
nature of the sample as a whole was reliably identified.
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2. The majority (∼ 82%) of UCHIIs have spectral indices that are consistent
with the expected theoretical limits for thermal free-free emission. The
results are also consistent with the theoretical model developed by Bojičić
et al. [2011] for uniform ionised nebulae. The majority of sources scatter
around the optically thin limit and sources approaching a spectral index
of 1 are likely situated in a much less uniform environment than the rest
of the sample. The instances of non-thermal spectral indices could be
naturally resulting from the difference in VLA configuration between the
higher- and lower-frequency datasets, or are the result of combining 6 cm
and 20 cm fluxes of variable thermal sources from two epochs. Further
in-depth investigation of additional data and comparison to theoretical
models are required, beyond the scope of this thesis.
3. G011.0328+00.0274, G011.9786−00.0973, G014.5988+00.0198, G023.4553
−00.2010, G030.7579+00.2042 and G037.7347−00.1128 were, to the best
of our knowledge, detected for the first time at 6 cm. They are likely shorttimescale variables, together with at least three more sources (G016.3913
−00.1383, G018.1460−00.2839, G025.7157+00.0487). At least 5% of
UCHIIs appear to have exhibited a significant flux increase (by ∼ 50%
or more) between two observational epochs separated by ∼ 15 years.
4. Distances were computed for 21 UCHIIs which had no literature distance
(or their KDA had not been previously resolved) prior to this work.
The derived physical properties of the UCHII sample agree well with
theoretical expectations. This, in turn, allowed the computations of their
physical properties alongside the rest of the sample. The peaks in the
heliocentric and galactocentric distance distributions are in agreement
with the previously reported by Urquhart et al. [2013] and hence with
the current models of the structure of the Milky Way.
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5. Results of extended source photometry of UCHII regions in the midand near-IR were presented. The GLIMPSE and UKIDSS colours of the
sample follow the expected trends set by results obtained from earlier,
smaller samples. The mid-IR results are expected to be particularly
reliable, as they combine the precise knowledge of position, radio size and
shape provided by the CORNISH survey with the good correspondence
(in the vast majority of cases) to the mid-IR counterparts. The results
of the extended near-IR photometry (particularly the J and H bands)
should be used with much more care, due to the difficulty in accurate
subtraction of the stellar contamination in the busy, diffuse environments
of star forming regions seen at these wavelengths.
6. Extinctions towards the UCHII regions were computed using the intrinsic
H- and K-band to radio flux ratio from Willner et al. [1972], as well as
from the J − H and H − K nebular colours. It is recommended that the
computed extinctions of each source from all four methods are treated as
a limiting range for each source, rather than taken individually.
7. The average spectral energy distribution of the UCHII sample (from
gathering available multi-wavelength data and combining them with the
new near- and mid-IR results) is in excellent agreement with the expected
shape, with a peak between 70 and 160 µm. Bolometric luminosities were
computed by fitting the individual SEDs. In a plot of radio luminosity
against bolometric luminosity, the CORNISH UCHII sample is clearly
a separate population to confirmed MYSO jets. About a third of the
UCHIIs exhibit a Lyman excess.
8. High resolution blind radio surveys are the best way to definitively find
the UCHII population of the Galaxy. Radio selection provides a more
reliable statistic than infrared and mm selection. A factor of 3-4 fewer
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genuine ultra-compact H II regions than in previous lower resolution radio
areal surveys were found. This result, in conjunction with up-to-date
models (see Davies et al. 2011), goes towards alleviating the lifetime
problem posed by Wood and Churchwell [1989b].

Chapter 3
Higher-resolution follow-up of
point-like CORNISH UCHII
regions
3.1

Introduction

In this chapter, high spatial resolution follow-up JVLA observations of UCHII
regions unresolved or insufficiently resolved in the CORNISH VLA survey are
presented. The main objective is to determine the morphologies of these smaller,
and possibly younger, UCHII regions, as they reveal the distribution of matter
in the immediate vicinity of the newborn massive stars. This, in turn, allows
the morphological classification of the most complete to-date UCHII region
sample in its (near-) entirety, and thus in its full range of ages and spectral
classes.
The reduction, the imaging process and the quality analysis of the high
resolution data are described in this chapter. Special attention is given to
busy fields, with focus on the imaging techniques applied in the case of the
W49A star-forming region. Noteworthy cases, such as re-observed resolved
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CORNISH sources that have revealed further complexity of structure through
the higher-resolution data, are discussed.
Flux density estimates, source angular extents, and derived properties
such as physical sizes are presented. Taking advantage of the 10 GHz flux
measurements and the available/measured CORNISH UCHII radio fluxes at
lower frequencies (see the previous chapter), spectral indices were obtained
from least-squares fitting and are discussed in the context of the CORNISH
UCHII sample findings.
A full morphological classification of the CORNISH UCHII sample, including
the JVLA follow-up, is at the core of Chapter 4. Instances where the ionising
star is potentially seen with the higher sensitivity are also discussed in the next
chapter.

3.2

The JVLA A-configuration targeted survey of CORNISH UCHIIs

3.2.1

Target selection

Visual inspection of the original sample of UCHII regions found in CORNISH
showed that the morphology of all sources smaller than 2.7′′ cannot be reliably
determined [Hoare et al., 2012]. This comprises 107 sources. A total of 22
of these unresolved CORNISH UCHIIs (with δ < 15°) were not included in
the follow-up, as they were already observed in the VLA extended north arm
hybrid BnA configuration (see Hoare et al. 2012). Since this provides resolutions
better than the smaller configuration of the hybrid (B), these sources would
likely not have been resolved at the new resolution. Excluding all cases where
the morphology was clearly established through previous high-resolution radio
continuum observations, as well as seven particularly compact sources which
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Table 3.1 Summary of observational parameters. The synthesised beam depends
on the declination and hour angle. The rms noise was measured in CASA from
emission-free regions near field centres (the average for all target fields).
Parameter
Band
Primary beam
Synthesised beamwidth
Theoretical rms
Measured rms
Largest angular scale
Image pixel size

Value
X (8-12 GHz)
∼4.2′
∼0.2′′ -0.3′′
0.01 mJy beam−1
0.01 mJy beam−1
5.3′′
′′
0.05 -0.08′′

required even higher resolution (Q-band) observations, the target sample size
was reduced to 69 sources.

3.2.2

JVLA observational set-up

The follow-up targeted survey was observed with the Jansky Very Large Array
(JVLA) in continuum mapping mode, and in A configuration – thus achieving
resolution 7.5 times higher than CORNISH. Employing the X band (8-12 GHz)
ensured additional resolution, and sensitivity significantly higher than the
CORNISH survey (for which the C band was used).
Follow-up observations of unresolved CORNISH sources were undertaken
on 6/04/2014 and 14/04/2014, in six-hour observing blocks (observer: Prof
Melvin G. Hoare, proposal ID: VLA/14A-085)1 . For this purpose, the Aconfiguration of the JVLA was used, with 27 functional antennas at the time.
The minimum antenna baseline for this configuration is 0.68 km, and the
maximum – 36.4 km2 . The X-band continuum observations covered targeted
CORNISH UCHIIs with 16° < l < 65°. A total bandwidth of 2 × 2 GHz
was used to observe these frequencies. Each 2 GHz portion is allotted into 16
The CORNISH survey observations were conducted in the 2006 and 2007/2008 VLA
observing seasons - see Table 1 in Purcell et al. [2013].
2
https://science.nrao.edu/facilities/vla/docs/manuals/oss2016A/performance/resolution
1
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Table 3.2 Comparison of tabulated (fifth and sixth columns) and newly measured
(final column) JVLA calibrator fluxes.
Calibrator

Type

1832−1035
1856+0610
1922+1530
1925+2106

Phase
Phase
Phase
Phase

α
(J2000)
18h 32m 20.836s
18h 56m 31.839s
19h 22m 34.699s
19h 25m 59.605s

δ
(J2000)
−10°35′ 11.200′′
+06°10′ 16.754′′
+15°30′ 10.032′′
+21°06′ 26.162′′

F3.7cm
(Jy)
1.28
0.3
1.0
1.0

F2cm
(Jy)
1.25
−
0.7
1.8

Measured F3cm
(Jy)
1.04 ± 0.01
0.182 ± 0.001
1.04 ± 0.01
0.767 ± 0.001

spectral windows, 128 MHz each, to reduce bandwidth smearing. The smallest
achieved beam size was 0.2′′ × 0.14′′ , with a typical beam size of ∼ 0.3′′ × 0.2′′ .
The largest reliable angular scale (i.e., that can be imaged reasonably well
in full synthesis observations) for this setup is ∼ 5.3′′ . The largest observed
individual source has a deconvolved major axis of ∼ 5.3′′ , and all science targets
are smaller than 2.7′′ in CORNISH, as discussed above.

3.3
3.3.1

Data reduction
Quality check – calibrator fluxes

The target UCHIIs were grouped by position into small blocks; a short observation of a nearby phase calibrator (usually 1-2 minutes, depending on its
flux density) was conducted before and after observing each block. The phase
calibrators 1832−105, 1856+061, and 1925+211, as well as 1922+1530, were
used in the CORNISH follow-up to correct for fluctuations in the amplitude
and phase due to atmospheric and instrumental effects. As can be seen in Fig.
3 in Hoare et al. [2012], these sources provide coverage of the entire CORNISH
area, as all survey blocks are located within ∼ 10° of a calibrator. The quasar
1331+305 (also known as 3C 2863 ), one of the four primary VLA calibrators,
was used for the absolute calibration of the flux density. The primary flux
calibrator was targeted at the beginning of each of the two observing sessions,
3
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J1832-1035

J1856+0610
17. 2

−10. 8 00

17. 0 00

−11. 0 00
−10 ◦ 35 0 11. 2 00

δ2000

δ2000

00

6 ◦ 10 0 16. 8 00
16. 6 00

−11. 4 00

16. 4 00

−11. 6 00

16. 2 00
20. 86 s 18 h 32 m 20. 84 s 20. 82 s

20. 80 s

α2000

31. 86 s 18 h 56 m 31. 84 s 31. 82 s

α2000

J1922+1530

J1925+2106
26. 6

10. 4 00

26. 4 00

δ2000

10. 2 00

δ2000

00

15 ◦ 30 0 10. 0 00

21 ◦ 06 0 26. 2 00
26. 0 00

09. 8 00

25. 8 00

09. 6 00

25. 6 00

34. 72 s 19 h 22 m 34. 70 s 34. 68 s

α2000

59. 64 s

59. 62 s 19 h 25 m 59. 60 s 59. 58 s

α2000

1331+305=3C286
33. 2 00

δ2000

30 ◦ 30 0 33. 0 00
32. 8 00
32. 6 00
08. 32 s

08. 30 s 13 h 31 m 08. 28 s 08. 26 s
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Fig. 3.1 Phase calibrators (1832−105, 1856+061, 1922+153, 1925+211) and
flux calibrator (1331+305) used in the JVLA follow-up observations. The clean
beam is illustrated in the bottom left corner of each panel.
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with a scan length of 10 minutes each time. Images of all calibrators are shown
in Fig. 3.1.
For the target UCHIIs (and the phase calibrators), the total scan time
amounted to about 10 minutes (8 minutes on-source, with additional time
for overheads). This exposure time was needed to obtain a noise level of
11 µJy beam−1 . The lower limit to the target radio surface brightness was
calculated by considering the 7σ CORNISH sensitivity of 2 mJy beam−1 for a
1.5′′ beam – this translates to ∼ 33 µJy beam−1 for a 0.2′′ beam at 5 GHz. All
targets are expected to be brighter at 10 GHz than at 5 GHz, as the turnover
frequency is expected to be around 5-15 GHz.
Table 3.2 presents a comparison between the newly measured and the
catalogued fluxes of the calibrators4 . The results are comparable, noting that
the flux density values included in the VLA calibrator manual are more than
10 years out-of-date and that calibrators are typically intrinsically variable
(and thus differences with current values by more than a factor of 2 may be
expected).

3.3.2

Pipeline processing and flagging

The data (comprising two blocks corresponding to the two observing sessions)
were reduced with the NRAO Common Astronomy Software Applications
package (CASA, see Rau and Cornwell [2011]), by utilising the standard JVLA
calibration pipeline and methodology for continuum emission5,6 . Known radio
frequency interference (RFI), e.g. from commercial broadcasting, and other
issues (e.g., shadowed data, edge channels of sub-bands, system problems) were
See https://science.nrao.edu/facilities/vla/observing/callist.
See
https://casa.nrao.edu/
and
https://science.nrao.edu/facilities/vla/dataprocessing/pipeline.
6
A small portion of the dataset (11 UCHIIs) had previously been reduced and morphologically classified as a part of an MPhys project [Miley, 2017], but all available data were
re-reduced.
4
5
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automatically flagged during the pipeline processing. Additional editing was
performed to mark and exclude any data still plagued by problems, such as
remaining significant phase and amplitude excursions (for example from RFI
from sporadic naturally-occurring or human-made sources, which is also highly
polarised). The X band has a decreased sensitivity at the higher end of its
frequency range, and the effects were seen in the data inspection. The final
five frequency channels (total bandwidth of 640 MHz) were the most affected,
and up to 84% of the data in the first two of these were flagged, and virtually
all data (>94%) in the final three channels were excised. About 10% of all
data were flagged per antenna (from all antenna cross-correlations), about
9% on average per channel, and about 5.5% per polarisation. The pipeline
was re-run to apply the new flags to the data. This was done to ensure good
imaging sensitivity, as any remaining issues can severely reduce it or even
cause calibration to fail. Each of the two 6-hour dataset blocks was split into
individual target fields prior to the second round of flagging, to expedite the
visual quality inspection.
All viable spectral windows (out of the 32 unique ones) were combined; the
frequency of the resulting fields is thus ∼ 10 GHz. The computed theoretical
rms noise is 11 µJy beam−1 at medium elevation (25°-50°)7 .
The typical measured 1σ rms noise (close to the field centres) was in excellent
agreement with predictions – typically ranging from ∼ 8-12 µJy beam−1 between
fields. The new data are thus 40 times more sensitive than CORNISH (a 7σ
sensitivity limit of ∼0.07 mJy vs 2.8 mJy), and thus should be sensitive enough
to detect all targeted CORNISH UCHII, as well as weaker sources such as
MYSO jets, and in some cases possibly the stellar wind contribution from the
OB star ionising the H

II

region (candidate ionising OB stars seen at near-

The theoretical rms was computed with the NRAO JVLA Exposure Calculator v18A for
semester 18A. The tool accounts for the RFI levels characteristic for the 8-12 GHz frequency
range, which can be up to 15%.
7
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IR and X-ray wavelengths are presented in Chapters 4 and 5, respectively).
Towards the edges of fields, the rms noise levels reach 26 µJy beam−1 , or a
7σ sensitivity limit of ∼0.18 mJy – this is considered the sensitivity limit for
non-targets found within the observed fields. Such sources were also analysed
and are subsequently discussed (the ‘neighbour group’ from here on).

3.3.3

Imaging

Overall method
The frequency-averaged, split, and calibrated target fields were imaged with
CASA and converted to FITS format. Deconvolution was performed using the
standard task clean (see §1.3 in the Introduction), to remove the artefacts
from the dirty beam. Each image was cleaned down to a conservative threshold
of 0.15 mJy or, in several cases, 0.1 mJy – a 7σ cutoff level was found to be
optimal through visual inspection with the CASA viewer (to avoid potential
clean ‘bias’). The exact value was determined depending on the individual
noise level of each field – by measuring the rms noise levels in the central portion
of the field, as well as near the field edge. Interactive cleaning was performed
whenever necessary, to remove artefacts resulting from bright sources in the
primary beam – this entailed ‘boxing’ bright neighbours prior to focusing on the
field target. The issue occurred in fields where the target UCHII was relatively
weak. The weaker flux is ‘cleaned’ at a later stage, thus incurring larger flux
errors unless the bright neighbour is handled appropriately. This effect was
not prominent in most of the fields containing a multitude of sources, as the
data averaged over all (available after the flagging stage) spectral windows were
used, ensuring a good signal-to-noise ratio.
Imaging was sensitivity-limited, with the exception of busier fields where
bright, evolved H

II

regions are also present. In the latter instance, which
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is the case for ∼10% of the maps, results are limited by the dynamic range.
Imaging was thus first approached in a more automated manner, the resulting
clean maps were examined visually and the best successfully deconvolved maps
were selected. An individual approach was used in all cases with one or more
especially bright neighbours in the field, as well as in otherwise challenging
cases.
Choice of clean parameters
The clean task parameters were set to standard values.

The MS-MFS

(multiscale-multifrequency) deconvolution algorithm was used, as it is appropriate for wide-band synthesis-imaging. It is capable of reconstructing the
spatial (and the spectral) structure of compact and extended emission at the
resolution permitted by the highest sampled frequency and at the continuum
sensitivity limit (as described by Rau and Cornwell 2011).
Briggs weighting was applied to the visibilities, with a Briggs robustness
parameter of 0.5. This was chosen as a compromise between natural (highsensitivity) and uniform (high-resolution) weighting, while slightly favouring
sensitivity [Briggs, 1995].
The fast ‘clark’ algorithm was used instead of the classic ‘hogbom’ algorithm
to calculate the synthesized beam used for the minor cycles in the image plane.
The brightest points are cleaned jointly, to be subtracted during the subsequent
major cycle, and the residuals are calculated more accurately than with the
classic method. Cell sizes of 0.05′′ or 0.08′′ (close to a third of the beam size)
gave the best results for the whole dataset. The smaller cell size results in
sources of smaller extent appearing smoother, whereas the larger size was found
to be more appropriate for more extended targets. A run with a 0.03′′ cell
size was also performed on the data. This gave a better sampling of more
compact sources but resulted in longer imaging times and ‘grainy’ images of
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W49A – tapering, centre
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Fig. 3.2 Comparison between standard cleaning (top panel) and multi-scale
clean (at 0, 5, 10, 20, and 50 pixels, with a 2.5-pixel beam) with 0.5′′ tapering
of the outer baselines in the uv-plane, and small scale bias parameter set
to 0.9 (bottom panel), for the central portion of the W49A complex. The
standard method does a good job close to the field centre and preserves the
high resolution.
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W49A – tapering, off-centre
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Fig. 3.3 Comparison between standard cleaning (top panel) and multi-scale
clean (at 0, 5, 10, 20, and 50 pixels, with a 2.5-pixel beam) with 0.5′′ tapering
of the outer baselines in the uv-plane, and small scale bias parameter set to
0.9 (bottom panel), for an off-centre portion of the W49A complex. The latter
method allows to image weaker and more extended sources better in the vicinity
of bright, compact sources.
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more extended ones (as the gaps in coverage appear too pronounced). The
variation in cell sizes and cleaning thresholds was kept small to also preserve
homogeneity as much as possible, while also aiming to produce individual maps
of high quality.
Most image sizes were chosen to be 1024 × 1024 pixels or 1280 × 1280
pixels, except when imaging W49A. In this case, a size of 2560 × 2560 pixels
was used and a multi-scale clean with tapering was applied. It should be noted
that map sizes larger than 1280 × 1280 pixels were avoided as this slowed down
imaging significantly. The relevant CORNISH survey 5 GHz images (those
containing the follow-up targets) were inspected to help decide on the smallest
required map size for each target and its neighbours. Multiscale imaging and
uv tapering were also utilised sparingly and in individual cases – only when
needed rather than in the initial automated runs – as they also slowed down the
overall imaging progress dramatically. Tapering the weight of visibilities in the
uv plane was used to shape the synthesized beam. It lowers the sidelobes and
improves the signal-to-noise ratio but comes at the cost of decreased resolution
and should be used sparingly, with moderate strength, to increase the brightness
sensitivity of more extended sources. This is illustrated with Fig. 3.2 and Fig.
3.3, showing the centre of the W49A complex, and sources to the east of it,
respectively. The standard method without tapering works well close for the
bright sources and preserves the high resolution (Fig. 3.2), whereas tapering is
useful for the weaker, more extended sources in the vicinity (Fig. 3.3).
Note on busy fields with different-brightness neighbours
A common issue was posed by confusing sources outside the target area, for
example in the case of G018.4433−00.0056. This is one example of a source
with a bright neighbour at the edge of the imaged field (in this case, the four
times brighter G018.4614−00.0038). Setting an area around the confusing
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source to deconvolve with the main image lead to better results. In this and
similar instances, much improved maps were achieved by setting ‘outlier’ fields
in clean by specifying the outliers’ phase centres and mask box sizes. In the
case of G020.0797−00.1337, with the >40 times brighter G020.0809−00.1362
only 9′′ away, the map was improved but still left with bright streaks. This
was also the case for G045.0694+00.1323, 6.3′′ away from the 14 times brighter
G045.0712+00.1321.

Other imaging hurdles
Some targets have no bright sources in their vicinity, but are very bright
themselves and cause significant sidelobes in the image. The most extreme
example for this effect is G061.7207+00.8630, which required a greater number
of cleaning cycles for successful deconvolution (and cleaning down to a slightly
decreased threshold of 0.1 mJy).

3.4

Target detection statistics

The dataset covers 68 target fields of interest.
All but two targets were successfully detected and imaged, the exceptions
being G034.2571+00.1466 and G043.7960-00.1286 (the reasons for this are
discussed in §3.5.1). The higher-resolution observations revealed that, for the
target group, six CORNISH sources are, in fact, spatially close pairs.
The source G065.2462+00.3505, a target of the JVLA follow-up, was reclassified as a radio star in this project (see §2.8). It is unresolved in the IR.
Its corresponding target field was not imaged8 .
As there are no other sources within the field, the nearest CORNISH 7σ source is a radio
galaxy, ∼ 8.4′ away from the field centre.
8
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Table 3.3 Observed properties (position, integrated and peak flux, major and
minor source axes) of the candidate MYSO-jet components found next to the
UCHII G027.1859−00.0816 (field clean beam size of 0.33′′ × 0.17′′ ).
Comp.

Angular size (arcsec)

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

α
(J2000)
18h 41m 13.32s
18h 41m 13.23s
18h 41m 13.20s
18h 41m 13.15s

δ
(J2000)
−05°08′ 59.80′′
−05°09′ 00.54′′
−05°09′ 01.06′′
−05°09′ 01.39′′

Sint
(mJy)
0.45±0.04
0.35±0.04
0.79±0.13
0.61±0.05

Speak
(mJy/beam)
0.18±0.01
0.18±0.01
0.26±0.03
0.51±0.02

θM
(′′ )
0.46±0.04
0.32±0.02
0.45±0.08
0.31±0.02

θm
(′′ )
0.30±0.02
0.22±0.01
0.17±0.01
0.22±0.01

3
2
1
0.5
0.3
0.20
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4

6 8 10 12 14 16 18
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Fig. 3.4 Measured JVLA 10 GHz angular diameters for the target UCHIIs
against distances.
MYSO candidates that were not picked up by CORNISH due to the lower
sensitivity and observation frequency are also seen within the target fields. A
string of four aligned MYSO-jet-like unresolved knots are seen ahead of the
cometary G027.1859−00.0816 (see Fig. 3.5), but are not seen in CORNISH.
The main observables of the MYSO candidates are summarised in Table 3.3.

3.5

Target maps

All target maps are presented in this section, zoomed in at the relevant CORNISH source (Fig. 3.5). The panels are centred on the JVLA pointing centres.
Contours are overplotted to aid the morphological classification (explored in
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the next chapter). The levels start at 7σ, in individually computed numbers of
steps depending on the dynamic range in each observed field, up to the peak
flux of each source (or the brightest source, if more than one occupy the same
image).
The flux densities and angular sizes of the targets are summarised in Table
D.1 in Appendix D. The distribution of angular diameters with distances is
shown in Fig. 3.4. The plot shows no correlation, as would be expected for
a subset containing sources that are genuinely young, rather than sources
appearing compact due to their distance.
The vast majority of target UCHIIs were sufficiently resolved to be morphologically classified (see the next chapter). One target UCHIIs is still unresolved
at the higher resolution – this is G027.9352+00.2056, at a distance of 12.1 kpc
[Urquhart et al., 2012] (giving an upper limit to its physical diameter of
0.016 pc). Target UCHIIs that are just resolved (and thus their subsequent
morphological classification is ambiguous) are G026.0083+00.1369, G026.1094
−00.0937, G030.0096−00.2734, and G038.6529+00.0875.
As mentioned in §3.4, six of the CORNISH targets appear at the higher resolution to be merged pairs of sources. Three CORNISH UCHIIs are comprised
of one extended and one unresolved source (G018.6654+00.0294, G030.5887
−00.0428, and G044.3103+00.0410). Two targets were resolved into two extended components (G033.8100−00.1864 and G043.7954−00.1274). One target,
G020.9636−00.0744, was revealed at the higher resolution to consist of a bright
and a dim extended component. The unresolved components could be younger
or less luminous sources, particularly in the cases where the flux of the unresolved component is quite low (relative to the resolved companion), and are
discussed below.
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G018.6654+00.0294 (see Fig. 3.5) belongs to the massive protocluster
G18.67+0.03, explored by Cyganowski et al. [2012]9 . Figure 1d in Cyganowski
et al. [2012] shows the closest association, G18.67+0.03 – CM1, at a separation
of 0.27′′ from our JVLA field pointing centre, and coincident with the compact
source indicated here as G018.6654+00.0294b (see Table D.1 in Appendix D).
The resolution of the 24.64 GHz continuum contours is insufficient to reveal
the compact component which can be seen in the 10 GHz map (see Fig. 3.12).
The source G18.67+0.03 – CM1 is associated only with Class I CH3 OH masers
(no hot core line emission), which supports the authors’ conclusion that Class I
masers may be excited not exclusively by young (hot core) MYSOs, but also
by older ‘UCHII MYSO’ stages within the same protocluster, in contrast with
other studies (see the references in Cyganowski et al. [2012]). If G018.6654
+00.0294b is in fact a representative of a younger evolutionary phase, this may
not be the case.
G030.5887−00.0428, also with a compact component ahead of a cometary,
is associated with an interstellar hydroxyl (OH) maser – another signpost for
recent massive star formation [Argon et al., 2000]. The maser is found 1.12′′
away from the CORNISH centre coordinates and is coincident with the compact
component G030.5887−00.0428a.
The two-component G044.3103+00.0410 is very red in the colour GLIMPSE
image and has a water maser (∼22 GHz) association. Water masers occur in
both high- and low-mass star-forming regions and are thought to be associated
with molecular outflows (Urquhart et al. 2011 and the references therein).
See also Cyganowski et al. 2009, 2011 for a VLA radio continuum survey toward a
sample of GLIMPSE Extended Green Objects (EGOs) with maser associations (in particular,
6.7 GHz Class II CH3 OH masers, which are thought to be associated exclusively with
MYSOs).
9
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The MYSO-jet-like component C (see Table 3.3 and Fig.3.5) ahead of
the cometary G027.1859−00.0816 is exactly coincident with a water maser
(18385−0512 in Beuther et al. 2002).
The properties and morphologies of the resolved targets are explored in
more detail in the next chapter.
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Fig. 3.5 Target maps. The clean beam is shown in the bottom-left corners. The
contour levels start at 7σ, up to the measured peak flux (darkest purple).
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Fig. 3.6 Target maps, continued.
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Fig. 3.7 Target maps, continued.
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Fig. 3.8 Target maps, continued.
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Fig. 3.9 Target maps, continued.
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Fig. 3.10 Target maps, continued.
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Fig. 3.11 Target maps, continued.
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Two target non-detections?

Two of the targets of the follow-up JVLA observations are discernible neither
in the dirty nor the clean maps, despite the careful flagging, reduction and
imaging of the latter. Both target maps are clearly dynamic-range- (rather
than sensitivity-) limited.
One of these is G034.2571+00.1466. It has a CORNISH flux density and
size of 47.80 mJy and 2.43′′ , respectively, translating to a surface brightness
of 0.33 mJy per 0.2′′ beam. It is found in the same field as the 1.8 Jy (at
5 GHz) cometary G034.2572+00.1535, even brighter at 10 GHz: 2.44 ± 0.03 Jy.
The rms noise in the field pointing centre is about five times higher than for
sensitivity-limited maps (∼ 90 µJy per beam), but the target should still have
been detected at nearly 7σ, assuming its 10-to-5 GHz flux ratio is ∼1 (the
sample average for non-merged sources is 1.12). Assuming the lowest for the
(non-merged source) sample 10-to-5 GHz flux ratio of ∼0.3, the source would
not be convincingly detected, at just below 2σ.
The other non-detection is G043.7960−00.1286 – with an integrated flux of
9.78 mJy and angular size of 2.38′′ in CORNISH. The source surface brightness
is thus only ∼0.07 mJy per 0.2′′ beam. It is located next to a bright twocomponent CORNISH UCHII G043.7954−00.1274. The integrated flux of the
latter is ∼25 mJy at 5 GHz (for the merged source) and ∼55 mJy at 10 GHz
(for the brighter component). The field rms noise toward the pointing centre is
four times higher than for sensitivity-limited maps (∼40 µJy per beam), so the
target source would be detected at only 2σ, assuming a 10-to-5 GHz flux ratio
close to 110 .
10
Self-calibration and truncating the uv coverage could be employed to boost sensitivity in
the cases of non-detections.
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Fig. 3.12 Panels (b) and (d) from Fig. 1 in Cyganowski et al. [2012], showing the three-colour Spitzer image (8, 4.5, and 3.6 µm) of G18.67+0.03
(G018.6654+00.0294 in CORNISH) with marked positions of CH3 OH masers
from Cyganowski et al. [2009]. Class I masers associated with Class II masers
are marked with ⋄, and Class I masers with no Class II associations – with
+. In the top panel, Submillimeter Array (SMA) 1.3 mm continuum emission
contours are shown in gray, and MIPS 24 µm emission is shown in yellow. The
blue contours in the bottom panel show the UCHII VLA 1.2 cm (24.64 GHz)
continuum contours; there, the SMA 1.3 mm continuum emission is marked in
black.
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Neighbour maps

A total of 15 sources comprise the neighbour group – those CORNISH UCHIIs
that were not observation targets but are found within the imaged fields. The
neighbour maps are presented in Fig. 3.13, centred on the CORNISH source
coordinates of each counterpart. The contours were plotted in the same manner
as for the target sources. The photometric results for all neighbours of interest
are presented in D.2 in Appendix D.
The neighbour CORNISH UCHIIs found in the target fields have a greater
variation in (CORNISH) angular size than the targets, and at the higher
resolution some reveal complex morphology and a multitude of components.
This includes newly resolved pairs and multiples that are the counterparts to
CORNISH UCHII regions, as well as clumpy extended CORNISH UCHIIs. A
search was performed for high-resolution maps of the neighbour sources, and,
when available, those were inspected to help separate (by assigning a component
label and measuring the component fluxes and sizes, as shown in Table D.2) the
individual components comprising each merged CORNISH source. A notable
example is G032.7966+00.1909, appearing in CORNISH as an extended UCHII
of irregular morphology, appears broken up into four individual components
(3 of which with cometary morphology). Another source, G036.4062+00.0221,
neighbour to G036.4057+00.0226, appears as two individual compact sources.
Notably, the bright region G043.1665+00.0106 is a well-explored source in
the ‘ring’ of UCHII regions in W49A. This is source G in Fig. 2 in De Pree
et al. [1997b], where it can be seen in the multi-frequency, multi-configuration
maps as a collection of sub-clumps, despite the slightly larger beam size (0.8′′ ).
Another merged CORNISH source in the W49A map is G043.1657+00.0116,
corresponding to the cometary-shaped components B and D in the same figure
in De Pree et al. [1997b]. Component E is also seen as two unresolved knots.
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Another example of underlying complex structure is G032.7966+00.1909.
This CORNISH source appears to have irregular structure and extent of 10′′ ,
but the 10 GHz maps reveal four bright main components, each with distinct
morphology, and is likely a cluster of young sources in CORNISH rather than
a broken-up, over-resolved single source in the A-configuration maps.
G020.0809−00.1362 presents an intriguing ‘russian-doll’-like structure – a
bright knot ahead of two consecutive, increasing in size shells. The same curious
pattern continues in the 5 GHz maps and the mid-IR images, as the source is
ahead of a larger bubble (corresponding to the ∼20′′ CORNISH H
G020.0789−00.1383).

II

region
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Fig. 3.13 Neighbour maps. Multiple resolved components of a single CORNISH
UCHII are shown together.
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Fig. 3.14 Neighbour maps, continued.
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Fig. 3.15 G032.7441−00.0755 was classified as a candidate IR-dark H II region
in the CORNISH survey. The higher-resolution JVLA data shows a neat row
of three sources, likely young UCHII regions, their spatial order reminiscent of
MYSO-jet knots.
Table 3.4 Observed properties (position, integrated and peak flux, major and
minor source axes) of the components corresponding to the candidate IR-dark
H II region G032.7441−00.0755 (field clean beam size of 0.24′′ × 0.18′′ ).
Comp.
(A)
(B)
(C)

α
(J2000)
18h 51m 21.86s
18h 51m 21.85s
18h 51m 21.84s

δ
(J2000)
−00°12′ 06.26′′
−00°12′ 05.54′′
−00°12′ 04.95′′

Sint
(mJy)
10.67±0.22
2.58±0.10
1.18±0.04

Speak
(mJy/beam)
8.15±0.10
2.20±0.05
1.08±0.02

θM
(′′ )
0.28±0.01
0.25±0.01
0.25±0.01

θm
(′′ )
0.20±0.01
0.20±0.01
0.19±0.01

Other sources found within the JVLA fields (as neighbours to targets)
are G026.0907−00.0575, G032.7441−00.0755, G065.2462+00.3505, and the
bright G034.2572+00.1535 (the well-studied cometary G34.26+0.15) with its
neighbouring components (unresolved here) G034.2581+00.1533 and G034.2573
+00.1523. Due to its extent, the new flux results of G026.0907−00.0575 were unreliable, and this source was not revisited. The other source, G032.7441−00.0755,
is not part of the original UCHII sample; it was classified in the CORNISH
survey as a dark H

II

region (previously unresolved). This source now appears
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as three aligned bright knots, the brightest of which is likely a young UCHII
region, based on its radio flux density, too high for it to be a MYSO. As the
original classification suggests, there is no near- or mid-IR counterpart to this
source. It is not seen in the 20 cm MAGPIS image – MYSO spectra peak at
higher frequencies than UCHIIs, and are optically thick at 1.4 GHz, unlike the
majority of our CORNISH sample UCHII. The source has strong counterparts
in Hi-GAL and at 24 µm in MIPSGAL. The spatial configuration is reminiscent
of MYSO-jet knots.

3.7

Flux densities and source sizes

The new photometric results for the targets are presented in Table D.1 in
Appendix D. The sources were identified first through their CORNISH coordinates and angular extents. With the higher-resolution data, more precise
positions of the source centres, particularly for CORNISH sources comprising
multiple components, were obtained. The properties, such as the integrated and
peak fluxes, the source major- and minor-axis length and position angle, were
derived with the CASA task imfit (deconvolved from the beam). The presented
source angular diameter is the geometric average of the measured deconvolved
major and minor axes of each source. The clean beam major and minor axes
are also included in the table. The good signal-to-noise ratio ensures good
accuracy of the parameter uncertainties overall, but the uncertainty estimates
for components with some spatial overlap could be more unreliable due to the
limitations of the fitting routine11 .
Individual components of CORNISH UCHIIs are treated as separate sources
in the table in the cases where the morphology of at least one of the components
See https://casa.nrao.edu/casadocs-devel/stable/global-task-list/task_imfit/about for a
detailed discussion of the fitting limitations.
11
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is distinct, and, more importantly, the components are not found within a
common outermost (7σ) contour, which is assumed to be the source boundary.

3.8
3.8.1

Observed and derived properties
10 GHz sample properties

Figure 3.16 shows the expected for Gaussian fits clear trend for the ratio of
integrated to peak 10 GHz flux of the target UCHII regions, increasing with
angular size.
Figure 3.17 provides a summary of the observational properties, brightness
temperatures, optical depths and physical sizes of the UCHIIs at 10 GHz
(computed as in §2.6). The median 10 GHz flux density of the single-component
targets is slightly lower than at 5 GHz for the same sub-sample (∼16.3 mJy
vs. ∼18.7 mJy) (Fig. 3.17a), and the median brightness temperature is the
same (log10 (T B ) ≈ 2.5 K, Fig. 3.17b). The optical depths at 10 GHz are
presented in Fig. 3.17e. For ∼ 76% of the targets, the difference between the
measured and the theoretical unattenuated flux is below 10%. The deconvolved
angular size histogram (Fig. 3.17c) peaks at ∼0.9′′ . From visual inspection,
sources cannot be morphologically classified if their convolved major axis is
≲1.5 times the clean beam size (i.e., < 0.4–0.5′′ in most cases, except where
tapering was applied and this limit becomes ∼0.6–0.7′′ ). The largest target,
G038.6465−00.2260, is ∼3.3′′ in diameter at 10 GHz (slightly larger than its
corresponding size of 2.5′′ at 5 GHz).
The distributions of physical sizes of the UCHIIs are shown in Fig. 3.17d.
They were obtained from the distances in Table B.1 and the measured angular
diameters (as presented in Table D.1 in Appendix D). The median physical
diameter of the targets, which are the smallest CORNISH UCHIIs, is ∼0.03 pc,
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Fig. 3.16 Ratio of measured integrated to peak flux of the target UCHII regions,
against deconvolved angular size (computed as the geometric average of the
deconvolved major and minor source axes).
and ranges from ∼0.004 pc to ∼0.17 pc (with an upper limit of 0.003 pc for
the unresolved component of G044.3103+00.0410 being the smallest value). All
target sources have an available distance estimate (assuming the same distance
for each source in multi-component CORNISH UCHIIs).
The results computed for the neighbour subset are also plotted in the
histograms. These have a larger span, reaching up to larger values than the
target subset, as expected for a subset encompassing a random, broader range
of sizes and ages. The largest observed neighbour, G043.1665+00.0106 – a
clumpy source in the Welch ring in the W49A complex [De Pree et al., 1997a],
discussed in §3.6, is ∼3.8′′ in diameter. The median physical diameter ranges
from ∼0.004 pc to ∼0.20 pc for the neighbours.
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Fig. 3.17 Histograms of the observational properties, brightness temperatures,
optical depths, and physical sizes of the target (in wine red) and neighbour (in
pink) UCHIIs at 10 GHz.
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Fig. 3.18 Measured JVLA 10 GHz integrated flux over CORNISH 5 GHz
integrated flux of the target UCHII regions, against angular size at 10 GHz
(excluding resolved pairs).
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Fig. 3.19 Spectral indices estimated from least-squares fits to the available
10 GHz, 5 GHz and 1.4 GHz integrated flux of the target UCHII regions
(excluding MAGPIS 6 cm), against brightness temperature at 10 GHz (excluding
sources merged at 1.4 GHz and/or 5 GHz).
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10GHz–1.4GHz spectral indices

Figure 3.19 shows spectral indices computed using least squares fitting of the
available for the JVLA targets 10 GHz, 5 GHz, and 1.4 GHz fluxes (Tables D.1
and A.1 in the Appendix), against brightness temperature at 10 GHz. The
plotted theoretical models were adapted from Siódmiak and Tylenda [2001]
and Bojičić et al. [2011], similarly to §2.3.2, in this case showing the model
predictions for the 1.4 GHz – 10 GHz range at the three different electron
temperatures. The individual linear fits are shown in Figure 3.20. Flux upper
limits for all non-detections of 20 cm counterparts in the MAGPIS images are
included. Note that the MAGPIS 6 cm fluxes are shown for comparison only,
and were not taken into account in the fits. CORNISH UCHIIs that comprise
distinct pairs or multiples of sources at the higher resolution were not fitted.
As discussed in §2.3.2, individual spectral indices are reliable only in cases
where the source is unresolved at all fitted frequencies. This is clearly not the
case here, as the fitted UCHIIs are compact at 1.4 and 5 GHz but extended
at 10 GHz. The different VLA configurations used at each frequency further
limit the reliability of the results. Therefore, the estimated 10 GHz–1.4 GHz
spectral indices should be considered as lower limits. A method to improve the
uv coverage and include zero-spacing flux is to combine interferometric data
with single-dish data (see e.g. Tian and Leahy 2005). However, this is beyond
the scope of this thesis and the available archival data. The computed from the
linear fits 10 GHz–1.4 GHz spectral indices were not used for detailed spectral
analysis of individual sources, but to compare the properties of the sample of
most compact CORNISH UCHIIs to those of the general sample (see §2.3.2).
A well-sampled radio SED could indicate whether the turnover frequency of
the source is within the available spectral range. Flat or falling spectral indices
and optically thin emission are characteristic for UCHIIs (§2.3.2). The youngest
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UCHIIs and HCHIIs, however, have higher turnover frequencies and rising
spectra between 1.4 and 5 GHz, which suggests a mix of optically thin and thick
emission due to a much less uniform environment [Kurtz, 2005; Yang et al.,
2018]. The majority of the targets studied here are expected to be particularly
young UCHIIs (§3.5) and thus to have a turnover frequency between 5 and
15 GHz. Given the very limited number of data points, the plots only hint
at the shape of the radio SED in the available range. Only about 41% of the
radio SEDs appear to be well described by a single straight line. In this subset,
about 23% appear to have rising spectra. Thus, at least 23% of the targets may
have a turnover frequency above 10 GHz and could thus be particularly young.
As expected, the majority of sources scatter around the optically thin limit
in Figure 3.19 at low Tb . A larger relative fraction of negative indices is found
below the −0.1 limit, when compared to the 5 GHz–1.4 GHz spectral indices
(Fig. 2.6) – 32% in the former and 18% in the latter, taking errors into account.
This is because in nearly 45% of the cases (including errors), the 10 GHz
flux is lower than the 5 GHz flux. The effect is not systematically increasing
with angular size, as is shown in Figure 3.18, so filtering of extended emission
(due to the difference in sensitivity and also since the 5 GHz values in the
10 GHz–5 GHz plot belong predominantly to unresolved sources) may not be the
primary cause in all cases. In fact, sources smaller than (a deconvolved angular
diameter of) ∼0.7′′ have the smallest 10-to-5 GHz flux ratios (around 0.5).
These are G017.0299−00.0696, G023.4835+00.0964, and G031.1590+00.0465.
At the other extreme, the target with the largest flux ratio of ∼4.3, G038.6465
−00.2260, also has one of the largest angular extents – about 3.3′′ . In this case,
the angular extent is also larger than the one measured in CORNISH (2.51′′ ).
However, the 5 GHz flux measured in the MAGPIS image is comparable to the
10 GHz result (Fig. 3.19).
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The three steepest positive spectral indices (≳ 0.5) are found at the
largest brightness temperatures and belong to G018.7106+00.0002, G019.7549
−00.1282, and G028.2003−00.0494. These thus appear in the optically thick
region of the model shown in Fig. 3.19 (see §2.3.2 for details), between 1.4 GHz
and 10 GHz. The 10 GHz images of G018.7106+00.0002 and G028.2003
−00.0494 show hints of two-component structure, which could become more
apparent at even higher resolution. G019.7549−00.1282 is a compact cometaryshaped source at 10 GHz.
The list of UCHIIs with fitted steep negative slopes (≲ − 0.4) from good
fits includes G017.0299−00.0696, G020.7619−00.0646, G023.4835+00.0964,
G026.1094−00.0937, G028.4518+00.0027, G031.0595+00.0922, as well as
G031.1590+00.0465, G034.0901+00.4365, G042.1090−00.4469, and G043.1520
+00.0115. In these cases, the respective 1.4 GHz–5 GHz slopes are clearly also
steep and negative. As these sources are compact at both 1.4 GHz and at 5 GHz
due to the lower resolution at these frequencies, they are more likely to be
truly non-thermal, rather than entirely the effect of filtering of flux with change
in uv coverage. All of these sources have distinctly cometary morphologies.
G043.1520+00.0115 and the relatively extended G034.0901+00.4365 could be
parts of, or superimposed on a much larger bubble, as hinted by their 10 GHz
morphologies.
The UCHIIs in the 10 GHz sub-sample are likely younger than the rest of
the CORNISH UCHII sample (§3.5). It is clear from a comparison between
the radio maps that improving the resolution reveals at each step further
morphological complexity, and often multiplicity of source components. The
computed negative spectral indices could be evidence of an underlying nonthermal component, such as from e.g. bow shocks from runaway massive stars
(see del Valle and Pohl 2018; Pereira et al. 2016), or stellar wind interactions
in massive binaries [De Becker, 2007]. More complete radio SEDs could be
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studied in the future to look for an underlying physical mechanism causing the
non-thermal appearing spectral indices.
Time variability of the continuum flux density (see §2.4) is another possible
explanation, as the radio data are from different observational epochs. About
5% of the CORNISH UCHIIs could be time-variable, based on the 5 GHz
flux densities from two epochs ∼15 years apart (see §2.4). Assuming a similar
fraction of the UCHIIs would exhibit apparent time variability at 10 GHz,
3-4 variable sources would be expected in the smaller, JVLA subset. The
JVLA follow-up was conducted ∼7 years after CORNISH. However, none of
the follow-up targets are among the 5 GHz variable candidates. Multi-epoch
data at each individual (1.4, 5 and 10 GHz) frequency are needed to look for
variability.
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Fig. 3.20 Radio spectral energy distributions and fitted spectral indices of
UCHIIs with available 1.4 GHz, 5 GHz (where the CORNISH fluxes are marked
in black and the MAGPIS 6 cm results – in red) and 10 GHz flux densities.
The least-squares fitted line is plotted. Only 10 GHz targets which appear as
single sources at all three frequencies are included.
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Fig. 3.21 Radio spectral energy distributions, continued.
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Fig. 3.22 Radio spectral energy distributions, continued.
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3.9

Higher-resolution follow-up of point-like CORNISH UCHII regions

Conclusions

High-resolution 10-GHz continuum observations were presented, following
up on CORNISH UCHII regions smaller than the limit at which sufficient
morphological information is available from the 5 GHz maps (2.7′′ ).
The observed fields were successfully reduced and deconvolved, resulting in
good quality images. All but two of the target UCHII regions were detected,
the likely explanation being the lower (dynamic-range limited due to bright
neighbours) sensitivity in their respective maps compared to their expected
surface brightness.
A multitude of other CORNISH UCHIIs, and candidate MYSOs/MYSO jet
components, were also detected as neighbours to the targets within the observed
fields. All individual CORNISH UCHIIs or UCHII components with distinct
morphologies are smaller than the maximum reliable observed spatial scale
in A configuration, resulting in reliable fluxes, despite the slightly decreasing
sensitivity with distance from the field pointing centres.
At the ∼0.2′′ resolution, about 9% of the target UCHIIs were shown to
be comprised of at least two components which are likely distinct sources –
either UCHII pairs or an UCHII with an unresolved companion. Some of the
CORNISH UCHIIs with extents exceeding 2.7′′ could also be hiding multiplicity
at the 1.5′′ resolution, as was the case for the four UCHIIs merged within
G032.7966+00.1909 at 5 GHz. The presence of compact components ahead of
cometary UCHIIs fits well with the sequential structure formation hypothesis
of Kim and Koo [2001, 2002, 2003], as discussed in the next chapter.
Photometric measurements of the 10 GHz flux densities of all target and
neighbour sources of interest were presented. The spectral indices corresponding
to the target subset were estimated from least squares fits to all available (from
this chapter and the work described in the previous chapter) radio fluxes at
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three frequencies. About 32% of the fitted spectral indices of the target UCHIIs
were found below the lower limit for thermal free-free emission (–0.1) and could
investigated in the future for a possible non-thermal contribution to the radio
continuum emission.
The angular sizes were used to compute the physical extents of all target
and neighbour sources of interest (using the distances listed in Table B). The
follow-up targets sizes are very compact, as expected, ranging from ∼0.004 pc
to ∼0.17 pc in size and with a typical physical diameter of ∼0.03 pc.
The observed and derived properties of the high-resolution sub-sample
show that the UCHIIs comprising it are likely the youngest CORNISH UCHII
regions. The presented maps therefore provide morphological information on
the immediate environments of the newborn massive stars powering these radio
continuum sources. To take advantage of this, the morphologies are classified
and explored in more detail in the next chapter.

Chapter 4
UCHII region morphology
4.1

Introduction

When a massive star reaches the necessary Lyman continuum flux threshold to
illuminate the surrounding density distribution of interstellar matter, it reveals
not only a snapshot of the geometry present soon after the formation of the
massive star and its general environment, but also supplies observers with clues
on the outflow and infall history and the stellar wind strength [Hoare et al.,
2007]. Ultra-compact H
H

II

II

regions are typically found in associations with other

regions (e.g. Kurtz et al. 1994, Kim and Koo 2001, Chapter 2/Kalcheva

et al. 2018) and manifest a limited distribution of morphologies (De Pree
et al. 2005; Wood and Churchwell 1989a,b). Their regular appearance strongly
suggests that a set of ordered physical processes take place during massive star
formation. Thus, observational evidence of the earliest stages of massive star
formation gives crucial insight into the initial conditions of this process and
provides necessary guidance and constraints for theoretical models. In this
chapter, the available rich resource of high-quality, high-resolution coordinated
and unbiased radio and infrared data is utilised to attempt a new type of
morphological classification – a more complete, multi-wavelength one. The
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statistical results of this new classification are compared to those when using
the standard radio-only scheme, as well as to those obtained through using only
the IR data (GLIMPSE). The dependence of morphological class proportions
on resolution is also investigated. The observed morphologies are also discussed
in the context of their physical properties and immediate environment. The
properties of the morphological subsets are also discussed in light of current
theoretical models, with focus on the predominant cometary class and the
location of the ionising star.

4.2

Radio and mid-IR morphological classification of UCHIIs

The original morphological classification by Wood and Churchwell [1989b] and
the modified classification by De Pree et al. [2005] are discussed in §1.2.2. The
more up-to-date De Pree et al. [2005] classification (as illustrated in Fig. 1.7)
formed the basis of the radio, IR, and multi-wavelength classifications presented
in this chapter. The CORNISH UCHIIs fall into five morphological classes:
cometary, shell-like/shell (used interchangeably here), spherical, bipolar, and
irregular.
UCHIIs were classified as cometary if their ionisation front is parabolic,
with a well-defined leading edge and a tail, and the surface brightness decreases
gradually from the head to the tail along the axis of symmetry of the parabola
[Wood and Churchwell, 1989b]. The tail is often significantly brighter/more
extended at mid-IR than radio wavelengths, due to the limit on the dynamic
range in the case of radio interferometric observations.
Shell-like UCHIIs appear as complete or partially complete/broken ‘rings’ of
emission, forming a more than 50% complete circular arc. In higher-sensitivity
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radio images, cavities evacuated by the stellar wind can cause shell-like/limbbrightened appearance.
UCHIIs were assigned the spherical class in cases where the radio and midIR shape can be best represented by a two-dimensional Gaussian brightness
distribution. Insufficiently resolved UCHIIs or cometaries seen along their
symmetry axes can appear spherical.
Bipolar UCHIIs are elongated and have an axial ratio of at least 2 : 1. The
bipolar structure is often quite symmetric and more pronounced in the mid-IR,
sometimes with an IR-dark lane seen perpendicularly across the centre of the
long axis.
The irregular class includes miscellaneously shaped UCHIIs with multiple
peaks within a common envelope of lower surface brightness, which is detected
at least at 5σ. At higher resolution, such irregulars can be resolved into pairs
or multiples. Broken-up, noisy-appearing UCHIIs which are likely the result of
over-resolution of extended sources in interferometric observations are here not
considered to be ‘true’ irregulars. Such instances were identified by comparing
their mid-IR and radio appearance.
The radio, IR, and multi-wavelength classifications have the following
methodology in common:
• Dynamic-range dependent contours were overplotted on the images (see
Thompson et al. 2006); the images were scaled with asinh scaling wherever
needed to boost contrast for the visual inspection;
• One class was chosen as the most likely for each UCHII, based on the
examined radio/mid-IR image, and the total count for each class was
quoted as percentage of the resolved sample used for each method;
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• The visual classification was done twice per resolution and per classification method, with a time jump of at least a few months, and conflicts
were re-inspected and reclassified if deemed necessary.

4.2.1

Radio classification

Example images used in the radio-only morphological classification are shown
in Figure 4.1. The radio-based classification was carried out separately for
both available high-resolution radio datasets – at 1.5′′ (the CORNISH data,
see Chapter 2) and 0.3′′ (the JVLA data, see Chapter 3). Note that the latter
group predominantly comprises UCHIIs unresolved in CORNISH, together
with several UCHIIs (some of which resolved at 1.5′′ ) that are field neighbours
to the unresolved at 1.5′′ targets. Thus the CORNISH-only and JVLA-only
radio classifications are a good way to compare the morphology distributions
of more extended and of more compact/younger UCHIIs. To achieve this,
the insufficiently resolved sources in each dataset were excluded from the
comparison. This comprises 45% (107) of the UCHII regions observed at 1.5′′
resolution. As for the JVLA-observed UCHIIs, only one target was not resolved.
Out of all detected in the JVLA follow-up survey UCHIIs (including neighbour
UCHIIs, §3.6), seven are point-like at the higher resolution. Those were all
excluded from the results (shown in Fig. 4.4). Over-resolved UCHIIs were also
excluded.

4.2.2

Infrared classification

The extended emission from PAHs is seen in the environment of UCHII regions
in the GLIMPSE mid-IR images. The PAHs outside the swept-up bubbles
of H

II

regions form shells, which are clearly seen through their strong PAH

features at the IRAC band wavelengths. The inner radius of the PAH shell is
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Fig. 4.1 Example CORNISH images used in the radio-only morphological
classification. Dynamic-range dependent contours are overplotted to aid the
classification, starting at 5σ. The source names in the plot titles corresponds
to the source central to each image. The mid-IR counterparts are shown in Fig.
4.2.
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Fig. 4.2 Example false-colour images used in the mid-IR-only morphological
classification (3.6+4.5+8µm, RGB in this order). Dynamic-range dependent
contour levels from the best available (i.e. not saturated at the source location)
PAH-band (8, 5.8, or 3.6µm, in order of preference) image were overplotted,
starting at 5σ (σ was computed from a region in the images free from diffuse
emission). The images are centred at the CORNISH counterpart coordinates
and titled accordingly. The 6 cm counterparts are shown in Fig. 4.1.
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equal to the PAH destruction radius from the ionising star and closely matches
the observed radio morphology, unless affected by extinction (see §1.2.4 for
a more detailed discussion). The mid-IR emission is much more sensitive to
diffuse, extended, low-level structures, such as in the tail of cometary UCHII
regions (as seen when comparing Figs. 4.1 and 4.2).
For the purposes of the mid-IR morphological classification, the GLIMPSE
images in all bands except the 4.5 µm band (where there is a gap in PAH
emission) were visually examined. This was done in order to select the most
suitable image per source for the classification, in the cases where the source was
saturated in the 8.0 µm image. Whenever the 8.0 µm image was of sufficient
quality, it was preferred over the other bands, as it offers a view that is closest
to the radio image. The final selection of images consists of 205 images in the
8.0 band, 32 images in the 5.8 µm band, and 2 images in the 3.6 µm band. The
selected PAH-band images were used to plot dynamic-range dependent contours
on 3-colour GLIMPSE images, as shown in Fig. 4.2 (3.6+4.5+8 µm, note that
3.6 is plotted as red and 8 µm – blue). These multi-band images highlight the
PAH- and stellar emission from and around the mid-IR UCHII counterparts.
The 4.5 µm band shows signposts associated with younger phases, such as line
emission from H2 and CO shocked by protostellar outflows (which appears as
extended green objects (EGOs) in the colour Spitzer images, see Cyganowski
et al. 2008).
An infrared-dark lane is seen across the mid-IR UCHII counterpart in 7%
(16) of the GLIMPSE images, and in some of these cases it was not possible to
reliably determine the mid-IR morphology.
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Fig. 4.3 Example images of W49A (centered at the bright, multiply-peaked
G043.1665+00.0106) used in the joint morphological classification. Dynamicrange dependent contour levels starting at 5σ in the top panel (CORNISH)
and at 7σ in the bottom panel (JVLA) are plotted onto the 3-colour GLIMPSE
image (3.6+4.5+8 µm, RGB in this order).
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Joint radio-IR classification

Aims of the joint morphological classification
Combining the available radio and IR images to the utilise the advantages of
both is at the core of the new, joint morphological classification. As discussed
in §2.2 and §1.2.4, the use of mid-IR data is not only necessary for the reliable
UCHII identification, but is also highly advantageous as it is not dynamic-rangelimited, unlike snapshot Galactic plane surveys such as CORNISH. Examining
the mid-IR counterparts to the UCHIIs in conjunction with the radio data
can compensate for the loss of morphological information at extended scales
and thus mimic the reliability achieved by morphological classification of deep,
multi-configuration radio observations. With this method, the UCHII region
location and radio extent can be precisely pinpointed, and its mid-IR ‘context’
is seen concurrently (Fig. 4.3).
Noting the morphology alone, with any of the described above methods,
means obtaining information on the UCHII region as an isolated entity. To
understand the morphologies and obtain a complete picture of the interactions
of massive stars with their parent molecular clouds, their location with respect
to larger structures, ability to trigger further star formation, and role in cloud
dynamics and maser pumping should be explored [Kurtz et al., 1994]. With
this goal in mind, additional information on the relation of each CORNISH
UCHII region to its environment, such as possible relation to younger and/or to
more evolved sources, was noted during the visual inspection alongside picking
a morphological class. These additional ‘categories’ were added after a careful
initial visual inspection and reflect the most commonly seen patterns in the
immediate surroundings of each source, to quantify the recurrent observational
properties of the CORNISH UCHIIs within their molecular clouds (described
in Table 4.1). This is not aimed as a complete description; the good number
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statistics of resolved UCHIIs provided by the CORNISH sample and the JVLA
follow-up were utilised to spot patterns that are likely common for most Galactic
UCHIIs and their immediate surroundings.
This thus provides a statistic on the number of UCHIIs found within or
at the edge of a bubble or shell, as a head of a larger cometary region, ahead
of a more evolved H

II

region (i.e. in search of candidate triggered UCHIIs),

and/or within a close association of UCHIIs. Other features of interest that
were included are coincidence between the mid-IR and the radio tail direction
for cometary regions, MYSOs, EGOs and masers located within the ‘sphere
of influence’ of the UCHII, as well as the presence of an infrared-dark lane
ahead or across the UCHII. In this case, determining the sphere of influence
meant simply computing the angular radii corresponding to the typical size
of molecular clumps in which UCHII regions are found – 0.5-1 pc in diameter
[Hoare et al., 2007]. This translates to a maximum cross-match radius of ≲1′ for
the CORNISH UCHIIs, to avoid complex considerations such as the interplay
between gravity, stellar winds, shocks, magnetic fields in their possible role and
relative importance in star formation triggering.
Each UCHII region can thus belong to several of these categories and patterns can be noted. An example of such a recurring pattern that was quantified
in this way is the number of radio cometaries which have a mid-IR counterpart
of comparable size, with the same morphology and tail direction, situated at the
head of a larger mid-IR cometary or shell. Set-analysis visualization software
(commonly used in e.g. macroeconomics and genetics) was utilized in search of
such patterns, through locating the intersections between the visually identified
sets [Lex et al., 2014]. To efficiently pinpoint and rectify any possible issues
with this extended joint classification which may arise due to its complexity,
the same software was also used to inspect all subgroups and make sure no
sources were missed.

Category
Based on visual inspection:
Part of bubble
Head of larger cometary
Middle of larger bipolar
Larger H

II

ahead

In radio double

In radio multiple
Dark lane ahead
Dark lane across
For cometary sources:
Same tail direction
Cross-matches to catalogues:
EGO(s) ahead
MYSO(s) ahead
Maser(s) ahead

Fig.

The mid-IR counterpart to the UCHII is located within or at the edge of a larger
mid-IR PAH bubble or shell.
The mid-IR counterpart of the UCHII is at the head of a larger mid-IR cometary
region (likely as part of the same source).
The mid-IR counterpart of the UCHII is at the centre of a larger mid-IR bipolar
region (likely as part of the same source).
The UCHII is located ahead of a more evolved H II region, as seen in the CORNISH
and/or MAGPIS maps (H II within ∼30′′ radius).
The UCHII is in a close pair of CORNISH UCHIIs, where the neighbour is situated
no more than about one angular diameter away. This category contains the UCHIIs
flagged in the CORNISH catalogue as having a 7σ overlapping neighbour.
The UCHII is within a UCHII association, with area of radio group ≲1 sq. arcmin.
There is a mid-IR dark lane ahead of the mid-IR counterpart to the UCHII.
There is a mid-IR dark lane across the mid-IR counterpart to the UCHII.

4.11f

The direction of the radio tail coincides with the mid-IR counterpart.

4.15i

There are EGOs within 0.5 pc radius of the UCHII location.
(matched from the Cyganowski et al. [2008] catalogue)
There are RMS MYSOs within 0.5 pc radius of the UCHII location.
There are known methanol masers within 0.5 pc radius of
the UCHII location (match to the Pandian et al. [2007] methanol maser GPS).
The UCHII has a K nebula counterpart (Chapter 2).

4.11d

4.15g
4.11i
4.11h
4.15f

4.3
4.15b
4.11j

4.10a
4.11e
4.15j
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Has K nebula

Description

4.2 Radio and mid-IR morphological classification of UCHIIs

Table 4.1 Description of the additional categories the UCHIIs were asigned to alongside a morphological class. Examples to
illustrate each category are included in the third column.
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Multi-wavelength methodology
The combined method consisted of visual classification based on the available
radio images and the 3-colour GLIMPSE images (produced as discussed in the
previous two sections). The radio contours were plotted onto the corresponding
mid-IR images. Plots showing different sky areas with respect to the UCHII
regions were produced to examine different scales – typically 3×, 6× and 12×
the angular diameter of each UCHII. All CORNISH 6 cm images, together
with maps of all targets from the JVLA follow-up, were used to overlay radio
contours (in separate images corresponding to the different resolutions). The
JVLA-observed neighbours were also included – being particularly useful for
very compact resolved CORNISH UCHIIs (i.e. sizes only slightly in excess of
2.7′′ – the upper limit for the selected JVLA targets), where it was otherwise
still difficult to determine the morphology. Images of the more extended UCHIIs
in the JVLA neighbour group supply further detail of the compact parts of
resolved CORNISH UCHIIs even in cases where the extended emission was
filtered out (Fig. 4.3).
The multi-wavelength resource of the CORNISH survey database was
referred to in order to determine the morphology of ambiguous cases – for
example for irregulars and UCHIIs with conflicting IR and radio morphological
classes (as assigned though the aforementioned methods). The MAGPIS 6
and 20 cm images were examined to look for evolved H

II

regions coinciding in

position, size and shape with extended PAH bubbles seen in the GLIMPSE
images found ahead/around the CORNISH UCHIIs, to count the UCHIIs
that could have been the product of sequential star formation. Relation to
larger-scale structures, signposts of younger phases, and UCHII multiplicity,
were categorised by assigning the relevant categories (if any) from Table 4.1
to each UCHII. The presence of near-IR nebula associations was quantified in
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Table 4.2 UCHII counts in each morphological class (presented as fractions of
the total in each method), with Poisson errors indicating the lower bounds of
the associated uncertainty.
Classification
CORNISH
JVLA
CORNISH+JVLA
GLIMPSE
Final

cometary bipolar shell-like irregular spherical
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
59 ± 7 13 ± 3
4±2
20 ± 1
4±2
74 ± 10
1±1
1±1
19 ± 1
5±3
64 ± 6 10 ± 2
3±1
19 ± 1
5±2
65 ± 7
9±3
6±2
12 ± 1
8±2
71 ± 6
8±2
5±1
14 ± 1
2±1

Chapter 2 and those associations were inspected again in search of candidate
ionising stars.

4.3

Morphology statistics

The main findings are presented as described here. First, the statistic of the
morphological classes is discussed, following up on the older classifications.
Next, some of the main physical properties of the different morphological
UCHII subsets, such as physical sizes, electron densities, and luminosities (as
computed in §2.6, §3.8.1, and§2.8), are compared in search of any dependences,
and thus possible physical differences, between the sources belonging to different
morphological groups (§4.4). A gallery and discussion for each morphological
type is presented in §4.5 and Figs. 4.10–4.15. The findings obtained through
the additional categories of the joint radio-IR classification, as described in
the previous section and summarised in Table 4.1, are explored through subset
statistics in §4.6.
Figure 4.4 summarises the results of the radio-only, the mid-IR, and the
joint visual classifications. The De Pree et al. [2005] classification groups are a
good description of the CORNISH UCHII sample, at both available resolutions
(1.5′′ and 0.3′′ ), and examples of all classes were found. Thus it successfully
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Radio-only: CORNISH (127)

Radio-only: JVLA (80)

spherical

irregular

4%

cometary

spherical

5%

20%
4%

59%

cometary

Radio-only: CORNISH+JVLA (200)

mid-IR-only: GLIMPSE (134)

spherical

cometary

64%

shell
bipolar

74%

bipolar

spherical
irregular

8%

19%
3%
9%

19%
1%
1%

shell

13%

5%

irregular

shell
bipolar

65%
cometary

irregular
12%
6%
9%

shell
bipolar

Final joint classification (213)

spherical
irregular

2% 14%
5%
8%

shell
bipolar

71%
cometary

Fig. 4.4 Results from different morphological classification methods – radio-only
(at 1.5′′ vs. 0.3′′ ), mid-IR, and combined multi-wavelength + multi-resolution.
In all cases, sources without sufficient morphological information were excluded
(this can be unresolved, barely-resolved, or over-resolved sources which appear
irregular but lack multiply-peaked structure). The total UCHII count in each
case is given in brackets. The JVLA and the combined radio classifications
includes all (morphologically classified) JVLA multiples as separate sources.
GLIMPSE saturated counterparts were also excluded – the mid-IR morphology
was then determined from the non-saturated PAH-band images, if any. For the
mid-IR classification, UCHIIs which have a mid-IR-dark lane across were not
classified.
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served as a foundation for the joint morphological classification introduced in
this chapter.
Cometary UCHII regions are the most widespread morphological type, as
found through all classification methods and at both resolutions. They comprise
≳ 60% of all UCHIIs (71% in the final, joint classification). Irregulars rank
second in ubiquity, at ∼ 14% of the total in the final classification. In all
classifications except for the JVLA-only one, this is followed by the bipolar
class (∼ 8%). Members of the spherical and shell classes are the rarest overall,
and have a similar frequency of occurrence to one another (∼ 2-5%). The
counting errors on the fractions of UCHIIs belonging to each morphological
category are presented in Table 4.2. Poisson errors likely underestimate the
uncertainty associated with the visual classification and should be treated as
lower bounds on the error.

4.3.1

Dependence on resolution and wavelength

Excluding sources without sufficient morphological information (unresolved,
barely-resolved, or over-resolved sources which appear irregular but lack multiplypeaked structure), 213 UCHIIs were assigned a class (different than ‘point’) in
the joint classification. This corresponds to 208 CORNISH UCHIIs, out of which
4 have two or more morphologically classified components in the JVLA images.
In the CORNISH-only classification, 127 UCHIIs were assigned a morphological
type. In the JVLA-only classification, this number is 80 (including neighbour
sources). Two hundred UCHIIs were classified in the joint radio classification
(as 8 of the JVLA neighbour sources were resolved also in CORNISH). When
using only the GLIMPSE images, 134 UCHIIs were classified. The number
of morphologically classified mid-IR counterparts exceeds the corresponding
CORNISH count, as the mid-IR images show greater extent to their CORNISH
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counterpart, which provides sufficient morphological information to several
radio-unresolved sources in these cases, despite the slightly lower resolution
in GLIMPSE. This is due to the filtering of extended emission in the radio
images, combined with the fact that the PAH emission arises at the outermost
‘boundary’ of the H

II

region.

As evident from Fig. 4.4, the statistical difference is the largest between
the lower and higher resolution radio classifications – 15% more cometaries
were found in the JVLA set in comparison to CORNISH. The fraction of
irregular and spherical sources is in excellent agreement with the CORNISHonly classification. However, there are only one bipolar and two shell-like
UCHIIs in the higher-resolution set. The number statistic is smaller in the
JVLA sample than in the CORNISH-only sample (80 vs. 127 resolved UCHIIs),
but is not likely to be the main reason for the statistical differences. This is
evident from Fig. 4.6, which shows the distribution of morphological classes
with physical size and electron density. All the smallest resolved CORNISH
UCHIIs – with computed physical sizes ≲ 0.04 pc and the highest electron
densities in the sample (log(ne ) > 3.75 cm−3 ) – were classified as cometary.
The JVLA set includes the smallest CORNISH UCHIIs, with median physical
diameter of 0.09 pc; this value is 0.18 pc for the resolved CORNISH set. The
UCHIIs in the JVLA set are also denser and brighter, with median log(ne ) ≈
3.85 ± 0.04 cm−3 and log(Lbol ) ≈ 4.65 ± 0.10 L⊙ , in comparison to log(ne ) ≈
3.68 ± 0.03 cm−3 and log(Lbol ) ≈ 4.45 ± 0.10 L⊙ for the resolved CORNISH
set. This points towards a fundamental difference between the two UCHII sets
– the higher densities and smaller sizes at comparable luminosities indicate that
the JVLA UCHIIs are likely younger and therefore have had less time to expand
(possibly into less ordered/asymmetric shapes). Due to the degeneracy between
density and luminosity, an alternative explanation is that a density gradient in
a high-density portion of the molecular cloud can result in the formation of
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small, trapped cometaries (and the morphologies at the same luminosity but
lower density could be more varied).
The results from the ‘three-colour’ mid-IR and the multi-wavelength classification are similar; however it should be noted that those are the results
after excluding GLIMPSE images which were saturated at the source location.
Due to the 2′′ resolution, more sources were insufficiently resolved than in
CORNISH, and were also excluded. The sample size in the multi-wavelength
classification is the largest in comparison, providing better number statistics. It
was only possible to classify sources in particularly busy regions by outlining the
radio extent together with the mid-IR contours, which could have introduced a
bias. A fully independent mid-IR classification of UCHIIs is clearly not possible
without guidance from the radio data.
The agreement between the radio-only and mid-IR-only classifications for
individual sources was estimated, as it could indicate the reliability of the joint
classification for each morphological group. When the CORNISH+JVLA and
the mid-IR classification results are compared, the classification is in agreement
for 65% of cometaries, 44% of shell-like UCHIIs, 33% of spherical UCHIIs, 33%
of bipolars, and 27% of irregulars. The agreement is slightly better overall
when taking into account only the radio and mid-IR images of comparable
resolution, i.e. when comparing the CORNISH-only to the mid-IR results. In
this case, 66% of cometaries, 57% of shell-like UCHIIs, 33% of of spherical
UCHIIs, 35% of bipolars, and 26% of irregulars were assigned the same type
in both classifications. A higher fraction of sources what were assigned the
same class in both classifications would suggest a higher degree of reliability of
the final, joint classification for this class. However, it should be noted that
the relative fractions are clearly also affected by the vastly different number
statistics between the cometary class and the other morphological types. The
joint classification is the most reliable overall – rather than preferring one
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WC89 (57)

K94 (43)
cometary

cometary

23%

26%
shell

46%

5%

spherical

shell

spherical

26%

23%
irregular

irregular

Final joint classification (213)

De Pree 05 (80)
cometary

spherical
irregular

spherical
17%

bipolar

49%

2%

2% 14%

25%

5%
8%

10%
14%
34%

irregular

shell

shell
bipolar

71%
cometary

Fig. 4.5 Comparison of morphology distributions. All unresolved and core-halo
UCHIIs were excluded from the statistic. The new total UCHII counts are
shown in brackets. The bipolar class was introduced by De Pree et al. [2005].
The resolution of the De Pree sample is 2′′ –0.04′′ , ∼ 1′′ for the Kurtz sample, 0.4′′
for the Wood and Churchwell sample, and 1.5′′ /0.3′′ for the CORNISH/JVLA
images.
method over the other, the classification was performed anew, taking advantage
of the best available data for each UCHII.

4.3.2

Comparison to previous classifications

The obtained morphology fractions are markedly different to the findings of
previous classifications, as seen in Fig. 4.5. The bipolar class was introduced
by De Pree et al. [2005]. This hinders an exact comparison to the Wood and
Churchwell [1989b] (WC89) and Kurtz et al. [1994] (K94) results, but the
main trends, such as e.g. the relative statistic of cometary to spherical sources,
remain clear. It is unclear whether bipolar sources were previously most often
classified as irregular, core-halo, other, or not seen at all, without re-inspecting
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the WC89 and K94 maps. To aid the comparison somewhat, the unresolved
and core-halo counts were excluded from the quoted results of the previous
classifications – the former is not a true morphological class as it supplies no
morphological information, whereas the latter is considered obsolete [De Pree
et al., 2005; Hoare et al., 2007]1 . Only the final, joint classification statistic is
considered in this comparison.
The counts of the irregular sources are the most consistent between all
classifications. As discussed by the authors, the numerous shell-like sources
observed by De Pree et al. [2005] are likely the by-product of the much deeper
observations of two crowded pointings (towards the SFRs Sgr B2 and W49A),
when compared to snapshot surveys. Observing cometaries at a greater sensitivity and resolution would make them appear more shell/ring-like. An example
of the latter can be seen in Fig. 4.12c, as well as in some of the JVLA maps
presented in Chapter 3. In addition to this, as discussed by De Pree et al.
[2005], the highly clustered, high source density star-forming environments of
their sample of UCHIIs residing in Sgr B2 and W49A could significantly differ
to the predominantly isolated SFRs studied by WC89 and K94. De Pree et al.
[2005] suggest that highly ordered morphologies – such as cometaries and shells
– are typical for smoother molecular environments. In contrast, environments
with greater fluctuations in ambient pressure due to density, temperature, or
turbulence, lead to more pronounced asymmetries during the expansion phase,
and produce more irregular morphologies.
The CORNISH UCHII sample is a better representation of the Galactic
UCHII population than the earlier samples, due to its unbiased, homogeneous
nature, and improved number statistics; thus the main morphology trends are
expected to be true for the Galactic UCHII population overall. To minimise
A summary of the results of these classifications, as reported originally, can be found in
Table 1 in De Pree et al. [2005].
1
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Table 4.3 Slopes and correlation coefficients from least-squares fits of the
electron densities as a function of physical diameter for each morphological
type.
Type
Slope
spherical
−0.85 ± 0.82
shell-like
−1.05 ± 0.03
bipolar
−0.62 ± 0.09
irregular
−0.51 ± 0.03
cometary −0.51 ± 0.003

r
−0.48
−0.91
−0.46
−0.52
−0.62

possible misclassifications due to human error/the subjective nature of visual
classifications, the inspection can be performed by more than one person in
the future. Still, the effect is unlikely to be the main contributor to the major
statistical discrepancies with the previous works, as class descriptions were
closely followed in the visual classifications (and those were performed twice).

4.4

Physical properties and morphologies

The main findings and overall statistic resulting from applying all described
classification methods are in good agreement. The morphological classes of the
CORNISH UCHIIs are presented in Table B.1 in Appendix B. The results from
the joint radio+IR classification are the most reliable, with their improved
with respect to the other methods number statistics, achieved by including the
higher resolution images and the addition of all IR-classified UCHIIs (in cases
where these could not be reliably classified from their available radio maps
alone). Only the joint classification results are referred to in all subsequent
sections of this chapter.

4.4.1

Sizes and electron densities

As discussed by Kurtz et al. [1994], the bow-shock model predicts ram-pressure
confinement of the ionised gas for the star moving through the molecular
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cloud. In this picture, the size and density of the UCHII are not bound by
a size-density-age relationship, but by the balance of ram pressure against
stellar wind. Garay et al. [1993] found evidence supporting the former by
analysing the densities and sizes of their H

II

regions (without distinction

between morphological types). Kurtz et al. [1994] investigated the WC89
morphological groups together with their classified follow-up UCHII sample
in a similar fashion; De Pree et al. [1997a] classified and analysed in this way
UCHIIs belonging to the W49A complex.
Using the final, joint morphological classification, the electron densities of
each morphological type of UCHIIs (computed in Chapter 2 from the radio
continuum at 6 cm) were plotted in Fig. 4.6 as a function of physical diameter.
Spherical, shell-like, bipolar, and irregular UCHIIs are plotted with different
symbols in the top panel, as shown in the legend. Cometaries are plotted
separately in the bottom panel of the figure, to avoid overcrowding. For all
morphological classes, there is a clear negative correlation between the electron
density and physical size, consistent with expanding UCHIIs. The distributions
of cometaries and irregulars both have the same slope of ∼ −0.51 (respective
uncertainties of ± 0.003 and 0.03, and correlation coefficients of −0.62 and
−0.52); the other three types suffer from small number statistics, but their
slopes are steeper in comparison: bipolar: −0.62 ± 0.09, shell-like: −1.05
± 0.03, and spherical: −0.85 ± 0.82 (with correlation coefficients of −0.46,
−0.91, and −0.48, respectively). These are summarised in Table 4.3. De Pree
et al. [1997a] examined their cometary and unresolved+spherical sources in this
manner, and found that the two groups lie on the same negative density-size
correlation (close to −1, see their Fig. 8). Kurtz et al. [1994] estimated a
slope of −0.65 ± 0.09 for their unresolved+spherical group, with a correlation
coefficient of −0.72. For cometary+core-halo UCHIIs, they find no correlation
(coefficient of −0.24). Using peak densities vs. sizes, they find a correlation
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coefficient of −0.52. The fit is greatly affected by the core-halo sources, which
have a much greater range of rms electron densities (see their Fig. 151).
The trend exhibited by the CORNISH UCHIIs suggests that the same main
mechanisms serve to confine the observed different morphological types.

4.4.2

Luminosities and spectral types

Figure 4.7 shows the Lyman continuum flux distribution with distance (§2.6)
for the different morphological classes, using the findings of the final, joint
classification. Again, all types except for cometary are plotted in the top
panel. Bipolars have the second largest Ni distribution (after cometaries,
shown in the bottom panel), spanning more than three orders of magnitude.
The largest irregulars have the highest computed Lyman continuum fluxes.
Representatives of the spherical, shell, and irregular types (in this order) are
found at the furthest heliocentric distances for the sample. Their median
distances are 13.7 ± 1.2 kpc, 11.8 ± 1.9 kpc, and 11.1 ± 1 kpc, respectively.
The cometary and bipolar groups are found at median distances of 9.4 ± 0.4 kpc
and 5.5 ± 1 kpc, respectively. CORNISH UCHIIs with bipolar morphology are
small (median diameter of ∼ 0.14 ± 0.05 pc) and relatively nearby, and such
sources could thus be relatively young. The median size of shell-like UCHIIs is
the largest for the sample – ∼ 0.31 ± 0.1 pc. Spherical UCHIIs have a median
diameter of ∼ 0.26 ± 0.05 pc. For irregular and cometary sources, this value
is ∼ 0.21 ± 0.04 pc and ∼ 0.11 ± 0.01 pc, respectively. It is unclear from
the distribution of distances and sizes whether irregulars are more likely to be
merged clusters of sources, or rare, luminous sources seen at greater distances
(or a mix of the two).
The distribution of shell-like and spherical UCHIIs is consistent with the
hypothesis that these morphological types are special cases of cometary orien-
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Fig. 4.6 Electron density vs physical diameter for the different morphological
classes (based on the joint classification).
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Fig. 4.7 Lyman continuum flux vs distance for the different morphological
classes (based on the joint classification). The marker sizes show the relative
physical sizes of the UCHII regions.
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Fig. 4.8 Distribution of spectral types (based on the IR-SED-fitted Lbol ) and
morphological classes (based on the joint classification). The marker sizes
represent the UCHII counts corresponding to each spectral type.
tation (l.o.s. along the axis of symmetry), or are at least produced by the same
physical mechanism to one another. In this scenario, equally luminous cometary
UCHIIs seen along their axis of symmetry would appear shell-like when nearer,
and spherical when further away (and/or smaller), as summarised in Fig. 4.9.
As seen in Fig. 4.7, shell-like UCHIIs with equal Lyman continuum fluxes
(and comparable physical sizes and electron densities) to spherical UCHIIs are
indeed found at nearer distances.
The probability density function of a uniform distribution of UCHII inclinations w.r.t. the observer can be represented as g(cosi) = 1, where i is the
isotropic inclination angle, defined between 0° and 90° (the range for projected
angles along the l.o.s). This is because for isotropic inclination angles, cosi
is uniformly distributed2 . The average inclination of the CORNISH UCHII
sample would then be cosi = 0.5 (as the cosi range is from 0 to 1), i.e. i = 60° .
The group of shell-like and spherical UCHIIs comprises 7% of the total sample
(Fig. 4.4), translating to g = 0.07, from which i ≈ 86° . It can be investigated
with theoretical models whether UCHIIs appear spherical or shell-like for i ≳
2

See http://keatonb.github.io/archivers/uniforminclination.
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Fig. 4.9 Possible origins of the observed spherical and shell-like morphologies,
assuming that the physical mechanism shaping cometary UCHIIs is also responsible for those classes, and the appearance is due to a few common types
of observational and/or physical orientation effects.
86° , and start appearing cometary for i ≲ 86° . In such a case, the statistics
of the the observed shell-like and spherical UCHIIs would be consistent with
random orientation of cometary UCHIIs.
The spectral types and their statistics according to the morphological
subsets are summarised in Figure 4.8. The spectral types of the stars ionising
each UCHII region were identified using the computed in §2.8 bolometric
luminosities estimated through fitting the SEDs (spanning from near-IR to
sub-mm wavelengths and not taking into account the radio fluxes). Table 1 from
Mottram et al. [2011] lists the spectral type corresponding to a given luminosity.
When using the computed bolometric luminosities rather than the Lyman
continuum flux estimates (the latter being lower limits, see §2.6), the spherical
and cometary UCHIIs are ionised by the brightest (type O3) stars in the sample.
As the associated SED fits are good, the difference could be attributed to the
different methods used. The largest portions of the cometary and irregular
samples were matched to the B0 spectral type, as is to be expected as these
stars are capable of producing sufficiently luminous H II regions to be seen from
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large distances, and are more numerous than O-type stars. Unsurprisingly,
fewer H

II

regions are seen when approaching the lower limit for H

II

region

formation — spectral type B3 (see §1.2).
This ‘reading off’ the spectral types from the table (through performing a
cross-match to select the closest tabulated luminosity and its corresponding
spectral class) is underpinned by the assumption of a single ionising source per
region. This should be a good enough approximation, as the effects of close
external ionising sources – compact or extended – are expected to be minimal
given the good IR resolution of the UKIDSS, GLIMPSE, and Hi-GAL data,
which make up the brightest portion of the reconstructed UCHII region SEDs
(see Cesaroni et al. 2015 and Chapter 2 for more details on the Herschel data).
The effect of massive binaries/multiples on the observed bolometric luminosity
and thus spectral type depends on how common such systems are. The wellstudied Trapezium cluster, at a distance of ∼440 pc, is located in the centre of
the nearest massive star formation region – the Orion nebula [McCaughrean
and Stauffer, 1994; Schulz et al., 2001]. Companions to OB stars in the Orion
Nebula Cluster have been observationally confirmed – for their sample of two O
and three B-type stars observed with long-baseline interferometry, Grellmann
et al. [2013] found an average of 2.5 known companions per primary. Estimates
for the binary fraction among massive stars vary and are typically lower limits
(see the discussion by Kobulnicky and Fryer 2007 and the references therein).
Garcia and Mermilliod 2001 reported the multiplicity statistics for O stars in a
variety of cluster environments. They concluded that the binary fraction ranges
between 14% – 80% (lower for denser clusters). This is in agreement with more
recent estimates, such as e.g. Chini et al. [2012], who found that over 80%
of stars more massive than 16 M⊙ form close binary systems. Observational
evidence suggests that Wolf-Rayet binaries likely do not comprise the majority
of the WR population [Garmany et al., 1982]. Kobulnicky and Fryer [2007]
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(a) M∗ = 22.9 M⊙ , log(ne ) = 3.51 cm−3 (b) M∗ = 36.5 M⊙ , log(ne ) = 4.16 cm−3

(c) M∗ = 52.3 M⊙ , log(ne ) = 4.03 cm−3 (d) M∗ = 70.8 M⊙ , log(ne ) = 3.72 cm−3

Fig. 4.10 UCHIIs classified as spherical in the joint classification, ordered by
mass of the ionising star. The computed electron density is also shown.
predict that massive stars preferentially have massive companions. Garmany
et al. [1980] found that the mass ratio distribution is either flat or peaked
toward massive companions.

4.5
4.5.1

Gallery of morphological types
Spherical UCHIIs

Only 2% of the resolved UCHIIs were classified as spherical. The few observed
sphericals have (somewhat) extended morphologies and Gaussian profiles in
their radio and mid-IR images, but only approximate a well-defined circular
shape, particularly in their radio contours (Fig. 4.10). G030.9581+00.0869
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(Fig. 4.10a) has a close RMS MYSO neighbour. It is a point source ahead
of the mid-IR nebula, and is not seen in the JHK images (see discussion in
§4.6.3).
The observed spherical morphology of these UCHIIs could be the result of
conditions close to the idealised Strömgren sphere scenario (see §1.2.2), or of
observing bright, distant cometaries along their axis of symmetry (§4.4.2), or
observing UCHIIs that form in the same manner as cometaries but with their
expansion confined by an attribute of their environment and/or the properties of
the ionising star – e.g. a higher-density environment and/or a lower-mass/later
OB star.

4.5.2

Bipolar UCHIIs

Following the De Pree et al. [2005] definition, bipolars are elongated sources
with an axial ratio of at least 2 : 1. In the joint classification, UCHIIs were
classified as bipolar if this was clearly met in at least one of the wavelengths –
radio or mid-IR. About 8% of the sample belongs to this group.
De Pree et al. [2005], who introduced this morphological type, suggested
that its characteristic shape is linked with the bipolar outflow phase of early
stellar evolution. They based this on the shape and velocity gradient observed
along the long axis, interpreted as ionized gas flowing away from the young
massive star at highly supersonic velocities [De Pree et al., 2004].
Examination of the structure and immediate environment of the UCHIIs
classified as bipolar in the extended joint classification reveals that about 47%
form the central part of a larger, mid-IR bipolar region (Fig. 4.11). Half of these
bipolar UCHIIs are bifurcated by a dark lane almost perpendicular to their
centre – these are G030.7579+00.2042 (Fig. 4.11a), G024.4921−00.0386 (Fig.
4.11b), G011.9368−00.6158 (Fig. 4.11i), and G012.8050−00.2007 (Fig. 4.11j).
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This structure is reminiscent of the well-known, more evolved representative
of the bipolar type – S 106 (see e.g. Smith et al. 2001). Such bipolars could
thus alternatively result when an H

II

region forms within a dense molecular

cloud filament or sheet, and in its expansion it breaks out on the sides and
into the surrounding lower-density gas. Deharveng et al. [2015] studied six
large bipolar H

II

regions in detail and identified their parental filaments (or

edge-on sheets). The observed butterfly-like morphologies are also reminiscent
of a much smaller-scale version of simulated primordial massive stars formed in
shielded filaments (e.g. Fig. 2 in Abel et al. [2007]).
A small (∼0.075 pc), highly symmetric example of the bipolar type from
the CORNISH UCHII sample re-observed at the higher JVLA resolution is
G043.1652+00.0129 (Fig. 4.11l and §3.6), located amidst the busy MSFR
W49A. High resolution images of this source can also be seen in Fig. 1.7 as
the archetypal bipolar UCHII of the De Pree et al. [2005] classification – this
is W49A/A from De Pree et al. [1997a]. Most of the bipolar UCHIIs in the
sample (∼ 71%) are situated at the edges of large mid-IR bubbles.
Zhu et al. [2008] conducted a velocity study of G011.9368−00.6158 (Fig.
4.11i), and their [Ne II] 12.8 µm map (right panel of their Fig. 7) matches
the bipolar mid-IR morphology well. They fitted single Gaussian profiles to
emission peaks in the SE ‘half’ of the UCHII, with centre velocities close to
the velocity of the molecular cloud (vLSR ∼ 39 km s−1 ). On the NW side, they
report broad lines, with most of the emission between vLSR ∼ 30-60 km s−1 .

4.5.3

Shell-like UCHIIs

The CORNISH UCHIIs classified as shell-like comprise 5% of the sample
and are presented in Fig. 4.12. In many cases, the shape is that of an
incomplete ‘diamond-ring’ (i.e. a brighter peak close to the centre of a more
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(a) M∗ = 14.9 M⊙ , log(ne ) = 3.45 cm−3 (b) M∗ = 18.1 M⊙ , log(ne ) = 3.8 cm−3

(c) M∗ = 18.1 M⊙ , log(ne ) = 3.33 cm−3 (d) M∗ = 18.1 M⊙ , log(ne ) = 3.46 cm−3

(e) M∗ = 24.7 M⊙ , log(ne ) = 3.72 cm−3 (f) M∗ = 33.5 M⊙ , log(ne ) = 3.86 cm−3

Fig. 4.11 UCHIIs classified as bipolar in the joint classification, ordered by
mass of the ionising star. The computed electron density is also shown.
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(g) M∗ = 36.5 M⊙ , log(ne ) = 4.2 cm−3 (h) M∗ = 39.4 M⊙ , log(ne ) = 4.38 cm−3

(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)

Fig. 4.11 UCHIIs classified as bipolar in the joint classification – continued.
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than 50% complete circular arc). Examples are G041.7419+00.0973 (Fig. 4.12c),
G021.8751+00.0075 (Fig. 4.12d), and G023.9564+00.1493 (Fig. 4.12f). Such
sources could also be highly limb-brightened cometaries. The ionising star is
possibly seen in the case of G021.8751+00.0075 (Fig. 4.12d) and G023.9564
+00.1493 (Fig. 4.12f).
The JVLA targets G028.2003−00.0494 and G061.7207+00.8630 (Fig. 4.12g
and Fig. 4.12h, §3.5) appear as complete, thick shells. G028.2003−00.0494
has an oval shape, and an outer diameter of 0.02 pc. G061.7207+00.8630 is
circular and has an outer diameter ≈ 0.15 pc. Sewiło et al. [2008] studied
G028.2003−00.0494 (G28.20−0.04N in their work) with the VLA at 0.15′′
resolution (line+continuum emission at 0.7 cm), and found it to be an expanding
shell-like hyper-compact H II region with inner and outer diameter of ∼0.011 pc
and 0.024 pc, respectively. Thick shells3 cannot readily be explained by the
ionisation of a shell/bubble swept-up by the stellar wind (González-Avilés et al.
2005, Lizano 2008). Sewiło et al. [2008] suggest that the detected expansion
along the minor axis of G028.2003−00.0494 could be due to a rotating torus
around a 28 M⊙ object, and the line-broadening along the major axis could be
the result of an outflow perpendicular to the line of sight.

4.5.4

Irregular UCHIIs

UCHIIs classified as irregular exhibit the most miscellaneous collection of
shapes, with the majority having a multiply-peaked structure (Fig. 4.13).
These comprise 14% of the CORNISH UCHII sample – the second largest
group after the cometary type.
There is a minority of radio over-resolved/noisy UCHIIs in the CORNISH
sample (5%). Over-resolved or noisy irregulars have an overall shape suggestive
Where the ratio of the difference between the external and the internal radii to the
external radius is close to 0.5. For a thin shell, this ratio ≪ 1 [Lizano, 2008].
3
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(a) M∗ = 9 M⊙ , log(ne ) = 3.42 cm−3

(b) M∗ = 14.9 M⊙ , log(ne ) = 3 cm−3

(c) M∗ = 22.9 M⊙ , log(ne ) = 3.62 cm−3 (d) M∗ = 27.5 M⊙ , log(ne ) = 3.31 cm−3

(e) M∗ = 30.6 M⊙ , log(ne ) = 3.09 cm−3 (f) M∗ = 36.5 M⊙ , log(ne ) = 3.6 cm−3

Fig. 4.12 UCHIIs classified as shell-like in the joint classification, ordered by
mass of the ionising star. The computed electron density is also shown.
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(g) M∗ = 52.3 M⊙ , log(ne ) = 4.31 cm−3 (h) M∗ = 52.3 M⊙ , log(ne ) = 3.95 cm−3

Fig. 4.12 UCHIIs classified as shell-like in the joint classification – continued.
of a single source, but grainy and broken up due to noise/over-resolution in their
CORNISH images (where another class could not be assigned during the multiwavelength inspection). The reason for treating these as a separate group is that
they likely comprise more evolved/larger lone UCHIIs, and their observed shape
is likely a result of instrumentation/imaging effects rather than due to their
nature. Two such UCHIIs could not be assigned a class in the joint classification.
These UCHIIs are G018.1460−00.2839 and G031.3959−00.2570. In the case of
G018.1460−00.2839, the mid-IR counterpart is partially hidden behind a dust
lane and multi-configuration, high-resolution radio observations are required to
reliably determine the morphology (Fig. 4.14). G031.3959−00.2570 appears
somewhat cometary in MAGPIS, and as either an irregular or a bipolar situated
near the edge of a larger H

II

region (seen in MAGPIS and its associated large

PAH bubble in GLIMPSE). These sources were excluded from the results
summary in Fig. 4.4.
True multiply-peaked sources – i.e., the images are of good quality, and a
common diffuse ‘envelope’ (detected at 5σ or more) is seen around two or more
emission peaks – are here considered to be ‘genuine’ irregulars. These could
contain a close, insufficiently resolved UCHII pair or association, or are the
result of irregularities in the environment where they form, which leads to the
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(a) M∗ = 14.9 M⊙ , log(ne ) = 3.68 cm−3 (b) M∗ = 27.5 M⊙ , log(ne ) = 3.6 cm−3

(c) M∗ = 30.6 M⊙ , log(ne ) = 3.72 cm−3 (d) M∗ = 36.5 M⊙ , log(ne ) = 3.69 cm−3

(e) M∗ = 52.3 M⊙ , log(ne ) = 3.44 cm−3 (f) M∗ = 52.3 M⊙ , log(ne ) = 3.82 cm−3

(g) M∗ = 52.3 M⊙ , log(ne ) = 3.94 cm−3

Fig. 4.13 Example UCHIIs classified as irregular in the joint classification,
ordered by mass of the ionising star. The computed electron density is also
shown.
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Fig. 4.14 CORNISH and 3.6+4.5+8.0µm GLIMPSE images of the irregular
UCHII G018.1460−00.2839. The radio 5σ outlines are shown in the GLIMPSE
panel. G018.1460−00.2839 is likely a lone UCHII, suffering from noise and
over-resolution in the CORNISH image, as well as heavy extinction across its
middle caused by a dark lane (seen in the mid-IR). Overresolved irregularlyshaped UCHIIs were excluded from the analysis as their classification requires
targeted multi-configuration observations.
highly asymmetric shapes. Such irregulars most often appear as a grouping of
point-like sources, or in rare cases some peaks exhibit distinct shapes within
the common envelope. Examples for this are G031.0495+00.4697 (possible pair
of cometaries) and G043.1665+00.0106 (possible association, the south-western
peak has a cometary shape), as seen in the JVLA maps (Figs. 3.5 and 3.13).
Such a visual distinction is somewhat subjective and was used to attempt to
crudely quantify the number of over-resolved/noisy UCHIIs and the number of
multiply-peaked sources with substructure (at the best available resolutions for
each UCHII and considering the available multi-wavelength data). Dendrogram
analysis4 is a type of structure-tree analysis which can be applied in future
work on a source-to-source basis for multiply-peaked UCHIIs in order to extract
information on the observed continuum peaks, such as their brightness and
extent. In this way, a better distinction can be made between these two groups.
4

See e.g. https://dendrograms.readthedocs.io/en/stable/.
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4.5.5

Cometary UCHIIs with ionising star candidates

The vast majority (71%) of the CORNISH UCHIIs were classified as cometary
in the joint classification. Parallels to their individual observed shapes can be
found in the simulated UCHII grids (of varying mass, density, age, and distance
from the parent cloud5 ) by Steggles et al. [2017]. A common feature in some
cases is the presence of a bar at the end of the tail (see e.g. G021.3571−00.176,
G033.8100−00.1864, G044.4228+00.5377, in Fig. 3.5, and G043.1674+00.0128,
in Fig. 3.13). However, the majority of observed cometary shapes have longer,
more open tails than the simulated ones.
The Arthur and Hoare [2006] and Steggles et al. [2017] models impose an offcentre location of the star in the density gradient. This location of the massive
star ionising the H

II

region is a feature of these models that is not a verified

observational property of the UCHIIs population as a whole due to the low
numbers of confirmed ionising stars. Such a location in the models is appropriate
for stars formed at the edge of a molecular cloud core, where expansions in an
offset power-law density distribution would occur, rather than in an uniform,
spherically symmetric power-law density distribution [Arthur, 2007]. Based on
the visual inspection of the larger-scale surroundings, as discussed in §4.6, such
a scenario is quite appropriate for the CORNISH UCHIIs.
Candidate ionising stars were identified by visual inspection for the portion
of the classified cometary sources with a visible JHK nebula (§2.7.2). The
mid- and near-IR images of these UCHIIs are displayed, with overlaid radio
contours, in Fig. 4.15. The candidate ionising stars are located just behind the
central portions of the arcs of the cometary head. The candidates were selected
if they appear as very red point sources in the JHK images and have no bright
mid-IR counterpart, to avoid the inclusion of foreground stars, MYSOs, or
5

All of these parameters were found to affect the simulated morphologies.
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Table 4.4 Measurements of D0 and Dπ/2 – the distances from the star to the
edge of the cometary H II region along a direction with polar angle 0 (i.e.
between the star and the centre of the cometary head) or π/2 (i.e. between the
star and the side of the cometary region). The UCHIIs are ordered according to
mass of the ionising star (value corresponding to Lbol matched from Mottram
et al. 2011). These are compared to the corresponding values in the UCHII grid
in Table 3 in Steggles et al. [2017] for the closest masses after 50 kyr evolution
and for initial number densities at the stellar position (‘model’ in the table).
Note that the model UCHIIs are all viewed projection angle of 45° , unlike the
observed UCHIIs, which have random inclinations.
M⋆
(M⊙ )
14.9
15

ne
(104 cm−3 )
11
12.8

Name

<18.1⋆
20

G043.8894−00.7840
model

Dπ/2
(pc)
0.08
0.08

D0
(pc)
0.06
0.07

4.5
3.2

G010.6297−00.3380
model

0.31
0.24

0.1
0.19

19.4
20

9.3
12.8

G039.8824−00.3460
model

0.1
0.15

0.09
0.13

30.6
30

4.6
3.2

G019.0754−00.2874
model

0.17
0.34

0.13
0.23

6.8
6.4

G023.7110+00.1705
model

0.13
0.26

0.1
0.21

9.8
12.8

G025.3981−00.1411
model

0.25
0.21

0.14
0.18

39.4
40

6.6
6.4

G043.1651−00.0283
model

0.27
0.34

0.24
0.24

52.3
40

2.6
3.2

G030.5353+00.0204
model

0.27
0.44

0.24
0.26

8.5
6.4

G029.9559−00.0168‡
model

0.32
0.34

0.21
0.24

4.9
6.4

G037.8683−00.6008
model

0.3
0.48

0.18
0.26

70.8
70

⋆ The bolometric luminosity was adopted from Mottram et al.
[2011] – note that it is for the clump as a whole and thus the
mass is an upper limit.
‡ Watson et al. [1997] determined a lower limit to the stellar
mass of G029.9559−00.0168 of about 60 M⊙ . This is slightly
higher than the mass of 52.3 M⊙ matched to the fitted in this
work bolometric luminosity of the UCHII.
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unrelated sources. This expectation to see the ionising star in this particular
off-centre location is based on the location of the star ionising the prototypical
cometary UCHII region G29.96 (G029.9559−00.0168 in CORNISH, Fig. 4.15e),
as identified by Martín-Hernández et al. [2003]. The authors observed the
ionising star directly in the near-IR. Confirming the candidates to be the
true ionising stars of these cometary UCHIIs (beyond the scope of this work)
would bring further confidence in the results of the theoretical simulations with
off-centre stars.
In the bow-shock model [Van Buren et al., 1990] the size of the H

II

region

is the ‘stand-off’ distance between the star and the shock. At this distance,
the ram pressure of the stellar wind equals the pressure of the surrounding
material. In the context of the champagne-flow model, the stand-off distance
is a parameter used to characterise the nebula, and depends on many factors,
such as the H

II

region density and expansion over the stellar lifetime.

The measured stand-off distances (Dθ ) for the candidate ionising stars (Fig.
4.15) are presented in Table 4.4. Dθ was measured from the star to the edge of
the cometary H

II

region along a direction with polar angle 0 (i.e. from the star

towards the centre of the cometary head) or π/2 (i.e. from the star towards the
side of the cometary region). The measured D0 and Dπ/2 are shown in Table
4.4, alongside a comparison to the distances reported by Steggles et al. [2017]
for simulated UCHIIs with comparable densities and masses of the ionising
stars.
It should be noted that any comparison between the observed and model
parameters and morphologies is crude. All model values from Steggles et al.
[2017] were obtained for 50 kyr evolution, whereas the sizes of real UCHIIs will
change at different ages as the region expands with time. All model UCHIIs
are viewed at a projection angle of 45° , unlike the observed UCHIIs, which
have random inclinations (and the average inclination for the sample is 60°
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assuming a flat distribution, see §4.4.2). The quoted model densities are the
initial number densities at the stellar position, whereas the computed in §2.6
densities are the current average electron densities of the CORNISH UCHII
regions.
It is clear from Fig. 4.15 that the measured D0 and Dπ/2 for the observed
cometaries with ionising star candidates are approximations – the sources naturally exhibit different degrees of asymmetry from the model cometary shapes.
The cometaries shown in Figures 4.15b, 4.15h, and 4.15j – G019.0754−00.2874,
G039.8824−00.3460, and G043.8894−00.7840 – are the most symmetric from
the group and thus allow a closer comparison. The comparison is better for the
Dπ/2 parameter than for D0 – this is expected as the projected distance to the
cometary edge is not as affected by the inclination as the projected distance to
the head.
Despite the limitations of this comparison, the observational results compare
reasonably well with the theoretical estimates. This could be indicating that the
UCHII sizes change less with time than they do with the other parameters, and
that comparing initial model number densities to the current UCHII electron
density is not a poor assumption.
Spectral types of the candidate ionising stars
The spectral types of the candidate ionising stars presented in Fig. 4.15 were
estimated from three methods, as shown in Table 4.5. To check whether
the spectral classification of these stars is consistent with massive stars, the
apparent K-band magnitudes from the UKIDSS point source catalogue were
used [Lucas et al., 2008]. The apparent magnitudes (extinction-corrected using
the computed for the nebulae AK values, see §2.7.2) were converted to absolute
K-band magnitudes (with the distances in Appendix B). Table 1 from Mottram
et al. [2011] was used to read off the spectral types from the absolute magnitudes.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig. 4.15 UCHIIs classified as cometary in the joint classification. The JHK
counterpart is shown below each panel, with an arrow indicating the candidate
ionising star.
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(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Fig. 4.15 UCHIIs classified as cometary in the joint classification. The JHK
counterpart is shown below each panel, with an arrow indicating the candidate
ionising star – continued.
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(i)

(j)

Fig. 4.15 UCHIIs classified as cometary in the joint classification. The JHK
counterpart is shown below each panel, with an arrow indicating the candidate
ionising star – continued.
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This was done by first converting the Mottram et al. [2011] absolute visual
magnitudes MV to MK using the intrinsic V − K colour for MS stars from
Table 3 in Koornneef [1983]. All candidate ionising stars are consistent with
OB stars.
The spectral types obtained from the computed UCHII parameters (§2.6)
are also included in Table 4.5. These are the spectral classes obtained from
Lbol and Ni . The fitted bolometric luminosities of the UCHII were matched to
spectral types using Mottram et al. [2011], as discussed in §4.4.2. In the case
of the Ni estimates, the spectral type was read off from Vacca et al. [1996].
The differences in the spectral classifications are likely due to the uncertainties and limitations associated with using the different methods. As discussed in
§2.6, the computed Lyman continuum fluxes (and hence the matched spectral
types) should be treated as lower limits. The models used in the SED fitting
to estimate Lbol do not take into account additional sources of dust heating
in the H

II

region, such as Lyman-α (§2.8). The stellar atmosphere models

adopted by Vacca et al. [1996] for their Lyman continuum flux estimates suffer
from the limitations associated with most non-LTE models, which predict
higher effective temperatures than empirical estimates (see the discussion by
e.g. Penny et al. 1997). The uncertainties associated with different methods
to obtain the extinction are discussed in §2.7.2. The main difficulty when
measuring the nebular extinctions was the accurate subtraction of the stellar
contamination in the busy, diffuse environments. Other factors could affect the
K band magnitude. There could be hot dust contribution to the K band in
some cases, or contribution from unresolved clusters of stars. In both of these
cases, an earlier spectral type would be assigned.
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Table 4.5 Estimated spectral types of candidate ionising stars from three methods. These are shown in the last three columns.
The distances and computed nebular K-band extinctions are also included (the first two columns).
CORNISH

1.9
1.54
2.12
5.29
2.33
2.17
2.7
4.39
4.51
2.83

AK
(mag)
± 0.46
± 0.10
± 0.13
± 0.54
± 0.07
± 0.08
± 0.25
± 0.61
± 0.13
± 0.12

mK
(mag)
13.91
12.61
12
19
10.31
13.18
12.76
14.70
14.33
12.09

MK,0
(mag)
−1.5
−2.2
−4.2
−0.1
−6.4
−4.3
−4.9
−4.5
−5.4
−4

Sp. type⋆
MK,0
B1
B0
O4
B3
O2
O4
O3
O4
O2
O5

Sp. type‡
Lbol
–
O6.5
O6.5
O6.5
O4
O4
O3
O9
O5
B0

Sp. type⋄
logNi
B3
B0.5
B0.5
O8
O6.5
O8.5
O9.5
O9.5
O5
B0

⋆ Obtained from MK,0 using the intrinsic V − K colour for MS stars from Table 3 in Koornneef
[1983] and Table 1 in Mottram et al. [2011].
‡ The fitted bolometric luminosity was matched to spectral types using Mottram et al. [2011].
⋄ Match to the spectral type corresponding to MS stars using Vacca et al. [1996].
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G010.6297−00.3380
G019.0754−00.2874
G023.7110+00.1705
G025.3981−00.1411
G029.9559−00.0168
G030.5353+00.0204
G037.8683−00.6008
G039.8824−00.3460
G043.1651−00.0283
G043.8894−00.7840

dh
(kpc)
4.95
4.6
6.5
5.6
7.4
11.4
10
9.1
11.1
4.4
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Findings of the extended joint classification

The results of the extended classification, as described in Table 4.1, are presented
in this section.

4.6.1

Cometary morphologies at all studied scales

With the extended joint classification, common observed patterns in the immediate environment (within a square arcminute) of the CORNISH UCHIIs
were quantified. The most common, cometary morphology, is recurrent at all
studied scales, from the best available subarcsecond resolution JVLA images
to the extended structures in the mid-IR. The smallest classified UCHIIs are
cometary (Fig. 4.7). Many representatives of the cometary type are found at
the head of a larger, mid-IR cometary source. Figure 4.16 shows the portion
of the cometary CORNISH UCHIIs situated at the head of larger mid-IR
cometary nebulae (42 UCHIIs, or ∼ 28% of all cometaries), as well as those
radio cometaries which were found to have a mid-IR counterpart of the same
morphology, tail direction, and comparable size (49 UCHIIs, or ∼ 33%). A
total of 22 cometaries (∼ 15%) belong to both subsets – the radio and mid-IR
counterparts compare well with each other and are at the head of a larger
mid-IR cometary nebula (i.e., they all likely belong to the same source). For
20 cometaries, the tail direction of the mid-IR counterpart is unknown in the
mid-IR (e.g. in the case of a compact mid-IR counterpart to the resolved radio
source), or the direction of the radio and mid-IR counterparts is not the same
(i.e., they likely do not belong to the same source).
There are numerous instances of cometary regions found spatially close to
each other, which are likely to be related/coevolving (due to the low statistical
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head.of.larger.cometary
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Fig. 4.16 Intersections of commonly observed categories associated with the
cometary CORNISH UCHIIs. The leftmost subplot presents the total subset
sizes. In this simple case, the histogram is equivalent to a Venn diagram
showing the subset in common between the two groups – 22 UCHIIs in common
between the two groups containing 49 and 42 UCHIIs, respectively. The UCHII
count belonging to each intersection between categories is shown above each
corresponding bar. This visualization was produced with the UpSetR package
by Lex et al. [2014].
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chance for such a coincidental alignment) and therefore could have affected
each other’s morphology. About 14% of cometaries are in a ‘radio double’
(as described in Table 4.1). Examples of this are G019.0754−00.2874 (Fig.
4.15b) and G030.5353+00.0204 (Fig. 4.15f). A further 4% could be close,
just-resolved pairs (e.g. G025.8011−00.1568, G026.8304−00.2067, G031.0495
+00.4697, G032.4727+00.2036, G043.1520+00.0115, see Fig. 3.5). As discussed
by Cyganowski et al. [2003], studying double cometary systems is important,
as these provide a good opportunity to investigate the relative motion of the
H

II

regions, their internal velocity structures, as well as their motion w.r.t. the

surrounding material. While a velocity study is beyond the scope of this thesis,
the statistic of double and multiple systems, for cometary and other regions,
is a possible foundation of future exploration. The significant fraction of such
sources indicates that theoretical models incorporating the formation of UCHII
pairs and multiples are needed.

4.6.2

Environment and multiplicity

The statistics of the CORNISH UCHII regions and their extended surroundings,
as classified from the joint radio-IR images, is consistent with the hierarchical
structure hypothesis [Kim and Koo, 2001, 2002, 2003]. A summary of the
results is shown in Table 4.6. A dark lane is situated ahead of the UCHII
region for 14% of the sample. The presence of dense gas ahead of the UCHII
is consistent with a density gradient and champagne flow picture (see e.g.
Wendker et al. 1983). About 45% of all classified CORNISH UCHIIs are part
of a larger mid-IR bubble/shell, or bipolar source, and at least 23% are found
immediately ahead of a larger radio-detected H

II

region (based on visually

examining CORNISH, MAGPIS 6 cm and 20 cm images and thus generally
not considering extended scales exceeding 1′ ).
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Triggered UCHIIs – upper limits to counts
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UCHIIs triggering younger phases – upper limits to counts
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Fig. 4.17 Intersections of some of the categories presented in Table 4.6 to look
for triggered/triggering CORNISH UCHIIs (top/bottom panel, respectively).
The leftmost subplot presents the total subset sizes. The histograms shows the
frequency of the different types of intersections between the sets. The order
is by decreasing frequency of intersections between sets. UCHIIs belonging
to only one of the included categories are also shown. This visualization was
produced with the UpSetR package by Lex et al. [2014].
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Table 4.6 Fractions of classified CORNISH UCHIIs belonging to the additional
categories assigned alongside a morphological class, as defined in Table 4.1.
Note that these categories overlap.
Category
Part of bubble
Head of larger cometary
Middle of larger bipolar
Larger H II region ahead
In radio double
In radio multiple
Dark lane ahead
Dark lane across
For cometary sources:
Same tail direction
Cross-matched:
EGO(s) ahead
MYSO(s) ahead
Maser(s) ahead

Count Fraction (%)
87
41
50
23
8
4
49
23
25
12
39
18
29
14
16
7
49

33

4
9
5

2
4
2

Multiplicity of the UCHII regions is an important characteristic of the
sample (and thus likely of the general UCHII population) as a whole, as 30%
of the CORNISH UCHIIs are part of a double or multiple UCHII association.
The UCHII morphologies in the CORNISH/JVLA maps in 16% of the sample
suggests internal multiplicity (i.e. possible pairs/multiples within a common
5/7σ envelope).
The vast majority of the CORNISH UCHIIS – 74% – belong to at least
one of the categories in Table 4.6 associated with possible sequential massive
star formation. Statistics on the intersections between the categories of sources
from the extended joint classification provides information to select candidate
triggered UCHIIs, as shown in Fig. 4.17. The top panel of Fig. 4.17 shown
a break-down of the counts of the UCHIIs that could have been triggered
by another source, such as a larger H

II

region. Using the histogram, it was

computed that close UCHII pairs or UCHII associations are found ahead/at
the edge of a larger H

II

region/bubble in ∼ 15% of the classified sample. For
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7% of the classified UCHIIs, the larger H

II

region is seen in the radio (in the

CORNISH/MAGPIS maps) while its encompassing PAH bubble is seen in the
mid-IR image. It should be noted that the visual selection discriminates against
any possible cases where the triggered UCHII and triggering source are aligned
along the line of sight. Cases where the UCHII could be triggering younger
MSF phases are discussed in the next section.

4.6.3

Signposts of younger MSF stages

Younger signposts of massive star formation such as MYSOs, EGOs, and masers
are likely evidence for feedback and triggering (§4.2.3). Matches to the RMS
MYSO catalogue [Lumsden et al., 2013] and the Cyganowski et al. [2008] EGO
catalogue reveal that 9 UCHIIs have MYSO matches, and 9 more have EGO
matches. Only sources not coinciding with the UCHII extents but within
0.5 pc of their outer (radio) edges were considered, to avoid any misclassified
UCHIIs. Five UCHIIs (three cometaries and two bipolars) have methanol
masers within their radii of influence in the covered by the Arecibo GPS area:
32.5° < l < 53.7°, |b| < 0.41° (see §4.1 and Pandian et al. 2007)6 .
A break-down of the intersections between the matched sets of EGOs,
MYSOs and methanol masers is shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 4.17.
G034.4032+00.2277 (a cometary UCHII) has both a MYSO and an EGO
within its radius of influence, and G048.9901−00.2988 (a bipolar UCHII) has a
MYSO and methanol maser.
The extended classification only provides an upper limit to the number of
triggered sources (be it UCHIIs triggered by larger H

II

regions or younger

sources triggered by nearby UCHIIs). The methodology summarised in Table
4.1 can be further developed in future projects depending on aims. For example,
For reference, CORNISH covers 10° < l < 65°, |b| < 1°, and the scale height of UCHIIs
is |b| < 0.6°.
6

4.7 Conclusions
the CORNISH dataset is large and measuring precise respective H
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II

region

orientation in groups of sources (important when looking for candidate triggered
H

II

regions) is not practical, but it can be readily done for individual studies

of candidates of interest that were selected through the intersecting sets.

4.7

Conclusions

In this chapter, a new classification methodology was introduced to incorporate
the latest available coordinated multi-wavelength and high-resolution data,
building upon the standard radio classification scheme introduced by Wood
and Churchwell [1989b] and modified by De Pree et al. [2005].
The morphology distribution of 213 UCHII regions in the CORNISH survey
was obtained. Cometary UCHII regions were found to be the predominant
morphological type, comprising 71% of the resolved sample. A larger relative
fraction of cometary UCHIIs was found in the higher resolution set in comparison
to the lower resolution set – 74% at 0.3′′ compared to 64% at 1.5′′ . In conjunction
with the physical properties associated with the morphological groups, this
indicates that the observed fraction of cometary UCHII regions likely depends
on age. The fraction of cometary UCHII regions found in the CORNISH
survey is much larger than in the previous, radio-only, classifications, where
more spherical or shell-like than cometary UCHIIs were found. The CORNISH
sample has the advantage of being a large, unbiased sample of confirmed UCHII
regions, whose properties are expected to be representative of the Galactic
UCHII population as a whole.
The electron density-physical size relationship exhibited by the CORNISH
UCHIIs suggests that the same main mechanisms are responsible for the
confinement of the observed different morphological types. This is in agreement
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with De Pree et al. [1997a], and when obsolete categories are not considered,
also with the findings of Kurtz et al. [1994].
The distributions of Lyman continuum fluxes with distance for spherical
and shell-like UCHIIs, as well as their numbers, fit a scenario where these
classes are cometaries observed along their symmetry axes, and at different
luminosities and/or distances.
Ten candidates for stars ionising cometary UCHII regions were identified,
and their stand-off distances were measured. The results were found to be
in good agreement with the respective values for the theoretical counterparts,
selected from a distribution of densities and masses of the ionising star simulated
by Steggles et al. [2017].
The new classification scheme could be applied to future large-scale UCHII
region studies, which will take advantage of the available high-resolution, multiwavelength data. The joint classification methodology minimises the need
for time-consuming multi-configuration radio observations to determine the
morphology. The extended joint classification was developed in attempt to
identify the common patterns in the immediate surroundings of the CORNISH
UCHII regions, and to quantify candidate triggered sources. The results of
the extended classification supply a rich resource for future studies testing
the initial conditions of the massive star formation process and for tests of
hydrodynamical models of massive star formation. It will be particularly useful
for comparison to models of multiple systems and the role of feedback and
triggering in massive star formation.

Chapter 5
X-ray view of UCHIIs
5.1

Introduction

Probing the OB stars ionising H II regions is a challenging task. Adaptive optics
imaging is required to convincingly distinguish the ionising star and the nebula
in the near-IR (see e.g. Alvarez et al. 2004). As discussed in §1.2.5, X-rays can
overcome the large column densities around newly-formed massive stars and
supply information on the innermost region and even the ionising star itself,
through detecting the direct effects of its stellar wind. Such effects could be
traced by point-like X-ray emission, which is typically seen in more evolved
H

II

regions, and is likely caused by shocks within a radiatively-driven stellar

wind. Interactions with the surrounding nebula are another possible origin in
the case of younger phases. Diffuse emission is typically seen on larger scales,
associated with clusters of massive stars exciting a large complex. The diffuse
X-ray emission likely results from the interaction between the stellar winds and
the H

II

region – hard X-rays can reach the neutral material just outside the

nebula and partially ionise a layer of it [Hoare et al., 2007].
High-resolution and high positional accuracy X-ray data can help pinpoint
the extent and origin of the X-ray emission within massive star-forming regions.
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Spectral analysis can reveal the dominant mechanism of X-ray production
coincident with H

II

regions.

Fitting standard models to X-ray spectral data gives an independent estimate for the hydrogen column density NH , which can be compared to the
typical measured values from IR and other studies for low- and high-mass
SFRs. For example, in Bihr et al. [2015], the measured H I column densities for
GMCs exceed by an order of magnitude the ones found for low-mass regions.
As well as this, a value for kB T can be fitted to determine whether the source is
spectrally hard (kB T > 2keV) or soft (kB T < 2keV). In the case of UCHIIs, the
X-ray spectra are expected to be thermal and therefore should be fitted well by
models similar to the prototypical UCHII G29.96 – an absorbed collisionallyor photo-ionised thermal plasma [Charles and Seward, 1995]. If a power law is
required for a good fit, this could be evidence of an underlying non-thermal
source (such as an X-ray binary) within the region from which the spectrum
was extracted.
In this chapter, the location, extent, and X-ray to bolometric luminosity
ratios of counterparts to CORNISH UCHII regions are investigated, through
high-resolution, high-positional accuracy data from the latest Chandra catalogue
and database. Results from spectral modelling of three X-ray associations with
sufficient counts in their XMM-Newton spectra are also presented and discussed.

5.2

The new Chandra Source Catalog 2.0

With their sub-arcsecond on-axis point spread function [Evans et al., 2010; Weisskopf et al., 2000], comparable with the sizes of the most compact CORNISH
UCHII regions, the latest Chandra X-ray data1 are suitable to look for X-ray
associations to the CORNISH UCHII regions. Chandra provides resolution of
1

http://cxc.harvard.edu/csc2/
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Fig. 5.1 Galactic latitude vs galactic longitude plot in degrees of the CORNISH
UCHIIs (red dots) and the Chandra sky coverage of the GLIMPSE region. Blue
squares mark the FOV around each Chandra pointing centre.

Fig. 5.2 Comparison between the Chandra (pink contour) and XMM-Newton
(green contour) X-ray detection corresponding to G043.1651−00.0283. The
resolution of XMM is ∼ 6′′ ; it is ∼ 0.5′′ for Chandra, and 1.5′′ for the shown
CORNISH image.
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≲ 0.5′′ (PSF at FWHM) and a half-power diameter (HPD) ≲ 1′′ , as measured
during ground calibration [Weisskopf et al., 2000]. The on-board instruments of
the Chandra X-ray observatory are the Advanced CCD Imaging Spectrometer
(ACIS, Bautz et al. 1998) and the High Resolution Camera (HRC, Murray
et al. 2000). The effective pixel sizes of the ACIS and HRC detectors on the
sky are ∼ 0.5′′ and ∼ 0.13′′ , respectively. Out of the two instruments, ACIS
provides better spectral energy resolution, whereas HRC provides higher spatial
resolution of ∼ 0.4′′ . The average positional error of the Chandra data is 0.2′′
on-axis, increasing to ∼ 3.5′′ at an off-axis angle of ∼ 14′ for weak (∼ 20 counts)
sources [Evans et al., 2010]. The positional uncertainty is generally <1′′ (95%
uncertainty circle) and is energy-independent for significant sources, even at an
off-axis distance of 10′ [Civano et al., 2016].
The good positional accuracy of Chandra allows a cross-match with the
CORNISH UCHII sample using the radio source angular size (and corresponding
error) as the matching radius. A search was performed around the Chandra
pointing centres, to check the Galactic plane coverage, as shown in Fig. 5.1. The
pointing centres and tile sizes are to scale on the sky plot, and the CORNISH
UCHII regions are plotted as red dots with exaggerated size for clarity. Many
CORNISH UCHIIs are in the FOV.
At the beginning of this project, no CORNISH counterparts were found
from cross-matching to the previous Chandra Source Catalog (CSC) 1.1. Visual
inspection of several X-ray fields covering CORNISH UCHII regions showed that
often data products were extracted from the X-ray images only for the target
source of any given observation. This was the case for the cometary region
G043.1651−00.0283, which has a coincident source in the Chandra images and
also has a lower-resolution XMM-Newton counterpart (Fig. 5.2). There could
be more instances of X-ray emission from UCHII regions that were missing
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from the source catalogue at the time due to not having been extracted rather
than not having been detected.
In 2018, the new Chandra Source Catalog 2.0 is undergoing a rolling release
(with the latest data added on 13/11/2018)2 . This catalogue contains sources
extracted from ACIS and HRC3 . The latest release builds up on the previous
one by including more (previously unextracted and/or fainter) sources from
the existing Chandra data4 . This is achieved by stacking fields, extracting
sources and spectra, conducting quality checks for all bands – the ACIS broad
(0.5-7 keV), hard (2-7 keV), medium (1.2-2 keV), soft (0.5-1.2 keV) and ultrasoft
(0.2-0.5 keV) energy bands, and fitting spectra with standard absorbed thermal,
blackbody, and power-law models. This is done for all spectra with enough
counts by adopting standard fitting parameters such as Galactic H I column
densities and kB T values, depending on the type of model. Only results from
the best fits are included in the released catalogue table. The ranges 0.1-0.5
keV and 7-10 keV are excluded in the fits, as those parts of the Chandra spectra
have much higher degrees of uncertainty due to the technical specifications of
ACIS (the point spread function is of poor quality.).
Spectral hardness ratios between the hard, medium, and soft bands are
included in the catalogue as a proxy for detailed spectral fitting. They serve as
an approximate measure of the spectral shape, to allow categorising weak sources
(< 150 net background-subtracted counts in the energy range 0.5-7.0 keV).
The hardness ratio of any two bands with fluxes A and B are computed as
(A − B)/(S + M + H), where S + M + H is sum of the exposure-corrected
fluxes detected in the soft, medium, and hard energy bands.

See http://cxc.harvard.edu/csc2/processing_status.html.
The HRC results contain the full Chandra energy range (0.1-10 keV), but none of the
UCHII counterparts presented in this chapter have been observed with this instrument.
4
The data are from 2014, gathered over an 8-year observing period.
2
3

Table 5.1 Chandra ACIS X-ray counterparts to CORNISH UCHIIs – summary of properties. The cross-match separation is included. The
source region aperture off-axis angle θ is the mean value from all stacked observations. The X-ray luminosity was computed from the CSC2.0
catalogued broad-band flux (0.5-7 keV), and LX denotes the absorbed luminosity. The fitted bolometric luminosities from §2.8 were used to
compute LX /Lbol . The bolometric luminosity of WR 121a was adopted from Table 2 in Anderson et al. [2011]. The spectral hardness ratios
(hard-soft, hard-medium, and medium-soft) from the CSC2.0 catalogue are also included. The extinction AV (H − K) towards the UCHIIs
was computed in §2.7.2 and converted to hydrogen column densities NH using the average ratio of 2.08 × 1021 cm−2 mag−1 for the Galaxy
[Zhu et al., 2017]. Note that LX,0 and log(LX,0 /Lbol ) are absorption-corrected using NH .
CORNISH

Chandra 2CXO

Sep.
(′′ )

θ
(′ )

S/N

G011.1104−00.3985
G012.8050−00.2007
G018.1460−00.2839
G025.3809−00.1815
G028.6523+00.0273
G029.9559−00.0168

J181131.9−193042‡ ⋆
J181413.9−175538□
J182501.1−131544□
J183815.2−064801□
J184331.4−034745□
J184604.0−023921⋆
J184604.7−023922
J184736.6−015633♢
J185318.6+012446⋆
J185318.6+012449
J191010.6+090512⋆
J191021.8+090502⋆
J191013.4+090612⋆
J191016.3+090606⋆
J191033.7+090822
J192339.9+143108‡ ⋆
J192340.1+143107
J192340.1+143105‡

1.04
6.54
18.37
3.85
0.53
1.56
8.62
2.62
1.09
1.66
1.32
2.08
0.86
0.61
3.29
0.89
3.9
4.5

4.13
11.35
7.73
10.47
6.7
0.51
0.58
0.23
0.36
0.39
1.73
1.07
1.6
1.19
8.46
0.23
0.28
0.3

5.6
7.8
5.6
12.8
5.6
11
4.5
9.5
2.4
3.4
5
45.3
3.3
2.7
5.2
6.1
6.8
11.9

G030.7661−00.0348
G034.4032+00.2277
G043.1460+00.0139
G043.1651−00.0283
G043.1665+00.0106
G043.1706−00.0003
G043.2371−00.0453
G049.4905−00.3688

⋆ Candidate ionising star counterpart.
□ Extended X-ray counterpart.
‡ Flagged as variable in CSC2.0.
♢ Counterpart to WR 121a.

LX
(1031
erg s−1 )
9.4
8.7
21.9
22.1
15
74.4
19.1
1180
0.2
0.4
2.8
562
11.2
4.4
15
6.1
37.4
8

log( LLXb )

HS

HM

MS

−7.3

1
0.9
1
0.9
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
0.8
0.6
1
0.8
1
1
1
1

1
−1
1
0.6
−1
1
−1
1
1
−1

1
1
1
1
0.9

1
1
1
1
0.8

0.6
−1
−1
−1
0.5

−5.3
−6.4
−6.3
−6.8
−5.7
−7
−6.8
−5.3
−7.2
−7.8
−6.9
−7.2
−6.4
−7

log(

LX,0
Lb )

NH
(1022
cm−2 )
>6.74
5.72
1.99
1.76

LX,0
(1032
erg s−1 )
<6.9
7.6
37.3
39.3

3.57
3.57
7.26
>5.51
>5.51

95.5
24.5
780
<0.2
<0.4

−5.1
−5.7
−4.9
<−6.1
<−5.8

6.18

451

−4.4

4.42
4.42
4.42

6.7
41.2
8.8

−6.1
−5.3
−6.0

<−6.4
−4.1
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18 X-ray associations to 14 CORNISH UCHII
regions

5.3.1

Summary of X-ray properties

After a coverage catalogue match (which included all available CSC2.0 sources,
and not just reduced stacked fields), 14 UCHII were matched to 21 X-ray
images, 18 of which are reduced and their photometric and spectral results are
included in the latest catalogue rolling release. The 18 counterparts and their
properties, such as cross-match separation from the CORNISH source centre,
X-ray luminosity (computed from the catalogued aperture-corrected energy
flux measured in the ACIS 0.5-7.0 keV band), highest flux significance (S/N),
X-ray to bolometric luminosity ratios (§2.8), and catalogued hardness ratios,
are summarised in Table 5.1. The X-ray luminosity of O-type stars scales with
their bolometric luminosity by a factor of ∼ 10−7 [Sciortino et al., 1990].
One of the associations is within the cross-match error radius but is not
coincident with the UCHII G030.7661−00.0348. This is a known X-ray counterpart to the binary Wolf-Rayet (WR) star WR 121a – the brightest member of
the W43 star cluster [Anderson et al., 2011; Veen et al., 1998]. As WR 121a is
a WR binary star emitting hard X-ray emission (single WR stars usually emit
soft X-rays, see §1.2.5), it is a good example of a potential contaminant to such
a cross-match, particularly in cases where the X-ray point source is found close
to the edge of its counterpart UCHII region. It is thus kept for comparison to
the other X-ray associations in the plots and tables presented in this chapter.
The UCHII G030.7661−00.0348 itself is a candidate radio variable in this work
and more detailed description of its complex environment, including the WR
star, can be found in §2.4.
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All X-ray matches to the 14 UCHII regions have a highest flux significance
(S/N) across all stacked observations and energy bands above 3, except for
G034.4032+00.2277, with S/N of 2.4. Two-thirds have significance >6σ. The
X-ray counterpart to G043.1651−00.0283 is the brightest X-ray UCHII counterpart, coincident with the candidate ionising star seen in Fig. 4.15i. This
source has an absorbed LX ≈ 5.62× 1033 erg s−1 , and S/N ∼ 45.3.
The spectra of all X-ray sources with spectral information are hard, with
almost all of the detected flux between 2 and 7 keV – the hardness ratios
between the hard and the soft band are ∼ 0.9 or 1, and the hard and medium
band between 0.6 and 1. This is consistent with X-ray emission from deeply
embedded sources, where only hard X-rays can overcome the large column
densities [Anderson et al., 2011]. A difference between the X-ray spectral
shapes is seen in the medium-soft hardness ratios, as these are negative in half
of the cases, although this is likely due to the photon counting uncertainties,
given the low photon counts in those bands and the decreasing ACIS PSF
quality towards lower spectral energies. All but two of the Chandra sources have
spectra with fewer than 150 counts and therefore only their hardness ratios were
reported in the CSC2.0 catalogue, and no results from the automated spectral
fitting routines were included. The spectra of the counterparts to G025.3809
−00.1815 and G043.1651−00.0283 were successfully modelled with the standard
absorbed power-law and absorbed thermal model (with the automated fitting
routines), with no statistically significant difference in their minimised χ2 values
between the two models. The G025.3809−00.1815 counterpart has a photon
index Γ ∼ 2.2, hydrogen column density NH ∼ 2×1022 cm−2 and a plasma
temperature kB T ∼ 5.1 keV. In the case of G043.1651−00.0283, these values
are Γ ∼ 2, NH ∼ 7×1022 cm−2 , and kB T ∼ 8.5 keV.
These fitted column densities are in good agreement with the corresponding
NH values presented in Table 5.1. The column densities were computed from
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AV (H − K) towards the UCHIIs (§2.7.2) using the average ratio of NH /AV
∼ 2.08 × 1021 cm−2 mag−1 for the Galaxy [Zhu et al., 2017]. Detailed spectral modelling of the low-count spectra is beyond the scope of this chapter5 .
Unabsorbed luminosities for these sources were roughly estimated, using the
IR-derived column density values, as described in §5.3.3, in order to compare
the X-ray to bolometric luminosity ratios of the X-ray associations and to the
ratios of more evolved sources reported in literature.
Three X-ray counterparts to two UCHIIs have a variability flag, indicating
that the source displays flux variability within one or more observations, or
between observations, in one or more energy bands. These are the counterpart
to G011.1104−00.3985, as well as the central and the outermost counterparts
to G049.4905−00.3688. Note that their flux results in the catalogue table,
and thus their X-ray luminosities (Table 5.1) have been computed without
taking into account their temporal variability. A possible reason for short-term
variability is a close binary system. The near-IR image of G049.4905−00.3688
(a ∼ 4 Jy UCHII in CORNISH, also known as W51-D1, see e.g. Wood and
Churchwell 1989b) shows three bright stars coinciding with the X-ray sources
(Fig. 5.3).

5.3.2

Location and extent of the X-ray associations

The CSC contains point and extended (< 30′′ ) sources. The point-like and
the extended X-ray counterparts are overplotted in the mid-IR/radio UCHII
images in Figures 5.3 and 5.4, respectively, and their extents and location w.r.t.
the UCHII region are marked in Table 5.1. The dependence of the PSF with
the off-axis angle θ of the observation is taken into account in the catalogue
data processing and observations of the same source at different off-axis angles
More caution, e.g. use of Cash statistics, is necessary when unbinned spectral data are
modelled in cases of low-count spectra to achieve reliable results.
5
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are matched [Evans et al., 2010]. Four of the 14 UCHIIs have extended X-ray
counterparts, and other four have marginally resolved counterparts6 . The major
axes7 of these X-ray sources range between 0.3′′ <θ<12.9′′ .
Two groups of point-like X-ray counterparts are marked in Table 5.1. Associations coinciding with the expected location of the ionising star, as discussed in
§4.5.5, are marked as candidate ionising star counterparts. Their emission could
be X-rays penetrating the winds of the stars ionising the UCHII regions. As
discussed by e.g. Hoare et al. [2007], Oskinova et al. [2010], such X-ray emission
can be used to analyse the stellar wind properties, such as wind clumping
parameters – a prerequisite for obtaining empirically correct mass-loss rates for
massive stars. The likely ionising star is seen in the near-IR image in the case
of G029.9559−00.0168 (see Watson et al. 1997 and §4.5.5), G043.1651−00.0283
(§4.5.5), and possibly G049.4905−00.3688. This is exactly coincident with the
X-ray sources (Fig. 5.3). In the cases where the extinction has completely
obscured the nebula in the near-IR, the point-like X-ray emission coincident
with the UCHII centre reveals the likely location of the ionising star. Such
candidates are G011.1104−00.3985 and G043.1460+00.0139, and the JVLAresolved bipolar G043.1706−00.0003 and cometary G034.4032+00.2277 (note
that for the sources observed at small θ, the Chandra PSF is comparable in
size with the JVLA beam).
X-ray point-like sources were found at the edges of two UCHIIs. The offcentre associations to G029.9559−00.0168 and G043.2371−00.0453 have fluxes
in the 2-10 keV band ∼ 3 × 10−14 erg s−1 cm−2 and ∼ 10−14 erg s−1 cm−2 ,
respectively. No stellar counterpart is seen in the near-IR image. Extragalactic
sources dominate the hard-X-ray background (2-10 keV) below a flux threshold
The table extent flag signifies that the sources is extended, or that the deconvolved
source extent is inconsistent with a point source at the 90% confidence level in one or more
observations and energy bands.
7
This corresponds to the 1σ radius along the major axis of the ellipse of the deconvolved
source extent in the broad ACIS band [Evans et al., 2010].
6
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of 10−13 erg s−1 cm−2 , and a predominantly Galactic source population dominates it above this value [Hands et al., 2004]. Mushotzky et al. [2000] conducted
a Chandra survey of the SSA13 field with sensitivity comparable to that of
the CSC2.0 catalogue. They accounted for 75% of the hard X-ray background
sources, finding that in most cases, the X-ray emission is associated with either
the nuclei of otherwise normal bright galaxies or with optically faint sources
(such as high-redshift quasars or active galactic nuclei hidden behind dust).
Hands et al. [2004] combined measurements from the XMM-Newton Galactic
Plane Survey (XGPS-I, 3 square degrees near l = 20° in the 2-10 keV band)
and Chandra and found that the source density down to a limiting flux around
∼ 2 × 10−14 erg s−1 cm−2 is between 100 and 200 sources per square degree.
As noted in §5.2, the cross-match radius is the radio source angular size, which
in this case does not exceed 25′′ (and is ≲ 10′′ on average). In a conservative
estimate, fewer than 0.009 chance alignments per match are expected. Thus,
the off-centre counterparts to G029.9559−00.0168 and G043.2371−00.0453 are
unlikely to be unrelated sources in the background. Both X-ray counterparts to
G029.9559−00.0168 were observed on-axis. The relatively large off-axis angle in
the case of the counterpart to G043.2371−00.0453 (∼8.5′ ) could be resulting in
an increased positional error; given that S/N ≈ 5.2, the positional uncertainty
is still unlikely to exceed 1′′ (§5.2). The off-centre counterparts could also be
due to wind interactions of deeply embedded younger phases such as MYSOs8
(see e.g. Parkin et al. 2009, Nebot Gómez-Morán et al. 2015). As discussed in
the previous chapter, the close co-existence of consecutive evolutionary phases
is a likely indicator of feedback and triggering (§4.2.3 and §4.6.3).
The hard X-ray emission associated with the irregular UCHII G043.1665
+00.0106 (source G in the Welch ring in W49A, De Pree et al. 1997a) was
detected for the first time by Tsujimoto et al. [2006] with Chandra. They
8

Additional high-resolution observations/analysis would be required to confirm this.
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reported extended X-ray emission from the region (5′′ ), with its centre coincident
with the catalogued point source shown in Fig. 5.3. Tsujimoto et al. [2006]
fitted the spectrum by an absorbed thermal model, with best-fit values for
NH ∼ 5 × 1023 cm−2 , plasma temperature kB T ∼ 7 keV, and LX (3.0-8.0 keV)
of ∼ 3 × 1033 erg s−1 .
As shown in Fig. 5.4, the extended UCHII counterparts are associated
with G012.8050−00.2007, G018.1460−00.2839, G025.3809−00.1815 (and its
neighbour G025.3824−00.1812), and G028.6523+00.0273 (Figure 5.4)9 . In
the case of G018.1460−00.2839, the extended emission is from a region just
outside the edge of the UCHII and could be linked to the stars seen at its
centre rather than the UCHII. In the remaining cases, the extended X-ray
emission coincides with the location and radio extent of the UCHIIs. The
UCHII counterparts have varied morphologies – G025.3809-00.1815 is in a
close cometary pair with G025.3824−00.1812; G012.8050-00.2007 is bipolar
and also has a nearby cometary neighbour towards the NE. The extended
X-ray counterpart to G028.6523+00.0273 appears to have two bright peaks,
the northern of which coincides with the UCHII centre, and the southern is
coincident with a point-like 4.5µm source.

5.3.3

X-ray to bolometric luminosity ratios

The absorbed (I(E)) and unabsorbed (I0 (E)) X-ray spectra are related as
I (E) = e−σISM (E)NH I0 (E) ,

(5.1)

where σISM (E) is the energy-dependent photoionization cross section of the ISM
(which gives rise to X-ray absorption in the ISM), at energy E. This relationship
The counterparts to G029.9559−00.0168, G030.7661−00.0348, G043.1651−00.0283, and
G049.4905−00.3688 are flagged as extended in the catalogue table but are only marginally
resolved and show no structure in their X-ray images.
9
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Fig. 5.3 GLIMPSE (left panels) and UKIDSS JHK (right panels) images of
the CORNISH UCHII regions, with overlayed CORNISH or JVLA contours,
and matched point-like Chandra associations marked with circles (in different
colours for clarity). Note that the X-ray source in the G030.7661−00.0348
images is a counterpart to the binary WR star WR 121a – the brightest member
of the W43 star cluster [Anderson et al., 2011; Veen et al., 1998] – and not the
UCHII.
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Fig. 5.3 CORNISH UCHII regions with point-like Chandra counterparts –
continued.
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Fig. 5.3 CORNISH UCHII regions with point-like Chandra counterparts –
continued.
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Fig. 5.4 Left/right panels: GLIMPSE and UKIDSS JHK images of the CORNISH UCHII regions, with overlayed CORNISH contours. The extended
Chandra counterparts are marked with circles with radii corresponding to the
CSC2.0 catalogued source extent. Central panels: CORNISH images of the
UCHII regions, with overlayed Chandra contours (Gaussian-smoothed).
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Fig. 5.4 CORNISH UCHII regions with extended Chandra associations – continued.
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Fig. 5.5 X-ray luminosity against X-ray to bolometric luminosity ratios of
UCHII region X-ray associations. The bolometric luminosity of WR 121a was
adopted from Table 2 in Anderson et al. [2011]. Note that all values in the
top panel are lower limits as the absorbed X-ray luminosities are plotted. The
bottom panel shows the absorption-corrected luminosities for the sources with
computed in §2.7.2 AV .
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is used in the standard spectral fitting routines for XMM-Newton and Chandra
data to compute the unabsorbed X-ray flux [Wilms et al., 2000].
The cross-section σISM was computed for the middle of the spectral energy
range of interest, using Eqn. (19) from Yan et al. [1998] (valid for energies
above ∼ 100 eV). Equation 5.1 was rearranged and integrated over the 0.5-7 keV
interval to obtain a rough estimate of the intrinsic X-ray luminosity of each
UCHII region with an AV (H − K) (and thus NH ) value (see §2.7.2). This is
not meant as a substitute for detailed spectral fitting and was done to allow
a comparison of the X-ray to bolometric luminosity ratios between the point
and extended UCHII associations and field OB/WR stars from literature. The
LX /Lbol ratios are shown in Fig. 5.5. The limitations of optical extinction
estimates from near-IR colours are discussed in §2.7.2. As a check, the corrected
log[LX,0 /Lbol ] of WR 121a is −4.88, and Anderson et al. [2011] estimate a range
of possible values ∼ −5.4 – −5 (adopting their bolometric luminosity value
for WR 121a). Fitting an absorbed thermal model to the available high-count
XMM-Newton spectrum of WR 121a results in log[LX,0 /Lbol ] ∼ −4.95 (§5.4).
The crude ratio calculation thus appears to be an overestimate of the intrinsic
X-ray fluxes, but not unreasonably so.
As seen in both panels of Fig. 5.5, the three groups of detected X-ray sources
(those associated with the ionising star, point-like emission near the edge of
the H

II

region, or extended associations) show a possible dependence of the

LX /Lbol ratios on type – most of the candidate ionising-star counterparts have
the lowest X-ray luminosities and log[LX,0 /Lbol ] ratios ∼ −6; off-centre pointlike counterparts are brighter, with −6 < log[LX,0 /Lbol ] < −5; the extended
counterpart to G018.1460−00.2839 has an overluminous log[LX,0 /Lbol ] ∼ −4.
For comparison, the O-stars in Cyg OB2 have log[LX,0 /Lbol ] ∼ −7.2; single
Wolf-Rayet stars have typical ratios of ∼ −9 – −8 [Rauw et al., 2015]. The
typical ratio for most single O-stars and WN (WR stars with dominant spectral
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lines of ionised nitrogen) and O star massive binaries is ≈ −7, but many
overluminous, (likely single) O and WN stars have been detected, with ratios
around −6.5 [Anderson et al., 2011]. Larger values could be associated with
colliding wind binary systems, such as the case of WR 121a.
The crude range of ratios obtained for the CORNISH UCHII associations
could be suggestive of an evolutionary sequence, where O stars in the late
stages of their lives have ratios ∼ −8, field O stars – around −7, and newborn
O stars, for which the stellar wind interacts with the H

II

region – around

−6.5 – −5. However, no clear dependence between the X-ray and bolometric
luminosities of WR stars or X-ray-detected B-type stars has been established as
of yet [Rauw et al., 2015]. Longer Chandra observations to obtain statistically
significant spectra are needed to determine the X-ray production mechanism of
each X-ray UCHII counterpart (i.e. whether the X-ray luminosity production is
dominated by a thermal or non-thermal process) and to obtain intrinsic X-ray
luminosities from the best model fits.

5.4

XMM-Newton counterparts – spectral fits

In this section, model fits to XMM-Newton X-ray spectra positionally associated
with G025.3809−00.1815, G043.1651−00.0283, and G030.7661−00.0348/WR
121a are presented and discussed. These X-ray spectra are of sufficient exposure
and contain enough counts to allow binning of the spectra and statistically
meaningful fits. Future longer-exposure Chandra spectra can be modelled
and analysed in a similar manner as presented here, to investigate the X-ray
production mechanism for the three groups of detected X-ray sources in more
detail and to obtain more reliable LX /Lbol ratios.
Prior to the addition of new data products to the CSC database, available
XMM-Newton catalogues were searched for X-ray sources coinciding with the
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CORNISH radio source positions. The 3XMM-DR5 10 was successfully matched
to the CORNISH sample, leading to 9 matched rows within 5′′ coordinate separation, corresponding to 8 sources. Within this match, four sources: G030.7661
−00.0348, G043.1651−00.0283, G025.3809−00.1815 and G025.3824−00.1812,
had spectra and time series available from the XMM-Newton archive11 . The
3XMM source J183815.1−064758 was matched to G025.3809−00.1815 (and
its close neighbour G025.3824−00.1812). J184736.6−015633 was matched to
G030.7661−00.0348 and J191021.8+090503 to G043.1651−00.0283 (Fig. 5.6).
Note that the XMM-Newton spectra are extracted from a 5′′ or 6′′ region. This
region is instrument-dependent, the XMM-Newton instruments being pn, MOS1
and MOS2. Therefore, a single XMM spectrum can in principle contain a
whole cluster. As seen in the higher-resolution Chandra associations, the X-ray
counterpart to G025.3809−00.1815 and G025.3824−00.1812 is extended; the
source matched to G030.7661−00.0348 is counterpart to WR 121a, and the
X-ray counterpart to G043.1651−00.0283 appears to be associated with its
candidate ionising star.
The obtained XMM-Newton pn and MOS spectra for each of the three
sources contained sufficient counts for meaningful fits. For each source, all
available spectra were fitted simultaneously. The spectrum and analysis of the
WR 121a counterpart is included for comparison to the other results.
The X-ray spectra (with energy range 0.3-10 keV) were fitted with standard
absorbed models. As expected, absorbed power law/collisionally ionised plasma
models gave the best fits. However, no statistically significant difference was
found between these two types of models. Thus, the best-fit parameters in
each fit were examined. The results from fitting standard absorbed thermal
Note that this is the version available as of the beginning of this project. The latest available version is 3XMM-DR8, including observations up to November 2017, at
http://xmmssc.irap.omp.eu/Catalogue/3XMM-DR8/3XMM_DR8.html.
11
http://xmm-catalog.irap.omp.eu and http://nxsa.esac.esa.int/nxsa-web/#search
10
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Fig. 5.6 CORNISH UCHII regions with overlayed 3XMM-DR5 sources.
The pointing accuracy is ∼1.5′′ . The X-ray source in the first image is
J183815.1−064758, matched to G025.3824−00.1812 and G025.3809−00.1815,
and has an angular extent of about 13.9′′ . The other two X-ray sources are
J191021.8+090503 (matched to G043.1651−00.0283), and J184736.6−015633
(coinciding with WR 121a near G030.7661−00.0348). The X-ray contours
are 99.5% limits, with a linear scale, and the 3XMM X-ray emission centre
coordinates are marked by green circles.
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Fig. 5.7 The XMM-Newton spectra of the three associations fitted by an
absorbed thermal model (with spectral lines). The data from available observations with all EPIC cameras (pn, MOS1, and MOS2) are shown in different
colours. The offset between the spectra is due to the differences in the flux
calibration of the pn and MOS data. This was taken into account by adding a
normalization constant to the fit (initially set to 1 for MOS1 and free for the
other models).
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J183815.1−064758 Fitted models
G025.3809−00.1815
Parameter
Thermal
Non-thermal
+0.40
22
22
−2
2.49+0.24
NH [ cm ]
2.30−0.36 ×10
−0.21 ×10
+2.26
kB T [keV]
4.73−1.22
−
Photon index (Γ)
−
2.00+0.13
−0.13
+0.09
32
LX,abs [erg s−1 ]
2.96−0.09 ×1032
3.04+0.13
−0.14 ×10
+0.16
+0.29
−1
32
LX [erg s ]
5.51−0.16 ×10
7.03−0.28 ×1032
log(LX /Lbol )
>−6.2
J191021.8+090503 Fitted models
G043.1651−00.0283
Parameter
Thermal
Non-thermal
+0.14
−2
23
23
NH [ cm ]
1.20−0.12 ×10
1.20+0.14
−0.12 ×10
+3.31
kB T [keV]
5.86−1.55
−
Photon index (Γ)
−
1.84+0.22
−0.22
+0.29
33
9.08−0.31 ×1033
9.46+0.31
LX,abs [erg s−1 ]
−0.32 ×10
+0.08
+0.09
−1
34
LX [erg s ]
2.56−0.08 ×10
2.99−0.10 ×1034
log(LX /Lbol )
−4.6
J184736.6−015633 Fitted models
WR 121a
Parameter
Thermal
Thermal with non-thermal
+0.04
−2
23
23
NH [ cm ]
1.34−0.04 ×10
1.52+0.03
−0.03 ×10
+0.12
+0.08
kB T [keV]
2.98−0.11
2.74−0.08
Photon index (Γ)
−
9.5+0.46
−0.33
+0.02
34
1.42−0.02 ×1034
1.41+0.01
LX,abs [erg s−1 ]
−0.01 ×10
+0.10
+0.07
−1
34
LX [erg s ]
6.68−0.10 ×10
7.63−0.07 ×1034
log(LX /Lbol )
−4.9
Table 5.2 Parameters obtained from the X-ray spectral fits. The luminosity
errors are not taking into account the distance errors. Both the absorbed
and unabsorbed X-ray luminosities were estimated. Note that the bolometric
luminosity used for G025.3809−00.1815 was adopted from Urquhart et al.
[2013]. It was estimated for its entire associated clump, and the corresponding
luminosity ratio is thus a lower limit.
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and non-thermal models are presented in Table 5.2. The kB T values show that
the three investigated X-ray sources are spectrally hard, with kB T > 2 keV,
which corresponds to a region with T > 107 K. The calculated absorbed
and unabsorbed X-ray luminosities compare very well to literature values for
MSFRs with detected hard diffuse X-ray emission (see e.g. Table 5 in Oskinova
et al. 2010). The fitted spectra are shown in Fig. 5.7. Note the difference
between the spectral shapes of the UCHII counterparts (top and middle panel)
and the WR star counterpart (bottom panel) – stronger line emission is seen
in the latter, as expected for the spectra for O stars in their advanced nuclear
burning stages which are losing mass at high rates (see e.g. Tsujimoto et al.
2006).
Both J191021.8+090503 (G043.1651−00.0283) and J183815.1−064758
(G025.3809−00.1815) were fit equally well by the absorbed thermal and absorbed
power-law models, in agreement with the automated-fitting results reported in
CSC2.0 (§5.3.1).
G043.1651−00.0283 corresponds to the well-known UCHII region W49A
South. The compact source is situated ahead of a cometary structure powered
by another star [De Pree et al., 1997a]. The XMM-Newton contours (situated
ahead of the radio counterpart) seem to follow the cometary shape of the radio
source. However, this curious shape is likely caused by distortion of the PSF
due to the location of the X-ray source close to the edge of the field. The source
is just-resolved by XMM-Newton and point sources located towards the edges
in the same field have similarly distorted shapes. The obtained unabsorbed
luminosity and LX,0 /Lbol compare reasonably well, given the limitations, with
the estimates in §5.3.3 – log[LX,0 /Lbol ] ∼ −4.4 from the CSC-based estimate,
and −4.6 using the fitted unabsorbed flux.
G025.3809-00.1815 is also a well-known UCHII region. It is situated in
the W42 giant H

II

region, which harbours a massive stellar cluster containing
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many YSOs, as well as an O5.5 star (W42 1) 3.23′′ away from the CORNISH
source coordinates, but likely located in the foreground (see Blum et al. 2000;
Thompson et al. 2006). The bolometric luminosity of G025.3809−00.1815 was
not obtained previously in this work. Adopting Lbol of the associated clump
from Urquhart et al. [2013] gives a lower limit to the luminosity ratio of −6.2.
The possibility for these X-ray sources to have an underlying non-thermal
source could not be rejected. This is due to still having insufficient counts to
statistically favour the thermal model over the non-thermal one and due to
the large extraction area of the spectra (> 6′′ ). However, the spectral shape in
both cases suggests the presence of emission lines, as would be expected for
SFRs, and in such case the thermal model is clearly the more physical one.
J184736.6−015633 (G030.7661−00.0348 in the W43 cluster) shows point
X-ray emission (<6′′ ) and was found to be close to the binary Wolf-Rayet star
(WR 121a, 2.74′′ away), a known source of hard X-ray emission [Anderson et al.,
2011; Luque-Escamilla et al., 2011]. This is the true origin of the X-ray emission
detected by XMM-Newton , as seen in the higher-resolution Chandra image
(Fig. 5.3). J184736.6−015633 was fit successfully by an absorbed thermal fit.
The shape of the WR spectrum differs from the other two X-ray counterparts.
The spectra for this source contain more counts in comparison to the other
sources, and it was clearly not possible for an absorbed non-thermal model (i.e.
without spectral lines due to thermal emission) to provide a statistically good
fit. Adding a non-thermal emission component in the second fit did not provide
any new information, apart from a very unphysical value for the photon index
Γ (see Table 5.2). In conclusion, J184736.6−015633 presents itself as purely
thermal. A noticeable feature is the fluorescent Kα line at 6.4 keV, suggesting
the presence of cold matter (§1.2.5).
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Conclusions

A total of 17 X-ray counterparts to 13 CORNISH UCHII regions (and one to
WR 121a) were found from a cross-match with the latest CSC2.0 release. The
catalogued hardness ratios of the low-count Chandra spectra indicate that all
these associations are spectrally hard, as expected for X-ray emission associated
with deeply embedded UCHIIs. The X-ray luminosities are also within the
range expected for massive star-forming regions.
Eight of the X-ray counterparts could be associated with the ionising stars,
based on the point-like appearance and location within the UCHII radio extent.
Point-like associations at the UCHII outer edges were also found, and could be
due to young, deeply embedded neighbours, or X-rays escaping the H

II

nebula

to partially ionise some of the neutral material in its vicinity. Four UCHIIs have
extended X-ray counterparts, and their future detailed exploration can reveal
more about the interactions between the UCHII regions and their immediate
environment.
The mechanism responsible for the X-ray production can be determined by
spectral modelling of future longer-exposure Chandra X-ray observations of
the presented X-ray counterparts. Early estimates of the X-ray to bolometric
luminosity ratios of these sources could suggest an evolutionary sequence seen
through the X-ray emission, from young to evolved O stars, which remains to be
verified. In-depth spectral modelling of the hard X-ray emission from UCHIIs
could also help guide models for the stellar winds and thus the mass-loss rates
from newborn massive stars.
Considering the area in common between the current Chandra release and
CORNISH, as many as 10%-15% of the CORNISH UCHII regions have associated hard X-ray emission. With future longer-exposure follow-up observations
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and spectral modelling to confirm X-ray UCHII counterparts, a census of the
Galactic UCHII regions with X-ray emission will be obtained.

Chapter 6
Conclusions and outlook
The pivotal role of OB stars in shaping their surroundings, from their immediate
neighbourhoods to their parent galaxies, merits building a complete, multiwavelength picture to better understand the initial conditions of their formation.
With present observational capabilities, studying UCHII regions is the most
reliable way to find the global characteristics of the formation sites of nascent
massive stars. It is possible to achieve much better number statistics of
confirmed UCHIIs than of sources belonging to younger MSF stages.
Exploring the properties of the ultra-compact H

II

region population of

the Milky Way has been the focus of this thesis. This most visible phase in
the formation of massive stars was investigated on a large-scale, statistical
basis, through the rich supply of high-quality, high-resolution, multi-wavelength
information available from Galactic plane surveys. These surveys probe the
emission from dust and molecules present at the massive star formation sites,
and the gas ionised by the young OB stars. A multi-wavelength exploration
of the observed and physical properties of the largest confirmed, complete,
resolved, and unbiased UCHII sample was presented. A new, multi-wavelength
morphological classification scheme was proposed, and the possible influence
on and links to the surroundings of the sources were quantified on a large scale
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for the first time. In the following sections, the main findings of this thesis and
their context are summarised (§6.1), and their implications for and links to
future endeavours in the field are discussed (§6.2).

6.1

Conclusions

The largest complete and unbiased UCHII region sample to date was previously
detected and visually identified at 5 GHz continuum emission in the context of
the CORNISH survey. The nature of 239 out of 240 UCHII region candidates
was confirmed in this work, through their spectral indices, observational and
physical characteristics, and spectral energy distributions.
High resolution blind radio surveys are the most reliable way to obtain the
size of the Galactic UCHII population, as was illustrated through comparing
UCHII search methods. By scaling up the size of the CORNISH sample of
genuine UCHII regions to the area of the RMS survey, the total UCHII census
was estimated – ∼ 750 UCHIIs in the Galaxy. This is a factor of 3-4 fewer
than found in previous large area radio surveys. The CORNISH sample size
was scaled by a geometric correction factor of ∼ 3.1 – the ratio between the
detected number of RMS UCHII regions in the total RMS and CORNISH area.
These are 500 and 160, respectively (see Lumsden et al. 2013; Urquhart et al.
2008).
In the majority of cases, the estimated spectral indices are consistent with
optically-thin thermal free-free emission. The cases where the spectral index is
non-thermal could be due to differences between the VLA configurations, or
an underlying physical mechanism resulting in a non-thermal contribution to
the flux. About 5% of the UCHIIs were identified as candidate short-timescale
variables, as their 5 GHz flux densities could have increased by 50% or more,
based on observations ∼ 15 years apart. The changes in the detected flux
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density could be caused by the difference in the instrumental set-up, or a
short-timescale physical process. Non-thermal spectral indices and candidate
variable UCHIIs should be investigated through additional data and comparison
to models to identify their origin. The heliocentric and galactocentric distance
distributions of the UCHIIs (including distances measured in this work) show the
peaks expected in the latest Galactic structure models. All computed physical
properties, such as physical diameters, Lyman continuum fluxes, electron
densities, and emission measures, are in good agreement with theoretical
expectations.
From the near-IR to the X-ray regime, a census of counterparts to the UCHII
regions was built throughout this work. Extended source photometry results of
the near- and mid-IR counterparts to the CORNISH UCHIIs were presented
and combined with available data up to the sub-mm regime to reconstruct the
UCHII sample SEDs. The average spectral energy distribution of the sample is
in excellent agreement with the expected for UCHII regions shape. Based on
their radio and SED-fitted bolometric luminosities, the CORNISH UCHIIs are
clearly a separate population from confirmed MYSO jets. Visual extinction
estimates from four methods were presented, based on near-IR nebular colours.
The calculated IR properties were found to be in good agreement with expected
trends set by results obtained from earlier, smaller samples.
The density structure of the ionised gas in 213 UCHII regions was explored
through the rich morphological information provided by the mid-IR and radio
data, by using these in unison for a new type of multi-wavelength morphological
classification. Both the available 5 GHz, 1.5′′ resolution data, and 0.3′′ resolution
data from follow-up 10 GHz observations, the latter reduced in this work, were
utilised for this joint morphological classification. A significantly larger fraction
of cometary UCHII regions – 71% – was found in comparison to previous,
smaller-scale, radio-based morphological classifications. The electron density-
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physical size relationship of the CORNISH UCHIIs suggests that the same
main mechanisms are responsible for the confinement of the observed different
morphological types.
Multiplicity of UCHII regions is an important feature of the CORNISH
sample, and thus likely for Galactic UCHII regions in general. About 30% of the
CORNISH UCHIIs are found in a double or multiple UCHII association, and,
based on their morphologies, up to 16% of the UCHIIs could be pairs/multiples
within a common 5/7σ envelope. The extended joint classification methodology
proposed in this work addressed the IR and radio sources found in the sphere
of influence of UCHII regions, as well as their larger-scale surroundings. The
patterns in the observed structures are consistent with hierarchical structure
formation in 74% of the cases. Statistics of the candidate triggered UCHIIs
and UCHIIs triggering younger MSF phases identified through this extended
classification were presented. The joint classification methodology can be
applied to future large-scale UCHII region studies.
Ionising star candidates were identified from the available high-resolution
data in near-IR and X-ray emission – in ∼ 4% and ∼ 8% of the UCHIIs with
data available at these wavelengths, respectively. As many as 10%-15% of the
UCHII regions have hard X-ray associations. Based on very early estimates,
the X-ray luminosities of UCHII regions could scale with bolometric luminosity
by a factor of ∼ 10−6.5 – 10−5 (whereas for field O-stars, the empirical scaling
relation factor is ∼ 10−7 ).
Building upon the results of this work could help answer outstanding
questions about the formation of massive stars, through theoretical models and
follow-up observations of the confirmed UCHII sample.
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ν
(GHz)
5 GHz

θ
(′′ )
1.5′′

RMS
(mJy)
0.4 mJy

Coverage

Obs.

10◦ ≤ l ≤ 65◦ ; VLA-B/BnA
|b| < 1◦
400 hrs
′′
◦
◦
South
4.5−6.5 GHz; 3
0.2 mJy 295 ≤ l ≤ 350 ;
ATCA
8−10 GHz
|b| < 1◦
450 hrs
Table 6.1 Comparing the CORNISH and CORNISH-South surveys.

CORNISH

6.2

Outlook

CORNISH-South
The second half of the CORNISH survey was conducted with ATCA1 (Table
6.1). The CORNISH-South survey reduction and the source identification
are under way [Irabor, prep]. The census of Galactic UCHII regions can be
revisited with the addition of southern CORNISH UCHII regions.

UCHII population synthesis
Steggles [2016] simulated the CORNISH survey for stars in a range of local
densities to investigate how well the Steggles et al. [2017] models describe
H

II

region evolution. A Galactic density distribution, a stellar accretion model,

and a model for the evolution of cometary H

II

regions were assumed. The

models reproduce the number of UCHIIs in the CORNISH survey, as well as
the distributions of angular and physical sizes and flux densities, but produce
a broader latitude distribution (Figs. 2.3 and 2.9c). Generally, better fits were
obtained for distributions of stars in higher local densities, consistent with the
CORNISH UCHIIs being embedded in dense environments (with initial number
densities at the location of the star between 6.4 × 104 cm−3 – 1.3 × 105 cm−3 ).
This is consistent with the CORNISH electron density distribution estimated
in this work (Fig. 2.9h), which does not exceed 105 cm−3 . The overall good
1

http://www.narrabri.atnf.csiro.au/
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agreement between the CORNISH UCHII properties and the early population
synthesis results, together with the lower census of Galactic UCHII regions
computed in this work in comparison to previous estimates, could suggest
that champagne flows are sufficient to confine the UCHII phase. Expanding
on this work could thus provide a solution to the lifetime problem posed by
Wood and Churchwell [1989b]. Such a scenario would also have important
implications for the large observed fraction of cometary UCHII regions. UCHII
regions widely forming off-centre in their natal clouds would be consistent with
triggering/hierarchical structure formation being the main driver of massive
star formation. In such a case, this process would need to be taken into account
in future theoretical MSF models.

UCHII velocity studies
In Chapter 4, the morphological distribution of the CORNISH UCHII sample
was quantified. Continuum imaging alone is not enough to model and fully
interpret the small number of observed UCHII morphological types. The
appearance of an UCHII is due to an amalgamation of factors, such as its
age, motion relative to the surrounding material, the density structure of this
material, the dynamics of the ionised and the molecular gas. The primary
shaping mechanism is therefore difficult to isolate [Churchwell, 2002]. The
physical process that shapes UCHII regions must also explain their lifetimes.
Churchwell [1999] discussed the hypotheses existing to explain UCHII lifetimes
or morphologies, such as champagne flow, pressure confinement (when the
ambient pressure exceeds that of the UCHII) and stellar-wind-supported bow
shock, arguing that they could all be true at different stages of the UCHII
development and its location with respect to its parent molecular cloud. As
these hypotheses predict different ionised gas kinematics, a way to test them
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is to conduct high resolution velocity distribution observations of the gas
[Churchwell, 2002].
Follow-up high-resolution observations of the kinematics of both the ionized
and molecular gas associated with the CORNISH UCHII region sample can
thus reveal more about the formation mechanism and the effect of these sources
on their molecular environment. Kinematics studies can be used to check what
portion of the candidate triggered/triggering sources, as identified in Chapter 4,
are indeed related and thus in congruence with the predictions of hierarchical
structure formation. This includes UCHIIs and neighbouring more evolved
H

II

regions, as well as UCHIIs possibly triggering younger MSF phases.

The capabilities of the JVLA, its successor, the Next Generation VLA
(ngVLA)2 , and the SKA (for the southern sky), are up to such a task. The
ngVLA will resolve the kinematics of the most compact H

II

regions through

probing their radio recombination line (RRL) emission [Galván-Madrid et al.,
2018]. RRL parameters also provide information about turbulent motions
[Balser et al., 2018]. With its large instantaneous bandwidth (of the order of
the central frequency), the ngVLA can detect UCHII/HCHII short-timescale
variability, and candidate variable sources (§2.4) can be followed-up.
MSFR observations with the ngVLA will be complemented at lower frequencies with the SKA (see Manoj et al. 2016; Thompson et al. 2015). Wide
area spectroscopic surveys of thousands of radio recombination lines are possible with the SKA. Exploring UCHII kinematics in this way alongside their
density distributions will clarify the relative role of stellar winds and radiation
pressure in the evolution of H
[Thompson et al., 2015].

II

regions, crucial in population synthesis models
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Fig. 6.1 Temperature map of a simulated UCHII region around a 30 M⊙ star
at an age of 50 kyr by Steggles et al. [2017]. The red arrows mark velocities
between 30 and 2700 km s−1 .
Modelling X-ray emission from UCHII regions
Massive stars can lose a substantial part of their initial mass through their
strong winds, and understanding the processes involved is closely linked with
understanding the formation and evolution of the star itself. Quantitative
measures of the mass-loss rates are needed in stellar evolution models. A
complication to this is that the winds driven by hot stars generate highly
structured or clumped flows rather than smooth ones (see e.g. the review by
Langer 2012 and the references therein). Strong OB winds have a noticeable
effect on the UCHII region phase, by sweeping up a cavity in the ionised gas
(e.g. Hoare et al. 2007; Wood and Churchwell 1989b). Arthur and Hoare [2006]
found that in the case of shallow density gradients the stellar wind can become
more important in shaping the UCHII morphology than the champagne flow.
As noted in §5.1, X-rays associated with UCHII regions are likely a direct
effect of shocks within the clumpy stellar wind and/or its interactions with the
surrounding material. Magnetically channelled gas within the stellar wind is
2

http://ngvla.nrao.edu/
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another possibility for massive stars with a sufficiently strong magnetic field
[Rauw et al., 2015]. Wind–wind collisions in massive star binaries result in
X-ray emission that is typically harder than from single massive stars [Pittard
and Dawson, 2018].
The observed empirical scaling relation log[LX /Lbol ] ∼ −7 for O-type stars
has been recovered in theoretical models (see Owocki et al. 2013; Rauw et al.
2015). Owocki et al. 2013 predicted changes in this relation towards the most
and the least luminous O stars. The possible existence of a similar scaling
relation for newborn and for more evolved O stars (or for B stars), or a similar
relation between their wind luminosity and the X-ray luminosity, have not yet
been observationally confirmed [Rauw et al., 2015].
The X-ray associations of the CORNISH UCHII regions (Chapter 5) can be
followed-up with longer-exposure Chandra observations to identify the dominant
X-ray production mechanism in the case of these UCHII regions though spectral
modelling, and to estimate their intrinsic LX . A detailed check for short-term
variability (which could help identify young massive star binaries) can also
be performed. These results can be compared to predictions from theoretical
models. Shocked winds have been successfully simulated in the hydrodynamical
models of cometary H II regions by Steggles et al. [2017], paving the way towards
models to study the X-ray emission from the youngest massive stars (Fig. 6.1).
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Appendix A
Radio fluxes and spectral indices
Table A.1 Fluxes of the MAGPIS counterparts to CORNISH UCHIIs at 6 cm
and 20 cm, as remeasured in this work (described in §2.3.1), and computed
spectral indices (CORNISH 6 cm – MAGPIS 20 cm). Missing values are due
to missing MAGPIS 6 cm images. In all cases of unreliable photometric results
or non-detections, the 3σ upper limits are included.
Name

SC (mJy)

SM,6cm (mJy)

SM,20cm (mJy)

αC6cm−M20cm

G010.3009−00.1477

631.39 ± 59.3

1169.19 ± 9.41

456.88 ± 74.73

0.25 ± 0.15

G010.3204−00.2328

32.43 ± 5

<28.78

48.94 ± 2.56

−0.32 ± 0.13

G010.3204−00.2586

18.2 ± 2.26

47.09 ± 3.28

38.2 ± 1.97

−0.58 ± 0.11

G010.4724+00.0275

38.43 ± 4.38

92.82 ± 1.35

20.69 ± 3.36

0.49 ± 0.16

G010.4736+00.0274

19.3 ± 2.39

94.83 ± 1.01

17.68 ± 3.02

0.07 ± 0.17

G010.6218−00.3848

37.06 ± 4.04

1238.9 ± 2.96

167.89 ± 4.76

−1.19 ± 0.09

G010.6223−00.3788

483.33 ± 49.87

1039.47 ± 7.42

518.5 ± 15.91

−0.06 ± 0.08

G010.6234−00.3837

1952.22 ± 176.18

3921.35 ± 6.97

747.85 ± 14.52

0.75 ± 0.07

G010.6240−00.3813

71.65 ± 7.24

492.7 ± 2.53

237.88 ± 8.45

−0.94 ± 0.08

G010.6297−00.3380

26.39 ± 4.29

44.91 ± 2.27

74.02 ± 1.42

−0.81 ± 0.13

G010.8519−00.4407

11.09 ± 1.46

7.92 ± 0.53

0.26 ± 0.12

G010.9584+00.0221

195.97 ± 18.33

326.65 ± 1.39

43.71 ± 1.19

1.18 ± 0.08

G010.9656+00.0089

51.75 ± 6.1

206.89 ± 2.11

141.83 ± 9.47

−0.79 ± 0.11

G011.0328+00.0274

5.69 ± 1.06

<4.14

4.06 ± 1.07

0.26 ± 0.25

G011.1104−00.3985

305.37 ± 28.55

303.63 ± 9.12

326.73 ± 3.86

−0.05 ± 0.07

G011.1712−00.0662

102.17 ± 12.73

131.49 ± 5.72

77.43 ± 4.17

0.22 ± 0.11

G011.9032−00.1407

25.57 ± 3.3

83.07 ± 1.68

30.46 ± 0.89

−0.14 ± 0.1

G011.9039−00.1411

16.81 ± 1.88

69.77 ± 1.08

25.13 ± 0.56

−0.32 ± 0.09

G011.9368−00.6158

1155.9 ± 105.38

690.47 ± 5.18

0.4 ± 0.07
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Name

SC (mJy)

SM,6cm (mJy)

SM,20cm (mJy)

αC6cm−M20cm

G011.9446−00.0369

943.58 ± 98.5

2036.45 ± 24.35

1116.9 ± 77

−0.13 ± 0.1

G011.9786−00.0973

4.46 ± 1.08

<6.82

<2.64

>0.41

G012.1988−00.0345

62.71 ± 5.92

102.95 ± 1.47

42.52 ± 1.34

0.31 ± 0.08

G012.2081−00.1019

207.87 ± 19.73

309.84 ± 3.25

115.09 ± 5.64

0.46 ± 0.08

G012.4294−00.0479

45.17 ± 4.35

103.16 ± 4.93

56.7 ± 3.79

−0.18 ± 0.09

G012.8050−00.2007

12616.4 ± 1120.83

26528.17 ± 88.83

6884.66 ± 10.35

0.48 ± 0.07

G012.8131−00.1976

1500.39 ± 147.3

593.9 ± 103.73

731.91 ± 4.37

0.56 ± 0.08

G012.9995−00.3583

20.14 ± 3.7

6.68 ± 0.62

4.28 ± 0.34

1.22 ± 0.16

G013.2099−00.1428

946.76 ± 87.46

1864.65 ± 10.02

818.4 ± 9.95

0.11 ± 0.07

G013.3850+00.0684

603.94 ± 60.83

1223.45 ± 21.43

953.46 ± 9.06

−0.36 ± 0.08

G013.8726+00.2818

1447.55 ± 129.84

4276.31 ± 22.89

2422 ± 16.98

−0.4 ± 0.07

G014.1046+00.0918

24.61 ± 3.11

83.46 ± 4.89

66.7 ± 1.56

−0.78 ± 0.1

G014.1741+00.0245

47.73 ± 7.42

139.51 ± 2.76

86.1 ± 1.69

−0.46 ± 0.12

G014.2460−00.0728

51.26 ± 6.18

87.89 ± 3.65

63.45 ± 1.29

−0.17 ± 0.1

G014.5988+00.0198

4.39 ± 1.09

<3.45

7.14 ± 1.92

−0.38 ± 0.29

G014.7785−00.3328

18.25 ± 2.47

39.47 ± 1.08

<12.66

>0.29

G016.1448+00.0088

14.76 ± 1.55

27.8 ± 1.15

6.87 ± 0.52

0.6 ± 0.1

G016.3913−00.1383

124.27 ± 15.43

43.18 ± 3.61

57.52 ± 5.18

0.61 ± 0.12

G016.9445−00.0738

519.34 ± 47.78

901.84 ± 5.5

242.3 ± 4.44

0.6 ± 0.07

G017.0299−00.0696

5.38 ± 1.06

<7.01

<4.75

>0.10

G017.1141−00.1124

17.21 ± 2.19

34.3 ± 1.93

21.07 ± 2.01

−0.16 ± 0.13

G017.5549+00.1654

7.13 ± 1.22

12.15 ± 1.65

7.9 ± 1.28

−0.08 ± 0.19

G017.9850+00.1266

10.42 ± 2.07

18.55 ± 2.7

10.11 ± 1.11

0.02 ± 0.18

G018.1460−00.2839

856.18 ± 82.85

546.59 ± 33.33

1084.54 ± 342.92

−0.19 ± 0.26

G018.3024−00.3910

1277.88 ± 114.83

2032.05 ± 23.59

1372.98 ± 26.86

−0.06 ± 0.07

G018.4433−00.0056

81.31 ± 7.3

116.98 ± 2.35

56.96 ± 4.46

0.28 ± 0.09

G018.4614−00.0038

342.12 ± 31.5

548.25 ± 2.21

117.05 ± 4.72

0.84 ± 0.08

G018.6654+00.0294

5.65 ± 0.85

7.57 ± 1.45

3.7 ± 0.42

0.33 ± 0.15

G018.7106+00.0002

107.46 ± 10.62

177.74 ± 1.71

36.6 ± 0.94

0.85 ± 0.08

G018.7612+00.2630

51.38 ± 4.67

31.23 ± 2.24

21.99 ± 0.61

0.67 ± 0.07

G018.8250−00.4675

11.41 ± 2.17

<7.83

>0.30

G018.8338−00.3002

131.38 ± 13.35

219.21 ± 3.86

103.4 ± 1.73

0.19 ± 0.08

G019.0035+00.1280

6.41 ± 1.52

<9.77

5.06 ± 0.56

0.19 ± 0.21

G019.0754−00.2874

380.69 ± 37.06

605.36 ± 7.04

472.33 ± 27.38

−0.17 ± 0.09

G019.0767−00.2882

129.48 ± 13.15

231.03 ± 1.95

123.2 ± 5.79

0.04 ± 0.09

G019.4752+00.1728

37.22 ± 4.56

58.72 ± 2.55

41.58 ± 0.89

−0.09 ± 0.1

G019.6087−00.2351

2900.88 ± 260.93

5170.32 ± 17.38

2170.95 ± 7.04

0.23 ± 0.07

G019.6090−00.2313

259.95 ± 26.87

1079.53 ± 3.43

512.96 ± 2.52

−0.53 ± 0.08

G019.7281−00.1135

26.23 ± 3.09

27.19 ± 1.41

29 ± 0.61

−0.08 ± 0.09
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Name

SC (mJy)

SM,6cm (mJy)

SM,20cm (mJy)

αC6cm−M20cm

G019.7549−00.1282

36.52 ± 3.29

46.08 ± 0.73

8.91 ± 0.3

1.11 ± 0.08

G020.0720−00.1421

210.13 ± 21.54

416.03 ± 3.51

211.18 ± 7.05

0 ± 0.08

G020.0797−00.1337

14.09 ± 1.91

89.89 ± 1.23

45.64 ± 0.77

−0.92 ± 0.11

G020.0809−00.1362

498.19 ± 45.06

857.54 ± 1.3

135.56 ± 0.9

1.02 ± 0.07

G020.3633−00.0136

55.11 ± 5.93

98.78 ± 1.33

53.41 ± 0.62

0.02 ± 0.09

G020.7619−00.0646

10.03 ± 2.08

20.82 ± 6.97

13.62 ± 2.06

−0.24 ± 0.2

G020.9636−00.0744

11.28 ± 1.84

16.75 ± 1.8

14.24 ± 0.57

−0.18 ± 0.13

G021.3571−00.1766

24.93 ± 2.34

44.61 ± 2.46

16.13 ± 0.49

0.34 ± 0.08

G021.3855−00.2541

113.91 ± 11.24

207.13 ± 4.78

46.24 ± 0.76

0.71 ± 0.08

G021.6034−00.1685

19.84 ± 3.45

46.78 ± 1.32

29.12 ± 0.81

−0.3 ± 0.14

G021.8751+00.0075

566.73 ± 54.14

1064.73 ± 8.85

685.9 ± 7.84

−0.15 ± 0.08

G023.1974−00.0006

10.01 ± 1.54

18.65 ± 1.24

13.27 ± 0.73

−0.22 ± 0.13

G023.2654+00.0765

88.57 ± 9.87

149.89 ± 4.39

90.95 ± 0.96

−0.02 ± 0.09

G023.4553−00.2010

14.39 ± 1.56

<3.16

<6.18

>0.66

G023.4835+00.0964

8.23 ± 1.39

<7.96

7.35 ± 0.55

0.09 ± 0.15

G023.7110+00.1705

208.5 ± 20.34

548.53 ± 1.38

279.31 ± 33.22

−0.23 ± 0.12

G023.8618−00.1250

39.16 ± 6.29

38.86 ± 2.59

48.71 ± 1.63

−0.17 ± 0.13

G023.8985+00.0647

43.42 ± 5.45

115.83 ± 5.25

102.69 ± 1.07

−0.68 ± 0.1

G023.9564+00.1493

1161.18 ± 104.78

2658.26 ± 8.5

1319.94 ± 13.31

−0.1 ± 0.07

G024.1839+00.1199

3.79 ± 0.79

<3.44

3.39 ± 0.39

0.09 ± 0.19

G024.4698+00.4954

29.5 ± 4.53

<276.17

>−1.78

G024.4721+00.4877

55.19 ± 7.73

257.36 ± 20.99

−1.21 ± 0.13

G024.4736+00.4950

99.43 ± 12.24

<404.40

>−1.10

G024.4921−00.0386

140.12 ± 13.5

332.61 ± 2.12

173.02 ± 1.82

−0.17 ± 0.08

G024.5065−00.2224

205.57 ± 19.72

458.99 ± 9.78

266.55 ± 34.34

−0.2 ± 0.13

G024.8497+00.0881

19.93 ± 3.82

20.98 ± 6.23

91.44 ± 18.7

−1.2 ± 0.22

G025.3809−00.1815

460.83 ± 42.66

1799.06 ± 7.23

992.44 ± 112.85

−0.6 ± 0.12

G025.3824−00.1812

200.13 ± 20.03

929.75 ± 2.71

419.49 ± 42.51

−0.58 ± 0.11

G025.3948+00.0332

296.86 ± 27.46

549.92 ± 3.95

303.63 ± 6.08

−0.02 ± 0.07

G025.3970+00.5614

121.17 ± 11.53

63.72 ± 0.5

0.5 ± 0.08

G025.3981−00.1411

2132.24 ± 194.31

1837.09 ± 10.65

0.12 ± 0.07

G025.3983+00.5617

51.93 ± 4.82

71.21 ± 0.59

−0.25 ± 0.07

G025.3991−00.1366

29.38 ± 6.41

197.73 ± 1.92

−1.5 ± 0.17

G025.7157+00.0487

20.79 ± 2.96

<6.82

18.63 ± 0.91

0.09 ± 0.12

G025.8011−00.1568

31.95 ± 2.96

56.84 ± 1.25

17.07 ± 0.53

0.49 ± 0.08

G026.0083+00.1369

6.58 ± 1.03

8.13 ± 2

2.77 ± 0.39

0.68 ± 0.17

G026.0916−00.0565

11.59 ± 2.13

110.38 ± 4.56

80.36 ± 6.89

−1.52 ± 0.16

4590.88 ± 10.91

G026.1094−00.0937

4.72 ± 0.84

<7.73

<8.57

>−0.47

G026.5976−00.0236

69.92 ± 7.45

145.65 ± 2.86

67.39 ± 1.9

0.03 ± 0.09
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Name

SC (mJy)

SM,6cm (mJy)

SM,20cm (mJy)

αC6cm−M20cm

G026.6089−00.2121

201.41 ± 21.67

380.66 ± 6.04

207.49 ± 1.26

−0.02 ± 0.08

G026.8304−00.2067

12.31 ± 1.51

19.08 ± 2.28

12.92 ± 0.33

−0.04 ± 0.1

G027.1859−00.0816

19.78 ± 2.17

30.5 ± 1.63

27.48 ± 0.24

−0.26 ± 0.09

G027.2800+00.1447

428.04 ± 42.07

769.86 ± 3.98

390.46 ± 23.49

0.07 ± 0.09

G027.3644−00.1657

60.14 ± 6.13

98.6 ± 1.54

39.44 ± 0.85

0.33 ± 0.08

G027.5637+00.0845

162.53 ± 18.81

149.05 ± 7.96

153.85 ± 2.94

0.04 ± 0.09

G027.9352+00.2056

4.44 ± 1.04

20.34 ± 1.24

8.16 ± 0.66

−0.48 ± 0.19

G028.1985−00.0503

136.26 ± 12.94

395.1 ± 2.08

130.88 ± 1.17

0.03 ± 0.07

G028.2003−00.0494

161.66 ± 15.59

395.27 ± 2.07

91.59 ± 1.24

0.45 ± 0.08

G028.2879−00.3641

552.77 ± 51.9

939.64 ± 4.66

381.7 ± 1.56

0.29 ± 0.07

G028.4518+00.0027

33.75 ± 3.22

73.57 ± 2

50.21 ± 2.52

−0.31 ± 0.08

G028.5816+00.1447

40.03 ± 7.76

65.99 ± 2.2

44.2 ± 0.81

−0.08 ± 0.15

G028.6082+00.0185

210.15 ± 20.28

379.49 ± 3.61

171.16 ± 1.93

0.16 ± 0.08

G028.6523+00.0273

228.85 ± 22.02

439.25 ± 2.75

255.07 ± 3.97

−0.09 ± 0.08

G028.6869+00.1770

102.98 ± 11.05

145.12 ± 3.36

123.81 ± 1.14

−0.14 ± 0.08

G029.7704+00.2189

49.98 ± 8.84

36.37 ± 5.17

82.1 ± 1.63

−0.39 ± 0.14

G029.9559−00.0168

3116.2 ± 296.94

5643.42 ± 9.45

1935.82 ± 55.93

0.37 ± 0.08

G030.0096−00.2734

4.54 ± 0.94

5.1 ± 1.31

<1.32

>0.97

G030.2527+00.0540

96.79 ± 10.2

158.43 ± 5.97

127.15 ± 3.02

−0.21 ± 0.08

G030.5313+00.0205

85.54 ± 9.65

488.53 ± 2.75

243.43 ± 4.33

−0.82 ± 0.09

G030.5353+00.0204

710.36 ± 66.36

1385.62 ± 4.56

557.91 ± 19.1

0.19 ± 0.08

G030.5887−00.0428

92.37 ± 8.33

99.57 ± 2.56

5.93 ± 0.99

2.16 ± 0.15

G030.6881−00.0718

466.99 ± 45.69

992.36 ± 9.39

656.15 ± 75.69

−0.27 ± 0.12

G030.7197−00.0829

969.33 ± 96.01

873.67 ± 4.51

430.79 ± 15.79

0.64 ± 0.08

G030.7532−00.0511

301.66 ± 29.35

165.02 ± 4.59

<551.85

>−0.47

G030.7579+00.2042

26.23 ± 6.12

<4.78

38.8 ± 1.62

−0.31 ± 0.19

G030.7661−00.0348

87.53 ± 14.67

<19.92

<262.05

>−0.86

G030.8662+00.1143

325.47 ± 32.96

476.58 ± 3.15

133.59 ± 2.15

0.7 ± 0.08

G030.9581+00.0869

25.79 ± 4.68

18.13 ± 3.13

45.36 ± 0.8

−0.44 ± 0.14

G031.0495+00.4697

13.64 ± 1.49

9.29 ± 2.44

0.3 ± 0.22

G031.0595+00.0922

11.7 ± 1.51

16.49 ± 3.31

22.06 ± 3.74

−0.5 ± 0.17

G031.1590+00.0465

7.04 ± 1.26

8.65 ± 1.42

10.45 ± 0.87

−0.31 ± 0.15

G031.1596+00.0448

23.83 ± 2.28

19.34 ± 1.29

17.06 ± 0.95

0.26 ± 0.09

G031.2420−00.1106

296.24 ± 27.05

800.06 ± 4.23

476.69 ± 2.51

−0.37 ± 0.07

G031.2435−00.1103

353.06 ± 32.36

601.08 ± 2.7

279 ± 1.02

0.18 ± 0.07

G031.2448−00.1132

37.39 ± 4.2

46.07 ± 1.94

56.56 ± 1.27

−0.33 ± 0.09

G031.2801+00.0632

268.86 ± 25.67

593.67 ± 9.48

325.13 ± 3.15

−0.15 ± 0.08

G031.3959−00.2570

80.96 ± 10.38

195.56 ± 9.22

170.16 ± 22.76

−0.58 ± 0.15

G031.4130+00.3065

954.8 ± 87.99

1798.53 ± 14.61

927.3 ± 4.15

0.02 ± 0.07
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Name

SC (mJy)

SM,6cm (mJy)

SM,20cm (mJy)

αC6cm−M20cm

G031.5815+00.0744

14.48 ± 1.89

20.26 ± 3.03

17.83 ± 1.09

−0.16 ± 0.11

G032.0297+00.0491

26.68 ± 3.82

34.34 ± 2.6

29.25 ± 1.06

−0.07 ± 0.12

G032.1502+00.1329

533.63 ± 59.66

1207.3 ± 16.24

631.48 ± 9.29

−0.13 ± 0.09

G032.2730−00.2258

309.28 ± 34.38

735.13 ± 7.64

307.37 ± 3.27

0 ± 0.09

G032.4727+00.2036

97.38 ± 9.67

180.96 ± 2.05

48.75 ± 0.59

0.54 ± 0.08

G032.7398+00.1940

3.39 ± 0.78

3.23 ± 0.9

2.45 ± 0.73

0.26 ± 0.3

G032.7492−00.0643

13.12 ± 1.67

12.82 ± 2.5

14.42 ± 1

−0.07 ± 0.11

G032.7966+00.1909

3123.37 ± 281.38

3841.71 ± 10.04

1445.26 ± 6.98

0.61 ± 0.07

G032.7982+00.1937

17.22 ± 2

13.18 ± 2.22

0.21 ± 0.16

G032.9273+00.6060

285.57 ± 31.27

260.63 ± 4.14

0.07 ± 0.09

G033.1328−00.0923

378.59 ± 34.75

949.93 ± 5.99

192.26 ± 1.36

0.53 ± 0.07

G033.4163−00.0036

75.16 ± 9.16

173.65 ± 11.75

108.73 ± 4.87

−0.29 ± 0.1

G033.8100−00.1864

107.63 ± 10.51

152.81 ± 1.64

59.67 ± 1.2

0.46 ± 0.08

G033.9145+00.1105

842.22 ± 88.66

1661.36 ± 15.8

803.4 ± 7.5

0.04 ± 0.08

G034.0901+00.4365

9.62 ± 1.9

35.22 ± 4.34

−1.02 ± 0.18

G034.1978−00.5912

10.54 ± 2.42

13.14 ± 1.13

−0.17 ± 0.19

G034.2544+00.1460

352.37 ± 39.13

1625.53 ± 42.08

<1031.69

>−0.84

G034.2571+00.1466

47.8 ± 8.94

937.04 ± 59.69

<678.32

>−2.08

G034.2572+00.1535

1762.63 ± 163.28

2771.66 ± 11.59

655.95 ± 4

0.78 ± 0.07

G034.4032+00.2277

8.92 ± 1.24

14.97 ± 1.18

4.08 ± 0.74

0.61 ± 0.18

G034.5920+00.2434

20.23 ± 2.4

35.02 ± 2.23

18.19 ± 0.89

0.08 ± 0.1

G035.0242+00.3502

11.44 ± 1.23

22.25 ± 0.6

2.78 ± 0.63

1.11 ± 0.2

G035.0524−00.5177

67.75 ± 7.56

125.86 ± 1.7

−0.49 ± 0.09

G035.4570−00.1791

7.52 ± 1.07

12.75 ± 0.89

6.43 ± 0.7

0.12 ± 0.14

G035.4669+00.1394

317.6 ± 29.36

573.76 ± 5.67

249.89 ± 1.4

0.19 ± 0.07

G035.5781−00.0305

187.75 ± 18.44

252.49 ± 2.34

68.91 ± 1.39

0.79 ± 0.08

G036.4057+00.0226

22.34 ± 2.21

58.2 ± 2.01

20.9 ± 0.78

0.05 ± 0.08

G036.4062+00.0221

9.31 ± 1.15

52.18 ± 1.76

18.82 ± 0.7

−0.55 ± 0.1

G037.5457−00.1120

406.46 ± 41.28

913.02 ± 20.15

454.75 ± 8.67

−0.09 ± 0.08

G037.7347−00.1128

16.02 ± 1.63

<2.28

9.54 ± 1.04

0.41 ± 0.12

G037.7562+00.5605

35.68 ± 8.12

43.73 ± 2.4

−0.16 ± 0.18

G037.8197+00.4140

25.99 ± 4.33

81.53 ± 3.1

36.66 ± 1.22

−0.27 ± 0.13

G037.8209+00.4125

20.24 ± 2.72

51.89 ± 2.14

29.07 ± 0.9

−0.28 ± 0.11

G037.8683−00.6008

210.28 ± 21.72

237.48 ± 1.86

−0.1 ± 0.08

G037.8731−00.3996

2561.21 ± 234.04

5189.35 ± 23.38

1769.56 ± 6.57

0.29 ± 0.07

G037.9723−00.0965

20.89 ± 2.52

26.37 ± 2.96

19.41 ± 0.77

0.06 ± 0.1

G038.5493+00.1646

88.3 ± 11.26

248.94 ± 4.7

138.65 ± 1.73

−0.35 ± 0.1

G038.6465−00.2260

11.52 ± 1.98

35.13 ± 1.76

19.09 ± 0.91

−0.4 ± 0.14

G038.6529+00.0875

7.84 ± 1.04

36.01 ± 1.54

12.96 ± 0.57

−0.39 ± 0.11
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Name

SC (mJy)

SM,6cm (mJy)

SM,20cm (mJy)

αC6cm−M20cm

21.86 ± 0.88

−0.07 ± 0.1

G038.6934−00.4524

19.88 ± 2.44

G038.8756+00.3080

311.31 ± 29.87

599.65 ± 2.25

215.24 ± 1.37

0.29 ± 0.08

G039.1956+00.2255

62.27 ± 6.41

100.08 ± 1.72

27.91 ± 0.74

0.63 ± 0.08

G039.8824−00.3460

276.87 ± 26.38

636.36 ± 3.18

236.6 ± 1.31

0.12 ± 0.07

G040.4251+00.7002

11.1 ± 2.42

25.95 ± 0.99

−0.67 ± 0.17

G041.7419+00.0973

227.4 ± 23.95

289.36 ± 2.11

−0.19 ± 0.08

G042.1090−00.4469

14.8 ± 1.53

19.72 ± 0.54

−0.23 ± 0.08

G042.4345−00.2605

83.65 ± 9.25

127.2 ± 8.07

−0.33 ± 0.1

G043.1460+00.0139

694.6 ± 69.66

924.55 ± 4.97

−0.22 ± 0.08

G043.1489+00.0130

44.13 ± 6.07

266.28 ± 5.85

−1.41 ± 0.11

G043.1520+00.0115

306.63 ± 34.78

462.01 ± 49.65

−0.32 ± 0.12

G043.1651−00.0283

2714.29 ± 262.82

2011.44 ± 89.31

0.24 ± 0.08

G043.1652+00.0129

160.07 ± 17.72

120.87 ± 37.07

0.22 ± 0.26

G043.1657+00.0116

98.25 ± 10.44

374.41 ± 30.64

−1.05 ± 0.11

G043.1665+00.0106

1365.68 ± 125.16

743.01 ± 51.46

0.48 ± 0.09

G043.1674+00.0128

74.54 ± 9.28

199.37 ± 29.72

−0.77 ± 0.15

G043.1677+00.0196

115.47 ± 17.88

478.89 ± 39.85

−1.12 ± 0.14

G043.1684+00.0087

185.25 ± 21.98

633.19 ± 67.95

−0.97 ± 0.13

G043.1684+00.0124

63.6 ± 6.86

185.7 ± 47.2

−0.84 ± 0.22

G043.1699+00.0115

43.79 ± 7.45

248.48 ± 68.98

−1.36 ± 0.26

G043.1701+00.0078

1108.08 ± 103.11

1863.27 ± 630.08

−0.41 ± 0.28

G043.1706−00.0003

170.72 ± 16.13

349.99 ± 77.45

−0.56 ± 0.19

G043.1716+00.0001

51.74 ± 11.17

466.43 ± 137.69

−1.73 ± 0.29

G043.1720+00.0080

98.59 ± 12.52

<724.09

>−1.57

G043.1763+00.0248

159.42 ± 21.7

610.27 ± 27.29

−1.05 ± 0.11

584.48 ± 8.18

G043.1778−00.5181

181.65 ± 23.04

206.16 ± 3.51

−0.1 ± 0.1

G043.2371−00.0453

178.78 ± 20.41

383.53 ± 3.41

−0.6 ± 0.09

G043.3064−00.2114

20.08 ± 3.25

<7.44

>0.78

G043.7954−00.1274

24.58 ± 2.97

14.63 ± 0.92

0.41 ± 0.11

G043.7960−00.1286

9.78 ± 1.94

19.24 ± 0.84

−0.53 ± 0.16

G043.8894−00.7840

528.18 ± 48.82

367.2 ± 2.91

0.29 ± 0.07

G044.3103+00.0410

5.47 ± 0.94

4.47 ± 0.65

0.16 ± 0.18

G044.4228+00.5377

4.27 ± 0.87

4.27 ± 1.1

0 ± 0.26

G045.0694+00.1323

46.17 ± 4.44

45.05 ± 0.51

0.02 ± 0.08

G045.0712+00.1321

146.67 ± 14.65

38.72 ± 0.55

1.05 ± 0.08

G045.1223+00.1321

2984.27 ± 274.33

1420.06 ± 4.98

0.58 ± 0.07

G045.1242+00.1356

62.55 ± 11.86

220.37 ± 57.06

−0.99 ± 0.25

G045.4545+00.0591

1029.45 ± 98.24

1447.75 ± 233.21

−0.27 ± 0.15

G045.4559+00.0613

51.59 ± 7.58

493.27 ± 104.52

−1.77 ± 0.2
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Name

SC (mJy)

SM,6cm (mJy)

SM,20cm (mJy)

αC6cm−M20cm

G045.4656+00.0452

62.26 ± 5.79

25.31 ± 1.66

0.71 ± 0.09

G045.5431−00.0073

49.16 ± 7.8

79.92 ± 2.24

−0.38 ± 0.13

Appendix B
Distances, physical properties,
morphologies

dh

dG

D

logNi

logEM

logne

logTb

(cm−6 pc)

(cm−3 )

(K)

τ5GHz,104 K

logLbol

Radio

MIR

Joint

(L⊙ )

morph

morph

morph

I

C

I

(kpc)

(kpc)

(pc)

(s−1 )

G010.3009−00.1477

2.4

6.15

0.061

47.5

7.03

4.2

3.02 ± 0.04

0.11

G010.3204−00.2328

12.6†

4.5

0.18

47.7

6.19

3.54

2.18 ± 0.07

0.015

4.51

C

C

C

G010.3204−00.2586

3.5

5.1

< 0.028

46.3

6.51

4.12

2.5 ± 0.06

0.032

4.18

P

C

C

G010.4724+00.0275

11

3.06

0.091

47.6

6.58

3.84

2.57 ± 0.05

0.038

5.84

P

P

G010.4736+00.0274

11

3.06

0.075

47.3

6.37

3.76

2.36 ± 0.05

0.023

P

P

G010.6218−00.3848

2.4

6.16

0.02

46.3

6.55

4.15

2.54 ± 0.05

0.035

P

P

G010.6223−00.3788

2.4

6.16

0.065

47.4

6.86

4.11

2.85 ± 0.04

0.074

G010.6234−00.3837

2.4

6.16

0.051

48

7.66

4.55

3.65 ± 0.04

0.59

G010.6240−00.3813

2.4

6.16

0.016

46.6

6.92

4.36

2.91 ± 0.04

0.084

P

G010.6297−00.3380

4.95‡

3.75

0.074

46.8

6.05

3.65

2.03 ± 0.08

0.011

B

C

C

2.21 ± 0.061

0.016

P

P

P

G010.8519−00.4407

C
4.95

C
C

C
P
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Table B.1 Heliocentric and galactocentric distances, physical properties, and morphologies of the 239 CORNISH UCHIIs.
Heliocentric distances adopted from Cesaroni et al. [2015] are marked with † (the KDA is not resolved and the far distance is
quoted); those from the RMS database are denoted by ‡, and the ones computed in this work – with ⋆. All remaining heliocentric
distances (and the corresponding Lyman continuum flux values) were adopted from Urquhart et al. [2013]. Upper limits on
the physical sizes are given for unresolved sources of known distance. The morphological classes reported here are based on
the radio (5 GHz and 10 GHz), mid-IR, and joint classifications from Chapter 4, in accordance with the De Pree et al. [2005]
morphological categories, marked as S – spherical, C – cometary, B – bipolar, SL – shell-like, I – irregular/multiply-peaked, and P
denotes insufficiently resolved/point-like UCHIIs. In cases where a CORNISH UCHII was resolved into a multiple system in the
JVLA maps, all component morphologies are listed. Over-resolved radio sources and saturated/confused mid-IR sources were not
classified.
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Name

dh

dG

D

logNi

logEM

logne

logTb

(cm−6 pc)

(cm−3 )

(K)

τ5GHz,104 K

logLbol

Radio

MIR

Joint

(L⊙ )

morph

morph

morph

(kpc)

(kpc)

(pc)

(s−1 )

G010.9584+00.0221

13.7

5.59

0.11

48.5

7.31

4.16

3.3 ± 0.04

0.22

5.27

P

S

S

G010.9656+00.0089

2.7

5.87

0.06

46.5

6.04

3.7

2.03 ± 0.05

0.011

3.39

C

C

C

G011.0328+00.0274

2.6

5.97

0.015

45.5

5.9

3.85

1.89 ± 0.09

0.0078

2.87

P

C

C

G011.1104−00.3985

16.8

8.62

0.67

48.9

6.34

3.34

2.33 ± 0.04

0.022

5.65

C

C

C

G011.1712−00.0662

12.8†

4.76

0.66

48.2

5.65

3

1.64 ± 0.05

0.0043

4.43

B

B

G011.9032−00.1407

4.1

4.57

0.056

46.6

6.1

3.73

2.09 ± 0.06

0.012

4.11

C

C

C

G011.9039−00.1411

4.1

4.57

0.022

46.4

6.39

4

2.38 ± 0.05

0.024

P

P

P

G011.9368−00.6158

4

4.66

0.11

48.2

7.22

4.17

3.21 ± 0.04

0.18

G011.9446−00.0369

12.6

4.63

0.89

49.1

6.34

3.29

2.33 ± 0.04

0.022

1.85 ± 0.12

0.0071

G011.9786−00.0973

5.01

B

B

B

C

C

C

P

C

C

G012.1988−00.0345

11.9

4.02

0.13

47.9

6.64

3.82

2.63 ± 0.04

0.044

5.3

P

P

G012.2081−00.1019

13.6

5.59

0.16

48.5

7.11

4.01

3.1 ± 0.04

0.13

5.87

C

C

G012.4294−00.0479

13.9

5.89

0.15

47.9

6.49

3.7

2.48 ± 0.04

0.03

4.83

C

S

C

G012.4317−01.1112

4.1

4.58

0.081

47

6.25

3.74

2.24 ± 0.06

0.018

C

C

C

G012.8050−00.2007

2.1

6.47

0.16

48.7

7.38

4.17

3.37 ± 0.04

0.27

B

B

B

G012.8131−00.1976

2.1

6.47

0.053

47.8

7.41

4.42

3.4 ± 0.04

0.29

C

C

C

G012.9995−00.3583

1.9

6.66

0.025

45.8

6.03

3.88

2.02 ± 0.09

0.01

3.39

S

C

C

G013.2099−00.1428

4.6

4.16

0.18

48.3

6.83

3.87

2.82 ± 0.04

0.069

4.14

I

I

I

G013.3850+00.0684

1.9

6.67

0.18

47.3

5.92

3.42

1.91 ± 0.04

0.0081

3.55

SL

SL

SL

G013.8726+00.2818

4.4

4.36

0.33

48.4

6.48

3.57

2.47 ± 0.04

0.03

4.84

2.17 ± 0.055

0.015

C

C

C
C

C
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G014.1046+00.0918
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Name

dh

dG

D

logNi

logEM

logne

logTb

(cm−6 pc)

(cm−3 )

(K)

τ5GHz,104 K

logLbol

Radio

MIR

Joint

(L⊙ )

morph

morph

morph

SL

SL

(kpc)

(kpc)

(pc)

(s−1 )

G014.1741+00.0245

14.7†

6.79

0.48

48

5.7

3.09

1.69 ± 0.07

0.0049

G014.2460−00.0728

11.6

3.96

0.2

47.8

6.22

3.53

2.21 ± 0.05

0.016

B

B

B

G014.5988+00.0198

2.8

5.83

0.015

45.5

5.81

3.79

1.8 ± 0.12

0.0063

P

P

P

G014.7785−00.3328

13.1

5.34

0.11

47.5

6.24

3.62

2.23 ± 0.06

0.017

5.09

P

S

P

G016.1448+00.0088

12.4

4.85

< 0.096

47.3

6.46

3.83

2.45 ± 0.05

0.029

4.52

C

C

C

G016.3913−00.1383

12.2†

4.7

0.69

48.2

5.66

3

1.64 ± 0.05

0.0044

4.25

SL

SL

5.05

17

9.21

0.26

49.1

7.34

4.03

3.33 ± 0.04

0.24

5.71

S

S

S

G017.0299−00.0696

10.4

3.37

0.096

46.7

5.68

3.39

1.66 ± 0.10

0.0046

4.74

C

SL

C

G017.1141−00.1124

10.4

3.38

0.12

47.2

6.03

3.53

2.02 ± 0.06

0.011

4.27

C

C

C

G017.5549+00.1654

14.1

6.52

0.11

47.1

5.87

3.43

1.85 ± 0.08

0.0072

4.77

C

P

C

G017.9850+00.1266

13.7

6.2

0.21

5.62

3.21

1.61 ± 0.1

0.01

I

C

C

G018.1460−00.2839

4.3

4.61

0.49

48.2

5.89

3.19

1.88 ± 0.04

0.0077

4.1

I

I

G018.3024−00.3910

3

5.73

0.21

48

6.48

3.66

2.47 ± 0.04

0.03

4.59

I

I

I

G018.4433−00.0056

12

4.77

0.11

48

6.85

3.94

2.84 ± 0.04

0.071

4.89

I

P

I

G018.4614−00.0038

12.1

4.85

0.13

48.7

7.35

4.16

3.34 ± 0.04

0.25

5.16

P

P

P

G018.6654+00.0294

10.9

3.94

< 0.092

46.8

5.97

3.59

1.96 ± 0.07

0.0092

P+B

P

P+B

G018.7106+00.0002

2.6

6.09

0.018

46.8

7.11

4.44

3.1 ± 0.04

0.13

3.6

C

P

C

G018.7612+00.2630

14

6.55

< 0.12

48

6.91

4

2.89 ± 0.04

0.082

5.29

C

C

C

G018.8250−00.4675

4.5

4.48

0.044

46.3

5.95

3.69

1.94 ± 0.09

0.0088

4.25

C

C

C

G018.8338−00.3002

12.6

5.32

0.4

48.3

6.16

3.36

2.15 ± 0.04

0.014

5.42

C

C

C

G019.0035+00.1280

11.3

4.28

0.13

46.9

5.63

3.31

1.62 ± 0.12

0.0042

4.72

P

P

P
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Name

dh

dG

D

logNi

logEM

logne

logTb

(cm−6 pc)

(cm−3 )

(K)

τ5GHz,104 K

logLbol

Radio

MIR

Joint

(L⊙ )

morph

morph

morph

5.08

C

C

C

(kpc)

(pc)

G019.0754−00.2874

4.6

4.42

0.19

47.9

6.42

3.66

2.41 ± 0.04

0.026

G019.0767−00.2882

4.6

4.42

0.045

47.4

7.01

4.22

3 ± 0.04

0.1

C

P

C

G019.4752+00.1728

14.1

6.71

0.23

47.8

6.12

3.45

2.11 ± 0.05

0.013

C

C

C

G019.6087−00.2351

12.7

5.49

0.8

49.6

6.93

3.6

2.92 ± 0.04

0.086

I

I

I

G019.6090−00.2313

12.7

5.49

0.22

48.6

6.95

3.88

2.94 ± 0.04

0.09

C

C

C

G019.7281−00.1135

4.3

4.68

0.063

46.6

6.07

3.7

2.05 ± 0.05

0.011

3.84

C

C

C

G019.7549−00.1282

9.3

3.15

< 0.073

47.5

6.84

4.07

2.82 ± 0.04

0.069

5.47

C

P

C

G020.0720−00.1421

12.6

5.46

0.32

48.5

6.56

3.61

2.55 ± 0.04

0.036

B

B

B

G020.0797−00.1337

12.6

5.46

0.098

47.3

6.18

3.62

2.17 ± 0.06

0.015

C

P

C

G020.0809−00.1362

12.6

5.46

0.16

48.9

7.45

4.18

3.44 ± 0.04

0.32

5.2

I

I

I

G020.3633−00.0136

3.9

5.03

0.047

46.9

6.51

3.97

2.5 ± 0.05

0.032

3.47

C

C

C

G020.7619−00.0646

11.8

4.89

0.11

47.1

5.92

3.47

1.91 ± 0.1

0.0081

4.65

C

P

C

G020.9636−00.0744

13.2

6.08

0.13

47.2

5.96

3.47

1.95 ± 0.08

0.009

4.79

C+I

P

C+I

G021.3571−00.1766

10.3

3.91

0.06

47.4

6.53

3.87

2.52 ± 0.04

0.034

5.45

C

P

C

G021.3855−00.2541

10.3

3.91

0.08

48

7.06

4.1

3.05 ± 0.04

0.12

5.62

P

P

P

G021.6034−00.1685

16.2

8.87

0.27

47.7

5.85

3.28

1.84 ± 0.07

0.007

4.41

I

C

C

G021.8751+00.0075

13.8

6.71

0.76

49

6.33

3.31

2.32 ± 0.04

0.021

4.94

SL

SL

SL

G023.1974−00.0006

4.8

4.5

0.04

46.3

5.99

3.72

1.98 ± 0.07

0.0095

3.95

P

C

C

G023.2654+00.0765

4.9

4.44

0.1

47.3

6.32

3.73

2.31 ± 0.05

0.021

3.99

C

C

C

G023.4553−00.2010

5.8

3.93

< 0.048

46.6

6.39

3.94

2.38 ± 0.05

0.024

4.24

P

P

P

G023.4835+00.0964

5.2

4.27

0.038

46.3

5.95

3.7

1.94 ± 0.08

0.0088

4.04

C

C

C

5.01
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Table B.1 – continued from previous page
Name

dh

dG

D

logNi

logEM

logne

logTb

(cm−6 pc)

(cm−3 )

(K)

τ5GHz,104 K

logLbol

Radio

MIR

Joint

(L⊙ )

morph

morph

morph

(kpc)

(pc)

G023.7110+00.1705

6.5

3.65

0.14

47.9

6.68

3.84

2.67 ± 0.04

0.048

5.05

C

C

C

G023.8618−00.1250

10.7

4.52

0.2

47.6

6.08

3.47

2.07 ± 0.07

0.012

4.81

C

C

C

G023.8985+00.0647

12.6

5.93

0.23

47.8

6.11

3.45

2.1 ± 0.06

0.013

5.2

C

C

C

G023.9564+00.1493

5

4.42

0.32

48.4

6.53

3.6

2.52 ± 0.04

0.033

5.28

SL

SL

SL

G024.1839+00.1199

7.8

3.48

< 0.064

46.3

5.83

3.6

1.81 ± 0.10

0.0065

4.14

C

B

C

G024.4698+00.4954

5.51⋆

4.17

0.064

46.9

6.26

3.78

2.25 ± 0.07

0.018

P

P

P

G024.4721+00.4877

5.51⋆

4.17

0.096

47.2

6.27

3.72

2.26 ± 0.06

0.018

4.87

B

B

G024.4736+00.4950

5.5⋆

4.17

0.14

47.4

6.2

3.6

2.19 ± 0.05

0.016

4.32

I

I

G024.4921−00.0386

6.3

3.8

0.13

47.7

6.55

3.8

2.54 ± 0.04

0.035

4.44

B

B

G024.5065−00.2224

5.8

4.02

0.17

47.8

6.43

3.68

2.42 ± 0.04

0.027

4.39

C

C

C

G024.8497+00.0881

5.77⋆

4.07

0.092

46.8

5.87

3.52

1.86 ± 0.10

0.0073

5.14

B

C

C

G025.3809−00.1815

2.7

6.17

0.11

47.5

6.51

3.82

2.5 ± 0.04

0.032

G025.3824−00.1812

2.7

6.17

0.041

47.1

6.93

4.23

2.92 ± 0.04

0.087

4.82

C

C

C

G025.3948+00.0332

17.1

10.1

0.36

48.9

6.84

3.72

2.83 ± 0.04

0.07

5.78

S

S

S

G025.3970+00.5614

14

7.3

0.095

48.3

7.17

4.1

3.16 ± 0.04

0.15

5.29

C

P

C

G025.3981−00.1411

5.6

4.2

0.23

48.8

7.16

3.99

3.15 ± 0.04

0.15

5.1

C

I

C

G025.3983+00.5617

14

7.3

0.14

48

6.62

3.78

2.61 ± 0.04

0.041

C

C

C

G025.3991−00.1366

5.6

4.2

0.081

46.9

6.12

3.67

2.11 ± 0.09

0.013

S

C

C

P

G025.7157+00.0487

9.5

4.12

0.083

47.2

6.27

3.71

2.26 ± 0.06

0.018

5.41

C

P

C

G025.8011−00.1568

5.6

4.23

< 0.048

47

6.7

4.1

2.69 ± 0.04

0.05

4.13

C

P

C

G026.0083+00.1369

13.8⋆

7.17

0.073

47.1

5.99

3.54

1.98 ± 0.07

0.0096

3.07

S

P

P
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Name

dh

dG

D

logNi

logEM

logne

logTb

(cm−6 pc)

(cm−3 )

(K)

τ5GHz,104 K

logLbol

Radio

MIR

Joint

(L⊙ )

morph

morph

morph

(kpc)

(kpc)

(pc)

(s−1 )

G026.0916−00.0565

13.1

6.62

0.13

47.3

5.95

3.46

1.94 ± 0.09

0.0087

5.09

C

P

C

G026.1094−00.0937

13.3

6.79

< 0.1

46.9

5.98

3.57

1.97 ± 0.08

0.0093

4.93

C

C

C

G026.5976−00.0236

13.4

6.94

0.14

48.1

6.7

3.82

2.69 ± 0.05

0.05

5.19

C

C

C

G026.6089−00.2121

7.6

3.81

0.24

48

6.38

3.59

2.36 ± 0.05

0.023

4.02

I

I

I

G026.8304−00.2067

11.9⋆

5.77

0.075

47.2

6.2

3.66

2.19 ± 0.06

0.015

4.19

I

P

C

G027.1859−00.0816

13.2

6.85

0.09

47.5

6.38

3.72

2.37 ± 0.05

0.024

5.65

C

C

C

G027.2800+00.1447

12.8

6.53

0.34

48.8

6.81

3.72

2.8 ± 0.04

0.066

5.1

I

C

I

8

3.93

0.066

47.5

6.77

4

2.76 ± 0.04

0.059

5.37

C

P

C

G027.5637+00.0845

9.9

4.59

0.59

48.2

5.73

3.07

1.72 ± 0.05

0.0053

4.22

C

C

C

G027.9352+00.2056

12.1

6.08

< 0.094

46.8

5.94

3.57

1.93 ± 0.11

0.0085

5.16

P

P

P

G028.1985−00.0503

5.8

4.36

0.076

47.6

6.87

4.06

2.86 ± 0.04

0.075

C

P

C

G028.2003−00.0494

5.8

4.36

0.045

47.7

7.23

4.31

3.22 ± 0.04

0.18

5.73

SL

P

SL

G028.2879−00.3641

11.6

5.76

0.25

48.8

7.12

3.94

3.11 ± 0.04

0.14

5.68

I

I

G028.4518+00.0027

16.5

9.89

0.14

47.9

6.5

3.7

2.49 ± 0.04

0.031

5.03

C

C

G028.5816+00.1447

16.5

9.91

0.41

48

5.85

3.2

1.84 ± 0.08

0.007

4.38

I

S

I

G028.6082+00.0185

7.5

4.07

0.12

48

6.91

3.98

2.89 ± 0.04

0.082

5.06

C

C

C

G028.6523+00.0273

7.5

4.08

0.2

48.1

6.55

3.71

2.54 ± 0.04

0.036

5.02

C

C

C

G028.6869+00.1770

9.8

4.71

0.24

47.9

6.27

3.52

2.26 ± 0.05

0.018

4.45

C

C

C

G029.7704+00.2189

9.84⋆

4.89

0.31

47.6

5.76

3.22

1.75 ± 0.08

0.0057

S

S

S

G029.9559−00.0168

7.4

4.24

0.34

49.2

7.23

3.93

3.22 ± 0.04

0.18

5.54

C

C

C

G030.0096−00.2734

7.4

4.25

< 0.058

46.3

5.94

3.68

1.93 ± 0.10

0.0085

4.43

P

P

P
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G027.3644−00.1657
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Table B.1 – continued from previous page
Name

dh

dG

D

logNi

logEM

logne

logTb

(cm−6 pc)

(cm−3 )

(K)

τ5GHz,104 K

logLbol

Radio

MIR

Joint

(L⊙ )

morph

morph

morph

(kpc)

(kpc)

(pc)

(s−1 )

G030.2527+00.0540

10.2

5.15

0.28

48

6.16

3.44

2.15 ± 0.05

0.014

4.39

I

C

I

G030.5313+00.0205

11.4

5.94

0.29

48

6.15

3.42

2.13 ± 0.05

0.014

4.36

C

C

C

G030.5353+00.0204

11.4

5.94

0.34

48.9

6.95

3.79

2.94 ± 0.04

0.092

5.58

C

C

C

G030.5887−00.0428

11.8

6.23

< 0.1

48.1

7.16

4.17

3.15 ± 0.04

0.15

5.4

C+P

P

C+P

G030.6881−00.0718

4.9‡

4.96

0.25

48

6.3

3.54

2.29 ± 0.04

0.02

C

C

C

G030.7197−00.0829

4.9

4.96

0.1

48.3

7.36

4.25

3.35 ± 0.04

0.25

SL

S

SL

4.9

4.97

0.069

47.8

7.15

4.22

3.13 ± 0.04

0.15

4.85

C

P

C

G030.7579+00.2042

7.22⋆

4.35

0.14

47.1

5.88

3.45

1.87 ± 0.10

0.0075

4.28

B

I

B

G030.7661−00.0348

7.22⋆

4.35

0.1

47.6

6.61

3.87

2.6 ± 0.08

0.041

C

P

C

G030.8662+00.1143

11.9

6.34

0.16

48.6

7.23

4.08

3.22 ± 0.04

0.18

5.61

C

P

C

G030.9581+00.0869

11.8

6.28

0.16

47.5

6.1

3.51

2.09 ± 0.08

0.012

4.78

S

S

S

G031.0495+00.4697

12.2

6.59

< 0.1

47.3

6.33

3.74

2.32 ± 0.05

0.021

4.23

I

P

C

G031.0595+00.0922

13.4

7.53

0.084

47.3

6.16

3.61

2.15 ± 0.06

0.014

4.55

C

C

C

G031.1590+00.0465

2.7

6.35

0.018

45.7

5.94

3.85

1.93 ± 0.08

0.0085

C

P

C

G031.1596+00.0448

2.7

6.35

< 0.022

46.2

6.62

4.23

2.61 ± 0.04

0.042

C

P

C

G031.2420−00.1106

12.7⋆

7.03

0.48

48.6

6.39

3.44

2.38 ± 0.04

0.024

C

C

C

G031.2435−00.1103

13

7.23

0.14

48.7

7.39

4.17

3.38 ± 0.04

0.27

C

P

C

G031.2448−00.1132

13

7.23

0.18

47.8

6.28

3.58

2.27 ± 0.05

0.019

C

C

C

C

C

C

I

I

C

C

3.73

5.59

G031.2801+00.0632

7.1

4.42

0.32

48.1

6.19

3.43

2.18 ± 0.04

0.015

4.75

G031.3959−00.2570

9.1

4.8

0.44

47.8

5.61

3.07

1.6 ± 0.06

0.0039

5.67

G031.4130+00.3065

5.6

4.73

0.25

48.4

6.74

3.75

2.73 ± 0.04

0.055

5.25

C
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Name

dh

dG

D

logNi

logEM

logne

logTb

(cm−6 pc)

(cm−3 )

(K)

τ5GHz,104 K

logLbol

Radio

MIR

Joint

(L⊙ )

morph

morph

morph

(kpc)

(kpc)

(pc)

(s−1 )

G031.5815+00.0744

7.2

4.45

0.066

46.8

6.1

3.68

2.09 ± 0.06

0.012

5.22

C

C

C

G032.0297+00.0491

4.9‡

5.06

0.095

46.8

5.87

3.52

1.86 ± 0.07

0.0072

4.03

C

B

C

G032.1502+00.1329

7.2

4.52

0.43

48.4

6.24

3.39

2.23 ± 0.05

0.017

4.79

C

C

C

G032.2730−00.2258

12.8

7.22

0.6

48.7

6.21

3.3

2.19 ± 0.05

0.016

4.59

C

C

C

G032.4727+00.2036

11.1

6.02

0.091

48

6.98

4.04

2.97 ± 0.04

0.098

5.6

I

G032.7398+00.1940

12.9

7.36

< 0.099

46.7

5.83

3.51

1.82 ± 0.11

0.0066

4.08

C

P

C

G032.7492−00.0643

11.7

6.47

0.085

47.2

6.16

3.63

2.15 ± 0.06

0.014

4.49

I

P

I

G032.7966+00.1909

13.3

7.69

0.64

49.7

7.19

3.78

3.18 ± 0.04

0.17

5.05

2I+2C

I

2I+2C

G032.7982+00.1937

13.3

7.69

0.084

47.4

6.34

3.71

2.33 ± 0.05

0.022

P

P

I

G032.9273+00.6060

18.6

12.4

0.6

48.9

6.49

3.44

2.48 ± 0.05

0.031

5.54

I

I

I

G033.1328−00.0923

9.4

5.18

0.17

48.5

7.07

3.99

3.06 ± 0.04

0.12

5.28

C

C

C

G033.4163−00.0036

9.4

5.22

0.39

47.8

5.69

3.13

1.68 ± 0.05

0.0048

4.37

C

C

C

G033.8100−00.1864

11.1

6.22

0.086

48.1

7.05

4.08

3.04 ± 0.04

0.12

5.71

C+P

P

C+P

G033.9145+00.1105

6.7

4.76

0.32

48.5

6.61

3.64

2.6 ± 0.05

0.041

5.88

C

C

C

G034.0901+00.4365

11.4

6.46

0.11

47.1

5.92

3.49

1.91 ± 0.09

0.0082

4.36

I

C

I

G034.1978−00.5912

10.3

5.79

0.14

47

5.7

3.33

1.69 ± 0.12

0.0049

4.49

B

P

B

G034.2544+00.1460

3.58⋆

5.9

0.099

47.6

6.71

3.94

2.7 ± 0.05

0.051

I

I

I

G034.2571+00.1466

3.58⋆

5.9

0.033

46.7

6.61

4.08

2.6 ± 0.09

0.041

P

G034.2572+00.1535

2.1

6.87

0.057

47.8

7.43

4.42

3.42 ± 0.04

0.3

C

G034.2573+00.1523

2.1

6.87

< 0.015

46.3

7.05

4.52

3.04 ± 0.05

0.12

P

P

G034.2581+00.1533

2.1

6.87

< 0.015

46.2

6.9

4.45

2.89 ± 0.05

0.081

P

P

I

P
C

C
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Table B.1 – continued from previous page
Name

dh

dG

D

logNi

logEM

logne

logTb

(cm−6 pc)

(cm−3 )

(K)

τ5GHz,104 K

logLbol

Radio

MIR

Joint

(L⊙ )

morph

morph

morph

(kpc)

(kpc)

(pc)

(s−1 )

G034.4032+00.2277

2.1

6.87

< 0.018

45.5

6.17

4.05

2.16 ± 0.06

0.014

3.82

S

C

C

G034.5920+00.2434

16.4

10.6

0.18

47.7

6.14

3.49

2.13 ± 0.05

0.013

4.35

C

B

C

G035.0242+00.3502

10.4

5.97

< 0.078

47

6.38

3.83

2.37 ± 0.05

0.024

5.6

P

P

P

G035.0524−00.5177

10.6‡

6.07

0.17

47.8

6.4

3.65

2.39 ± 0.05

0.025

4.97

C

C

C

G035.4570−00.1791

9.72⋆

5.67

< 0.079

46.8

6.13

3.7

2.12 ± 0.07

0.013

4.31

C

P

C

G035.4669+00.1394

8.8

5.28

0.21

48.3

6.78

3.81

2.77 ± 0.04

0.061

5.7

C

C

C

G035.5781−00.0305

10.4

6.05

0.1

48.3

7.17

4.12

3.16 ± 0.04

0.15

5.59

C

C

G036.4057+00.0226

3.8

5.89

0.02

46.5

6.51

4.08

2.5 ± 0.04

0.032

4.28

C

G036.4062+00.0221

3.8

5.89

< 0.03

46.1

6.25

3.98

2.24 ± 0.06

0.017

G037.5457−00.1120

10

6.12

0.39

48.6

6.48

3.53

2.47 ± 0.04

0.03

G037.7347−00.1128

10.3

6.31

< 0.088

47.2

6.42

3.83

2.41 ± 0.05

G037.7562+00.5605

12.2⋆

7.55

0.41

47.7

5.56

3.06

G037.8197+00.4140

12.2

7.57

0.24

47.5

5.86

G037.8209+00.4125

12.2

7.57

0.095

47.4

G037.8683−00.6008

10

6.17

0.24

G037.8731−00.3996

9.4

5.87

G037.9723−00.0965

9.74⋆

G038.5493+00.1646

2.07‡

C

C+P

P

C+P

5.5

C

C

C

0.026

5.01

C

P

C

1.55 ± 0.10

0.0036

4.5

I

3.32

1.85 ± 0.07

0.007

6.32

3.69

2.3 ± 0.06

0.02

5.17

48.3

6.59

3.69

2.58 ± 0.04

0.039

0.4

49.3

7.21

3.89

3.2 ± 0.04

6.05

0.09

47.3

6.24

3.68

7

0.081

46.5

5.81

3.53

B
I

I

C

P

C

5.76

C

C

C

0.17

5.73

C

C

C

2.23 ± 0.06

0.017

3.84

C

C

C

1.8 ± 0.06

0.0063

I

C

C

G038.6465−00.2260

4.7

5.65

0.046

46.4

5.96

3.69

1.95 ± 0.08

0.009

3.61

C

P

C

G038.6529+00.0875

17.1

11.7

< 0.13

47.3

6.19

3.62

2.18 ± 0.06

0.015

4.9

P

P

C

G038.6934−00.4524

9.9

6.24

0.11

47.2

6.14

3.6

2.13 ± 0.06

0.014

4.22

C

P

C
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Name

dh

dG

D

logNi

logEM

logne

logTb

(cm−6 pc)

(cm−3 )

(K)

τ5GHz,104 K

logLbol

Radio

MIR

Joint

(L⊙ )

morph

morph

morph

(kpc)

(kpc)

(pc)

(s−1 )

G038.8756+00.3080

15.9

10.7

0.25

48.9

7.09

3.91

3.08 ± 0.04

0.13

5.43

C

C

C

G039.1956+00.2255

15.9

10.8

0.093

48.2

6.92

3.96

2.9 ± 0.04

0.084

5.49

C

P

C

G039.8824−00.3460

9.1

6.03

0.15

48.3

6.98

3.97

2.97 ± 0.04

0.098

4.63

C

B

C

G040.4251+00.7002

12.1

7.88

0.15

47.2

5.81

3.37

1.8 ± 0.09

0.0063

5.26

C

P

C

G041.7419+00.0973

11.8

7.86

0.31

48.5

6.56

3.62

2.55 ± 0.05

0.036

4.79

SL

SL

SL

G042.1090−00.4469

8.8

6.22

0.047

47

6.34

3.81

2.33 ± 0.05

0.022

4.37

C

P

C

G042.4345−00.2605

5.1

5.85

0.082

47.3

6.5

3.86

2.49 ± 0.05

0.032

5.21

B

C

B

G043.1460+00.0139

11.1

7.6

0.32

48.9

6.95

3.8

2.94 ± 0.04

0.092

I

C

I

G043.1489+00.0130

11.1

7.6

< 0.089

47.7

6.91

4.07

2.9 ± 0.06

0.083

5.09

P

P

P

G043.1520+00.0115

11.1

7.6

0.11

48.5

7.36

4.19

3.34 ± 0.05

0.25

I

P

C

G043.1651−00.0283

11.1

7.6

0.51

49.5

7.17

3.82

3.16 ± 0.04

0.16

C

C

C

G043.1652+00.0129

11.1

7.6

0.075

48.2

7.27

4.2

3.26 ± 0.05

0.2

P

G043.1657+00.0116

11.1

7.6

0.059

48

7.16

4.17

3.15 ± 0.05

0.15

I

P

C

G043.1665+00.0106

11.1

7.6

0.18

49.2

7.7

4.29

3.69 ± 0.04

0.68

I

P

I

G043.1674+00.0128

11.1

7.6

< 0.093

47.9

7.1

4.15

3.09 ± 0.05

0.13

C

P

C

G043.1677+00.0196

11.1

7.6

0.21

48.1

6.53

3.68

2.51 ± 0.07

0.033

B

C

C

G043.1684+00.0087

11.1

7.6

0.097

48.3

7.24

4.16

3.23 ± 0.05

0.19

C

P

C

G043.1684+00.0124

11.1

7.6

< 0.081

47.8

7.15

4.21

3.14 ± 0.05

0.15

C

G043.1699+00.0115

11.1

7.6

0.081

47.7

6.68

3.9

2.67 ± 0.08

0.048

C

P

C

SL

C

C

P

C/B

11.1

7.61

0.4

49.1

6.99

3.78

2.98 ± 0.04

0.1

G043.1706−00.0003

11.1

7.61

0.054

48.3

7.41

4.3

3.4 ± 0.04

0.29

5.68

5.84

B

C
C
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G043.1701+00.0078

5.47
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Table B.1 – continued from previous page
Name

dh

dG

D

logNi

logEM

logne

logTb

(cm−6 pc)

(cm−3 )

(K)

τ5GHz,104 K

logLbol

Radio

MIR

Joint

(L⊙ )

morph

morph

morph

(kpc)

(pc)

G043.1716+00.0001

11.1

7.61

0.12

47.8

6.56

3.79

2.55 ± 0.11

0.036

I

P

C

G043.1720+00.0080

11.1

7.61

0.11

48

6.86

3.94

2.85 ± 0.05

0.073

S

P

P

G043.1763+00.0248

11.1

7.61

0.23

48.2

6.59

3.69

2.58 ± 0.06

0.039

5.24

I

S

I

G043.1778−00.5181

8.2

6.15

0.28

48

6.25

3.49

2.24 ± 0.05

0.018

5.17

C

C

C

G043.2371−00.0453

11.9

8.15

0.2

48.4

6.8

3.82

2.79 ± 0.05

0.063

5.49

I

C

I

G043.3064−00.2114

4.4

6.1

0.043

46.5

6.2

3.82

2.19 ± 0.07

0.015

5.15

I

P

I

G043.7954−00.1274

9.2

6.63

0.045

47.3

6.57

3.92

2.56 ± 0.05

0.037

5.51

C+C

P

C+C

G043.7960−00.1286

9.2

6.63

0.08

46.9

5.94

3.54

1.93 ± 0.09

0.0085

P

P

P

G043.8894−00.7840

4.4

6.14

0.11

48

6.96

4.04

2.95 ± 0.04

0.094

4.23

C

C

C

G043.9675+00.9939

14.1

9.93

< 0.12

47.9

6.85

3.98

2.84 ± 0.04

0.072

5.28

C

P

C

G044.3103+00.0410

8

6.24

< 0.065

46.5

5.99

3.68

1.98 ± 0.08

0.0096

5.42

C+P

P

C+P

G044.4228+00.5377

17.9

13.2

< 0.14

47.1

5.92

3.48

1.91 ± 0.09

0.0082

4.51

C

P

C

G045.0694+00.1323

4.4

6.23

0.028

46.9

6.78

4.17

2.77 ± 0.04

0.061

G045.0712+00.1321

4.4

6.23

0.026

47.4

7.31

4.44

3.3 ± 0.04

0.22

5.64

S

P

C

G045.1223+00.1321

4.4

6.23

0.16

48.7

7.43

4.2

3.42 ± 0.04

0.3

5.31

B

B

B

G045.1242+00.1356

4.4

6.23

0.098

47

6.13

3.65

2.12 ± 0.08

0.013

B

B

B

G045.4545+00.0591

7.2

6.18

0.26

48.7

6.95

3.85

2.94 ± 0.04

0.091

C

C

C

G045.4559+00.0613

7.2

6.18

0.1

47.4

6.36

3.73

2.35 ± 0.07

0.022

C

P

C

C

5.63

P

C

G045.4656+00.0452

6

6.06

< 0.049

47.3

7.03

4.26

3.02 ± 0.04

0.11

5.12

P

P

G045.5431−00.0073

5.89⋆

6.07

0.17

47.2

5.84

3.39

1.83 ± 0.07

0.0068

3.96

C

C

G048.6099+00.0270

10.8‡

8.18

0.36

48.1

6.12

3.37

2.11 ± 0.05

0.013

5.09

C

C
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Name

dh

dG

D

logNi

logEM

logne

logTb

(cm−6 pc)

(cm−3 )

(K)

τ5GHz,104 K

logLbol

Radio

MIR

Joint

(L⊙ )

morph

morph

morph

(kpc)

(kpc)

(pc)

(s−1 )

G048.9296−00.2793

5.4

6.41

0.16

47.7

6.39

3.68

2.38 ± 0.04

0.024

4.36

I

I

I

G048.9901−00.2988

5.4

6.42

< 0.046

46.3

6.08

3.8

2.07 ± 0.10

0.012

4.93

B

P

B

G049.2679−00.3374

5.4

6.44

0.16

47.4

6.12

3.55

2.11 ± 0.07

0.013

4.18

C

C

C

G049.3666−00.3010

5.4

6.45

0.089

47.7

6.82

4.01

2.81 ± 0.11

0.067

C

C

C

G049.4640−00.3511

5.46⋆

6.46

0.15

48.3

7.02

4.01

3.01 ± 0.06

0.11

C

I

C

G049.4891−00.3763

5.46⋆

6.46

0.071

47.8

7.06

4.17

3.05 ± 0.07

0.12

5.67

I

C

C

G049.4905−00.3688

5.4

6.46

0.15

49

7.76

4.38

3.75 ± 0.04

0.83

5.36

B

S

B

G050.3152+00.6762

1.9

7.43

0.014

46.4

6.96

4.43

2.95 ± 0.04

0.094

3.93

G050.3157+00.6747

8.58⋆

7.26

0.4

47.7

5.58

3.07

1.57 ± 0.05

0.0037

G051.6785+00.7193

10.5

8.48

< 0.091

47.3

6.55

3.88

2.54 ± 0.04

0.035

G052.7533+00.3340

9.3

7.94

0.38

48.5

6.41

3.5

2.4 ± 0.04

G053.9589+00.0320

5

6.87

0.044

47

6.63

4.03

G058.7739+00.6457

4.4

7.27

0.049

45.9

5.51

G059.6027+00.9118

4.2

7.33

< 0.034

47

G060.8842−00.1286

2.16‡

7.68

< 0.016

G061.4763+00.0892

4.01⋆

7.47

G061.4770+00.0891

4.01⋆

G061.7207+00.8630

14.0‡

C

P

C

C

C

C

5.28

P

P

P

0.026

4.54

C

C

C

2.62 ± 0.04

0.043

4.7

C

P

C

3.46

1.50 ± 0.12

0.0031

4.42

B

P

B

7.08

4.36

3.07 ± 0.04

0.12

4.21

P

P

P

45.9

6.62

4.3

2.61 ± 0.05

0.041

4.23

C

C

C

0.12

48

6.93

4

2.92 ± 0.04

0.086

5.49

C

7.47

< 0.03

47

7.16

4.43

3.15 ± 0.04

0.15

12.5

0.13

48.3

6.94

3.95

2.92 ± 0.04

0.088

5.59

C

P

P

P

SL

P

SL
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Appendix C
Extended IR source fluxes

Name

S3.6µm (mJy)

S4.5µm (mJy)

S5.8µm (mJy)

S8.0µm (mJy)

[3.6]

[4.5]

[5.8]

[8.0]

G010.3009−00.1477

191.81 ± 80.80

316.14 ± 99.64

1982.12 ± 712.14

5117.70 ± 2547.03

10.69 ± 0.45

10.15 ± 0.34

8.16 ± 0.39

7.13 ± 0.54

G010.3204−00.2328

107.48 ± 3.13

159.13 ± 4.36

812.79 ± 22.51

1646.41 ± 53.34

11.32 ± 0.03

10.90 ± 0.03

9.13 ± 0.03

8.36 ± 0.03

G010.3204−00.2586

8.68 ± 2.98

57.50 ± 4.64

213.39 ± 41.53

495.73 ± 136.43

14.05 ± 0.37

12.00 ± 0.09

10.58 ± 0.21

9.66 ± 0.30

G010.6218−00.3848

5.80 ± 3.48

26.34 ± 4.77

14.49 ± 0.65

12.85 ± 0.20

9.65 ± 0.56

8.77 ± 0.67

11.22 ± 0.57

9.60 ± 0.33

G010.6223−00.3788
G010.6234−00.3837

53.54 ± 23.54
36.98 ± 15.23

147.58 ± 21.27

G010.6240−00.3813

12.08 ± 0.48
498.96 ± 259.22

1128.85 ± 700.78

117.75 ± 61.52

522.44 ± 159.40

12.48 ± 0.44

10.98 ± 0.16

106.73 ± 3.35

162.38 ± 3.85

1325.45 ± 29.06

3592.56 ± 83.78

11.33 ± 0.03

10.87 ± 0.03

8.59 ± 0.02

7.51 ± 0.03

G010.9584+00.0221

25.54 ± 2.71

85.09 ± 2.70

250.68 ± 22.46

522.95 ± 80.51

12.88 ± 0.11

11.58 ± 0.03

10.40 ± 0.10

9.60 ± 0.17

G010.9656+00.0089

47.99 ± 7.31

65.33 ± 7.72

378.14 ± 59.23

1163.15 ± 175.39

12.20 ± 0.16

11.86 ± 0.13

9.96 ± 0.17

8.74 ± 0.16

G011.0328+00.0274

15.93 ± 1.73

23.95 ± 1.64

201.82 ± 5.16

532.55 ± 10.22

13.39 ± 0.12

12.95 ± 0.07

10.64 ± 0.03

9.58 ± 0.02

G011.1104−00.3985

255.78 ± 14.95

391.37 ± 19.24

2148.49 ± 197.93

5957.55 ± 585.03

10.38 ± 0.06

9.92 ± 0.05

8.07 ± 0.10

6.96 ± 0.11

G011.1712−00.0662

119.78 ± 12.64

114.47 ± 11.19

691.14 ± 30.49

1766.80 ± 48.46

11.20 ± 0.11

11.25 ± 0.11

9.30 ± 0.05

8.28 ± 0.03

40.18 ± 4.12

118.80 ± 12.85

248.42 ± 30.12

12.39 ± 0.11

11.21 ± 0.12

10.41 ± 0.13

G011.9368−00.6158

256.25 ± 8.38

609.17 ± 14.57

3641.50 ± 77.35

10277.65 ± 103.72

10.38 ± 0.04

9.44 ± 0.03

7.50 ± 0.02

6.37 ± 0.01

G011.9446−00.0369

820.14 ± 101.43

1048.06 ± 82.95

4647.68 ± 513.01

13816.60 ± 1300.61

9.12 ± 0.13

8.85 ± 0.09

7.23 ± 0.12

6.05 ± 0.10

G012.1988−00.0345

29.57 ± 2.53

177.31 ± 2.66

512.85 ± 7.35

811.23 ± 12.64

12.72 ± 0.09

10.78 ± 0.02

9.63 ± 0.02

9.13 ± 0.02

G012.2081−00.1019

60.29 ± 8.03

53.71 ± 7.44

218.63 ± 46.01

623.32 ± 129.21

11.95 ± 0.14

12.07 ± 0.15

10.55 ± 0.23

9.41 ± 0.22
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G010.6297−00.3380

G011.9032−00.1407
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Table C.1 GLIMPSE fluxes and magnitudes of the sample of CORNISH UCHII regions, computed in this work. All flux values
and their associated errors are in mJy. Missing values are due to missing data, unreliable data, and the exclusion of non-detections.
The † symbol marks instances with possible saturation issues. Note that the magnitudes presented here are shown in the AB
system, for consistency with our UKIDSS results.
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Name

S3.6µm (mJy)

G012.4294−00.0479

S4.5µm (mJy)

S5.8µm (mJy)

S8.0µm (mJy)

15.77 ± 5.48

149.58 ± 59.20

498.99 ± 180.38

[3.6]

[4.5]

[5.8]

[8.0]

13.41 ± 0.37

10.96 ± 0.43

9.65 ± 0.39

G012.4317−01.1112

122.36 ± 8.64

235.54 ± 8.96

1969.68 ± 83.09

5774.60 ± 264.67

11.18 ± 0.08

10.47 ± 0.04

8.16 ± 0.05

7.00 ± 0.05

G012.8050−00.2007

914.06 ± 90.47

2585.81 ± 124.41

13458.14 ± 1259.96

40822.39 ± 3200.87

9.00 ± 0.11

7.87 ± 0.05

6.08 ± 0.10

4.87 ± 0.08

G012.8131−00.1976

101.42 ± 14.56

380.61 ± 21.59

2485.64 ± 279.36

7721.11 ± 700.72

11.38 ± 0.16

9.95 ± 0.06

7.91 ± 0.12

6.68 ± 0.10

G012.9995−00.3583

16.35 ± 0.98

60.61 ± 1.36

320.47 ± 5.36

802.16 ± 9.71

13.37 ± 0.06

11.94 ± 0.02

10.14 ± 0.02

9.14 ± 0.01

G013.2099−00.1428

44.47 ± 18.40

193.80 ± 25.50

1385.79 ± 201.71

3876.50 ± 669.53

12.28 ± 0.44

10.68 ± 0.14

8.55 ± 0.16

7.43 ± 0.19

G013.3850+00.0684

410.91 ± 42.92

521.85 ± 41.26

3639.65 ± 245.02

9936.61 ± 498.90

9.87 ± 0.11

9.61 ± 0.09

7.50 ± 0.07

6.41 ± 0.05

900.18 ± 419.46

6252.28 ± 2905.30

21687.65 ± 9209.99

9.01 ± 0.50

6.91 ± 0.50

5.56 ± 0.46

12.05 ± 0.19

9.80 ± 0.15

8.61 ± 0.13

13.42 ± 0.36

11.07 ± 0.27

9.82 ± 0.20

G013.8726+00.2818
G014.1741+00.0245

39.69 ± 11.61

G014.2460−00.0728

54.71 ± 9.87

436.16 ± 59.02

1309.20 ± 160.70

15.58 ± 5.25

134.93 ± 33.36

429.36 ± 80.03

12.40 ± 0.32

17.98 ± 1.94

65.09 ± 2.38

186.92 ± 8.35

338.53 ± 29.88

13.26 ± 0.12

11.87 ± 0.04

10.72 ± 0.05

10.08 ± 0.10

G014.7785−00.3328

8.86 ± 1.07

24.07 ± 1.04

96.88 ± 4.95

291.01 ± 12.93

14.03 ± 0.13

12.95 ± 0.05

11.43 ± 0.06

10.24 ± 0.05

G016.1448+00.0088

16.55 ± 2.29

29.86 ± 1.99

235.40 ± 7.96

635.54 ± 14.93

13.35 ± 0.15

12.71 ± 0.07

10.47 ± 0.04

9.39 ± 0.03

G016.3913−00.1383

78.31 ± 13.08

83.00 ± 11.12

384.31 ± 53.40

947.84 ± 97.22

11.67 ± 0.18

11.60 ± 0.14

9.94 ± 0.15

8.96 ± 0.11

G016.9445−00.0738

91.62 ± 5.62

188.82 ± 6.22

1034.45 ± 34.01

2645.22 ± 91.93

11.50 ± 0.07

10.71 ± 0.04

8.86 ± 0.04

7.84 ± 0.04

G017.0299−00.0696

28.70 ± 2.85

38.88 ± 2.66

97.05 ± 20.13

182.44 ± 71.63

12.76 ± 0.11

12.43 ± 0.07

11.43 ± 0.22

10.75 ± 0.42

G017.1141−00.1124

63.88 ± 4.15

80.79 ± 3.55

637.16 ± 14.37

1692.88 ± 26.65

11.89 ± 0.07

11.63 ± 0.05

9.39 ± 0.02

8.33 ± 0.02

G017.5549+00.1654

21.75 ± 2.53

26.90 ± 2.59

182.66 ± 35.80

485.29 ± 139.22

13.06 ± 0.13

12.83 ± 0.10

10.75 ± 0.21

9.68 ± 0.31

G017.9850+00.1266

104.15 ± 4.12

81.18 ± 3.40

390.02 ± 11.80

999.52 ± 12.53

11.36 ± 0.04

11.63 ± 0.05

9.92 ± 0.03

8.90 ± 0.01

G018.1460−00.2839

1395.50 ± 429.02

1693.76 ± 402.28

7930.30 ± 2666.90

24389.19 ± 7411.47

8.54 ± 0.33

8.33 ± 0.26

6.65 ± 0.36

5.43 ± 0.33

G018.3024−00.3910

1898.17 ± 57.13

2404.38 ± 59.05

14926.67 ± 460.53

39597.30 ± 856.07

8.20 ± 0.03

7.95 ± 0.03

5.97 ± 0.03

4.91 ± 0.02

G018.4433−00.0056

9.92 ± 2.22

19.13 ± 2.68

126.12 ± 11.92

393.09 ± 27.58

13.91 ± 0.24

13.20 ± 0.15

11.15 ± 0.10

9.91 ± 0.08
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Name

S3.6µm (mJy)

S4.5µm (mJy)

S5.8µm (mJy)

S8.0µm (mJy)

[3.6]

[4.5]

[5.8]

[8.0]

G018.4614−00.0038

31.09 ± 3.54

111.95 ± 3.01

358.18 ± 12.63

958.09 ± 23.80

12.67 ± 0.12

11.28 ± 0.03

10.01 ± 0.04

8.95 ± 0.03

G018.6654+00.0294

7.52 ± 2.38

16.02 ± 2.92

89.40 ± 7.87

232.82 ± 20.87

14.21 ± 0.34

13.39 ± 0.20

11.52 ± 0.10

10.48 ± 0.10

G018.7106+00.0002

49.17 ± 1.95

74.35 ± 1.91

285.55 ± 7.83

585.66 ± 19.86

12.17 ± 0.04

11.72 ± 0.03

10.26 ± 0.03

9.48 ± 0.04

G018.7612+00.2630

28.92 ± 6.59

45.43 ± 5.73

343.32 ± 27.21

903.15 ± 85.56

12.75 ± 0.25

12.26 ± 0.14

10.06 ± 0.09

9.01 ± 0.10

G018.8250−00.4675

53.07 ± 4.44

69.51 ± 2.92

601.06 ± 30.77

1433.97 ± 100.38

12.09 ± 0.09

11.79 ± 0.05

9.45 ± 0.06

8.51 ± 0.08

G019.0035+00.1280

13.53 ± 2.68

22.32 ± 3.12

106.10 ± 12.84

280.81 ± 17.05

13.57 ± 0.21

13.03 ± 0.15

11.34 ± 0.13

10.28 ± 0.07

G019.0754−00.2874

251.49 ± 74.31

375.62 ± 77.71

2487.01 ± 690.27

6920.80 ± 2186.79

10.40 ± 0.32

9.96 ± 0.22

7.91 ± 0.30

6.80 ± 0.34

G019.0767−00.2882

68.24 ± 6.47

100.86 ± 7.81

946.54 ± 90.19

3167.07 ± 296.65

11.81 ± 0.10

11.39 ± 0.08

8.96 ± 0.10

7.65 ± 0.10

G019.4752+00.1728

12.48 ± 3.03

27.45 ± 4.42

175.62 ± 27.95

483.39 ± 37.65

13.66 ± 0.26

12.80 ± 0.17

10.79 ± 0.17

9.69 ± 0.08

G019.6087−00.2351

760.05 ± 51.30

1310.98 ± 48.99

6499.63 ± 311.51

17921.26 ± 869.50

9.20 ± 0.07

8.61 ± 0.04

6.87 ± 0.05

5.77 ± 0.05

G019.6090−00.2313

56.47 ± 15.69

151.16 ± 15.49

652.04 ± 159.76

2260.90 ± 397.04

12.02 ± 0.30

10.95 ± 0.11

9.36 ± 0.26

8.01 ± 0.19

G019.7281−00.1135

34.63 ± 2.95

61.13 ± 2.29

546.84 ± 11.05

1412.71 ± 34.49

12.55 ± 0.09

11.93 ± 0.04

9.56 ± 0.02

8.52 ± 0.03

G020.0720−00.1421

115.94 ± 11.86

203.74 ± 11.73

846.74 ± 48.86

2385.06 ± 95.67

11.24 ± 0.11

10.63 ± 0.06

9.08 ± 0.06

7.96 ± 0.04

10.10 ± 2.36

83.23 ± 9.37

330.94 ± 12.02

13.89 ± 0.25

11.60 ± 0.12

10.10 ± 0.04

G020.0797−00.1337
22.21 ± 8.21

86.98 ± 9.52

281.08 ± 47.21

742.47 ± 22.29

13.03 ± 0.40

11.55 ± 0.12

10.28 ± 0.18

9.22 ± 0.03

G020.3633−00.0136

4.54 ± 2.59

17.40 ± 2.32

86.49 ± 5.55

251.89 ± 8.53

14.76 ± 0.62

13.30 ± 0.14

11.56 ± 0.07

10.40 ± 0.04

G020.9636−00.0744

10.17 ± 2.93

20.53 ± 2.78

140.53 ± 10.63

390.77 ± 32.59

13.88 ± 0.31

13.12 ± 0.15

11.03 ± 0.08

9.92 ± 0.09

G021.3855−00.2541

53.14 ± 2.75

108.23 ± 2.37

504.32 ± 12.87

1600.15 ± 17.22

12.09 ± 0.06

11.31 ± 0.02

9.64 ± 0.03

8.39 ± 0.01

G021.6034−00.1685

27.22 ± 3.30

34.99 ± 2.71

282.22 ± 9.96

754.83 ± 19.23

12.81 ± 0.13

12.54 ± 0.08

10.27 ± 0.04

9.21 ± 0.03

G021.8751+00.0075

211.88 ± 43.15

314.86 ± 47.90

2194.29 ± 227.29

6067.15 ± 537.18

10.58 ± 0.22

10.15 ± 0.16

8.05 ± 0.11

6.94 ± 0.10

G023.1974−00.0006

70.96 ± 3.14

90.61 ± 2.80

695.26 ± 18.21

1881.53 ± 59.25

11.77 ± 0.05

11.51 ± 0.03

9.29 ± 0.03

8.21 ± 0.03

G023.2654+00.0765

68.81 ± 5.87

117.37 ± 5.71

853.94 ± 48.71

2236.12 ± 95.03

11.81 ± 0.09

11.23 ± 0.05

9.07 ± 0.06

8.03 ± 0.05
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Name

S3.6µm (mJy)

S4.5µm (mJy)

S5.8µm (mJy)

S8.0µm (mJy)

[3.6]

[4.5]

[5.8]

[8.0]

G023.4835+00.0964

42.91 ± 3.19

55.98 ± 3.67

178.26 ± 27.42

298.54 ± 64.71

12.32 ± 0.08

12.03 ± 0.07

10.77 ± 0.17

10.21 ± 0.23

G023.7110+00.1705

227.87 ± 13.88

324.14 ± 17.80

1738.13 ± 150.25

5138.15 ± 396.72

10.51 ± 0.07

10.12 ± 0.06

8.30 ± 0.09

7.12 ± 0.08

G023.8618−00.1250

37.45 ± 5.17

56.44 ± 5.20

417.85 ± 55.07

976.60 ± 175.64

12.47 ± 0.15

12.02 ± 0.10

9.85 ± 0.14

8.93 ± 0.19

G023.8985+00.0647

54.81 ± 9.43

89.85 ± 10.68

607.22 ± 67.15

1417.84 ± 154.64

12.05 ± 0.19

11.52 ± 0.13

9.44 ± 0.12

8.52 ± 0.12

G023.9564+00.1493

1775.59 ± 57.21

2305.34 ± 61.92

13569.53 ± 491.26

37519.12 ± 1406.80

8.28 ± 0.03

7.99 ± 0.03

6.07 ± 0.04

4.96 ± 0.04

G024.1839+00.1199

30.76 ± 1.32

61.75 ± 1.22

268.60 ± 6.60

667.40 ± 16.03

12.68 ± 0.05

11.92 ± 0.02

10.33 ± 0.03

9.34 ± 0.03

G024.4698+00.4954
G024.4721+00.4877

524.66 ± 297.18
150.30 ± 28.44

188.65 ± 26.00

G024.4736+00.4950

106.84 ± 45.20

G024.5065−00.2224

290.25 ± 20.68

G024.8497+00.0881

9.60 ± 0.61

941.01 ± 273.80

4025.91 ± 1574.29

10.71 ± 0.15

8.97 ± 0.31

7.39 ± 0.42

139.24 ± 55.13

961.10 ± 548.22

405.36 ± 22.98

2601.48 ± 241.89

3734.72 ± 2386.14

11.33 ± 0.46

11.04 ± 0.43

8.94 ± 0.62

7.47 ± 0.69

7109.98 ± 767.93

10.24 ± 0.08

9.88 ± 0.06

7.86 ± 0.10

6.77 ± 0.12

77.97 ± 8.87

110.89 ± 14.29

541.36 ± 58.58

1424.67 ± 240.40

11.67 ± 0.12

11.29 ± 0.14

9.57 ± 0.12

8.52 ± 0.18

G025.3948+00.0332

72.83 ± 6.46

260.66 ± 7.16

1129.20 ± 37.97

2389.80 ± 106.08

11.74 ± 0.10

10.36 ± 0.03

8.77 ± 0.04

7.95 ± 0.05

G025.3970+00.5614

24.32 ± 1.55

93.97 ± 1.42

381.40 ± 10.54

913.01 ± 35.13

12.94 ± 0.07

11.47 ± 0.02

9.95 ± 0.03

9.00 ± 0.04

G025.3981−00.1411

389.84 ± 110.58

1001.96 ± 120.32

5658.69 ± 1120.13

16138.67 ± 3107.68

9.92 ± 0.31

8.90 ± 0.13

7.02 ± 0.21

5.88 ± 0.21

G025.3983+00.5617

40.72 ± 1.85

105.87 ± 1.81

506.75 ± 11.99

1177.70 ± 34.80

12.38 ± 0.05

11.34 ± 0.02

9.64 ± 0.03

8.72 ± 0.03

G025.3991−00.1366

49.22 ± 15.25

94.48 ± 22.34

811.57 ± 308.98

2525.76 ± 1045.67

12.17 ± 0.33

11.46 ± 0.26

9.13 ± 0.41

7.89 ± 0.45

G025.7157+00.0487

119.78 ± 2.88

165.50 ± 3.60

818.64 ± 18.74

2358.09 ± 56.92

11.20 ± 0.03

10.85 ± 0.02

9.12 ± 0.02

7.97 ± 0.03

G026.0916−00.0565

23.51 ± 3.67

32.99 ± 3.56

277.79 ± 20.92

722.48 ± 55.99

12.97 ± 0.17

12.60 ± 0.12

10.29 ± 0.08

9.25 ± 0.08

G026.1094−00.0937

26.39 ± 2.19

47.37 ± 2.12

150.53 ± 12.19

342.55 ± 34.26

12.85 ± 0.09

12.21 ± 0.05

10.96 ± 0.09

10.06 ± 0.11

G026.5976−00.0236

59.31 ± 3.18

232.09 ± 3.27

849.86 ± 26.07

1416.62 ± 35.68

11.97 ± 0.06

10.49 ± 0.02

9.08 ± 0.03

8.52 ± 0.03

G026.6089−00.2121

130.91 ± 9.34

147.16 ± 7.69

611.47 ± 27.40

1534.05 ± 63.55

11.11 ± 0.08

10.98 ± 0.06

9.43 ± 0.05

8.44 ± 0.04

G026.8304−00.2067

18.09 ± 2.36

22.84 ± 1.98

231.67 ± 8.11

635.05 ± 19.28

13.26 ± 0.14

13.00 ± 0.09

10.49 ± 0.04

9.39 ± 0.03
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Name

S3.6µm (mJy)

S4.5µm (mJy)

S5.8µm (mJy)

S8.0µm (mJy)

[3.6]

[4.5]

[5.8]

[8.0]

G027.1859−00.0816

30.24 ± 6.31

66.50 ± 5.97

339.28 ± 50.65

921.01 ± 105.02

12.70 ± 0.23

11.84 ± 0.10

10.07 ± 0.16

8.99 ± 0.12

G027.2800+00.1447

66.41 ± 15.56

118.31 ± 14.43

711.42 ± 123.84

2160.30 ± 356.56

11.84 ± 0.25

11.22 ± 0.13

9.27 ± 0.19

8.06 ± 0.18

G027.3644−00.1657

31.39 ± 6.31

60.12 ± 5.52

409.05 ± 66.10

1311.50 ± 216.18

12.66 ± 0.22

11.95 ± 0.10

9.87 ± 0.17

8.61 ± 0.18

G027.5637+00.0845

113.44 ± 17.22

121.82 ± 14.81

620.61 ± 73.59

1633.34 ± 212.29

11.26 ± 0.16

11.19 ± 0.13

9.42 ± 0.13

8.37 ± 0.14

G028.4518+00.0027

7.35 ± 1.67

14.40 ± 1.59

157.58 ± 11.77

426.25 ± 39.14

14.23 ± 0.25

13.50 ± 0.12

10.91 ± 0.08

9.83 ± 0.10

G028.5816+00.1447

22.57 ± 3.24

35.81 ± 3.48

272.12 ± 15.05

688.78 ± 26.33

13.02 ± 0.16

12.51 ± 0.10

10.31 ± 0.06

9.30 ± 0.04

G028.6082+00.0185

108.13 ± 7.08

194.96 ± 7.79

1265.97 ± 78.57

3237.33 ± 218.20

11.32 ± 0.07

10.68 ± 0.04

8.64 ± 0.07

7.62 ± 0.07

G028.6523+00.0273

51.05 ± 4.75

113.25 ± 5.15

649.34 ± 28.60

1720.71 ± 73.23

12.13 ± 0.10

11.26 ± 0.05

9.37 ± 0.05

8.31 ± 0.05

G028.6869+00.1770

110.74 ± 6.41

147.02 ± 5.85

1280.73 ± 64.02

3364.81 ± 216.00

11.29 ± 0.06

10.98 ± 0.04

8.63 ± 0.05

7.58 ± 0.07

G029.7704+00.2189

26.98 ± 4.21

37.95 ± 3.52

180.00 ± 16.38

487.54 ± 32.77

12.82 ± 0.17

12.45 ± 0.10

10.76 ± 0.10

9.68 ± 0.07

8.83 ± 1.04

23.89 ± 4.75

40.24 ± 11.39

14.03 ± 0.13

12.95 ± 0.21

12.39 ± 0.31

G030.0096−00.2734
42.90 ± 6.66

74.83 ± 6.14

647.62 ± 26.15

1848.75 ± 65.95

12.32 ± 0.17

11.71 ± 0.09

9.37 ± 0.04

8.23 ± 0.04

G030.5313+00.0205

221.93 ± 5.69

209.73 ± 6.48

1066.10 ± 82.44

3049.80 ± 220.26

10.53 ± 0.03

10.60 ± 0.03

8.83 ± 0.08

7.69 ± 0.08

G030.5353+00.0204

280.41 ± 13.63

403.72 ± 13.23

2221.58 ± 119.77

5625.50 ± 322.46

10.28 ± 0.05

9.88 ± 0.04

8.03 ± 0.06

7.02 ± 0.06

G030.5887−00.0428

101.76 ± 1.28

409.13 ± 1.52

1366.37 ± 11.89

1795.32 ± 30.59

11.38 ± 0.01

9.87 ± 0.00

8.56 ± 0.01

8.26 ± 0.02

G030.6881−00.0718

193.14 ± 16.70

360.17 ± 19.81

1842.89 ± 156.50

5928.66 ± 525.02

10.69 ± 0.09

10.01 ± 0.06

8.24 ± 0.09

6.97 ± 0.10

G030.7197−00.0829

103.00 ± 11.38

102.44 ± 9.37

422.69 ± 86.84

1044.04 ± 112.78

11.37 ± 0.12

11.37 ± 0.10

9.83 ± 0.22

8.85 ± 0.12

G030.7532−00.0511

894.17 ± 375.99

9.02 ± 0.45

G030.7579+00.2042

21.78 ± 3.47

53.65 ± 3.73

494.34 ± 25.26

1557.61 ± 73.18

13.05 ± 0.17

12.08 ± 0.08

9.66 ± 0.06

8.42 ± 0.05

G030.7661−00.0348

821.01 ± 25.07

1030.24 ± 57.64

2357.18 ± 415.24

5130.34 ± 1666.61

G030.9581+00.0869

94.82 ± 2.69

338.15 ± 3.75

1289.53 ± 20.84

2303.79 ± 13.07

9.11 ± 0.03

8.87 ± 0.06

7.97 ± 0.19

7.12 ± 0.35

11.46 ± 0.03

10.08 ± 0.01

8.62 ± 0.02

7.99 ± 0.01

G031.0495+00.4697

15.35 ± 1.05

22.91 ± 1.33

179.98 ± 7.20

452.47 ± 15.55

13.43 ± 0.07

13.00 ± 0.06

10.76 ± 0.04

9.76 ± 0.04
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Name

S3.6µm (mJy)

S4.5µm (mJy)

S5.8µm (mJy)

S8.0µm (mJy)

[3.6]

[4.5]

[5.8]

[8.0]

G031.0595+00.0922

13.25 ± 2.00

21.25 ± 2.38

237.44 ± 8.74

652.68 ± 28.83

13.59 ± 0.16

13.08 ± 0.12

10.46 ± 0.04

9.36 ± 0.05

G031.1590+00.0465

12.23 ± 1.64

26.60 ± 1.62

163.52 ± 9.23

473.97 ± 22.71

13.68 ± 0.14

12.84 ± 0.07

10.87 ± 0.06

9.71 ± 0.05

G031.1596+00.0448

11.28 ± 1.54

24.03 ± 1.64

141.49 ± 9.89

386.67 ± 29.22

13.77 ± 0.15

12.95 ± 0.07

11.02 ± 0.08

9.93 ± 0.08

G031.2420−00.1106

102.54 ± 9.58

149.96 ± 7.36

894.50 ± 47.67

2332.76 ± 116.65

11.37 ± 0.10

10.96 ± 0.05

9.02 ± 0.06

7.98 ± 0.05

G031.2435−00.1103

297.10 ± 3.89

212.20 ± 3.94

513.08 ± 30.06

1265.34 ± 99.72

10.22 ± 0.01

10.58 ± 0.02

9.62 ± 0.06

8.64 ± 0.09

G031.2448−00.1132

30.57 ± 3.65

44.75 ± 3.57

305.07 ± 25.61

847.95 ± 73.93

12.69 ± 0.13

12.27 ± 0.09

10.19 ± 0.09

9.08 ± 0.09

G031.3959−00.2570

255.27 ± 33.12

399.77 ± 28.76

1789.22 ± 277.93

4898.04 ± 845.34

10.38 ± 0.14

9.90 ± 0.08

8.27 ± 0.17

7.17 ± 0.19

G031.4130+00.3065

40.42 ± 11.84

121.78 ± 13.66

1058.07 ± 59.31

3157.47 ± 103.40

12.38 ± 0.32

11.19 ± 0.12

8.84 ± 0.06

7.65 ± 0.04

12.10 ± 2.51

38.12 ± 3.11

280.50 ± 12.78

781.33 ± 32.52

13.69 ± 0.22

12.45 ± 0.09

10.28 ± 0.05

9.17 ± 0.04

G032.0297+00.0491

195.53 ± 6.02

196.68 ± 5.18

1479.13 ± 25.79

3958.75 ± 77.25

10.67 ± 0.03

10.67 ± 0.03

8.47 ± 0.02

7.41 ± 0.02

G032.1502+00.1329

714.72 ± 85.40

718.35 ± 69.54

4660.34 ± 631.16

13715.66 ± 1894.70

9.26 ± 0.13

9.26 ± 0.10

7.23 ± 0.15

6.06 ± 0.15

G032.2730−00.2258

234.33 ± 21.21

227.17 ± 17.66

1293.33 ± 78.37

3634.94 ± 260.50

10.48 ± 0.10

10.51 ± 0.08

8.62 ± 0.07

7.50 ± 0.08

G032.4727+00.2036

205.35 ± 1.91

346.68 ± 1.96

784.93 ± 9.67

1495.90 ± 28.72

10.62 ± 0.01

10.05 ± 0.01

9.16 ± 0.01

8.46 ± 0.02

G032.7398+00.1940

9.64 ± 0.98

17.09 ± 0.92

126.21 ± 5.59

335.04 ± 15.87

13.94 ± 0.11

13.32 ± 0.06

11.15 ± 0.05

10.09 ± 0.05

G032.7492−00.0643†

288.71 ± 1.33

537.69 ± 1.63

1380.26 ± 7.30

1616.34 ± 8.32

10.25 ± 0.00

9.57 ± 0.00

8.55 ± 0.01

8.38 ± 0.01

G032.9273+00.6060

146.00 ± 11.41

182.68 ± 8.58

936.85 ± 48.02

2626.01 ± 125.84

10.99 ± 0.08

10.75 ± 0.05

8.97 ± 0.06

7.85 ± 0.05

G033.1328−00.0923

19.10 ± 4.59

79.33 ± 4.52

265.90 ± 37.60

586.27 ± 128.20

13.20 ± 0.26

11.65 ± 0.06

10.34 ± 0.15

9.48 ± 0.24

G033.4163−00.0036

274.35 ± 9.22

259.63 ± 10.10

997.27 ± 103.59

2321.88 ± 261.59

10.30 ± 0.04

10.36 ± 0.04

8.90 ± 0.11

7.99 ± 0.12

G033.8100−00.1864

318.18 ± 4.74

394.98 ± 7.29

3830.11 ± 54.64

6988.93 ± 76.97

10.14 ± 0.02

9.91 ± 0.02

7.44 ± 0.02

6.79 ± 0.01

G033.9145+00.1105

711.40 ± 20.66

925.40 ± 18.30

5839.29 ± 124.65

17553.89 ± 276.96

9.27 ± 0.03

8.98 ± 0.02

6.98 ± 0.02

5.79 ± 0.02

G034.0901+00.4365

37.11 ± 1.92

40.69 ± 2.60

354.66 ± 21.97

1060.27 ± 72.87

12.48 ± 0.06

12.38 ± 0.07

10.03 ± 0.07

8.84 ± 0.07

G034.1978−00.5912

53.29 ± 2.72

76.23 ± 2.71

717.16 ± 22.77

2058.83 ± 69.59

12.08 ± 0.06

11.69 ± 0.04

9.26 ± 0.03

8.12 ± 0.04
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Table C.1 – continued from previous page
Name

S3.6µm (mJy)

S4.5µm (mJy)

S5.8µm (mJy)

S8.0µm (mJy)

[3.6]

[4.5]

[5.8]

[8.0]

49.67 ± 0.79

130.38 ± 1.44

412.32 ± 7.94

931.48 ± 19.27

12.16 ± 0.02

11.11 ± 0.01

9.86 ± 0.02

8.98 ± 0.02

G034.5920+00.2434

14.42 ± 1.54

23.93 ± 1.52

182.79 ± 8.15

482.14 ± 25.29

13.50 ± 0.12

12.95 ± 0.07

10.75 ± 0.05

9.69 ± 0.06

G035.0242+00.3502

17.56 ± 1.21

116.41 ± 1.77

171.48 ± 10.37

13.29 ± 0.07

11.24 ± 0.02

10.81 ± 0.07

G035.0524−00.5177

90.38 ± 6.22

127.87 ± 7.94

785.46 ± 60.15

2342.59 ± 202.82

11.51 ± 0.07

11.13 ± 0.07

9.16 ± 0.08

7.98 ± 0.09

G035.4570−00.1791

1.65 ± 0.96

3.02 ± 0.90

20.94 ± 3.35

56.69 ± 6.23

15.86 ± 0.63

15.20 ± 0.32

13.10 ± 0.17

12.02 ± 0.12

G035.4669+00.1394

484.27 ± 3.12

668.88 ± 5.42

4448.55 ± 41.55

13779.98 ± 108.29

9.69 ± 0.01

9.34 ± 0.01

7.28 ± 0.01

6.05 ± 0.01

G035.5781−00.0305

63.64 ± 5.65

142.12 ± 5.79

506.18 ± 74.32

1380.06 ± 238.34

11.89 ± 0.10

11.02 ± 0.04

9.64 ± 0.16

8.55 ± 0.19

G036.4057+00.0226

75.91 ± 1.86

124.39 ± 1.75

561.88 ± 12.78

1345.25 ± 6.63

11.70 ± 0.03

11.16 ± 0.02

9.53 ± 0.02

8.58 ± 0.01

G036.4062+00.0221

55.10 ± 1.49

110.72 ± 1.64

501.24 ± 7.75

1244.41 ± 5.90

12.05 ± 0.03

11.29 ± 0.02

9.65 ± 0.02

8.66 ± 0.01

G037.5457−00.1120

355.43 ± 28.74

517.81 ± 25.57

2548.83 ± 542.22

6332.31 ± 1325.82

10.02 ± 0.09

9.61 ± 0.05

7.88 ± 0.23

6.90 ± 0.23

G037.7347−00.1128

6.36 ± 0.96

25.45 ± 1.11

79.50 ± 7.11

134.37 ± 15.19

14.39 ± 0.16

12.89 ± 0.05

11.65 ± 0.10

11.08 ± 0.12

G037.7562+00.5605

43.19 ± 3.20

53.63 ± 3.39

511.81 ± 24.83

1453.70 ± 74.01

12.31 ± 0.08

12.08 ± 0.07

9.63 ± 0.05

8.49 ± 0.05

G037.8197+00.4140

10.55 ± 1.60

18.52 ± 2.14

148.25 ± 7.57

470.25 ± 17.94

13.84 ± 0.16

13.23 ± 0.12

10.97 ± 0.06

9.72 ± 0.04

G037.8209+00.4125

8.08 ± 1.26

15.24 ± 1.56

116.91 ± 5.58

346.93 ± 17.94

14.13 ± 0.17

13.44 ± 0.11

11.23 ± 0.05

10.05 ± 0.06

G037.8683−00.6008

141.33 ± 2.80

212.42 ± 2.49

1104.76 ± 12.86

3111.53 ± 20.62

11.02 ± 0.02

10.58 ± 0.01

8.79 ± 0.01

7.67 ± 0.01

G037.9723−00.0965

8.41 ± 0.96

16.18 ± 0.97

117.41 ± 4.89

329.87 ± 12.67

14.09 ± 0.12

13.38 ± 0.06

11.23 ± 0.04

10.10 ± 0.04

G038.5493+00.1646

95.57 ± 5.16

104.48 ± 4.53

677.19 ± 27.61

2060.49 ± 37.39

11.45 ± 0.06

11.35 ± 0.05

9.32 ± 0.04

8.12 ± 0.02

G038.6465−00.2260

24.02 ± 2.10

38.61 ± 2.42

341.05 ± 16.30

891.27 ± 44.66

12.95 ± 0.09

12.43 ± 0.07

10.07 ± 0.05

9.02 ± 0.05

G038.6529+00.0875

2.44 ± 0.52

6.81 ± 0.67

56.82 ± 2.97

173.26 ± 5.79

15.43 ± 0.23

14.32 ± 0.11

12.01 ± 0.06

10.80 ± 0.04

G038.6934−00.4524

16.84 ± 1.13

30.05 ± 1.30

234.87 ± 5.29

648.54 ± 8.02

13.33 ± 0.07

12.71 ± 0.05

10.47 ± 0.02

9.37 ± 0.01

G038.8756+00.3080

48.16 ± 2.84

66.43 ± 3.90

396.82 ± 15.07

1100.65 ± 30.97

12.19 ± 0.06

11.84 ± 0.06

9.90 ± 0.04

8.80 ± 0.03

G039.1956+00.2255

27.49 ± 0.96

48.95 ± 1.14

220.85 ± 4.14

630.23 ± 9.07

12.80 ± 0.04

12.18 ± 0.03

10.54 ± 0.02

9.40 ± 0.02
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Table C.1 – continued from previous page
Name

S3.6µm (mJy)

S4.5µm (mJy)

S5.8µm (mJy)

S8.0µm (mJy)

[3.6]

[4.5]

[5.8]

[8.0]

G039.8824−00.3460

56.13 ± 2.88

115.25 ± 2.77

700.94 ± 21.96

1888.43 ± 63.74

12.03 ± 0.06

11.25 ± 0.03

9.29 ± 0.03

8.21 ± 0.04

G040.4251+00.7002

18.42 ± 1.68

57.91 ± 1.61

231.50 ± 16.84

605.19 ± 55.68

13.24 ± 0.10

11.99 ± 0.03

10.49 ± 0.08

9.45 ± 0.10

G041.7419+00.0973

135.80 ± 7.49

201.40 ± 7.00

1125.66 ± 61.24

3197.17 ± 144.94

11.07 ± 0.06

10.64 ± 0.04

8.77 ± 0.06

7.64 ± 0.05

G042.1090−00.4469

102.82 ± 3.74

139.53 ± 5.59

693.42 ± 20.68

1759.70 ± 64.85

11.37 ± 0.04

11.04 ± 0.04

9.30 ± 0.03

8.29 ± 0.04

G042.4345−00.2605

673.00 ± 3.59

884.65 ± 5.20

1998.88 ± 45.48

4439.75 ± 147.80

9.33 ± 0.01

9.03 ± 0.01

8.15 ± 0.02

7.28 ± 0.04

G043.1489+00.0130

340.70 ± 10.94

925.01 ± 16.48

4357.36 ± 159.72

6808.83 ± 475.75

10.07 ± 0.03

8.98 ± 0.02

7.30 ± 0.04

6.82 ± 0.08

G043.1520+00.0115

198.77 ± 10.16

406.81 ± 17.23

1666.28 ± 115.88

5187.89 ± 425.47

10.65 ± 0.06

9.88 ± 0.05

8.35 ± 0.08

7.11 ± 0.09

140.18 ± 9.94

1391.33 ± 155.20

2510.54 ± 642.52

11.03 ± 0.08

8.54 ± 0.12

7.90 ± 0.28

G043.1657+00.0116
G043.1665+00.0106

182.69 ± 30.73

1663.19 ± 338.49

3472.96 ± 1164.28

10.75 ± 0.18

8.35 ± 0.22

7.55 ± 0.36

G043.1674+00.0128

43.36 ± 3.71

134.68 ± 4.65

861.46 ± 70.11

2752.10 ± 326.89

12.31 ± 0.09

11.08 ± 0.04

9.06 ± 0.09

7.80 ± 0.13

G043.1677+00.0196

62.04 ± 7.91

141.54 ± 7.32

751.87 ± 126.99

2375.49 ± 389.76

11.92 ± 0.14

11.02 ± 0.06

9.21 ± 0.18

7.96 ± 0.18

G043.1684+00.0124

182.89 ± 4.47

342.97 ± 5.12

900.96 ± 74.74

2483.86 ± 305.79

10.74 ± 0.03

10.06 ± 0.02

9.01 ± 0.09

7.91 ± 0.13

G043.1699+00.0115

40.44 ± 8.92

105.66 ± 9.37

647.46 ± 102.37

1682.22 ± 327.76

12.38 ± 0.24

11.34 ± 0.10

9.37 ± 0.17

8.34 ± 0.21

G043.1701+00.0078

1189.51 ± 770.12

G043.1706−00.0003

23.93 ± 12.87

47.47 ± 24.79

447.07 ± 165.84

G043.1716+00.0001

55.98 ± 18.44

103.09 ± 34.48

790.68 ± 219.15

G043.1763+00.0248

133.77 ± 11.47

263.68 ± 21.63

G043.1778−00.5181

160.36 ± 8.79

G043.2371−00.0453

8.71 ± 0.70
12.21 ± 0.57

9.77 ± 0.40

2386.61 ± 1215.33

12.03 ± 0.36

11.37 ± 0.36

9.15 ± 0.30

7.96 ± 0.55

935.86 ± 219.71

3289.25 ± 719.00

11.08 ± 0.09

10.35 ± 0.09

8.97 ± 0.25

7.61 ± 0.24

233.12 ± 7.11

1549.17 ± 91.66

4098.20 ± 282.81

10.89 ± 0.06

10.48 ± 0.03

8.42 ± 0.06

7.37 ± 0.07

25.99 ± 2.27

78.06 ± 2.75

479.57 ± 16.91

1437.11 ± 68.83

12.86 ± 0.09

11.67 ± 0.04

9.70 ± 0.04

8.51 ± 0.05

G043.3064−00.2114

29.58 ± 0.51

68.73 ± 0.67

322.74 ± 2.92

807.95 ± 5.25

12.72 ± 0.02

11.81 ± 0.01

10.13 ± 0.01

9.13 ± 0.01

G043.7954−00.1274

55.90 ± 1.00

293.62 ± 1.81

939.12 ± 14.85

1831.11 ± 34.62

12.03 ± 0.02

10.23 ± 0.01

8.97 ± 0.02

8.24 ± 0.02

G043.7960−00.1286

59.29 ± 1.08

134.84 ± 1.47

798.18 ± 15.71

1934.54 ± 41.03

11.97 ± 0.02

11.08 ± 0.01

9.14 ± 0.02

8.18 ± 0.02
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Table C.1 – continued from previous page
Name

S3.6µm (mJy)

S4.5µm (mJy)

S5.8µm (mJy)

S8.0µm (mJy)

[3.6]

[4.5]

[5.8]

[8.0]

235.66 ± 6.39

375.67 ± 7.02

1818.43 ± 54.14

5420.25 ± 168.60

10.47 ± 0.03

9.96 ± 0.02

8.25 ± 0.03

7.06 ± 0.03

G043.9675+00.9939

32.88 ± 0.84

46.75 ± 0.78

202.65 ± 4.89

613.68 ± 8.63

12.61 ± 0.03

12.23 ± 0.02

10.63 ± 0.03

9.43 ± 0.02

G044.3103+00.0410

31.50 ± 0.58

41.65 ± 0.63

265.33 ± 3.55

653.53 ± 12.17

12.65 ± 0.02

12.35 ± 0.02

10.34 ± 0.01

9.36 ± 0.02

G044.4228+00.5377

4.97 ± 1.25

6.76 ± 1.27

77.43 ± 9.20

272.30 ± 23.22

14.66 ± 0.27

14.32 ± 0.20

11.68 ± 0.13

10.31 ± 0.09

G045.1242+00.1356

166.07 ± 32.99

260.89 ± 35.53

4049.91 ± 202.54

8943.36 ± 752.21

10.85 ± 0.21

10.36 ± 0.15

7.38 ± 0.05

6.52 ± 0.09

G045.4545+00.0591

704.08 ± 70.16

1487.07 ± 69.14

5402.69 ± 541.82

16875.34 ± 1621.34

9.28 ± 0.11

8.47 ± 0.05

7.07 ± 0.11

5.83 ± 0.10

G045.4559+00.0613

187.57 ± 32.14

393.95 ± 36.92

2661.24 ± 297.80

8733.53 ± 942.49

10.72 ± 0.18

9.91 ± 0.10

7.84 ± 0.12

6.55 ± 0.12

G045.4656+00.0452

32.56 ± 1.46

103.05 ± 3.25

98.79 ± 29.93

12.62 ± 0.05

11.37 ± 0.03

11.41 ± 0.33

G045.5431−00.0073

52.16 ± 5.67

74.41 ± 6.75

726.58 ± 44.00

2139.10 ± 126.27

12.11 ± 0.12

11.72 ± 0.10

9.25 ± 0.07

8.07 ± 0.06

G048.6099+00.0270

476.67 ± 12.12

427.73 ± 13.26

910.97 ± 153.20

2074.39 ± 506.61

9.70 ± 0.03

9.82 ± 0.03

9.00 ± 0.18

8.11 ± 0.26

G048.9296−00.2793

72.36 ± 37.48

120.43 ± 28.84

11.75 ± 0.56

11.20 ± 0.26

G048.9901−00.2988

40.73 ± 2.64

98.80 ± 3.89

12.38 ± 0.07

11.41 ± 0.04

10.75 ± 0.11

9.34 ± 0.13

G049.3666−00.3010

44.28 ± 27.27

116.96 ± 58.43

12.28 ± 0.67

11.23 ± 0.54

G049.4640−00.3511

46.41 ± 13.98

115.48 ± 19.44

734.54 ± 177.15

3201.85 ± 556.14

12.23 ± 0.33

11.24 ± 0.18

9.23 ± 0.26

7.64 ± 0.19

G050.3152+00.6762

79.77 ± 3.10

106.53 ± 3.07

858.95 ± 32.26

2480.15 ± 122.16

11.65 ± 0.04

11.33 ± 0.03

9.07 ± 0.04

7.91 ± 0.05

G050.3157+00.6747

191.53 ± 8.60

178.21 ± 8.04

1536.99 ± 67.06

4672.83 ± 195.93

10.69 ± 0.05

10.77 ± 0.05

8.43 ± 0.05

7.23 ± 0.05

G052.7533+00.3340

246.92 ± 9.27

275.77 ± 10.00

1925.19 ± 62.50

5219.79 ± 141.53

10.42 ± 0.04

10.30 ± 0.04

8.19 ± 0.04

7.11 ± 0.03

G053.9589+00.0320

72.29 ± 2.08

97.01 ± 1.67

674.40 ± 28.03

1980.35 ± 104.89

11.75 ± 0.03

11.43 ± 0.02

9.33 ± 0.04

8.16 ± 0.06

G058.7739+00.6457

108.24 ± 12.26

160.66 ± 9.43

1232.48 ± 101.73

3168.97 ± 343.44

11.31 ± 0.12

10.89 ± 0.06

8.67 ± 0.09

7.65 ± 0.12

G059.6027+00.9118

12.03 ± 2.75

13.70 ± 0.25

12.40 ± 0.07

11.40 ± 0.09

10.43 ± 0.05

9.21 ± 0.11

7.11 ± 0.35

5.91 ± 0.21

181.77 ± 18.48

667.17 ± 82.06

39.88 ± 2.74

99.68 ± 8.52

244.34 ± 10.79

G061.4763+00.0892

752.61 ± 76.83

5192.64 ± 1661.68

15695.08 ± 3054.71

G061.4770+00.0891

198.75 ± 55.98

10.65 ± 0.30
Continued on next page
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Table C.1 – continued from previous page
Name
G061.7207+00.8630

S3.6µm (mJy)
82.01 ± 1.02

S4.5µm (mJy)
87.55 ± 0.96

S5.8µm (mJy)
520.03 ± 6.93

S8.0µm (mJy)
1465.15 ± 16.38

[3.6]

[4.5]

[5.8]

[8.0]

11.62 ± 0.01

11.54 ± 0.01

9.61 ± 0.01

8.49 ± 0.01
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Name

SJ (mJy)

SH (mJy)

SK (mJy)

J

H

K

J −H

H −K

G010.3009−00.1477

1.47

3.54

4.64 ± 1.81

15.05

13.65

12.83 ± 0.42

1.40

0.81

G010.6297−00.3380

0.89

2.18

1.38 ± 0.58

15.59

14.17

14.15 ± 0.45

1.41

0.02

G010.9584+00.0221

0.66

1.86

1.63 ± 0.77

15.92

14.35

13.97 ± 0.51

1.57

0.38

G011.1104−00.3985

2.68

4.51

26.25 ± 1.53

14.39

13.39

10.95 ± 0.06

1.01

2.43

G011.9368−00.6158

1.94

3.90

6.65 ± 1.79

14.74

13.54

12.44 ± 0.29

1.20

1.10

G011.9446−00.0369

20.54

33.35 ± 18.56

43.24 ± 15.87

12.18

11.21 ± 0.60

10.41 ± 0.40

0.97

0.8 ± 0.72

4.48

5.24 ± 1.27

13.39

12.70 ± 0.26

G012.4317−01.1112
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Table C.2 UKIDSS fluxes, AB magnitudes and colours of the CORNISH UCHII regions with a visible counterpart in at least the K
band. All flux values and their associated errors are in mJy. Missing values are due to missing or unreliable data. All values
without a quoted error are limits (upper flux limits and their corresponding lower magnitude limits).

0.69

5.61

7.15 ± 4.35

30.26 ± 5.86

13.59

12.88 ± 0.66

10.80 ± 0.21

0.70

2.09 ± 0.69

G012.8131−00.1976

0.99

2.08

2.11 ± 0.86

15.47

14.22

13.69 ± 0.44

1.25

0.54

G014.1046+00.0918

0.76

2.43

2.17 ± 0.96

15.77

14.06

13.66 ± 0.48

1.71

0.40

G017.1141−00.1124

0.66

1.93

3.25 ± 0.85

15.91

14.31

13.22 ± 0.28

1.60

1.09

G018.1460−00.2839

10.90 ± 0.31

69.19 ± 11.81

91.95 ± 12.47

12.87 ± 0.03

10.42 ± 0.18

9.59 ± 0.15

2.45 ± 0.19

0.83 ± 0.24

G018.3024−00.3910

2.07 ± 0.10

17.23 ± 4.71

66.23 ± 4.80

14.67 ± 0.05

11.93 ± 0.29

9.95 ± 0.08

2.74 ± 0.30

1.98 ± 0.31

G018.8250−00.4675

0.53

1.30

1.17 ± 0.60

16.16

14.74

14.33 ± 0.56

1.42

0.41

G019.0754−00.2874

2.09

5.29

27.71 ± 2.33

14.66

13.21

10.89 ± 0.09

1.45

2.32

G019.6087−00.2351

10.36

31.23

33.87 ± 8.43

12.92

11.28

10.68 ± 0.27

1.64

0.61

G019.6090−00.2313

2.19

6.61

8.26 ± 2.05

14.61

12.97

12.21 ± 0.27

1.64

0.76

G020.0720−00.1421

2.46

7.08

14.25 ± 2.46

14.49

12.90

11.62 ± 0.19

1.59

1.28

G021.3571−00.1766

0.55

1.87

2.87 ± 0.70

16.12

14.34

13.35 ± 0.26

1.78

0.99

Continued on next page
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G012.8050−00.2007

Table C.2 – continued from previous page
Name

SJ (mJy)

SH (mJy)

SK (mJy)

J

H

J −H

K

H −K

G021.3855−00.2541

0.75

2.27

3.32 ± 0.81

15.78

14.13

13.20 ± 0.26

1.65

0.93

G023.1974−00.0006

0.65

2.09 ± 0.51

3.95 ± 0.53

15.93

14.22 ± 0.26

13.01 ± 0.14

1.71

1.21 ± 0.30

G023.2654+00.0765

1.13

2.45

2.66 ± 0.89

15.33

14.05

13.44 ± 0.36

1.29

0.61

G023.7110+00.1705

0.87

6.19 ± 0.84

8.85 ± 0.92

15.62

13.04 ± 0.15

12.13 ± 0.11

2.57

0.91 ± 0.18

G024.4698+00.4954

0.94 ± 0.22

2.41 ± 0.57

3.60 ± 0.77

15.53 ± 0.26

14.06 ± 0.25

13.11 ± 0.23

1.47 ± 0.36

0.95 ± 0.34

G024.4721+00.4877

4.71 ± 0.31

12.92 ± 0.92

14.20 ± 1.34

13.78 ± 0.07

12.24 ± 0.08

11.62 ± 0.10

1.54 ± 0.11

0.62 ± 0.13

G024.4736+00.4950

1.23

2.55

4.74 ± 1.12

15.24

14.00

12.81 ± 0.26

1.23

1.19

G024.5065−00.2224

1.23

2.63

10.76 ± 1.36

15.23

13.97

11.92 ± 0.14

1.26

2.05

17.74 ± 1.51

76.01 ± 8.15

93.97 ± 5.22

12.34 ± 0.09

10.32 ± 0.12

9.57 ± 0.06

2.02 ± 0.15

0.75 ± 0.13

8.49 ± 0.41

51.78 ± 3.33

80.95 ± 2.67

13.14 ± 0.05

10.74 ± 0.07

9.73 ± 0.04

2.4 ± 0.09

1.01 ± 0.08

G025.3981−00.1411

2.60

6.13

4.92 ± 2.38

14.43

13.05

12.77 ± 0.52

1.37

0.28

G025.8011−00.1568

0.40

3.56 ± 0.31

8.45 ± 0.39

16.47

13.64 ± 0.09

12.18 ± 0.05

2.83

1.46 ± 0.11

G027.2800+00.1447

3.45

9.12

8.15 ± 2.60

14.12

12.62

12.22 ± 0.34

1.50

0.40

G028.2879−00.3641

9.16 ± 0.44

40.46 ± 1.35

57.53 ± 2.95

13.06 ± 0.05

11.00 ± 0.04

10.10 ± 0.06

2.05 ± 0.06

0.9 ± 0.07

G028.6082+00.0185

0.34

0.79 ± 0.25

9.50 ± 0.66

16.63

15.28 ± 0.34

12.06 ± 0.07

1.35

3.22 ± 0.35

G028.6869+00.1770

0.51

1.35

8.65 ± 0.99

16.19

14.70

12.16 ± 0.12

1.49

2.54

G029.9559−00.0168

8.11 ± 1.34

50.68 ± 2.69

109.83 ± 3.11

13.19 ± 0.18

10.76 ± 0.06

9.40 ± 0.03

2.43 ± 0.19

1.36 ± 0.06

G030.5353+00.0204

1.98

3.66

28.94 ± 1.32

14.72

13.61

10.85 ± 0.05

1.11

2.76

G030.6881−00.0718

0.99

1.80

7.67 ± 1.25

15.48

14.39

12.29 ± 0.18

1.09

2.10

G030.7532−00.0511

0.39

0.89

2.92

16.49

15.15

13.33

1.34

1.81

G030.7661−00.0348

0.41

5.30 ± 0.46

36.20 ± 2.10

16.44

13.21 ± 0.09

10.60 ± 0.06

3.23

2.61 ± 0.11

G030.8662+00.1143

0.48

0.88

1.95

16.26

15.16

13.77

1.10

1.39

Continued on next page
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G025.3809−00.1815
G025.3824−00.1812
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Table C.2 – continued from previous page
Name

SJ (mJy)

SH (mJy)

SK (mJy)

J

H

J −H

K

H −K

G031.0495+00.4697

0.17

0.32

0.97

17.37

16.25

14.53

1.12

1.72

G031.2435−00.1103

0.59 ± 0.15

3.09 ± 0.46

6.20 ± 0.86

16.03 ± 0.28

13.80 ± 0.16

12.52 ± 0.15

2.23 ± 0.32

1.28 ± 0.22

G031.3959−00.2570

12.52 ± 0.14

11.76 ± 0.01

−11.76

0.77

1.00 ± 0.43

5.16 ± 1.00

15.74

15.02 ± 0.46

12.72 ± 0.21

0.72

2.31 ± 0.51

G032.1502+00.1329

6.45 ± 1.07

21.64 ± 2.28

45.80 ± 4.71

13.44 ± 0.18

11.68 ± 0.11

10.35 ± 0.11

1.75 ± 0.21

1.34 ± 0.16

G032.4727+00.2036

0.30

4.54 ± 0.25

17.25 ± 0.65

16.76

13.38 ± 0.06

11.41 ± 0.04

3.38

1.97 ± 0.07

G032.7492−00.0643

0.76

2.06

8.73 ± 0.71

15.76

14.23

12.15 ± 0.09

1.52

2.09

G032.7966+00.1909

4.94

10.02

33.71 ± 4.00

13.73

12.52

10.68 ± 0.13

1.21

1.84

G034.2544+00.1460

1.06

2.22

9.73 ± 1.31

15.40

14.15

12.03 ± 0.15

1.24

2.13

G034.2571+00.1466

0.55

1.17

6.18 ± 0.78

16.12

14.85

12.52 ± 0.14

1.26

2.33

G034.4032+00.2277

0.40

0.75

3.00 ± 0.30

16.47

15.33

13.31 ± 0.11

1.14

2.02

G035.0524−00.5177

0.77

1.56 ± 0.53

4.34 ± 0.68

15.74

14.54 ± 0.37

12.91 ± 0.17

1.20

1.63 ± 0.40

G035.5781−00.0305

0.63

1.71

3.23 ± 0.66

15.96

14.44

13.23 ± 0.22

1.52

1.21

G036.4057+00.0226

0.36

0.79

3.06 ± 0.35

16.58

15.27

13.29 ± 0.12

1.31

1.99

G037.5457−00.1120

2.57

8.69 ± 1.71

11.62 ± 2.00

14.44

12.67 ± 0.21

11.84 ± 0.19

1.76

0.84 ± 0.28

G037.8683−00.6008

1.26

1.68 ± 1.09

5.26 ± 1.13

15.21

14.46 ± 0.70

12.70 ± 0.23

0.76

1.76 ± 0.74

G039.8824−00.3460

1.08

2.09

1.46 ± 0.81

15.38

14.22

14.09 ± 0.60

1.16

0.13

G042.1090−00.4469

0.39

1.15 ± 0.31

4.35 ± 0.45

16.50

14.87 ± 0.29

12.90 ± 0.11

1.63

1.97 ± 0.31

G042.4345−00.2605

0.57

1.76

10.87 ± 0.74

16.06

14.41

11.91 ± 0.07

1.66

2.50

G043.1651−00.0283

2.62 ± 0.07

12.81 ± 0.25

13.98 ± 0.03

11.73 ± 0.02

G043.1677+00.0196

0.75

1.83

1.46 ± 0.72

15.78

14.37

14.09 ± 0.54

1.41

2.25 ± 0.04
0.28

G043.1763+00.0248

0.85

3.35 ± 0.67

7.96 ± 0.77

15.64

13.71 ± 0.22

12.25 ± 0.10

1.94

1.46 ± 0.24

Continued on next page
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G032.0297+00.0491

Table C.2 – continued from previous page
Name

SJ (mJy)

G043.7960−00.1286

SH (mJy)

SK (mJy)

0.92

2.02 ± 0.30

J

H

K
15.12

13.74 ± 0.16

J −H

H −K
1.38

G043.8894−00.7840

1.58

3.74 ± 1.01

11.72 ± 0.93

14.97

13.59 ± 0.29

11.83 ± 0.09

1.38

1.76 ± 0.30

G043.9675+00.9939

0.25

0.55

2.30 ± 0.40

16.96

15.67

13.60 ± 0.19

1.29

2.07

G044.3103+00.0410

0.31

0.71

1.60 ± 0.27

16.74

15.40

13.99 ± 0.18

1.34

1.40

G045.0694+00.1323

1.55 ± 0.05

14.02 ± 0.04

−14.02

G045.1223+00.1321

15.09 ± 1.19

32.43 ± 2.74

149.19 ± 2.81

12.52 ± 0.08

11.24 ± 0.09

9.07 ± 0.02

1.27 ± 0.12

2.18 ± 0.09

G045.1242+00.1356

1.07

8.22

8.20 ± 1.06

15.39

12.73

12.22 ± 0.14

2.65

0.52

G045.4545+00.0591

17.78 ± 0.94

32.43 ± 2.14

40.46 ± 3.23

12.34 ± 0.06

11.24 ± 0.07

10.48 ± 0.09

1.09 ± 0.09

0.76 ± 0.11

G045.4559+00.0613

0.95

2.16

8.90 ± 1.20

15.52

14.18

12.13 ± 0.15

1.34

2.06

G045.4656+00.0452

0.37

0.81

3.10 ± 0.39

16.53

15.24

13.27 ± 0.14

1.29

1.97

G048.6099+00.0270

1.15

4.02

5.67 ± 3.93

15.31

13.51

12.62 ± 0.75

1.80

0.89

G049.3666−00.3010

0.83

1.65

1.74 ± 0.66

15.67

14.48

13.90 ± 0.41

1.19

0.58

G049.4905−00.3688

5.44 ± 0.41

47.46 ± 1.21

134.25 ± 1.77

13.62 ± 0.08

10.83 ± 0.03

9.18 ± 0.01

2.79 ± 0.09

1.65 ± 0.03

G050.3152+00.6762

0.51

3.62

3.17 ± 0.56

16.18

13.63

13.25 ± 0.19

2.56

0.38

G050.3157+00.6747

1.68 ± 0.68

7.27 ± 1.41

11.06 ± 1.47

14.90 ± 0.44

12.87 ± 0.21

11.89 ± 0.14

2.03 ± 0.49

0.98 ± 0.25

G052.7533+00.3340

2.42

5.06

8.61 ± 1.77

14.50

13.26

12.16 ± 0.22

1.24

1.10

G053.9589+00.0320

0.44

0.87

2.84 ± 0.42

16.35

15.17

13.37 ± 0.16

1.18

1.80

G058.7739+00.6457

0.67

2.86 ± 0.62

5.15 ± 0.52

15.89

13.88 ± 0.23

12.72 ± 0.11

2.01

1.16 ± 0.26

0.95

4.89 ± 0.64

15.08

12.78 ± 0.14

0.93

8.55 ± 0.35

15.10

12.17 ± 0.04

G060.8842−00.1286
G061.7207+00.8630

0.47

16.27

2.30
1.17

2.93
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Name

AH

AK

AV (H)

AV (K)

AV (J − H)

AV (H − K)

G010.3009−00.1477

4.16

4.03 ± 0.44

36.71

35.49 ± 3.85

19.60

9.37

G010.6297−00.3380

1.24

1.9 ± 0.46

10.97

16.74 ± 4.08

19.74

−1.89

G010.9584+00.0221

3.59

3.89 ± 0.52

31.69

34.31 ± 4.6

21.31

3.17

G011.1104−00.3985

3.11

1.36 ± 0.07

27.45

11.96 ± 0.65

15.63

32.41

G011.9368−00.6158

4.72

4.29 ± 0.31

41.57

37.84 ± 2.77

17.57

13.43

G011.9446−00.0369

2.17 ± 0.60

2.04 ± 0.40

19.1 ± 5.33

17.98 ± 3.54

15.24 ± 6.07

9.21 ± 10.24

G012.4317−01.1112

1.51

1.49 ± 0.27

13.29

13.15 ± 2.38

G012.8050−00.2007

6.65 ± 0.68

5.24 ± 0.25

58.65 ± 6.00

46.22 ± 2.22

12.58 ± 6.65

27.48 ± 9.81

G012.8131−00.1976

5.68

5.82 ± 0.47

50.08

51.32 ± 4.18

18.09

5.41

G014.1046+00.0918

1.05

1.33 ± 0.48

9.27

11.72 ± 4.22

22.74

3.45

G017.1141−00.1124

0.91

0.5 ± 0.28

8.06

4.44 ± 2.5

21.63

13.26

G018.1460−00.2839

1.27 ± 0.19

1.12 ± 0.15

11.18 ± 1.66

9.83 ± 1.32

30.2 ± 1.89

9.59 ± 3.35

G018.3024−00.3910

3.21 ± 0.31

1.91 ± 0.09

28.32 ± 2.71

16.81 ± 0.83

33.18 ± 3.03

26 ± 4.34

G018.8250−00.4675

0.90

1.17 ± 0.56

7.90

10.28 ± 4.95

19.81

3.56

G019.0754−00.2874

3.18

1.54 ± 0.10

28.03

13.55 ± 0.89

20.15

30.77

G019.6087−00.2351

3.46

3.52 ± 0.29

30.48

31.07 ± 2.51

22.03

6.45

G019.6090−00.2313

2.52

2.44 ± 0.28

22.26

21.48 ± 2.45

22.06

8.66

G020.0720−00.1421

2.22

1.61 ± 0.19

19.56

14.23 ± 1.7

21.53

16.02
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Table C.3 Extinctions towards the CORNISH UCHII with visible near-IR nebulae (at least in the K band), computed from the
measured near-IR fluxes using four different methods. Aλ /AV ratios were computed following Cardelli et al. [1989]: those are ∼
0.28, 0.18, and 0.11, for UKIDSS λ = J, H, K, respectively, assuming RV = 3.1. Missing values in the table are due to missing or
unreliable data. All values without a quoted error are lower limits.

7.64

Extended IR source fluxes
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Table C.3 – continued from previous page
Name

AH

AV (H)

AK

AV (K)

AV (J − H)

AV (H − K)

G021.3571−00.1766

1.35

1.04 ± 0.26

11.91

9.16 ± 2.33

23.41

11.85

G021.3855−00.2541

2.79

2.53 ± 0.28

24.57

22.32 ± 2.43

22.12

11.05

G023.1974−00.0006

0.24 ± 0.26

−0.3 ± 0.15

2.09 ± 2.30

−2.63 ± 1.28

22.76 ± 2.64

15.03 ± 4.25

G023.2654+00.0765

2.43

2.5 ± 0.37

21.43

22.02 ± 3.27

18.47

6.46

G023.7110+00.1705

2.36 ± 0.16

2.12 ± 0.13

20.77 ± 1.43

18.72 ± 1.13

31.47 ± 1.49

10.72 ± 2.63

G024.4698+00.4954

1.25 ± 0.26

0.98 ± 0.24

11.06 ± 2.29

8.62 ± 2.08

20.32 ± 3.64

11.35 ± 4.87

G024.4721+00.4877

0.11 ± 0.08

0.17 ± 0.10

1.01 ± 0.68

1.47 ± 0.9

20.99 ± 1.06

6.66 ± 1.81

G024.4736+00.4950

2.51

2 ± 0.27

22.16

17.6 ± 2.34

17.94

14.76

G024.5065−00.2224

3.27

1.9 ± 0.15

28.82

16.71 ± 1.29

18.22

26.96

G025.3809−00.1815

0.49 ± 0.12

0.42 ± 0.06

4.36 ± 1.03

3.69 ± 0.54

25.89 ± 1.49

8.48 ± 1.85

G025.3824−00.1812

0.01 ± 0.07

−0.32 ± 0.04

0.05 ± 0.61

−2.86 ± 0.33

29.76 ± 0.88

12.1 ± 1.11

G025.3981−00.1411

4.89

5.29 ± 0.54

43.12

46.6 ± 4.77

19.35

1.80

G025.8011−00.1568

0.92 ± 0.10

0.14 ± 0.05

8.1 ± 0.85

1.21 ± 0.44

34.03 ± 0.94

18.54 ± 1.49

G027.2800+00.1447

2.72

2.99 ± 0.36

23.95

26.39 ± 3.14

20.59

3.47

G028.2879−00.3641

1.38 ± 0.05

1.15 ± 0.06

12.13 ± 0.47

10.13 ± 0.57

26.22 ± 0.64

10.64 ± 0.94

G028.6082+00.0185

4.6 ± 0.36

2.05 ± 0.10

40.53 ± 3.21

18.11 ± 0.84

19.12 ± 3.42

43.6 ± 4.93

G028.6869+00.1770

3.25

1.38 ± 0.13

28.62

12.18 ± 1.16

20.57

33.93

G029.9559−00.0168

3.01 ± 0.10

2.33 ± 0.07

26.53 ± 0.91

20.5 ± 0.65

30.02 ± 1.90

17.15 ± 0.92

G030.5353+00.0204

4.26

2.17 ± 0.08

37.52

19.11 ± 0.69

16.70

37.12

G030.6881−00.0718

4.57

3.15 ± 0.20

40.33

27.81 ± 1.75

16.48

27.62

4.86

3.73

42.87

32.85

19.04

23.57

G030.7661−00.0348

1.58 ± 0.12

−0.35 ± 0.06

13.95 ± 1.09

−3.07 ± 0.57

38.11 ± 0.96

34.88 ± 1.61

Continued on next page
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G030.7532−00.0511
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Table C.3 – continued from previous page
Name

AH

AV (H)

AK

AV (K)

AV (J − H)

AV (H − K)

G030.8662+00.1143

4.96

4.25

43.71

37.45

16.61

17.52

G031.0495+00.4697

2.61

1.56

22.98

13.76

16.77

22.29

G031.2435−00.1103

3.68 ± 0.19

3.08 ± 0.17

32.45 ± 1.68

27.17 ± 1.51

28.05 ± 3.27

15.94 ± 3.13

G031.3959−00.2570

−11.71

0.72 ± 0.03

G032.0297+00.0491

2.11 ± 0.47

0.48 ± 0.21

18.57 ± 4.14

4.21 ± 1.86

12.72 ± 4.66

30.58 ± 7.21

G032.1502+00.1329

2.02 ± 0.13

1.36 ± 0.12

17.78 ± 1.17

11.98 ± 1.06

23.2 ± 2.15

16.78 ± 2.26

G032.4727+00.2036

1.87 ± 0.08

0.57 ± 0.04

16.46 ± 0.72

5.04 ± 0.39

39.61 ± 0.61

25.83 ± 1.03

G032.7492−00.0643

0.55

−0.86 ± 0.09

4.81

−7.62 ± 0.82

20.85

27.47

G032.7966+00.1909

4.77

3.61 ± 0.16

42.07

31.82 ± 1.42

17.68

23.94

G034.2544+00.1460

4.04

2.59 ± 0.17

35.60

22.83 ± 1.49

18.03

28.02

G034.2571+00.1466

2.57

0.91 ± 0.15

22.65

8.06 ± 1.29

18.23

30.96

G034.4032+00.2277

1.22

−0.12 ± 0.11

10.76

−1.08 ± 0.96

17.00

26.51

G035.0524−00.5177

2.63 ± 0.38

1.68 ± 0.18

23.21 ± 3.33

14.77 ± 1.56

17.6 ± 3.71

21.03 ± 5.74

G035.5781−00.0305

3.64

3.1 ± 0.24

32.09

27.36 ± 2.1

20.87

15.04

G036.4057+00.0226

2.16

0.85 ± 0.13

19.05

7.5 ± 1.11

18.69

26.05

G037.5457−00.1120

2.71 ± 0.23

2.55 ± 0.20

23.91 ± 2.02

22.5 ± 1.77

23.29 ± 2.15

9.69 ± 4.02

G037.8683−00.6008

3.78 ± 0.71

2.7 ± 0.25

33.31 ± 6.25

23.78 ± 2.18

13.12 ± 7.07

22.8 ± 10.48

G039.8824−00.3460

3.84

4.39 ± 0.61

33.87

38.69 ± 5.4

17.17

−0.37

G042.1090−00.4469

1.31 ± 0.29

0.02 ± 0.11

11.55 ± 2.59

0.19 ± 0.99

21.92 ± 2.94

25.75 ± 4.44

22.20

6.34 ± 0.26

2.73

0.91 ± 0.08

24.07

8.01 ± 0.7

G043.1651−00.0283

6.08 ± 0.18

4.51 ± 0.13

53.57 ± 1.58

39.74 ± 1.17

G043.1677+00.0196

3.04

3.44 ± 0.56

26.78

30.31 ± 4.92

33.33
29.73 ± 0.5

19.75

1.72

Continued on next page
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G042.4345−00.2605

Table C.3 – continued from previous page
Name

AH

AK

AV (H)

AV (K)

AV (J − H)

AV (H − K)

25.03 ± 2.19

18.57 ± 3.42

G043.1763+00.0248

2.73 ± 0.24

1.95 ± 0.13

24.07 ± 2.15

17.16 ± 1.16

G043.7960−00.1286

1.11

0.4 ± 0.16

9.78

3.57 ± 1.43

G043.8894−00.7840

3.91 ± 0.31

2.83 ± 0.12

34.49 ± 2.75

24.92 ± 1.02

19.41 ± 2.95

22.85 ± 4.33

G043.9675+00.9939

3.23

1.83 ± 0.20

28.44

16.14 ± 1.73

18.49

27.25

G044.3103+00.0410

0.76

0.03 ± 0.18

6.68

0.27 ± 1.59

19.04

17.76

G045.0694+00.1323

−12.32

2.38 ± 0.08

G045.1223+00.1321

3.45 ± 0.13

1.95 ± 0.06

30.39 ± 1.16

17.15 ± 0.51

18.32 ± 1.26

28.77 ± 1.33

G045.1242+00.1356

0.74

0.9 ± 0.15

6.53

7.93 ± 1.31

32.30

5.15

G045.4545+00.0591

2.29 ± 0.10

2.21 ± 0.11

20.2 ± 0.85

19.45 ± 0.94

16.52 ± 0.92

8.62 ± 1.59

G045.4559+00.0613

1.98

0.6 ± 0.15

17.47

5.3 ± 1.3

18.99

27.05

G045.4656+00.0452

3.25

1.95 ± 0.15

28.62

17.2 ± 1.31

18.49

25.83

G048.6099+00.0270

2.32

2.1 ± 0.75

20.47

18.54 ± 6.64

23.69

10.51

G049.3666−00.3010

3.64

3.73 ± 0.48

32.05

32.92 ± 4.21

17.54

6.01

G049.4905−00.3688

3.3 ± 0.10

2.33 ± 0.07

29.11 ± 0.87

20.53 ± 0.6

33.7 ± 0.88

21.26 ± 0.44

G050.3152+00.6762

1.92

2.22 ± 0.20

16.90

19.53 ± 1.78

31.33

3.17

G050.3157+00.6747

1.05 ± 0.21

0.75 ± 0.15

9.22 ± 1.87

6.57 ± 1.29

25.98 ± 4.91

11.69 ± 3.62

G052.7533+00.3340

3.24

2.82 ± 0.24

28.59

24.88 ± 2.08

18.04

13.40

G053.9589+00.0320

2.84

1.72 ± 0.17

25.05

15.12 ± 1.48

17.40

23.43

G058.7739+00.6457

−0.91 ± 0.24

−1.39 ± 0.15

−8.03 ± 2.14

−12.28 ± 1.33

25.82 ± 2.36

14.27 ± 3.67

G060.8842−00.1286

1.77

0.15 ± 0.14

15.64

1.29 ± 1.24

G061.7207+00.8630

3.64

1.38 ± 0.06

32.04

12.14 ± 0.53

17.43

20.94 ± 0.68

30.56
17.26

39.48
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Name

α (J2000)

δ (J2000)

θMaj

θmin

beam

beam

θM

θm

θPA

θsource

Fint

Fpeak

(dd:mm:ss)

(′′ )

(′′ )

(′′ )

(′′ )

(°)

(′′ )

(mJy)

(mJy beam−1 )

G016.1448+00.0088

18:20:04.58

−14:53:25.43

0.29

0.17

0.70 ± 0.03

0.43 ± 0.02

53.6 ± 3.5

0.55 ± 0.02

12.82 ± 0.45

1.64 ± 0.05

G017.0299−00.0696

18:22:05.08

−14:08:48.90

0.28

0.17

0.61 ± 0.04

0.45 ± 0.03

164.7 ± 8.4

0.52 ± 0.02

2.03 ± 0.11

0.30 ± 0.01

G017.5549+00.1654

18:22:14.79

−13:34:22.10

0.28

0.17

1.58 ± 0.06

1.42 ± 0.06

156 ± 20

1.50 ± 0.04

5.98 ± 0.23

0.12 ± 0.00

G018.4433−00.0056

18:24:34.65

−12:52:05.58

0.28

0.17

2.34 ± 0.06

2.21 ± 0.06

121 ± 26

2.27 ± 0.04

97.1 ± 2.4

0.88 ± 0.02

G018.6654+00.0294a

18:24:52.60

−12:39:20.51

0.27

0.17

0.55 ± 0.04

0.29 ± 0.03

16.2 ± 5.3

0.40 ± 0.02

3.21 ± 0.2

0.69 ± 0.04

G018.6654+00.0294b

18:24:52.57

−12:39:20.55

0.27

0.17

0.23 ± 0.03

0.19 ± 0.03

119 ± 41

0.21 ± 0.02

0.75 ± 0.04

0.37 ± 0.02

G018.7106+00.0002

18:25:04.15

−12:37:45.82

0.28

0.17

0.89 ± 0.03

0.78 ± 0.02

114 ± 12

0.83 ± 0.02

101.2 ± 2.5

6.43 ± 0.15

G018.7612+00.2630

18:24:12.88

−12:27:41.73

0.28

0.17

0.87 ± 0.02

0.76 ± 0.02

12.8 ± 9.6

0.81 ± 0.01

44.71 ± 0.97

2.93 ± 0.06

G018.8250−00.4675

18:26:59.04

−12:44:46.54

0.27

0.17

1.68 ± 0.08

1.39 ± 0.07

105 ± 11

1.53 ± 0.05

7.85 ± 0.38

0.15 ± 0.01

G019.0767−00.2882

18:26:48.87

−12:26:23.79

0.28

0.17

1.21 ± 0.05

1.12 ± 0.04

84 ± 25

1.16 ± 0.03

91 ± 3

3.03 ± 0.10

G019.7549−00.1282

18:27:31.60

−11:45:55.16

0.26

0.17

0.45 ± 0.02

0.40 ± 0.01

156 ± 16

0.42 ± 0.01

37.2 ± 1.1

7.28 ± 0.19

G020.0797−00.1337

18:28:09.79

−11:28:48.53

0.27

0.17

0.96 ± 0.07

0.92 ± 0.07

79 ± 84

0.94 ± 0.05

14.07 ± 0.65

0.69 ± 0.03

G020.7619−00.0646

18:29:12.35

−10:50:38.47

0.26

0.17

1.98 ± 0.09

1.29 ± 0.06

82.6 ± 4

1.59 ± 0.05

5.89 ± 0.25

0.10 ± 0.00

G020.9636−00.0744a

18:29:37.31

−10:40:10.76

0.26

0.18

3.15 ± 0.09

2.15 ± 0.06

98.1 ± 3

2.60 ± 0.05

19.21 ± 0.55

0.13 ± 0.00

G020.9636−00.0744b

18:29:37.32

−10:40:12.56

0.26

0.18

0.65 ± 0.06

0.56 ± 0.05

116 ± 30

0.60 ± 0.04

2.59 ± 0.18

0.28 ± 0.02

G021.3571−00.1766

18:30:43.92

−10:22:06.86

0.25

0.17

0.71 ± 0.07

0.45 ± 0.05

139.2 ± 9.1

0.57 ± 0.04

10.83 ± 0.92

1.28 ± 0.10

G023.4835+00.0964

18:33:44.05

−08:21:23.43

0.24

0.17

0.82 ± 0.05

0.56 ± 0.04

171.2 ± 7.2

0.68 ± 0.03

3.2 ± 0.2

0.27 ± 0.02
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Table D.1 Photometric results for the higher-resolution data targets. New components of CORNISH sources that were previously
merged into single unresolved sources have been measured as individual sources, where appropriate, and assigned a letter for
distinction of the name. The measured source coordinates, clean beam axes, deconvolved source axes and position angles, average
source diameters, integrated and peak fluxes are presented, in this order.

Table D.1 – continued from previous page
Name

α (J2000)

δ (J2000)

θMaj

θmin

beam

beam

θM

θm

θPA

θsource

Fint

Fpeak

(dd:mm:ss)

(′′ )

(′′ )

(′′ )

(′′ )

(°)

(′′ )

(mJy)

(mJy beam−1 )

G024.1839+00.1199

18:34:57.19

−07:43:26.16

0.24

0.17

0.85 ± 0.04

0.65 ± 0.03

91.8 ± 7.6

0.74 ± 0.03

4.32 ± 0.2

0.30 ± 0.01

G025.3970+00.5614

18:35:37.44

−06:26:38.34

0.24

0.17

0.78 ± 0.04

0.67 ± 0.03

155 ± 18

0.72 ± 0.03

119.3 ± 5.5

8.76 ± 0.38

G025.7157+00.0487

18:38:02.78

−06:23:47.42

0.24

0.17

1.25 ± 0.06

0.87 ± 0.04

153.8 ± 5.7

1.04 ± 0.04

14.51 ± 0.72

0.54 ± 0.03

G025.8011−00.1568

18:38:56.37

−06:24:53.42

0.24

0.18

0.98 ± 0.10

0.92 ± 0.09

125 ± 73

0.95 ± 0.07

30.8 ± 2.7

1.39 ± 0.12

G026.0083+00.1369

18:38:16.28

−06:05:45.46

0.24

0.17

0.31 ± 0.01

0.28 ± 0.01

17 ± 30

0.30 ± 0.01

4.91 ± 0.14

1.55 ± 0.04

G026.0916−00.0565

18:39:06.98

−06:06:38.26

0.24

0.17

1.18 ± 0.09

0.86 ± 0.07

158 ± 10

1.01 ± 0.05

6.85 ± 0.5

0.27 ± 0.02

G026.1094−00.0937

18:39:16.92

−06:06:43.39

0.34

0.17

0.33 ± 0.03

0.22 ± 0.02

115 ± 10

0.27 ± 0.02

2.19 ± 0.09

0.92 ± 0.03

G026.5976−00.0236

18:39:55.89

−05:38:45.32

0.33

0.17

1.44 ± 0.04

0.79 ± 0.02

149.9 ± 1.8

1.07 ± 0.02

39.3 ± 1.1

1.91 ± 0.05

G026.8304−00.2067

18:41:00.84

−05:31:22.37

0.33

0.17

1.36 ± 0.05

1.18 ± 0.04

143 ± 13

1.27 ± 0.03

10.59 ± 0.39

0.37 ± 0.01

G027.1859−00.0816

18:41:13.26

−05:08:58.10

0.33

0.17

1.54 ± 0.07

1.39 ± 0.06

84 ± 22

1.46 ± 0.04

18.35 ± 0.71

0.47 ± 0.02

G027.3644−00.1657

18:41:50.96

−05:01:45.12

0.32

0.17

0.89 ± 0.03

0.81 ± 0.03

150 ± 22

0.85 ± 0.02

36.2 ± 1.1

2.61 ± 0.07

G027.9352+00.2056

18:41:34.35

−04:21:06.78

0.34

0.17

0.33 ± 0.01

0.23 ± 0.01

139.4 ± 2.5

0.28 ± 0.01

4.83 ± 0.21

3.77 ± 0.10

G028.2003−00.0494

18:42:58.11

−04:13:57.59

0.34

0.17

0.93 ± 0.04

0.57 ± 0.03

148.9 ± 3.6

0.73 ± 0.02

222.3 ± 9.3

22.18 ± 0.84

G028.4518+00.0027

18:43:14.60

−03:59:06.59

0.34

0.17

1.83 ± 0.06

1.63 ± 0.05

72 ± 12

1.73 ± 0.04

25.23 ± 0.73

0.49 ± 0.01

G030.0096−00.2734

18:47:04.72

−02:43:31.23

0.33

0.17

0.26 ± 0.04

0.17 ± 0.07

15 ± 21

0.21 ± 0.04

4.11 ± 0.28

2.09 ± 0.10

G030.5887−00.0428a

18:47:18.90

−02:06:16.72

0.32

0.17

0.22 ± 0.10

0.17 ± 0.13

107 ± 75

0.19 ± 0.09

25.6 ± 4.8

14.80 ± 1.90

G030.5887−00.0428b

18:47:18.88

−02:06:17.18

0.32

0.17

1.09 ± 0.19

0.33 ± 0.07

163.6 ± 5.2

0.60 ± 0.08

97 ± 16

12.10 ± 1.70

G031.0495+00.4697

18:46:19.86

−01:27:39.54

0.24

0.18

1.43 ± 0.08

0.85 ± 0.05

15.4 ± 4.3

1.10 ± 0.04

16.27 ± 0.91

0.55 ± 0.03

G031.0595+00.0922

18:47:41.61

−01:37:27.35

0.24

0.18

0.76 ± 0.03

0.56 ± 0.02

17.3 ± 4.9

0.65 ± 0.02

6.94 ± 0.23

0.62 ± 0.02

G031.1590+00.0465

18:48:02.27

−01:33:23.65

0.24

0.18

0.79 ± 0.06

0.56 ± 0.05

117 ± 10

0.67 ± 0.04

2.96 ± 0.22

0.26 ± 0.02

G031.2435−00.1103

18:48:45.04

−01:33:10.49

0.24

0.18

1.84 ± 0.07

1.81 ± 0.07

62 ± 112

1.83 ± 0.05

383 ± 13

4.87 ± 0.17
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Table D.1 – continued from previous page
Name

α (J2000)

δ (J2000)

θMaj

θmin

beam

beam

θM

θm

θPA

θsource

Fint

Fpeak

(dd:mm:ss)

(′′ )

(′′ )

(′′ )

(′′ )

(°)

(′′ )

(mJy)

(mJy beam−1 )

G031.5815+00.0744

18:48:42.56

−01:10:04.43

0.24

0.18

2.67 ± 0.07

1.54 ± 0.04

111.8 ± 1.9

2.03 ± 0.04

15.3 ± 0.4

0.16 ± 0.00

G032.4727+00.2036

18:49:52.55

+00:18:56.63

0.25

0.18

1.07 ± 0.05

0.58 ± 0.03

92.5 ± 3

0.78 ± 0.03

56.3 ± 2.6

3.68 ± 0.16

G032.7398+00.1940

18:50:23.83

+00:04:57.30

0.24

0.17

0.44 ± 0.03

0.41 ± 0.03

150 ± 85

0.42 ± 0.02

4.54 ± 0.25

0.84 ± 0.04

G032.7492−00.0643

18:51:20.02

+00:11:30.89

0.24

0.18

2.09 ± 0.07

2.04 ± 0.07

20 ± 70

2.07 ± 0.05

22.72 ± 0.75

0.23 ± 0.01

G032.7982+00.1937

18:50:30.27

−00:01:49.76

0.24

0.18

2.21 ± 0.21

0.80 ± 0.08

23.2 ± 3.2

1.33 ± 0.14

16.8 ± 1.6

0.39 ± 0.04

G033.8100−00.1864a

18:53:42.23

+00:41:47.32

0.24

0.18

0.68 ± 0.05

0.26 ± 0.03

179.4 ± 3

0.42 ± 0.03

39.3 ± 2.9

7.28 ± 0.45

G033.8100−00.1864b

18:53:42.27

+00:41:45.71

0.24

0.18

0.70 ± 0.05

0.42 ± 0.03

134.4 ± 5.8

0.54 ± 0.03

9.02 ± 0.62

1.15 ± 0.07

G034.0901+00.4365

18:51:59.74

+01:13:47.63

0.24

0.18

2.34 ± 0.12

1.36 ± 0.07

92.9 ± 3.6

1.79 ± 0.06

6.95 ± 0.35

0.09 ± 0.00

G034.4032+00.2277

18:53:18.67

+01:24:47.64

0.22

0.18

0.45 ± 0.02

0.35 ± 0.01

53.2 ± 6.4

0.40 ± 0.01

6.62 ± 0.19

1.32 ± 0.03

G035.4570−00.1791

18:56:41.03

+02:09:55.33

0.22

0.18

0.96 ± 0.05

0.83 ± 0.04

126 ± 14

0.89 ± 0.03

7.48 ± 0.37

0.36 ± 0.02

G036.4057+00.0226

18:57:41.98

+03:06:05.18

0.22

0.18

1.25 ± 0.04

1.17 ± 0.04

119 ± 20

1.21 ± 0.03

25.14 ± 0.75

0.65 ± 0.02

G037.7347−00.1128

19:00:36.99

+04:13:18.56

0.22

0.18

0.85 ± 0.04

0.84 ± 0.04

116 ± 161

0.85 ± 0.03

17.79 ± 0.73

0.91 ± 0.04

G037.8209+00.4125

18:58:54.03

+04:32:18.89

0.22

0.18

1.57 ± 0.06

1.23 ± 0.05

17.2 ± 6.1

1.39 ± 0.04

17.37 ± 0.63

0.35 ± 0.01

G037.9723−00.0965

19:00:59.67

+04:26:26.59

0.22

0.18

1.63 ± 0.06

1.22 ± 0.04

116.8 ± 4.8

1.41 ± 0.03

15.39 ± 0.53

0.30 ± 0.01

G038.6465−00.2260

19:02:41.75

+04:58:49.87

0.22

0.18

3.84 ± 0.12

2.76 ± 0.08

124.2 ± 3.7

3.26 ± 0.07

41.9 ± 1.3

0.15 ± 0.00

G038.6529+00.0875

19:01:35.25

+05:07:47.30

0.22

0.18

0.24 ± 0.01

0.20 ± 0.01

9.1 ± 13.9

0.22 ± 0.01

8.7 ± 0.29

3.84 ± 0.09

G038.6934−00.4524

19:03:35.35

+04:55:06.22

0.21

0.17

1.40 ± 0.05

1.26 ± 0.05

124 ± 15

1.33 ± 0.03

19.27 ± 0.69

0.37 ± 0.01

G039.1956+00.2255

19:02:05.58

+05:40:31.63

0.21

0.17

0.84 ± 0.03

0.82 ± 0.03

29 ± 50

0.83 ± 0.02

58.7 ± 1.7

2.82 ± 0.08

G042.1090−00.4469

19:09:53.56

+07:57:15.18

0.2

0.17

0.74 ± 0.04

0.50 ± 0.03

114.1 ± 5.7

0.61 ± 0.02

8.54 ± 0.44

0.71 ± 0.03

G043.1489+00.0130

19:10:11.05

+09:05:20.15

0.47

0.43

0.47 ± 0.01

0.26 ± 0.01

120 ± 1.5

0.35 ± 0.01

69.03 ± 0.76

41.46 ± 0.31

G043.1520+00.0115

19:10:11.72

+09:05:27.79

0.47

0.43

2.16 ± 0.17

1.11 ± 0.09

80.4 ± 4.4

1.55 ± 0.09

255 ± 20

19.80 ± 1.40
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Name

α (J2000)

δ (J2000)

θMaj

θmin

beam

beam

θM

θm

θPA

θsource

Fint

Fpeak

(hh:mm:ss)

(dd:mm:ss)

(′′ )

(′′ )

(′′ )

(′′ )

(°)

(′′ )

(mJy)

(mJy beam−1 )

G043.1706−00.0003

19:10:16.36

+09:06:06.98

0.47

0.43

0.95 ± 0.05

0.68 ± 0.04

47.8 ± 6.5

0.80 ± 0.03

385 ± 17

91.70 ± 3.40

G043.1720+00.0080

19:10:14.75

+09:06:25.66

0.47

0.43

1.16 ± 0.04

1.08 ± 0.04

174 ± 24

1.12 ± 0.03

62.8 ± 1.9

8.75 ± 0.23

G043.7954−00.1274a

19:11:53.99

+09:35:50.30

0.2

0.17

0.31 ± 0.01

0.20 ± 0.01

103.3 ± 2.8

0.25 ± 0.01

54.6 ± 1.3

18.53 ± 0.33

G043.7954−00.1274b

19:11:54.06

+09:35:49.77

0.2

0.17

0.46 ± 0.06

0.40 ± 0.05

178 ± 40

0.43 ± 0.04

6.91 ± 0.81

1.06 ± 0.11

G043.9675+00.9939

19:08:11.01

+10:16:03.12

0.24

0.15

0.76 ± 0.06

0.46 ± 0.04

1.5 ± 6.5

0.59 ± 0.03

30.7 ± 2.2

2.84 ± 0.18

G044.3103+00.0410a

19:12:15.73

+10:07:53.54

0.24

0.15

0.80 ± 0.06

0.70 ± 0.06

156 ± 26

0.75 ± 0.04

3.66 ± 0.25

0.22 ± 0.01

G044.3103+00.0410b

19:12:15.78

+10:07:52.58

0.24

0.15

0.17 ± 0.02

0.03 ± 0.02

31.7 ± 4.2

0.07 ± 0.02

0.70 ± 0.03

0.56 ± 0.02

G044.4228+00.5377

19:10:40.99

+10:27:40.69

0.22

0.18

0.90 ± 0.05

0.73 ± 0.04

160 ± 11

0.81 ± 0.03

6.36 ± 0.32

0.36 ± 0.02

G045.0694+00.1323

19:13:21.81

+10:50:48.44

0.22

0.18

1.33 ± 0.11

0.67 ± 0.06

67.6 ± 4.4

0.94 ± 0.06

24.1 ± 2

1.01 ± 0.08

G048.9901−00.2988

19:22:26.13

+14:06:39.72

0.21

0.18

0.57 ± 0.02

0.16 ± 0.01

61.9 ± 1.1

0.30 ± 0.01

7.45 ± 0.29

1.92 ± 0.06

G050.3152+00.6762

19:21:27.52

+15:44:20.78

0.21

0.18

1.13 ± 0.04

0.98 ± 0.04

46 ± 11

1.05 ± 0.03

50.3 ± 2

1.68 ± 0.06

G053.9589+00.0320

19:31:05.23

+18:38:16.91

0.2

0.18

1.79 ± 0.06

1.12 ± 0.04

122.1 ± 2.9

1.42 ± 0.03

31.3 ± 1.1

0.56 ± 0.02

G060.8842−00.1286

19:46:20.14

+00:35:29.31

0.23

0.14

0.75 ± 0.04

0.69 ± 0.04

144 ± 28

0.72 ± 0.03

26.5 ± 1.1

1.57 ± 0.06

G061.7207+00.8630

19:44:23.64

+01:48:43.35

0.23

0.14

2.25 ± 0.06

2.23 ± 0.06

127 ± 122

2.24 ± 0.04

112.7 ± 2.8

0.74 ± 0.02
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Name

α (J2000)

δ (J2000)

θMaj

θmin

beam

beam

θM

θm

θPA

θsource

Fint

Fpeak

(dd:mm:ss)

(′′ )

(′′ )

(′′ )

(′′ )

(°)

(′′ )

(mJy)

(mJy beam−1 )

G020.0809−00.1362

18:28:10.38

−11:28:48.45

0.27

0.17

4.11 ± 0.29

1.40 ± 0.10

113.9 ± 2.2

2.40 ± 0.12

597 ± 41

4.69 ± 0.32

G025.3983+00.5617

18:35:37.55

−06:26:33.51

0.24

0.17

2.68 ± 0.08

2.43 ± 0.07

42 ± 13

2.55 ± 0.05

96.6 ± 2.8

0.61 ± 0.02

G031.1596+00.0448

18:48:02.71

−01:33:24.73

0.24

0.18

0.99 ± 0.04

0.89 ± 0.04

175 ± 24

0.94 ± 0.03

24.19 ± 0.95

1.14 ± 0.04

G032.7966+00.1909a

18:50:31.00

+00:01:56.90

0.24

0.18

1.07 ± 0.06

0.96 ± 0.05

173 ± 53

1.02 ± 0.04

267 ± 14

10.65 ± 0.52

G032.7966+00.1909b

18:50:30.80

+00:01:53.81

0.24

0.18

3.96 ± 0.41

1.48 ± 0.15

15.3 ± 3.7

2.42 ± 0.18

301 ± 31

2.18 ± 0.22

G032.7966+00.1909c

18:50:30.73

+00:01:57.91

0.24

0.18

1.34 ± 0.11

0.75 ± 0.07

43 ± 5.6

1.00 ± 0.06

145 ± 12

5.88 ± 0.47

G032.7966+00.1909d

18:50:30.68

+00:02:00.39

0.24

0.18

2.02 ± 0.07

1.32 ± 0.04

50.2 ± 3

1.63 ± 0.04

1121 ± 36

17.64 ± 0.56

G036.4062+00.0221a

18:57:42.14

+03:06:06.22

0.22

0.18

0.34 ± 0.01

0.32 ± 0.01

167 ± 34

0.33 ± 0.01

10.71 ± 0.21

2.88 ± 0.05

G036.4062+00.0221b

18:57:42.23

+03:06:05.25

0.22

0.18

0.26 ± 0.04

0.19 ± 0.03

19 ± 48

0.22 ± 0.03

0.82 ± 0.10

0.37 ± 0.03

G043.1651−00.0283

19:10:21.78

+09:05:02.64

0.47

0.43

3.79 ± 0.13

1.31 ± 0.05

170.9 ± 1

2.23 ± 0.05

1075 ± 36

41.20 ± 1.30

G043.1652+00.0129

19:10:12.89

+09:06:11.77

0.47

0.43

0.67 ± 0.05

0.47 ± 0.05

132 ± 12

0.56 ± 0.04

228 ± 14

88.20 ± 4.10

G043.1657+00.0116

19:10:13.22

+09:06:11.19

0.23

0.14

0.83 ± 0.06

0.75 ± 0.06

91 ± 33

0.79 ± 0.04

308 ± 20

14.46 ± 0.89

G043.1665+00.0106

19:10:13.55

+09:06:12.43

0.47

0.43

4.89 ± 0.30

2.93 ± 0.18

95.7 ± 4.5

3.79 ± 0.16

3570 ± 220

49.80 ± 3.00

G043.1674+00.0128

19:10:13.16

+09:06:18.61

0.47

0.43

0.85 ± 0.07

0.78 ± 0.07

84 ± 61

0.81 ± 0.05

295 ± 20

69.20 ± 3.90

G043.1684+00.0087

19:10:14.16

+09:06:15.82

0.47

0.43

2.03 ± 0.17

1.67 ± 0.14

130 ± 19

1.84 ± 0.11

308 ± 25

17.40 ± 1.30

G043.1699+00.0115

19:10:13.76

+09:06:24.91

0.47

0.43

1.64 ± 0.13

1.16 ± 0.10

156.5 ± 9.4

1.38 ± 0.08

71.9 ± 5.7

6.91 ± 0.50

G043.1701+00.0078

19:10:14.54

+09:06:19.48

0.47

0.43

5.37 ± 0.26

1.39 ± 0.07

153.1 ± 1

2.73 ± 0.09

331 ± 15

8.51 ± 0.39

G043.1716+00.0001

19:10:16.41

+09:06:10.26

0.23

0.14

2.92 ± 0.18

1.06 ± 0.07

57.9 ± 2.1

1.76 ± 0.08

67.8 ± 4.1

0.66 ± 0.04

G045.0712+00.1321

19:13:22.08

+10:50:53.25

0.22

0.18

0.78 ± 0.03

0.57 ± 0.03

106.6 ± 5.6

0.66 ± 0.02

331 ± 14

26.60 ± 1.00

JVLA follow-up – photometric results

(hh:mm:ss)
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Table D.2 Photometric results for CORNISH UCHII found within the same fields as the targets of the JVLA follow-up (referred to
as the neighbour set in the text). All columns are defined as for the previous table.

